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1201. Five Criteria for Choosing  target to  the poor  and they may distort the  The relative size of the privatization
among  Poverty  Programs  economy, harming  growth.  Food stamps  program and thedegree  ofopennesstofor-
are  easy  to target  to the  poor, are  fairly  eigners  are  important  determinants  of
Margaret E. Groslh  difficult to administer,  depending  on pro-  foreign direct  investment.  Each dollar  in
(October  1993)  gram design, but depending  on program  privatization  revenue generates  an addi-
design, may encourage  the use of schools  tional  35 cents  in new foreign direct  in-
In  deciding  between  choices  in poverty  and primary health care. But there is con-  vestment  inflows, and a 1 percent increase
programs,  the chiefcriteria  should be ad-  troversy  about  wtLether they  encourage  in foreign participation  adds  another  50
ministrative  and political feasibility, how  dependency and dinminish  the work ethic.  cents.
easy it is to target the program's  benefits  This paper  - a product of the Poverty  In addition  to the direct inflow of funds
tothepoor, whet zertheprogram  addresses  and  Human  Resources  Division,  Policy  through the sale of assets, many develop-
the real problem,  and,  when collateral ef-  Research Department-was  prepared for  ing countries  also increasingly  attracted
fects are weighed, whether the net effect is  a conference  sponsored by the Brookings  foreign investment outside oftheir privat-
to reduce pouerty.  Institution  and  Inter-American  Dialogue  ization  programs.  Privatization  of infra-
on "Confronting the Challenge of Poverty  structure  and  the  financial  sector  espe-
Grosh addresses the issue of how to choose  and Inequality  in Latin America," held in  cially seem to have sent important  signals
among  discreet  poverty  interventions  July  1992. Copies of the  paper  are avail-  to  foreign  investors,  indicating  an  im-
such  as  food  stamp  programs,  public  able  free from the  World Bank,  1818 H  proved economic environment  and  possi-
works, or small enterprise  credit schemes  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  bly  the  eventual  elimination  of bottle-
where little formal policy  modeling is done  Please  contact  PRDPH,  room  N5-067,  necks.  Improved  expectations  about  the
prior to decision making.  extension  39249 (34 pages).  profitabilityofinvestment  projects render
I'he minimum criteria on which tojudge  these countries more attractive  to foreign
the relative  merits  of poverty programs,  investors.
says Gros)  . are five:  1202.  Privatization  and Foreign  Thispaper-aproductoftheDebtand
- Administrative  feasibility.  This  de-  Investment  in the  Developing  International  Finance  Division, Interna-
pends  on the  detailed  design  of the  pro-  World,  1988-92  tional  Economics Department  - is part
gram, the level of resources  available  for  of a  larger  effort  in  the  department  to
administrationi,  and the degree of imper-  Frank Sader  evaluate  foreign  investment  as  a source
fection that  can be tolerated.  (October  1993)  offinancing for developing countries. Cop-
e  Political feasibility.  This depends on  ies of  the  paper  are  available  from  the
how the  program is promoted to the  pub-  Deuelopirzgcountriescanusepriuatization  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,
lic, how coalitions of supporters  or detrac-  to attract foreign investment in two ways:  Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact
tors are built, and the relative power ofben-  by selling assets to foreign investors and  Rose Vo,  room  S8-114, extension 31047(62
eficiaries, suppliers, and administrators.  by improuing  the general economic envi-  pages).
* Collateraleffectsonthepovertystrat-  ronment so that inuestment seems more
egy. How will a safety net program affect,  likely to be profitable.
for example,  the  participants'  labor sup-  1203.  Determinants  of Value-Added
ply, participation  in other programs,  and  Foreign direct investment  in the develop-  Tax  Revenue:  A Cross-Section
receipt  of private  interhousehold  trans-  ing  world  has  grown  rapidly  in  recent  Analysis
fers,  and  how will those  changes  affect  years, makingitoneofthemostimportant
markets  and government  finances? What  sources  of financing  to developing  coun-  Zeljko  Bogetic  and Fareed Hssn
will be the net effect on poverty reduction?  tries. Sader presents  a database  on about  (October  1993)
* Potential for targeting the poor. Will  1,100  global  privatization  transactions
the program reach significant  numbers  of  from  1988 through  1992.  Empiricalanalysisofvalue-addedtaxrev-
the  poor? How much  leakage of benefits  Between  1988  and  1992,  developing  enueson a sample of34 countries conforms
will there  be to the  nonpoor?  country  governments  earned  almost  with  conuentional  wisdom from  theoreti-
* Tailoring the solution to theproblem.  US$62 billion in revenues  from the  sale  cal and  case studies.  The key implication
The program  choice should address  the  of state-owned  assets.  About  a  third  of  is that for value-added  tax to provide su-
real  problem.  Where the  poor have  suf-  those revenues came from foreign sources.  perior reuenues, it should  be levied in a
fered a loss of real wages rather  than  a loss  Privatization  in Latin America represents  single rate on as broad a base as possible.
ofjobs, for example, transfers  to the work-  about 66 percent of privatization  in the de-  And  tax administration  and  enforcement
ing poor may be more relevant  than  ore-  veloping world. Privatization  in Europe,  must  be tough to ensure compliance.
ating jobs. This criterion may seem obvi-  including Eastern Europe, accounts for 17
ous, but many proposals seem to ignore it.  percent, and privatization  in East Asia, 13  Value-added  tax  (VAT)  has  become  a
Grosh  illustrates  her  main  points  by  percent.  The heaviest  foreign participa-  majortax  instrument  in over 50 countries
applying these criteria  to a range  of pov-  tion is in Eastern  Europe,  primarily  for  and  an important  element  in tax  policy
erty  programs  commonly  used  in  Latin  lack of domestic financing.  advice to developing  countries.  But  few
America. General subsidies of food prices,  Foreign investors' general participation  studies  have empirically tested  some ba-
for  example,  are  administratively  and  in  privatization  programs  was  strong,  sic hypotheses  about the performance and
politically feasible  and lower food costs to  providing developing countries with sub-  key feature  of VAT as a revenue-raising
the  consumner, but  they  are  difficult  to  stantial  amounts  of foreign exchange.  instrument.4  Policy  Research  Working  Paper Series
Bogetic and  Hassan  examine  the main  1204.  Structural  Adjustment,  pendency of foregn assistancedid  not lead
determinants  of VAT revenue in a simple  Economic  Performance,  and  to a  deterioration  in  domestic  savings
cross-country framework  using data from  Aid  Dependency  in Tanzania  performance.  And most of the  foreign as-
34 countries  to answer  certain  key ques-  sistance  was used  for investment  rather
tions:  What  empirical  relationship  Nisha Agrawal,  Zafar Ahmed,  Michael  Mered,  than  for consumption.  But  the  principal
emerges  from existing  data  on VAT rev-  and Roger  Nord  difference between Tanzania  and the four
enue  and VAT rates  for countries  with  a  (October  1993)  Sub-Saharan  African countries  sampled
single VAT  rate?  How much, on average,  was the efficiency with which the foreign
can a I percent  increase  in the VAT rate  Contrary  to  traditional  interpretation,  assistance  wR.s  used. Using a measure  of
be expected to raise VAT revenue as mea-  Tanzania's  increased dependence  on for-  macroeconomic return  on investment,  the
sured  by  VAT-to-GDP ratio?  What  key  eign assistance during itsperiod ofadjust-  comparison  shows that  Tanzania  is get-
determinants  of  VAT revenue  emerge  ment  did  not lead  to a  deterioration  in  ting very little return  on domestic invest-
from a cross-Country analysis  of the  full  domestic  sauings  performance.  But  the  ment even after the introduction  of struc-
sample ofcountries? Is there a statistically  efficiency of investment  has been substan-  tural  reforms. There are several  reasons
significant difference in VAT  revenue per-  tially lower in Tanzania  than in other re-  for this,  including  the  dominance  of the
formance between countries with a single  forrning Sub-Saharan  African  countries.  Tanzanian  economy by a large and highly
VATrateandcountrieswithmultipleVAT  inefficient parastatal  sector. If Tanzania
rates?  Tanzania  embarked  on a  structural  ad-  is to generate  the accelerated growth that
The results  of their  regressions  gener-  justment  program  in 1986 after a decade  it so urgently  needs, one of the key areas
allyconfirm the conventionalviews  on the  of protracted  economic decline.  Its  pro-  of policy reform needs  to be the  increase
key variables  influencing  VAT revenue  gram was supported  by the International  in productivity  of domestic investment.
performarce:  the  rate,  the base, and rate  Monetary Fund and the  World Bank and  This  paper  - a joint  product  of  the
dispersion. The rate  and  the  base coeffi-  was  accompanied  by  a  substantial  in-  Bank's  Country  Operations  Division,
cients  are  significant  and  with  the  ex-  crease in foreign assistance.  After seven  Eastern  Africa Department  and  the  Fis-
pected positive sign in all ofthe estimated  years  of adjustment  the  environment  for  cal Afairs  andAfrican  Departmentsofthe
versions of the model. An estimated  model  higher economic growth has improved, but  Intemational  Monetary  Fund.  Copies of
is used  with appropriate  caveats  to pre-  the results are only partiallyencouraging:  the  paper  are  available  free  from  the
dict VAT revenue  potential  in countries  economic  growth  has  only  slightly  ex-  World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washing-
(such as  Bulgaria)  that  are  thinking  of  ceeded population  growth,  and  officially  ton,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Kathryn
introducing  a single rate VAT.  measured  domestic savings have deterio-  Rivera, room J1O-281,  extension 34141(28
They also find that  - other things  be-  rated.  Meanwhile, Tanzania's  dependency  pages).
ing  constant  - VAT generates  higher  on  foreign assistance  has  increased,  re-
revenue  in countries  with  a single  VAT  flected in a  deterioration  of the  current
rate than  in countries  with multiple  VAT  account of the balance of payments. This  1205.  Wage and Employment
rates.  The  difference  in  the  estimated  has led to an increasingly  heated  debate  Decisions  in the  Russian
models for the two country groups is sta-  about whether  real adjustment  is in fact  Economy:  An Analysis
tistically  significant,  indicating  a  struc-  taking  place in Tanzania,  or whether  for-  of Developments  in 1992
tural  change. However this  change in the  eign  aid has  served  to postpone  adjust-
pattern  of VAT revenues  cannot  be  ex-  ment instead  of supporting  it.  Simon  Commander,  Leonid  Liberman,
plained exclusively in terms of differences  Agrawal, Ahmed, Mered, and Nord shed  and Ruslan Yemtsov
in rate structure.  A satisfactory  explana-  light  on the relationship  between adjust-  (October  1993)
tion must  include  other  factors,  such  as  ment  and aid dependency  on the basis of
the base and tax administration  capacity.  Tanzania's  experience.  Tanzania's  weak  Lax  monetary  policy  and  decentralized
The key policy implications  are simple:  databaseis  adjustedinseveralrespectsto  insiderpower-giuing  rise to employment
to provide superior revenues, VAT should  correct for  the most glaring deficiencies in  stability  and  wage rigidity  - are power-
be levied in a single rate on as broad abase  it.  After  adjustment  of  the  database,  fid ingredients  for hyperinfZation.
as  possible. And tax administration  and  Tanzania's  performance  is compared  in
enforcementmustbetoughtoensurecom-  the period 1981-85, prior to when reforms  Commander,  Liberman,  and  Yemtsov
pliance.  were  launched,  with  that  in the  period  analyze  changes  in  the  Russian  labor
This paper  - a product of the  Country  1986-90, which followed  the launch ofthe  market  in 1992.  They focus on the path of
Operations  Division, Europe and  Central  Economic Recovery Program  in 1986. To  wages  and  employment  in  a  context  of
Asia, Country Department  I -is  part  of  put the Tanzanian  experience in context,  partial  price liberalization  and  consider-
a  larger  effort in the  department  to em-  its performance is also compared with that  able  ambiguity  about  govermment and
phasize  public  finance  reform  issues  in  of four Sub-Saharan  African countries - central  bank  policy.
policy dialogue  and economic and  sector  Ghana,  Kenya, Malawi,  and  Uganda  - Under  the  former Soviet economy, the
work. Copies of the  paper  are  available  which  embarked  on similar  reform  pro-  firm  was  the  bedrock  of  the  centrally
free fiom the  World Bank,  1818 H Street  grams  during  the  1980s.  planned system. The relaxation  ofcentral-
NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please  con-  The adjustment  of the  macroeconomic  ized controls  did not result in substantial
tact  Faith Smith,  room H5-245, extension  data  shows that,  contrary  to traditional  employment  losses partly  because of the
36072 (14 pages).  interpretation,  Tanzania's  increased  de-  implicit  -moral economy" of the  systemPolicy Research  Working  Paper  Series  5
and  partly  because  of  continuing  con-  by the  Bank's  Research  Support  Budget  Their evidence suggests that U.S. inves-
straints  on wages.  on  'The  Labor  Market  in  Transitional  tors could benefit significantly  in diversi-
In 1992,  the wage structure  and employ-  Socialist  Economies" (RPO 677-30). Cop-  fication that  involves NIFs,  particularly
nient levels in the economy's state  sector  ies of this paper are available free from the  funds originating  from countries to whose
exhibited  surprising  stability,  reflecting  World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW, Washing-  local markets  they  have limited  access.
the  system's  immense  inertia.  Despite  ton,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Valerie  Diwan,  Errunza,  and  Senbet  investi-
announced  regime changes, at the end of  Reid, room M3-047, extension  35195 (56  gate the pricing of NIFs, testingtheirprin-
1992 the  number  of jobseekers  was  no  pages).  cipal  theoretical  predictions  about  the
more than  1.5 percent  of the  labor force.  relative  significance of the home market,
But  significant  changes  have  been  host  market,  and  global closed-end fund
made:  wage  and  employment  decisions  1206.  Empirical Perspectives  factors. They analyze initial  (public-offer-
have  been  widely  liberalized;  some  re-  on National Index  Funds  ing literature)  and  after-market  returns,
straints  on labor mobility have been re-  and explain  the behavior of fund premia/
moved; changes  have  also been made  in  Ishac Diwan,  Vihang Errunza,  discounts.  The evidence shows that  vari-
ownership title; and there  has been some  and Lemma  W. Senbet  ables that  proxy the degree of access and
expansion  in  the  private  sector,  as  yet  (October  1993)  substitution  effects show up as significant
largely concentrated  in services.  determinants  o 'country fund premia/dis-
These substantive  changes  are  impor-  U.S. investors could benefit from  diuersi-  counts.
tant  for future expectations  about entitle-  fication that involves national indexfunds,  The  empirical  study  supports  their
ments tojobs and income, but the changes  particularlyfunds  originatingfrom  coun-  theory about  the welfare  implication for
remain restricted  and the sources ofthese  tries to whose local markets  they have lim-  emerging  economies that  originate  coun-
restrictions  imply  significant  economic  ited  access. Country funds  also improve  try funds. The model suggests  that  coun-
costs. The  underpinning  of the  current  pricing efficiency in local capital markets  try fknds can improve pricingefficiency in
stagflation is the inability to break the soft  and  help local firms  mobilize local capi-  local capital  markets  and  promote  local
budget  constraint  on state  firms  and  to  tal at lower cost.  capital  mobilization by firms at  more fa-
impose realistically  a  systematic,  trans-  vorable  terms  (lower costs of capital).
parent  set of constraints  on the  firms' fi-  Closed-end national  index funds  (NIFs or  This paper - a product of the Debt and
nancing demands. This hascombined with  "country  funds") invest  primarily  in the  International  Finance  Division, Interna-
the  firms'  continuing  ability  to exercise  stocks  of the  originating  countries,  such  tional Economics Department  - is a com-
market  power alongside weak controls on  as  Brazil, India,  and  the Republic of Ko-  panion  paper  to the  theoretical  analysis
wage claims.  rea.  They are  typically  traded  in the or-  ofcountry funds by the same authors,  The
Employment  transitions  have  been  ganized exchanges of industrial  countries,  Pricing of Country Funds  and Their Role
dominated  by high levels  of quits  at  the  such as the United States  and the United  in  Capital  Mobilization  for  Emerging
base  of the  skill  structure.  Involuntary  Kingdom. Although NIFs have not raised  Economies,"  Policy  Research  Working
separations  have been limited, involving  large amounts of external  funds, recently  Paper 1058. Copies ofthis  paper are avail-
mostly women and white  collar workers.  they  have expanded  rapidly.  able free from the  World Bank,  1818 H
Firms commonly provide de factor unem-  In a companion paper  ("The Pricing of  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.
ployment compensation  to workers in the  Country Funds and Their Role in Capital  Please contact Azeb Yideru, room H7-053,
form  of minimum  wage  payments  with  Mobilization  for  Emerging  Economies,"  extension  36067 (49 pages).
little  or  no work requirement.  There  is  WPS 1058), Diwan, Errunza,  and Senbet
evidence of some increase  in the  propor-  develop a theoretical  model to compare the
tion of laid-off workers  among the  unem-  pricing of country funds  in the reference  1207.  Characteristics and
ployed, but firms seem to prefer hoarding  markets (say, the United States)  with the  Performance of Settlement
labor in light of uncertainty  about policy,  pricing of the  underlying  component  as-  Programs: A Review
firm, or product-specific market prospects.  sets (or net asset  valuation)  in the origi-
Wages have been more volatile. Wages  nating  securities  market  under  various  Bill  H. Kinsey  and Hans P. Binswanger
initially  bore almost all ofthe adjustment  assumptions  about  market  structure.  (October  1993)
costs, but have shown mild recovery there-  In this  paper, they empirically  investi-
after. Lax monetary policy and decentral-  gate the hypotheses  that emerge from the  Settlement  programs  should  be flexible
ized insider  power, giving rise to relative  model. They first  analyze  country  fund  and  decentralized  and  should mostly al-
employment stability  and real wage rigid-  pricing  and  associated  premia,  or  dis-  locate cropland  to families,  whose land
ity, are powerful ingredients  for hyperin-  counts, and then  explore the  issue  of di-  rights  must  be cdearly defined  as owner-
flation.  versification  services  provided  by  NIFs  ship  or long-term  leases. lfpoor  settlers are
This  paper  - a product  of the  National  from emerging  markets.  The emphasis  on  to benefit  or succeed,  settlement  cannot  be
Economic  Management  Division,  Eco-  emerging markets  is important  as many  based on credit finance  but must  include
nomic Development  Institute,  and  Mos-  markets  are  otherwise  closed to foreign  grants.
cow  State  University - is part of a larger  investors.  They  compare  results  across
effort  to  analyze  the  workings  of labor  emerging  and  industrial  markets  and,  The studies and cases reviewed by Kinsey
markets  in transitional  economies.  The  where  appropriate,  over  different  and  Binswanger  suggest  that  settlement
study is part of a research  project funded  subperiods.  programs  are  too often designed  on the6  Policy Research  Working  Paper  Series
assumption  that  all  settlers  will or can  *  The reasons  for these differences.  Asian  Nations  (ASEAN),  which  has  re-
succeed. This has led to too much central-  They compare five typeB  of'schools. Stu-  cently  announced  plans  to  form  the
ized  administration  and  rigid  designs,  dents  in Former  A ('European")  schools  ASEAN FreeTrade  Area (AFTA). Conclu-
rather  than  reliance  on decentralized  ap-  and high-fee schools outperform  those  in  sion: the costs ofsuch subregional schemes
proaches,  flexibility  in  implementation,  Former  B  ("African")  schools,  low-fee  far outweigh their  expected benefits.
support  for spontaneous  settlement,  and  schools, and districtcouncil schools in both  Second, he evaluates  the case for a for-
reliance  on the  settlers'  own investment  subjects.  mal  East  Asian  trading  bloc along  the
capacity.  In English,  school-type differences per-  lines  of the  European  Community,  and
Collective forms of crop production have  sist  after  controlling  for student  intake  concludes that although  the threat of such
not worked.  Cropland  is best allocated to  variables.  For mathematics,  they  disap-  a bloc may serve some purpose,  its actual
individual  families  whose  land  rights  pear.  execution might be difficult, given the di-
must  be clearly  defined  as ownership  or  School and  class  variables  related  to  verse  levels of protection across different
long-term leases. Farm sizes must be flex-  higher  math  achievement  include  the  countries  in the  region, and  the  possibil-
ibly adjusted  to skills, the  availability  of  amount  of teacher  training  and  instruc-  ity of retaliation  from the  United  States
family  labor,  and  the  families'  capital  tional  time, and  pupil-teacher  ratio.  through increased protection against  East
ownership.  Settlers  should  therefore  be  Higher  achievement  in  English  is re-  Asian goods.
allowed to sell or rent  the  land  to other  lated  to the  pupil-teacher  and  textbook-  Third, he examines  thq case for simul-
beneficiaries.  If poor settlers  are  to ben-  to-pupil  ratios,  and  to  the  amount  of  taneous,  most  favored naiion-style,  non-
efit or succeed, settlement  cannot be based  teacher  training.  discriminatory  regionwidre liberalization.
on credit finance but must include grants.  This  paper  - a product  of the  Educa-  Panagariya  argues  that  although  such a
Paternalistic  constraints  on the choice  tion and Social Policy Department-was  regional  approach "may" be feasible, the
of crops  or  technologies,  marketing,  or  prepared  for the Building  Research  Ca-  case for it is far from airtight.  On the one
participation  in the labor force have usu-  pacity  work program,  which helps  coun-  hand,  this  approach  will face less resis-
ally  not  been  enforceable  or  have  had  tries  improve their  capabilities  in educa-  tance from the United States,  and is likely
negative  effects.  tion  research,  evaluation,  and  assess-  to promote an open world trading  system
This paper - a product of the Agricul-  ments  so they  can  inform  policymakers  in the long run. On the other hand, in the
ture and Environment  Division, Southern  about  local learning  conditions.  Support  short run it is likely to be resisted because
Africa Department  - is part  of a larger  for the research was provided by the Popu-  of the  adverse effect on terms  of trade  in
effort in the  department  to address  land  lation and Human  Resources Department  the  participating  countries.
tenureissuesinSouthermAfiica.Copiesof  and  the  African Capacity  Development  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Trade
the paperare  available freefrom the World  Fund.  Copies of this  paper  are  available  Policy Division, Policy Research  Depart-
Bank, 1818  H Street NW, Washington, DC  free from the World Bank,  1818 H Street  ment  - is part of the  Regional  Integra-
20433. Please  contact Hans Binswanger,  NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  tion Initiative  Study  of the  Bank's  East
room 14-021, extension  31871(40  pages).  tact  Ian Conachy,  room S10-022,  exten-  Asia  Region and  of the  research  project
sion 33669 (33 pages).  funded  by the  Bank's  Research  Support
Budget,  aUnderstanding  Bilateral  Trade
1208.  Primary  School  Achievement  Flows: An Application to East Asia" (RPO
in English  and  Mathematics  1209. Should  East Asia  Go  677-86). Copiesofthis  paperare  available
in Zimbabwe:  A Multi-Level  Regional?  No, No, and  Maybe  free from the World Bank,  1818 H Street
Analysis  NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-
Arvind Panagariya  tactJennifer  Ngaine, room R2-052,  exten-
Levi M. Nyagura and Abby  Riddell  (October  1993)  sion 37947 (57 pages).
(October  1993)
An evaluation of three approaches to East
In  Zimbabwe's  primary  schools, higher  Asian  regionalism: (1) The costs of subre-  1210. The Taxation of Natural
achieuementinmathisassociatedwiththe  gional  preferential  trading  schemes  in  Resources:  Principles  and Poli)
amount  of teacher training  and  instruc-  East  Asia  haue far outweighed  their  ex-  Issues
tional  time,  as well as the pupil-teacher  pected benefits. (2)  Although  the threat of
ratio. Higher  achieuement  in English  is  aformalEastAsian  trading bloc along the  Robin  Boadway  and Frank Flatters
associated with thepupil-teacherand  text-  lines of the EC may serue some purpose,  (October  1993)
book-to-pupil ratios as well as the amount  its actual execution might  be difficult.  (3)
ofteacher  training.  And although simultaneous, mostfavored  Developing  countries  are  increasingly
nation-style,  nondiscriminatory  region-  aware of the desirability  of using taxes to
Using  a  multilevel  modeling procedure,  wide  liberalization  may  be feasible,  the  capture  a  share  of the  rents  from  local
Nyagura  and  Riddell explore:  case for it is far from airtight.  natural  resources. The  time has  come in
a  The  percentage  of variance  in pri-  many  countries  when  the gains  may  be
mary  school  achievement  in  Zimbabwe  Panagariya  studies the case for three  dif-  much greater if the rather  crude forms of
that  could be  attributed  to the  types  of  ferent  approaches  to regionalism  in East  resource taxation -such  as royalties, pro-
schools and classes  attended.  Asia.  duction  taxes, and  export  levies - were
*  The differences  between  schools in  First,  he examines  closely the  only se-  replaced  by  simple  forms  of  rent  taxes
student  achievement in mathematics  and  rious  attempt  at  preferential  trading  in  rather than  attempting  to refine existing
English.  the region - the Association ofSoutheast  taxes  fltrher.Policy Research  Working  Paper  Series  7
Natural  reesources are  typically  subject  The time has  come in many countries,  1212.  The  Links  between Economic
both to taxation  under the income tax ays-  they say, when gains from further  refine-  Policy  and Research: Three
tem and  to special  resource  taxes.  Prop-  ment  of  imperfect  existing  taxes on  re-  Examples from Ghana and
erly designed  income  taxes  attempt  to  sources are less than  replacing them with  Some  General  Thoughts
include  capital  income  on a  uniform  ba-  simpler,  more  efficient  forms of pure  rent
sis. But in most countries  the  income tax  taxes.  Ravi Kanbur
treats  resource industries  more favorably  This  paper  - a  product of the  Public  (October  1993)
than  most  other  industries  - through  Economics Division, Policy Research  De-
favorable  treatment  of such  capital  ex-  partment  - is part of a larger effort in the  For research to reach policyrnakers  and be
penses as depletion,  exploration  and  de-  department  to analyze  public policy op-  useful  to them,  it should  be as country-
velopment, and  the  cost of acquiring  re-  tions for natural  resource  taxation.  Cop-  specific and policy-specific as possible.  It
source properties.  ies ofthe paper are available free from the  should  be presented  in short, pithy  sum-
The case  for spec;al  resource  taxes  is  World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW, Washing-  maries  that policymakers  and  their  top
precisely to tax  resource  rents  over and  ton,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Carlina  advisors  can  understand.  Most  senior
above the levies implicit in general income  Jones, room N10-063, extension 37754 (57  policymakers are unlikely to read anything
taxes. There are twoj ustifications for this:  pages).  longer than two pages.
(1) the efficiency-based  argument  that  a
tax on resource rents is nondistorting  and  Kanbur  gives  examples  of  research  re-
complementary, and (2) the "equity" argu-  1211.  Savings-Investnent  cently published  in professional journals
ment that  the property rights  to resources  Correlations and Capital Mobility  that  directly helped, or could help, in for-
ought  to  accrue  to  the  public  at  large  in Developing  Countries  inulating  policy advice (and perhaps  even
rather  than  to private  citizens since the  policymaking).  An  article  by  Younger
rents  represent  the  bounty  nature  has  Nlandu Mamingi  (1992) was helpful in analyzing a problem
bestowed on the  economy rather  than  a  (October  1993)  in Ghana, where aid flows to government
reward for economic effort.  crowded out the private sector (especially
If the main  purpose  of a resource  tax  is  Many  deuelopingcountries  arefinancially  private  investment),  which  competed  for
to capture  rents  for the public sector, the  integrated  in  the  long  run  and  several  scarce  domestic resources.  Younger sug-
base of resource taxes should be economic  show  evidence of capital  mobility  in the  gested that  tighter  fiscal policy combined
rents  (or their  present  value equivalent),  short  run.  Savings-investment  correla-  with  looser  monetary  policy would  pro-
contend Boadway and  Flatters.  tions are lowerfor middle-income  than for  mote more investment.  Younger's  analy-
Actual resource  taxes  differ from rent  lower-income countries.  sis  helped  frame  "thinking  in  an  area
taxes in significant ways. Unlike a general  where  muddleheadedness  is  common,"
income tax - which  allows the  resource  Mamingi  estimates  savings  and  invest-  and provided Kanbur with analytical  am-
industries to understate  capital income - ment correlations  for 58 developing coun-  munition  when  he supported  budgetary
resource taxes often overstate  rents.  This  tries to assess  the capital mobility (in the  restraint.  In  another  exarnple,  research
is because they typically  do not offer full  Feldstein-Horioka  sense)  in these  coun-  based  on  the  Ghana  Living  Standards
deductions for all costs, especially capital  tries.  Survey helped identify the poverty conse-
costs. Some systems taxrevenues  without  Usinga  new estimation technique (fully  quences  of alternative  revenue  instru-
allowing any deductions  for costs; others  modified ordinaryleastsquares)  -which  ments.
allow the deduction  of current  costs only.  simultaneously  corrects for serial correla-  The link between  economic policy and
As a result,  they  discourage  investment  tion,  endogeneity,  and  sample  bias  (as-  research  can be made, says  Kanbur,  but
activity in resource industries,  encourage  ymptotically)-Mamingi  finds that  many  that  does not mean it will be made. Usu-
the exploitation  of high-grade  relative  to  developing countries  are financially inte-  ally such a link relies on the chance plac-
low-grade resources, and make it difficult  grated  in the  long run.  ing of a  researcher  in the  policymaking
to impose high tax  rates  for fear of mak-  Moreimportant,theestimatesfromthis  and advising  trenches.
ing the marginal tax rate higher than  100  robust estimation technique  indicate that  One problem is that  policymakers  face
percent.  savings-investment  correlations are lower  highly specific, timebound  problems  and
Boadway  and  Flatters  discuss  three  for middle-income than  for lower-income  are interested  only in answers to particu-
alternative  "ideal" ways  for the  govern-  countries.  lar  questions.  But  what  matters  to re-
ment to divert  a share  of rent3 to the pub-  Mamingi also provides evidence ofcapi-  searchers is the generality ofresults  or the
lic sector:  tal mobility for several  of these countries  methodological  innovations  in  analysis.
* Levy a  tax  on rents,  ideally  in  the  in the  short  run.  Journals  turn  down papers  that  answer
form of a cash flow tax.  This paper - a product of the Debt and  very specific policy questions.
* Require firms to bid for the rights to  International  Finance  Division, Interna-  The  appropriate  dissemination  of re-
exploit resources.  tional  Economics  Department  - is part  search  results  requires  that  researchers
* Take  a share  of equity  in the firm.  of a  larger  effort  in  the  department  to  speak  the  language  of  policymakers.
They discuss  these  options  in terms  of  study  the effects of external  financing on  Kanbur  proposes that:
their  implications  for the ability of firms  developing  countries.  Copies of the paper  *  Professional  researchers  should  do
to obtain finance, the allocation ofrisk, the  are  available  free from the  World Bank,  highly country-specific and policy-specific
share  of rents  accruing  to the  public sec-  1818  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  studies  that  use the  best-practice  meth-
tor, the  extent  of involvement  of foreign  20433. Please contact  Rose Vo, room S8-  odological tools  plus  a  detailed  institu-
firms, and other factors.  114, extension  31047 (28 pages).  tional knowledge of the country.8  Policy Research Working Paper Series
* Thereshouldbeacontinuousattempt  In  East  Asia,  the  newly  industrial  undertheresearchpnrject'tla,palntes.e  1F)I
at  synthesizing  the  findings  of  profes-  economies (NIEs) of Hong Kong, Repub-  in Developing Countries:  Trends,  Deter-
sional research forthe benefitofthe  policy  lic  of  Korea,  Singapore,  and  Taiwan  minants,andPolicies"  (Rl'0 676-57). Cop-
community,  as is done in the World Bank  (China) were, at first, production bases for  iesofthis  paper are available free from the
Research Observer. -We need single-page  Japanese manufacturing  in the 1970s and  World Bank. 1818 H Street  NW. Washing-
or  double-page  flysheets  summarizing  early  1980s. But in the late  1980s, these  ton,  D)C 20433.  Please  contact  Sheilah
research  results,"  says  Kanbur,  particu-  countries  became  new,  expanding  con-  King-WaLson,  room  S8-125,  extension
larly  those  that  are  country-specific  and  sumer markets, attracting  huge Japanese  33730 (49 pages).
policy-specific.  investments  in the tertiary  (service) sec-
* Research  should  be  presented  in  tor, while investments  in manufacturing
short, pithy summaries that  policymakers  shrank  rapidly  because  of  rising  labor  1214.  Trade, Aid, and  Investment
and  their  top  advisors  can  understand,  costs. The Association  of Southeast  Na-  in Sub-Saharan  Africa
setting  out the policy question  addressed  tions (ASEAN)  and China became Japan's
and  the  answer  provided (the  latter  are  new production  base.  Ishrat Ilusain
not so common, especially for Aflica). "A  In Latin America (mostly small Carib-  (November  1993)
basic rule  of thumb  I have  developed is  bean  countries)  Japan's  focus is almost
that  anything  longer than  two pages  is  exclusively  on  tax  havens.  Globally,  Growth and sustainable  r'reelopment will
unlikely  to be  read  by the  most  senior  Japan's  investments  in  the  secondary  come  to  Sub-Saha  ran  Afrira  only  by
policymakers,  the limit for the  next most  (manufacturing)  and service sectors of the  strengthening  its competitirvenesr and  re-
senior is four pages, then eight pages, and  major  Latin  American  nations  are  only  capturing  its lost share in world markets.
16 pages. If it is longer than  16 pages, do  marginal.  This can be achieved by investing inore in
not bother  to send it to the  policy frater-  Japanese  investment  flows  declined  education, training, and skill development
nity (unless  it is prefaced  by a two-page  drastically  after  1989, mostly because of  and  by improving  the  links  between hu-
summary)."  the  depressed  global  and  domestic  man  resources  and  the  world  market
This paper  - a product  of the  Ghana  economy, after  rapid asset  price deflation  (through  trade,  technolog.y, investment,
Resident Mission -was  prepared  for pre-  in Japan.  Hardest  hit by the decline were  and capital  flows.
sentation  at the Eastern  Economic Asso-  the United  States  and  Europe. Japanese
ciation meetings, Washington, DC, March  FDI  flows  to developing  countries  also  Trade,  aid, and  investment  are  more in-
19-21, 1993. Copies of the paper are avail-  declined, but less. The biggest losers were  extricably  linked  in Sub-Saharan  Africa
able free from the World Bank,  P.O. Box  the NIEs and the  Caribbean  tax havens.  than anywhere else in the world, contends
M27,  Accra,  Ghana.  Please  contact  Japanese  investments  continued  to grow  Husain,  whose  survey  of Sub-Saharan
Phyllis-Marie  Attipoe,  Ghana  Resident  in other  Latin  American  countries  and,  Africa's prospects  for trade,  aid, and  in-
Mission, extension  526-3003 (15 pages).  even more, in the  ASEAN and  China.  vestment  lead to the  following broad con -
Japanese  investors  sharply  reduced  clusions:
tertiary  sector  investments,  primarily  * Developing an  outward  orientation,
1213.  Japanese  Foreign Direct  geared to maintaining  or expanding mar-  improving competitiveness, and recaptur-
Investment: Recent Trends,  kets. Investments  in the secondary sector,  ing its lost share  in world markets  offers
Determinants,  and Prospects  making use of low-cost production, contin-  a higher potential  payoff than  any other
ued to expand.  strategy for growth and sustainable  devel  -
KwangW.Jun,  FrankSader,HaruoHoraguchi,  This trend is expected to continue in the  opment  in Sub-Saharan  countries.  If the
and Hyuntai Kwak  near future, with FDI flows declining fur-  region had  maintained  internal  competi-
(November  1993)  ther,  albeit  more slowly. Low-wage pro-  tiveness  and  retained  its  1970 share  of
duction countries  such  as  China  and In-  world  exports,  successfully  defending
The apparent  shift  of Japan's  foreign  di-  donesia will attract  an  increasing  share.  against  "new" entrants,  its  1990 level of
rect in uestment from  higher-income  host  Investments  to  expand  markets  in  the  exports would have been at least $50 bil-
countries  (such as the  United  States)  to-  industrial  countries  and  the  NIEs  are  lionhigherthanactual  earnings-assum-
ward Asian  developing countries  (such as  likely to decline.  ing that  the  composition of Sub-Saharan
China) rnay create opportunities  for sus-  But  medium-term  prospects  for Japa-  exports  would  have  changed  to  reflect
tained growth in theselowerincomeecono-  nese  FDI  in  developing  countries  are  changes  in world trade.  If the region con-
mies. This shift seems to be part of a stra-  brighter,  as economic recovery and  con-  tinued  to rely on exports  of  commodity
tegic reorientation that will gradually  re-  tinuing  current  account surpluses  in Ja-  products  alone,  the  relative  gains would
duce Japanese  dependence on the United  pan  will lead  to a  resumption  of active  have been much smaller.
States  while Japan  explores intra-Asian  foreign investment  by Japanese  multina-  *  In  the last  decade, Sub-Saharan  Af-
opportunities.  tional corporations.  rica has  become increasingly  dependent
This paper-ajoint  productoftheWorld  on external  resource flows for investment,
In the  late  1980s, Japan  became the big-  Bank's  Debt  and  International  Finance  imports,  and  development.  But  there  is
gest  source  of foreign direct  investment  Division,  International  Economics  De-  little chance ofsustained  high levels of aid
(FDI) in the world. The main beneficiaries  partinent,  and the Japan  Center for Inter-  because  of  budget  constraints  in  the
of the  rapid increase in investment  flows  national  Finance-is  part  of  IECDI's  OECD  countries,  competing  demands
were industrial countries, but the develop-  growing program  of research  on foreign  from new claimants,  and  the new condi-
ing world (especially East  Asia and  Latin  direct investment.  The study was funded  tionalities  imposed by bilateral donors (for
America) also received substantial  infiows.  by the  Bank's  Research  Support  Budget  democratization,  reduced military spend-Policy Research  Working  Paper  Serfes  9
ing,  and  improved  human  rights).  Most  Easterly  presents  a  simple  endogenous  In  1990, Argentina  privatized  its  sLate-
African countries  must  mobilize domestic  growth  model (with two types of capital)  owned telephone company,  ENTel. Shift-
resources  and increase  domestic savings  that  shows the sizable long-run effects on  ing telecommunications  to the private sec-
rates by reducing public sector dissavings,  growth  of  distortionary  policies.  The  tor was one of the first actions  taken  un-
the financial  losses of public enterprises,  model applies  to many different  types of  der the reform program  of the  new presi-
and  other non productive  spending.  Cer-  distortions  of relative  prices common in  dent, Carlos Saul  Menem.
tain low-middle-income African countries  developing countries - for example, price  In privatizing  ENTel, the  government
can attract  a significant  amountof  foreign  controls,  black  market  exchange  rates,  focused on privatization  as away ofestab-
direct investment,  but most resource-poor  and  differential  taxes and tariffs.  lishing its reform  credentials.  Establish-
countries  - especially  in the  Sahel  and  The  model  shows  that  distortions  of  ing a post-privatization  regulatory  regime
the Horn of Africa - will continue  to de-  relative  input  prices  can  greatly  affect  was given  lower priority.  A well-defined
pend on foreign aid.  growth and welfare. The magnitude  ofthe  regulatory  regime was not in place before
v  There  must  be a more durable  solu-  effect depends  on the  production  elastic-  the sale, but privatization took place none-
tion to Africa's debt problem. Only half of  ity of substitution.  With  high substitut-  theless.
the debt service due can be paid, suggest-  ability, the effects on growth  and welfare,  Hill and  Abdala  find that  despite  the
ing the  urgent  need  to reduce  the  debt  although  possibly large,  are bounded,  no  delay in  implementing  a  regulatory  re-
stock and thus debt servicing obligations,  matter  how high the  rate  of distortion.  gime,  ENTel's  privatization  appears  to
in aligmment with debt servicing capacity.  Subsidizing  inputs  and  investment  have  had  a net  positive  impact,  both on
Manycurrentproposalsunderdiscussion,  goods can increase  growth, even though  Argentina's  reputation  and  on welfare.
if implemented,  can  bring  considerable  it worsens welfare.  But  a subsidy  to one  The reform program  had  its  own "virtu-
relief.  capital  good financed by a tax on another  ous cycle," creating  and reinforcing  cred-
o Several  Sub-Saharan  countries  can  capital  good  unambiguously  reduces  ibility in the short  run.  But the neglect of
attract  significant  investmentD e  ause of  growth.  the  regulatory  regime  appears  to  have
their  location,  low labor  costs.  natural  Empirical  results show strong  negative  been costly in terms  of the  sale price that
resource endowments, anti the size oftheir  effects from variance in the relative  prices  the  government  received  and  the  tariff
domestic  market.  But trroducti re invest-  of investment  goods across sectors, while  levels  that  investors  demanded.  In  the
mentlevelsinmostAfricancountieshave  also confirming and extending  earlier  re-  long run,  this  neglect, if it persists,  may
remained  depressed,  and even w.'ere ecu-  suits showing that penalizing investment  have a negative impact on the telecommu-
noraic  policy  reform  has  been  imple-  goods  and  distorting  financial  markets  nications sector's performance.
mented,  the  investor  response  - both  reduce growth.  Regulation  plays  an  important  role in
d.omestic and  foreign  - has  been  poor.  This paper-aproductofthe  Macroeco-  the  private  provision  of telecommunica-
Uncertainty,  fears of policy reversals, lack  nomics and  Growth Division, Policy Re-  tions. Manyargue thatcompetition  should
ofcredibility  and continuity, the contagion  search  Department  - is part  of a larger  be limited to allow economies of scale. But
effect, and  more attractive  opportunities  effort in the department  to relate  long-run  limited  competition  can lead to abuses of
elsewhere reinforce such structural  weak-  growth to national policies. The study was  monopoly power  and  to  demands  from
nesses in Sub-Saharan  Africa as poor in-  funded  by the  Bank's  Research  Support  customers  and suppliers  for a regulatory
frastructure,  inefficient  services,  and  a  Budget  under the  research  project  'How  regime to protect them from such abuses.
weak  human  resource  base  to  deprive  Do  National  Policies  Affect  Long-Run  In addition, the sector requires  high sunk
Africa of new investment.  Growthr (RPO  676-66). Copies  of  this  costs and asset specificity and the assets'
This paper  - a product  of the  Africa  paper  are  available  free from the  World  owners  are  particularly  exposed  to the
Regional Office, Office ofthe Chief Econo-  Bank, 1818 H StreetNW, Washington,  DC  risks  of expropriation  - either  outright
mist  - was presented  at  the  Royal Afi-  20433.  Please  contact  Rebecca Martin,  (through  nationalization)  or  gradual
can  Society  Conference  on  'Africa  '93:  room  N11-059,  extension  39065  (30  (through  service requirements  or low tar-
Governance, Business Aid"held atOxford,  pages).  iffs). A stable, credible regulatoryenviron-
England,  on March  21-23. Copies of the  mentreducestheriskofinvestmentinthis
paper  are  available  free from the  World  sector and  reduces  the  expected rate  of
Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW, Washington,  1216.  Regulation,  Institutions,  return  that  private  investors  would re-
DC  20433.  Please  contact  Michele  and Commitment: Privatization  quiretoparticipate.Establishingastable,
Youssef, room J5-237, extension 34637(47  and Regulation in the  Argentine  credible regulatory  regime before privat-
pages).  Telecommunications Sector  ization  increases  the value  of a privatized
telecommunications firm to potential pur-
Alice  Hill and Manuel  Angel  Abdala  chasers  by reducing  the  risk  associated
1215. How Much  Do Distortions  (November  1993)  with the purchase. Thisin  turn affectsthe
Affect  Growth?  price generated by the selling government.
ENTel'sprivatuatwn  appears to have had  By failing to establish  such  a regime  in
William  Easterly  a netpositive  impact onArgentina's  repu-  advance,  the  Argentine  government  re-
(November  1993)  tation and welfare. Butfailure  to establish  ceived a lower sale price and increased the
a regulatory regime in advance was costly  probability  that  buyers  would  capture
Contrary to the traditional  view that dis-  in terms of the sale price the government  w'indfall profits.
tortions  of relatiue prices have modest  ef-  received and the tariff leuels demanded  by  This paper  - a product of the Finance
fects, Easterly  finds  that distortions  can  investors.  If this  neglect persists,  it may  and Private Sector Development Division,
greatly  affect growth  and welfare.  hurt the sector's performance.  Policy Research Department  - is part of10  Policy Research Working Paper Series
a larger regulatory research effort in the  view that  household economics  has not  trade reform  than programs  in other coun-
department. The study was funded  by  the  taken Becker  seriously  enough. "A  house-  tries have been.  Implementation of trade
Bank's Research Support Budget under  hold is  truly  a  'small  factory,'  wrote  reform overall,  however  (but not the most
the research project  'Regulation, Institu-  Becker  (1965).  "It combines  capital goods,  important  reforms), has been better  in
Lions,  and Economic  Efficiency"(RPO  676-  raw materials, and labor to clean, feed,  Sub-Saharan Africa. Retrogression has
94).  Copies  ofthis paper are available free  procreate, and otherwise produce useful  also been more  frequent.
From  the World  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  commodities."  The authors, too, perceive  As a group, the intensive adjustment
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  the household  as a factory,  which,  like all  lending  countries  made  significant
I)aniele Evans, room N9-057, extension  factories, contains  individuals who - progress in the 1980s  and early 1990s,  but
38526  (64 pages).  motivated at times by altruism, at times  there  was significant variation  among
by self-interest, and often by both - ca-  them. For Sub-Saharan Africa, progress
jole, cooperate,  threaten, help,  argue, sup-  has been more  impressive  i n recent years
1217. Unitary versus  Collective  port,and,indeed,occasionallywalkouton  than in earlier years. In many countries,
Models  of the Household:  Time  each other. Labor economists  and indus-  adjustment did not begin until the mid-
to Shift the  Burden  of Proof?  trial organization theorists have long ex-  1980s and relatively few measures were
ploited  the value ofgoinginside  the "black  implemented up front. For the franc-zone
Pierre-Andre  Chiappori,  Lawrence  Haddad,  box"of  the factory.  Itis timetodo the same  countries, underimplementation  rates are
John  Hoddinotl,  and Ravi  Kanbur  for household  economics,  say  the authors.  lower  in the most recent  data, and by some
(November  1993)  This paper - a product of the Ghana  -but  not all - measures their openness
Resident Mission - was originally pre-  has  improved more  in  recent  years.
A case  for shifting from the unitary to the  pared for presentation at the meetings of  By  virtually  all  measures,  however,
collective model of the household - in  the American  Economics  Association,  held  improvements over earlier periods have
which the household may be viewed  as a  in  Anaheim, California, January  5-7,  not been as great fcr non-franc-2onecoun-
factory in which indiuiduals are motiuated  1993. Itwas revised  forpresentation  atthe  tries.
at times by altruism, at times by self-in-  meetings of the Canadian Economics  As-  Reduced  protection  was largelyoffsetby
terest, and often by both.  sociation,  held  in  Ottawa,  Ontario,  real devaluation in most country groups
Canada, June 3-5, 1993. Copies of this  and, by most measures,  incentives to pro-
Until recently, most economists viewed  paper are available free from the World  duce  import substitutes actually  improved
the household as a collection  of individu-  Bank, 1818  HStreetNW,  Washington,  DC  in the years immediately after the first
als who  behave as if in agreement on  how  20433.  Please  contact  Phyllis-Marie  adjustmentloan. In more  recentyears, the
best  to  combine  time and goods  (purchased  Attipoe, Ghana Resident  Mission,  exten-  incentives have fallen modestly.
or produced  at home)  to produce  commodi-  sion 526-3002  (37 pages).  Using a  new method for quantifying
ties that maximize some  common  welfare  nontariff  protection in  terms  of "tariff
index. This model  has been extended far  equivalence,"  Nash argues that, in gen-
beyond standard demand analysis to in-  1218. Implementation  of Trade  eral, countries are not in danger of"de-in-
clude  the determinants ofhealth, fertility,  Reform  in Sub-Saharan  Africa:  dustrialization"  from  the  rapid
education,  child fostering, migration, la-  How Much  Heat  and How  Much  disprotection of import-substituting in-
bor  supply,  home production,  land tenure,  Light?  dustry.  However, franc-zone countries
and crop adoption.  showed  greater declines  in incentives  for
The  appeal of  the "unitary model"  is the  John  Nash  import substitution because  of  their lower
simplicity of comparative statics gener-  (November  1993)  rate of real devaluation. One implication
ated and the diversity of issues it can ad-  may be that their ability to reduce tariffs
dress. But,  argue the authors, its theoreti-  Mauntiusand Ghana nadegreaterstrides  and nontariffbarriers is impeded  by their
cal foundations are weak and restrictive;  than otherSub-SaharanAfrican  countries  inability to offset  them with devaluations
its underlying assumptions are of ques-  in trade refornL  Some Sub-Saharan coun-  as other  countries did. Non-franc-zone
tionable validity; it has not stood up well  tries  madeprogress  that was  laterreversed  countries reduced  tariff-equivaient  protec-
to empirical testing; and it ignores or ob-  - either dramaticaUy  (Mradagascar  and  tion in recent years by 15 to 49 percent-
scures important policy  issues.  Zambia)  or incrementaUly  (Kenya,  Nigeria,  age points more  than franc-zone  countries,
They argue that economists  should re-  and Senegal). But others (Uganda) have  while incentives  declined  by 15  to 20 per-
gard  households as  "collective"  rather  shown significant  recent  progress.  By vir-  centage points more in the  franc-zone
than  unitary  entities.  They make  a case  tually  every measure,  the  Corrnunaute  countries.
for accepting the collective  model (with  financiere  Africaine  (franc  zone)  countries  How  open are the trade regimes at this
cooperative  and noncooperative  versions)  as a group have not been  as successfil as  point? The decline in  tariff-equivalent
as the industry standard -with  caveats.  the non-fianc-zone  countries  in implement-  protection, although not trivial, is insuf-
The unitary model  should be regarded as  ing trade reform.  Changes  in tra&de  policy  ficient to reduce the protection to moder-
a special  subset ofthe collective  approach,  - including nontariff barriers  - can be  ate  levels relative to deep reformers in
suitable under  certain  conditions. The  quantified in terms of "tariff  equivalence"  East Asia and Latin America.
burden of proof should shift to those who  using a new  method  described  in this  paper.  The biggest problem  is with foreign  ex-
claim the unitary model as the rule and  change allocation. Mauritius may be the
collective  models as the exception.  Adjustment programs  in Sub-SaharanAf-  only  non-franc  zone  Sub-Saharan country
Implicit  in the authors'argument is the  ricahavebeensomewhatlessintensivein  in which the currency is essentially con-Policy Research Working Paper Series  11
vertible  and has been for some time. This  to focus  on broader water resource man-  improving the quality and  efficiency  oif
basic  reform has not begun in most coun-  agement concerns.  domestic  service sectors.  These unilateral
tries or has only recently been completed  Easterand Hearne provideexamples  of  policy  developments  increased  the incen-
(Ghana).  decentralized water management in de-  tives for developing  countries as a g,roup
This paper - a product of the UNDP/  veloping  country  water supply  and irriga-  to  participate in a multilateral agreement
World Bank Trade Expansion Program  tion systems. Governments should:  to liberalize tTade  in services.
and the Trade Policy  Division,  Policy  Re-  *  More  actively  regulate private  sector  Hoekman explores  the extent to which
search Department-  is part of larger ef-  exploitation  of  groundwater,  especially  for  the initial negotiating positions  of  devel-
forts in the department to focus  on adjust-  irrigation.  oping countries are reflected  in the draft
ment problems in Africa and to develop  * Take measures to encourage price  General Agreement  on Trade in Services
quantitative measures  of economic  policy.  competition among private suppliers of  (GATS)  that has emerged from the IJru-
Copies  of  the paper are available free  from  water for both domestic  and agricultural  guay Round  negotiaLions.  He investigates
the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  uses.  whether  the  unilateral  policy changes
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  *  Play an  active role in organizing  implemented by many developing  coun-
Jennifer Ngaine,  room  112-052,  extension  water user associations,  especially  for ir-  tries in the late 1980s had a discernible
37947  (44 pages).  rigation and rural water supply systems,  impact on the draft GATS  for  developing
and in giving  them technical assistance.  countries.
As numerous examples  highlight,  such  Many developing  countries are pursu-
1219. Decentralizing Water  activities  should be designed  to  reduce  the  ing regulatory reform and liberalization.
Resource Management:  transaction cests of organizing  and to es-  To  w;at extent will  signing  the GATS  help
Economic Incentives,  tablish a sense of assurance and account-  goverrnments  trying to make their service
Accountability, and Assurance  ability within the water user community.  sectors  raore efficient?  Is  the result of the
Once  this is done,  the community  can deal  defensive negotiating strategy that  was
K.  William  Easter  and  Robert  R. Hearne  with  problems  associated  with excludabil-  pursued consistent with the shift toward
(November  1993)  ity and unwillingness to pay.  a policy  of liberalizing service markets?
This paper - a product of  the Agricul-  This issue is of particular relevance
Private sector involvement  and user par-  tural  Policies  Division, Agriculture and  insofar as recent liberalization-plus-pri-
ticipation  in water  resource  management,  Natural Resources  Department-is  part  vatization programs in developing  coun-
if properly  structured, can  provide the in-  of  a larger effort in  the department to ana-  tries were driven by  external forces  rather
centives needed to stabilize and improve  lyze  water resource management  policies.  than domestic  pressure (industry) groups
the efficiency  of irrigation  and water sup-  Copies  ofthe paper are available  free  from  - which might reduce the credibility of
ply systems. Cost recovery  is excellent  in  the World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  liberalization policies. Membership in a
many projects in  which water manage-  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  binding  multilateral agreement  could  help
ment and operations  and maintenance  are  Maggie Wu,  room  N8-043, extension  bolster reform efforts by increasing the
entrusted to water users.  30480  (27 pages).  costs of 'backsliding."
This paper - a product  of the Finance
Private sector involvement  and user par-  and Private Sector  Development  Division,
ticipation  in water resource  management  1220. Developing Countries  Europe  and Central Asia,  and Middle  East
are notnew, say Easter and Hearne. They  and the Uruguay Round:  and North Africa Regions  Technical De-
give  examples  that demonstrate how  will-  Negotiations on Services  partment  - draws in part on a report
ing users and the private sector are able  incorporated in  a  forthcoming United
toimprovewateruseandplayalargerrole  Bernard  Hoekman  NationsfWorld  Bank handbook,  Liberal-
in water resources management.  (November  1993)  izing International Transactions  in Ser-
User participation and private sector  vices. Copies of this paper are available
involvement,  if properly structured, can  Many developing  countries are pursuing  free from the World Bank, 1818  H Street
provide  the incentives  needed to stabilize  regulatory reform and liberalization.  To  NW,  Washington, DC 20433.  Please con-
and improve the efficiency  of irrigation  whatextent  willsigningthe GeneralAgree-  tactLauraO'Connor,roomrH8-090.  exten-
and water supply systems. They can add  ment on Trade in Services help govern-  sion 37009  (36 pages).
flexibility,  transparency,  and accountabil-  ments trying to make their service  sectors
ity and can reduce the state's administra-  more efficient?  Is the result of the defen-
tive and financial burden. A 1989  World  sive  negotiating  strategy  that waspurwsued  1221. Does Research and
Bank review  of 21 impact evaluations of  consistent with the shift toward a policy  Development Contribute to
irrigation projects,  for  example,  found  cost  of liberalizing  service  markets?  Economic Growth  in Developing
recovery  to be excellent in those projects  Countries?
in which water management and opera-  In the late 1980s many developing  coun-
tions  and  maintenance  had  been  en-  tries experienced  somethingofa  paradigm  Nancy  Birdsall  and Changyong  Rhee
trusted to water users.  shift: governments  began to pursue more  (November  1993)
Greaterprivatesectoranduserpartici-  market-oriented domestic  policies.  There
pation can effectively  increase  user re-  was an increasing perception that liber-  Across all countries, more research  and
sponsibility for managing and financing  alizingaccesstoservicemarketswasapo-  development  (R&D)  activity does not con-
water projects  while freeing governments  tentially low-cost, effective method for  tribute to higher income.  Higher income,12  Policy  Research  Working  Paper Series
hoeveuer,  does lead to more R&D activity,  solutions. Trade  liberalization  isproceed-  rican  countries'  very distorted  trade  re-
suggeSting  that R&D becomes important  ing uery  slowly in these  countries, and its  gimes, their  weak  administrative  capac-
onlvaflera  courntry  reaches a certain stage  achieuenmentspromise  to remainfragilefor  ity, and  their low levels of income all con-
ofde velopmient.  For developing countries,  some time.  tribute  to the relatively slow pace of trade
it appears that countries that are behind  liberalization in these countries.
grow,  by catching  up technologically,  not  One  cause  of  the  disappointing  perfor-  Foroutan  identifies  three  indicators  of
1by  4ll(urinici  tg  the technological frontier.  mance ofthe tradable  goods sector in Sub-  the sustainabilityofreformn:  the change in
Saharan  Africa after  several  years  of ad-  level and composition  of government  rev-
Using UNESCO data for research  and de-  justment  and investment  of considerable  enues  and  expenditures;  the  rate  of
velopment  (R&D) expenditures  and  per-  resources  is  the  less-than-exemplary  growth of, and  the  diversification  of, ex-
soninel. llirdsall and Rhee document inter-  implementation  of  reform,  concludes  ports; and  the level  of investment,  espe-
national differences in R&D activities and  Foroutan.  cially  private  investment  in  productive
assess  the  determinants  of these  differ-  Foroutan summarizes  the experience of  activities.
ences and the link between R&D and eco-  ten  Sub-Saharan  countries  with  trade  On the basis  of these  indicators,  expe-
nornic growth.  reform. Trade reform is broadly defined to  rience  in  the  sampled  countries  is  not
For a group  of OECD countries,  R&D  encompass reform of foreign exchange and  promising.  Few  of  them  have  radically
activity  and  economic growth  are  corre-  other  measures  (such as  domestic  price  changed  the  structural  parameters  of
lated for one of their two proxies. Contrary  decontrol) that directly or indirectly affect  their  economies. In  most countries,  gov-
to the findings of Romerand  Lichtenberg,  the  relative  profitability  of the  tradable  ernment revenues are still heavily depen-
however, they are notcorrelated  across all  goods sector. She singles  out several  fac-  dent on trade  taxes;  budget deficits have
(including  developing) countries.  tors that  explain the different  implemen-  been contained,  if at all. chiefly by curtail-
Moreover, even for OECD countries,  it  tation  records  of the  countries  sampled  ing government  spending  in priority  ar-
appears  likely that  economic activity  af-  and evaluates  the likelihood that  reform  eas; and little  export  diversification  has
fects R&D activity rather  than vice versa.  will be sustained  in the  future.  taken  place.
First, there is no evidence that R&D in the  Of the  ten  countries  examined,  only a  This paper  - a product  of the  UNDPI
OECD in the  early years of 1970-85 con-  few (Ghana, Tanzania,  Uganda,  and, to a  World Bank  Trade  Expansion  Program
tributed  to growth  during  the whole  pe-  lesser extent,  Mali) began  and sustained  and the Trade  Policy Division, Policy Re-
nod. Second, the analysis ofdeterminants  trade  reform in the  1980s and  1990s. In  search  Department  - is based  on back-
of R&D activities  suggests  that  level  of  other countries,  most liberalization  mea-  ground papers by Gabriel Castillo, Faezeh
income affects R&D  activities; apparently  sures adopted were later  reversed  or s8S-  Foroutan,  Er.e  Fournairon,  Coolibaly
R&D  becomes importantonly  after a cour.-  pended because of a balance of payments  Kalomogo, and John Nash.  Copies of this
try reaches a certain stage of development.  crisis or social unrest  or both.  paper  are  available  free from the  World
For developing  countries,  the  authors'  Compatible  macroeconomic  and  ex-  Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington, DC
results are consistent with the widespread  change  rate policies are  ranked  as most  20433.  Please  contact  Jennifer  Ngaine,
view, first proposed by Gershenkron,  that  crucial for successful trade  reform. Incom-  room R2-052, extension  37947 (64 pages).
countries  that  are  behind grow by catch-  patible  macroeconomic  policies,  for in-
lng up technologically,  not by advancing  stance,broughtaboutthereversaloftrade
the technological  frontier.  liberalization  in Kenya and of foreign ex-  1223.  How Robust  Is a Poverty
This paper  - a product of the Office of  change  market  liberalization  in Nigeria.  Profile?
the Director, Policy Research Department  Experience in the three  Franc Zone coun-
- is part  of a larger  effort in the  depart-  tries, especially C6te d'lvoire and Senegal,  Martin Ravallion  and Benu Bidani
ment  to  assess  the  sources  of  growth  highlights  the  enormous  difficulty  of  (November  1993)
across countries.  Copies of the  paper  are  achieving a consistent real exchange rate
available  free from the World Bank, 1818  under  the  constraint  of a  fixed nominal  A  case study  for  Indonesia  shows  the
H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC 20433.  exchange  rate.  In theory,  under  certain  country's  regional  and  sectoral  poverty
Please contact Sushma Rajan, room Nll-  conditions adevaluation'simpactonrela-  profile  is not  robust  to some  aspects  of
045, extension  33747 (25 pages).  tive  prices  can  be  mimicked  through  measurement,  but quite  robust to others.
equivalent  tax-plus-subsidy  schemes, but  For  manypurposes,  the cost-of-basic-needs
experience  in these countries  shows how  methodofmeasuringpovertyispreferable
1222.  Trade  Reform  in Ten  administrativedifficulties  and price rigid-  to the food-energy-intake  method.
Sub-Saharan African  Countries:  ity make it almost impossible  to achieve
Achievements and  Failures  this  goal. In  practice,  experience  in  all  Comparisons  of  poverty  - indicating
countries also highlights  that early atten-  where or when poverty is greatest,  for ex-
Faezeh Foroutan  tion  to  institutional  reform,  consensus  ample  - typically  matter  far  more  to
(November  1993)  building,  and domestic  market  reform  is  policy  choices  than  aggregate  poverty
indispensable  for lasting  trade  reform.  measures,  such  as how many people are
Sub-SaharanAfrican  countries, exceptfor  Even among  the  few countries  where  deemed  "poor.' So Ravallion  and  Bidani
their  enormous  initial  distortions  and  trade reform has been sustained, none can  examine how measurement  practices af-
their weak administrative  capacity, do not  yet boast of the same low levels of protec-  fect empirical  poverty profiles. They dis-
differ greatly from other developing coun-  tion as now prevail in reforming countries  cuss the pros and  cons of alternative  ap-
tries in economic problems or appropriate  elsewhere in the world. Sub-Saharan  Af-  proaches  to developing  a poverty profilePolicy  Research  Working  Paper  Series  13
and  use  those  approaches  on the  same  sure poverty. Ironically, the results of this  the 1950s and 1960s, when fixed exchange
data set.  study  suggest  that  these  issues  matter  rates  and inflation  were the  norm.
In Indonesia, as in many countries, past  less  to  poverty  rankings  (and  hence  to  The results  indicate  room ror devalua-
methods ofbuilding  poverty profiles have  policy conclusions)  than  do the  choices  Lion  optimism.  The authors  find that  de-
used the  food-energy-intake  method, de-  made in mapping  a given specification of  valuation  is more  effective in low-inflation
fining the poverty line as the nominal con-  basic needs into monetary  poverty lines.  economies where devaluation is a sporadic
sumption spending  at which a person typi-  This paper  - a product of the  Poverty  event  - typically, effecti ng a real depre-
cally attains  a predetermined  food  energy  and  Human  Resources  Division,  Policy  ciation  twice as large as that  in inflation-
intake  in each  subgroup.  Ravallion  and  Research Department-is  part of a larger  ary economies. In low-inflation countries,
Bidani argue  that  this  method  can yield  effort in the department  to evaluate  alter-  a  50-percent  devaluation  typically  suc-
differences  in poverty  lines (between ur-  native methodologies for poverty analysis  ceeds  in depreciating  the  real  exchange
ban  and  rural  areas,  for example)  that  and  advise on best practice. Copies of the  rate by about 30 percent  in the  long run,
exceed the  cost-of-living differences  the  paper  are available  free from the  World  without  leading  to a permancnt  increase
poor face. So, that  method  can mislead  Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington, DC  in inflation.  The  authors  also  find that
policy choices aimed at reducing absolute  20433. Please contact Patricia Cook, room  growth and exports increase after devalu-
poverty.  N5-057, extension  33902 (33 pages).  ation. Other findings:
For comparison,  they explore a cost-of-  *  Countries  determined  to  maintain
basic-needs  method, whereby  an explicit  price stability after devaluation  can do so.
bundle of  foods  typically  consumed  by the  1224. Devaluation in Low-inflation  *  In countries  with  low inflation  that
poor is valued at local prices, with a mini-  Economies  have not devalued  for  three years, a maxi-
mal allowance  for nonfood goods consis-  devaluation  is  not  likely  to  move  the
tent  with spending  by the  poor. This ap-  Miguel  A. Kiguel and Nita Ghei  economy into high inflation.  Under  most
proach, though not ideal, is a conceptually  (November  1993)  ofthe "mostlikely" scenarios, inflation will
transparent  operational  alternative  that  increasearound  3 percentage points (or35
can be implemented  with available  data  Devaluation  - when  supported  by ad-  percent  of the  original  rate  of inflation).
They argue  that  this  approach  is  more  equatedemandpolicies-is  more effective  Under  the  "best"  scenarios,  there  is an
likely  to  generate  a  consistent  poverty  in  low-inflation economies where it is a  increase  in inflation  the  year  before and
profile in that  two people with  the same  sporadic event. In low-inflation  countries,  the year ofdevaluation,  but inflation then
measured  standard  of living - purchas-  a 50-percent deualuation  typically depre-  falls  to a level  slightly  higher  than  the
ing power for basic consumption needs - ciates the real sxchange rate by about 30  level before devaluation.
will be treated  the same way. This refine-  percent in the long run, without leading to  *  Devaluation  has  a favorable impact
ment  of past  approaches  retains  some  a permanent  increase in inflation.  on exports.
seemingly desirable  features (such as con-  *  The shift to a more flexible exchange-
cern for the tastes  ofthe  poor) and avoids  In the current  period of "devaluation  pes-  rate regime was not associated  with com-
others (such as the implicit use of a higher  simism," devaluation  is often seen as an  plete  loss of cont:o;  of inflation.  In most
real poverty  line in richer  regions  of the  instrument  to accommodate inflation  in-  cases, inflation went up slightly  - and in
same country).  stead  of one to change  the real exchange  only a few cases (Ecuador, Israel, Mexico,
For Indonesia,  the  cost-of-basic-needs  rate and support external balance: Kiguel  and  Zaire) dramatically.  But  the  move-
method finds more incidence, depth, and  and Ghei argue  that  such pessimism  has  ment  toward greater  exchange-rate  flex-
severity of poverty in rural areas, whereas  in some cases  gone too far.  ibility was not associated  with complete
the  food-energy-intake  method  finds all  Therealexchangerateisanendogenous  loss ofoDntrol ofinflation. In Pakistan  and
measures  ofpoverty worse in urban areas.  variable,  and  whether  devaluation  can  Rwanda, inflation  fell, and  in most coun-
The ranking ofregions  (provinces divided  change the real exchange rate depends on  tries  it averaged  less than  20 percent.
into rural  and  urban) by the two methods  other factors. But devaluation is not always  This paper  is a product  of the  Transi-
has virtually  zero correlation. The poverty  evil,  say Kiguel and Ghei, and in some cases  tion  and  Macro-Adjustment  Division,
profile by principal  sector of employment  it  can  improve  macroeconomic  perfor-  Policy  Research Department. Copies ofthe
is less sensitive  to the choice of method,  mance. It is most effective if it corrects an  paper  are available  free from the  World
particularly  in urban  areas.  initial  situation  where  the  currency  is  Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington, DC
This case study supports  the conclusion  clearly overvalued. In low-inflation coun-  20433. Please contact  Raquel  Luz, room
that  policymakers  should be wary of un-  tries,  devaluation  is less likely to destabi-  N1l-059,  extension  39059 (24 pages).
derlying  differences  between  methods  of  lize prices because there  is less indexing.
estimating  poverty measures.  Kiguel and  Ghei  examine the  effect of
The  cost-of-basic-needs  approach  is  maxi-devaluation  in  low-inflation  coun-  1225.  Intra-Sub-Saharan  African
fairlyrobusttoseveralothermethodologi-  tries  on the  real exchange rate,  inflation,  Trade: Is It Too Little?
cal choices, notably  changes  in the  com-  and growth. They use a sample of33 maxi-
position of the basic needs bundle  (which  devaluations  (20  percent  or  larger)  in  Faezeh Foroutan and Leant  Pritchett
determines  the overall level ofthe poverty  economies  that  had  low inflation  before  (November  1993)
line), differences in the functional form of  the devaluation  and where  the exchange
the poverty measure,  and adjustment  for  rate had remained  fixed for at least  three  ThelowleveloftradeamongSub-Saharan
spatial  differences  in prices,  issues  that  years  before the devaluation. Not surpris-  African countries is actually slightly above
have dominated  debates  on how to mea-  ingly,  most of these  episodes occurred  in  what a traditionalgravity  modelpredicts.14  Policy Research  Working  Paper  Series
Trade  nmong  Sub-Sahara n African coun-  jump  sharply.  As  a  result,  commodity  cations  for developing countries of move-
tries  is very limitnd. This fact,  plus other  price wriesare  nAtstationaryandinsome  ments  in  these  prices.  The  study  was
political an(d  econoviicconsiderations,  has  periods they jump abruptly  to high levels  funded  by the  Bank'  RUesoarch  Support
blen  tsed  to  imotiJnte  a growing number  or fall precipitously  to low levels  relative  Budget under  the research  project "Men-
of regional  integration  schemes.  to their  long-run  average.  Thus  it is dimi-  surement  of Commodity  Price  Volatility'
Although  many  authors  huive  shown  cult  to determine  long-term  price  trends  (RPO  676-73).  Copies  of  this  puper  are
that  intra-Suh-Saharan  African trade  is  and the underlying  distribution  of prices.  available  rree from the World Bank, 1818
limited,  none has yet asked  whether  the  The  volatility  of  commodity  prices  H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.
level of intra-Suh-Saharan  African trade  makes price forecasting  difficult. Indeed,  Please contact Faten Hatab, room H8-099,
is higher or lower tha n one would expect,  realized prices often deviate  greatly from  extension  35835 (22 pages).
given a plausible  model of Lhe  determina-  forecasted  prices,  which  has  led  to  the
tion of trade flows. Foroutan and Pritchett  practice  of  giving  forecasts  probability
compare  actual  trade  with  what  a tradi-  ranges. But assigning  probability  ranges  1227.  Designing  Water  Institutions
Lional  gravity  model would predict.  requires  forecasting  future  price volatil-  Market Failures and Institutional
They find that  a gravity model predicts  ity, which, given uncertainties  about true  Response
the  low level of intra-Sub-Saharan  Afri-  price distribution,  is difficult.
can trade.  For the  19 Sub-Saharan  Afri-  One potentially  useful  source of infor-  Marie Leigh Livingston
can countries  in their  sample,  the actual  mation  for forecasting  volatility  is  the  (December  1993)
Sub-Saharan  African  share  of  imports  volatility forecasts irnbedded in the prices
plus exports  was an  average  (median) of  of options written  on commodities traded  Successful  water  institutions  require  a
8.1 percent  (4.5 percent)  while  the grav-  in exchanges. Options give the holder the  delicate interplay  between administratiue
ity model predicts  a  slightly  lower,  not  right  to buy (call) or sell (put)  a certain  and market contml.  The complex challenge
higher, mean (median) of 7.5 percent  (4.5  commodity at a certain  date ata  fixed (ex-  for water professionals  is to design  insti-
percent).  ercise)  price.  Options  prices  depend  on  tutions to deal with the physical peculiari-
This paper  - a product  of the  Trade  several  variables,  one of which is the ex-  ties of water in a way that establishes sen-
Policy Division, Policy Research  Depart-  pected volatility  up to the maturity  date.  sible  incentives  and  efficient  use  of  re-
ment - is part of a larger effort in the de-  Given  a  specific theoretical  model,  the  sources.
partment  to study  trade patterns  in Sub-  market  prices  of options  can be used  to
Saharan  Africa. Copies of the  paper  are  derive  the  market's  expectations  about  To foster economic efficiency, says Living-
available free from the World Bank, 1818  price volatility  and the price distribution.  ston,  rights  to water  resources  must  be
H Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  Kroner,  Kneafsey,  and  Claessens  sys-  both secure and flexible. Designing insti-
Please contact Jennifer  Ngaine,  room R2-  tematically  analyze  different  methods'  tutions todeal  with the physical peculiari-
052, extension  37947 (32 pages).  abilities to forecast commodity price vola-  ties  of water  in  a way  that  establishes
tility  (for several commodities). They col-  sensible incentives and efficient resource
lected the  daily  prices  of commodity op-  use is complicated.
1226.  Forecasting  Volatility  tions  and other  variables  for seven com-  Basically,  establishing  security  in wa-
in  Commodity  Markets  modities (cocia, corn, cotton, gold, silver,  terrights  requires  protectingwater  users
sugar,  and  wheat).  They  extracted  the  against  intrusion  by others. This is chal-
Kenneth F. Kroner,  Devin P. Kneafsey,  volatility  forecasts  implicit  in  options  lenging, since water  users  are  naturally
and Stijn Claessens  prices  using  several  techniques.  They  interdependent.  Security  does not mean
(November  1993)  compared  several  volatility  forecasting  that  one  must  be  guaranteed  an  exact
methods,  divided into three  categories:  amount  of water  all the  lime.  Rather,  it
Methodsforforecastinglong-run  commod-  (1) Forecasts  using  only expectations  means  knowing the  probability  of water
ityprice uolatility  that combine time-series  derived  from options  prices.  availability  and  being certain  about allo-
modeling  with  market  expectations  de-  (2)  Forecasts  using  only  time-series  cation procedures under changingcircum-
rived  from options  prices  outperform  fore-  modeling.  stances.
cast methods  using only  market  expecta-  (3) Forecasts  that  combine market  ex-  Economic efficiency in water allocation
tions or only time series.  pectations  and  time-series  modeling  (a  in response  to short-term  supply changes
new method  devised for this  purpose).  (such as droughts)  requires  that economi-
Commodity prices have historically  been  They find  that  the  volatility  forecasts  cally  sensitive  sectors  take  precedence
among the  most volatile of international  produced by method 3 outperform the first  over less sensitive  or more adaptive  sec-
prices. Measured  volatility  (the standard  two as well as the naive forecast based on  tors. This  can  be accomplished  through
deviation  of price changes)  has  not been  historical volatility. This result holds both  markets  or administratively  (by govem-
below 15 percent  and  at times  has  been  in and out of sample  for almost all com-  ment  agencies  or  private  water  user
more than  50 percent.  Often  the volatil-  modities considered.  groups). In a market scheme, rights must
ity of commodity prices has exceeded that  This paper  - a product ofthe Debt and  be differentiated  according totheprobabil-
of exchange rates  and  interest  rates.  International  Finance  Division, Interna-  ity ofreceivingwater  in times of shortage.
The large price variations  are caused by  tional  Economics  Department  - is part  Those  with  high-value  uses  can then  ei-
disturbances  in  demand  and  supply.  of a  larger  effort  in  the  department  to  ther  acquire  high-probability  rights  per-
Stockholding leads to some price smooth-  study the short- and  long-run behavior of  manently  or negotiate  an option to be ex-
ing, but when stocks  are  low, prices  can  primary commodity prices and the impli-  ercised  only in drought  years.Policy Research  Working  Paper Series  15
There iN  loss agreoment  among experts  Hoekman  and  Mavroidis  argue  thait fur-  form of  rlmsion  funds  in industnnl  coun-
abouthow  todesigninstitutions4toprovide  tlier  moves  to  liberilize  tradle  and  to  tries.
flexible water  allocation  in response  lo  implement.existing(JIAGTTrulesand prin-  l'he  mniin points (flthe  aninlynis  4are  sW
long-run changes in demand. CorLainly no  ciples may have n  greater  impact  an glo-  follows:
ono  interested  in  economic  ernciency  bal compotition than  would the pursuit  of  *  IPensionfunds areneither  defiie(dllin-
would suggest  either  a complete  ban  on  harmonization  of competition policy.  efitordeflrnd  contrihution.Thlei  nldividuallt
transfers  or  completely  unrestrained  They also suggest  that  current  GATT  bears more risk with (lefiiel  cEIntriblltiun
transfers.  The difficulty is to ensure  that  rules  and  case law provide scope for dia-  plans  Ncause  the pension benefi t depends
water  transactions  allow economic devel-  putes to be brought  before the GATT that  on  asset  returns.  (Conceptually, defined
opmentand  do not impose externalitieson  relate  to  both  the  application  and  the  benefitfunds  offerlKtt.er"nipklveYevrnlire-
other water  users.  nonapplication  of exisHing domestic com-  ment insurance."  Private  defined benefit
Market mechanisms  for water  transfer  petition laws orGATT contracting  parties.  pensions  nre  generally  available  only
can entail  substantial  transaction  costs,  This leads to de facto discrimination  be-  through  companies  nnd typically incltide
which  threaten  to  delay  or  stymie  tween domestic and  foreign producta.  some reqtriction  of labor mobility.
transfers  altogether.  Moreover,  third-  Little use has  been made of the  GATT  *  Becau.eof.soumeshortconiing.soffully
party and  community effecLs  continue  to  in this connection. Perhaps  existing indi-  or largely funded  plans. especially fbr in-
concern those involved in water transfers.  rect  avenues  for raising  competition-re-  come  redistribution,  governments  have
Local citizens  and  officials raise  issues  lated  disputes  in  the  GATT should  be  chosen to maintain  at leait  basic levels of
about  the  distribution  of  economic  pursued  more actively.  This  would  help  pay-as-you-goaocial security  Thescopeof
activity  rather  than  ita aggregate  level  identify what specific government policies  such unfunded  social securitv  schern-u i
(economic etticmency).  Perhaps  these  is-  might  be the subject ot multilateral  nego-  the key determinantof  thescaleorprivate
sues  are  negligible when  the  amount  of  tiations  and  explicitly  incorporated  into  retirement  saving.
water  transferred  is small  in proportion  the  GATT framework.  *  The extentto  which pension funds are
to total  supply.  But  when  the  transfer  This paper  is a product of the  Finanec  used  as  a vehicle  for retirement  saving
threatens  a community's  economic base,  and Private Sector Development Division,  depends  on the  regulatory  regime.  Tax
these  concerns  deserve  more  consider-  Europe and Central Asia, and Middle East  advantages  are the most important  incen-
ation.  and  North  Afica  Regions Technical  De-  tive, but a wide range of other regulatory
Successful water  institutions  require  a  partment.  Copies of the  paper  are avail-  choices also make pension  funds more or
delicate interplay between administrative  able free from the  World Bank,  1818 H  less  attractive  to  firms  and  employees.
and market control. Institutions  establish  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  And  some regulations,  such  as those  af-
the basis for markets  and can assure  com-  Please contact Laura  O'Connor, room H8-  fecting  the  portability  of pensions.  may
petitive  conditions.  Water  agencies  will  090, extension 37009 (34 pages).  have  important  consequences  for  eco-
always be involved in allocation, given the  nomic efficiency. Tnough  countries  differ
economies of scale  in centralized  water  widely  in  their  regulation  of  pension
management.  The challenge for water pro-  1229.  The Structure, Regulation,  funds, some suggestions  for good  practice
fessionals is to structure institutions  so  and Performance of Pension  can still be made.
that  they foster sound economic develop-  Funds in Nine Industrial Countries  o Whether  pension funds are a cost ef-
ment.  fective way of providing pensions depends
This paper  - a product of the  Agricul-  E. P. Davis  on the  real asset  returns  that  can be at-
tural  Policies  Division, Agriculture  and  (December  1993}  tained,  in relation  to the  growth  of real
Natural  Resources Department-is  part  . wages. Ideally, there  should be a gap of 2
of a larger  effort in the department  to pro-  Company pension fands can make impor-  to 3 porcent  between  them.  Portfolio dis-
vide guidance on water resources manage-  tant  contributions  to retirement  income  tributions  and fund management  are the
ment.  Copies of the  paper  are  available  and  to capital  market  development.  But  key determinants  of returns  to pension
free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  they need to be regulated  and supervised  funds, subject  to the  returns  available  in
NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  to  avoid  fraud,  protect  the  interests  of  the  market.  Prudent  diversification  in
tact Cicely Spooner, room N8-039, exten-  workers, and minimize  restrictions on la-  domestic and foreign markets  and index-
sion 30464 (25 pages).  bor mobility.  ation of -nuch of pension funds' portfolios
both appear  to be  important.
Davis  offers an  overview of issues  relat-  *  Pension funds affectcapital  markets
1228. Competition,  Competition  ing to the development  of funded pension  in  many  ways.  They  influence  market
Policy, and the GATr  schemes  in  industrial  countries.  The  structure  and  demand  for  securities;
analysis  applies  the  economic theory  of  stimulate innovation, allocative efficiency,
Bernard M. Hoekman  and Petros  C. Mavroidis  pension regulation to experience with the  and market development; and have a posi-
(December  1993)  structure,  regulation,  and performance of  tive effect on overall saving. They may also
funds  in nine countries  - Canada,  Den-  have some deleterious  effects, such as in-
Further  moves to liberalize  trade  and  to  mark,  Germany,  Japan,  Netherlands,  creases in volatility, 'short  termism," and
implernent existing GA7T 'des  andprin-  Sweden,  Switzerland,  the  United  King-  weakening  ofthe control exerted by inves-
ciples may have a greater  impact  on glo-  dom, and the United  States  - seeking to  tors and  creditors  over firms.
bal competition than would  the pursuit  of  shed light on the  finance  of old age secu-  *  Prospects  for pension funds in indus-
harmonization  of competition  policy.  rity  in developing  countries  and  the  re-  trial  countries  vary  with the maturity  of16  Policy Research Working Paper Series
existing  Funds4and  the generosity  ofsocial  countries. Unemployment is highest for  bean, Country Department Il-is  part of
security benefits.  In countries such as  those 16  to 26,1cespecially  women.  Surpris-  a larger effort in the department to study
France, Germany, und lItaly, growth in  ingly,  however,  it is higher among  second-  labor market issues. Copies  of the paper
coming  decades could be sizable.  ary school  graduates than among the less  are available free from the World Bank,
* The key recommendations for coun-  educated.  1818 H  Street  NW, Washington, DC
tries that are just starting pension funds  * Unemployment as  officially mea-  20433.  Please  contact  Rajakumari
are for a mix of social  security and private  sured  iB quite  low, and  has  remained  Stephen, room H3-165, extension 37040
funds; For  separate funding rather than  moderate during adjustment.  Most ad-  (29 pages).
"book  reserves;"  for  defined  benefit plans,  justment occurred  through the real wage
subject to appropriate regulation;  and for  rather  than  through  unemployment.
company-based  pension funds.  There hasbeen  relatively little restructur-  1231.  Making  a Market:  Mass
The paper - a product of the Financial  ing for greater  productivity.  Privatization  in the  Czech and
Sector Development  Department  - was  *  The official definition  of unemploy-  Slovak  Republics
prepared as background material For  the  ment leads to an  underestimate of the
forthcoming Policy Research Report on  jobless,  because  it ignores short spells out  Nemat  Shafik
Income  Security  for  Old  Age.  Copies  of  this  of the labor force  transitions in and out of  (December  1993)
paper are available free from the World  the labor force  which are frequent.
Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  Washington,  DC  *  Using a more  extensive definition of  The mass privatizat ion scheme  put infor-
20433. Please contact Priscilla Infante,  unemployment raises  the rate  of male  mation  about  enterprise  values in thepub-
room  GB-  118,  extension  37642  (56 pages).  unemployment  for 1988  from 3.4  percent  lic domain by allowing increasingly  in-
to 6.4  percent,  with the greatest increases  formed bidders to interact. This quickly
in  unemployment observed for people  differentiated enterprises  with favorable
1230.  Unemployment  in Mexico: Its  under 20 or with little  education  - yield-  prospects  from  those  with  unfavorable
Characteristics  and  Determinants  ingastructureofunemploymentmorelike  prospects.  The  design  of  the  program
the one observed in other countries,  served the objectives of speed and equity
Ana Revenga  and Michelle  RLboud  *  Age, gender, and education are key  more  than those of corporate  a  luernance.
(December  1993)  determinants ofunemployment.  The  prob-
ability of unemployment decreases with  Shafik assesses the Czechoslovak  mass
Although Mexico's  unemployment rates,  age and  education for both  men  and  privatization program for speed, equity,
measured over  a week,  are low (3 to 6 per-  women.  Marriage  is associated  with lower  and corporate governance.
cent), 15 to 20 percent of the population  risk of unemployment for men and for  The program transfe  . -laims  on as-
experiences  at least one  spell  of unemploy-  more  educated  women,  but more  probabil-  sets in 1,491  enterprises--  assets worth
ment over a year. Unemployment  is con-  ity of unemployment  for women with less  about $10.7 billion - to the 8.5 million
centrated  amongtheyoung:  Halfthe work-  education.  citizens  who participated in the scheme.
ers under 20 experience  a spell of unem-  * The typical spell  of unemployment  is  The entire  cycle of project preparation,
ployment over a year, but only a tenth of  not long:  a mean duration of 517  months  public  information,  and nationwide  simul-
workers  over 30.  for men and 7.2  months for  women (which  taneous  bidding  took 14  months. This  was
explains the higher average unemploy-  equivalent to privatizing more  than threc
The  restructuring of  Mexico's  economy  has  ment rate for women).  medium-scale  and  large-scale  enterprises,
had surprisingly little effect on Mexican  * The duration  of unemployment is  on average, per day.
unemployment,  which is low  even in the  longerforolderworkersbutdoes  notvary  Equity  objectives were  achieved by
worst years. Revenga and Riboud  ask: Is  substantially  according to  educational  transferring equal claims (equivalent to
the official definition of unemployment  attainment. Heads of households  and in-  about $1,250 per person) to all partici-
adequate?  Is  unemployment  properly  dividuals with household  responsibilities  pants and by putting in place a transpar-
measured? And who bears Ats  burden? Is  tend to exit from unemploymen-t  faster.  ent  and  decentralized  process.  The
the welfare cost of unemployment wide-  * Although  the typical spell of unem-  government's role was simply to provide
spread or are certain population groups  ployment is relatively short, almost 70  a framework and a set of rules for poten-
especially  vulnerable to it, repeatedly hit  percent of all unemployment  in 1990-91  tial firms, managers, and shareholders  to
by it, and therefore deserving of special  was attributable to spells lasting at least  find each other.
attention? Is most unemployment  associ-  six months, and 30 percent corresponded  The scheme's  design - based on simul-
ated with normal turnover (movements  to spells lasting at least a year.  taneous  sequential  bidding rounds  -
from one job to another) or with certain  * Although unemployment rates,  as  worked to put information about enter-
individuals being out ofwork  a long  time?  measured over  a one-week  period,  are low  prise values into the  public domain by
Revenga and  Riboud address  these  (3 to 6 percent), 15 to 20 percent experi-  allowing  increasingly  informed  bidders  to
questions using panel data from the quar-  ence at least one spell of unemployment  interact.
terly urban labor force  survey, a house-  over  a year. Among  teenagers, the propor-  The  structure  of  ownership  that
hold-based  survey of 16  urban areas, and  tion is highest (50  percent)  while it is only  emerged  will have  very different  implica-
data from the National Employment  Sur-  10 percent for workers over 30.  tions  for corporate governance. Enter-
vey carried out every two  to three years.  This paper  - a joint product of the  prises in the Czech Republic,  and those
They find that:  Human Resources  Operations and Coun-  that  sold for high prices in the bidding
* The structure  of unemployment in  try Operations 1 and the  Environment  rounds, are  characteri-ed by a  greater
Mexico  is broadly similar to that in other  Divisions,  Latin America and the Carib-  concentration of  shareholdings. Those inPolicy Research  Working  Paper  Series  17
the Slovak Republic,  and those that sold  in a legalistic way compels  one to inter-  a quarter and a third of exported cotton
ror lower prices, have more diffuse  own-  pret it as a statement orrights to impose  has been sold forward before harvesting.
ership structures.  antidumping duties. The substantive cri-  Forward sales have provided only irn-
The  mass privatization  scheme  served  to  teria for action are broad: the injury con-  ited overage against price risks. The use
quickly  differentiate the enterprises with  cept justifies  protection for anyone to  of cotton futures and  options could in-
favorable  prospects  from those with unfa-  whomit isworth the timeto askfor it. The  crease this  risk coverage. Futures  and
vorableprospectsundercurrentoonditions.  constraints  on antidumping actions - options contracts  can  also  give  these
But enterprises that cou;d have survived  loopholes  and procedural  technicalities-  countries flexibility  in their sales strzite-
in some  form,  ifthey had been  restructured  are artificial, so legal reform means get-  gies.
before privatization, or enterprises that  ting rid of them.  Countries planning to privatize their
could  have been  viable  but lacked  effective  Where do the GATT articles on trade  cotton  marketing sectors  should consider
governance,  were sacrificed  for  the sake  of  remedies lead? Finger and Fung contend  the use of futures  and options because
speed and decentralization.  that ifyou take a legalistic  view,  you  come  forward sales are likely  to decline  signi ri-
This paper - a product of the Country  to a protectionist conclusion.  cantly in a privatized system.
Operations Division,  Central Europe  De-  This paper - a product of the Trade  The authors examined  the feasibility of
partment -is  partof a larger effort in  the  Policy Division,  Policy  Research Depart-  using  NewYork  cotton  futures  and options
department to monitor and evaluate in-  ment - is part of a larger effort in the  contracts  as  hedging instruments  aind
novativeapproachestothetransitionffrom  department to understand how interna-  found  that there were benefits of reduced
central  planning to market  economies.  tional constraints and processes  (institu-  price volatility. Simulations  for  1989,
Copies  ofthe paper are available  free from  tions)  influence  national  trade  policy  1990, and 1991 show in every case that
the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  choices. The study  was funded by  the  hedging was effective in reducing price
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  Bank's Research Support Budget under  risk from 30 percent to 60 percent. For
Anita Correa, room H11-105,  extension  the research project 'Antidumping: Fol-  every 1-percent  reduction in risk, the re-
38549  (56 pages).  low-up  on Newly  Emerging Issues" (RPO  duction in income  ranged from 0 66 per-
678-16).  Copies  ofthis paper are available  cent to 1.12 percent.
free from the World  Bank, 1818 H Street  This paper-a  product of the Interna-
1232.  Will GATT Enforcement  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  Please con-  tional Trade Division,  International Eco-
Control  Antidumping?  tact Nellie Artis, room ;t2-0  15,  extension  nomics  Department - is part of a larger
38010 (19 pages).  effort  in the departmenttoinvestigate the
J. Michael  Finger  and  K.  C. Fung  feasibility  and benefits of  using risk man-
(December  1993)  agement instruments  by primary com-
1233. Hedging Cotton Price Risk  modity  producers and exporters in devel-
GA7T enforcement  is unlikely to  provide  in Francophone African Countries  oping countries. Copies  of the paper are
effective  discipline  over  the national use  of  available free from  the World  Bank, 1818
cantidumping.  Both the legal and bureau-  Sudhakar  Satyanarayan,  Elton  Thigpen,  H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
cratic momentum  of GA7T dispute settle-  and Panos Varangis  Please contact Dawn Gustafson, room R2-
ment is toward innocuous  findings -fo-  (December  1993)  092, extension 33714  (48 pages).
cusing on procedural errors that can be
corrected  withou  t lifting the antidurmping  Cotton futures can give the francophone
order in question.  Africa cotton-producing  countries an ad-  1234.  Price Formation, Nominal
ditional instrumentfor risk  management.  Anchors,  and Stabilization  Policies
Finger and Fung try to gauge why the  Simulations show significant benefits in  in Hungary: An Empirical  Analysis
GATT  dispute settlement process has to  risk reduction.
date been so  ineffective  in disciplining  the  Andrds  Solimano  and  David  E.  Yuravlivkcr
use of antidumping measures. Focusing  Cotton exports account for a significant  (December  1993)
on the five cases in which panels have  share  of  total  commodity exports  in
completed  their findings and recommen-  francophone  Afiican  counties, suggesting  There  is  a  tradeoff  between  faster
dations, the authors identify the sources  thatthese countries  have a large exposure  disinflation and external  competitiveness
of this ineffectiveness and evaluate the  to volatility in cotton prices.  in Hungary's  open economy,  in which the
likelihood that  the process will become  An analysis of the cotton marketing  exchange  rate  is used as a nominal anchor
effective.  systems in these countries revealed that  in disinflation.
Changing  the bureaucratic momentum  most of the  price risk is borne by  the
ofthe system  is possible,  they contend,  but  parastatals and ultimately  by the goverm-  Solimano and  Yuravlivker empirically
would  not be easy. It would  require greater  ment. This has led to problems  in years of  explore the inflationary process in Hun-
resolve  by member countries' GAIT del-  low cotton prices when the government  gary. Using monthly data, they provide
egates  to see  that GATT  rules are enforced  maintained high producer prices. In re-  econometric estimates  of the  determi-
- a greater  willingness to stand up to  cent years,  these  countries introduced  nants of inflation for 1990-92.
domestic  pressures to bend GAIT rules to  some flexibility  in their pricing policies  to  Empirical estimates of price equations
suit the demands of national politics.  deal with that problem.  - both consumer price index (CPI) and
Changing the legal momentum of the  As a means of managing their cotton  producer price index (PPI) - show the
system will be even more difficult, say  price risk, francophone  African  countries  exchange rate's quantitative importance
Finger and Fung. Interpreting the GATT  have been using forward sales. Between  and statistical significance  in price  forma-E  Policy Research  Working  Paper  Series
Lion in Hungary  during  the  period of in-  Are there lessons to be learned  about how  *  Authorities  cannot rely on banks  to
Lensified reform  as the  economy became  Eastern  European  count-ies  have  dealt  exert  control  on enterprises  early  in the
more open to international  trade  in both  with problems in their  banking  systems?  transition.  In the early stages, control over
inputs  and final goods.  What role have  these countries  assigned  state-owned  enterprises  should  be exer-
Their  estimates  show that  the  money  to banks  during the transition?  How have  cised by a semipublic  institution.
supply  affects  consumer  and  producer  they  used banks  in dealing  with  the en-  This paper  - a product of the  Private
prices  with  several  lags;  its  impact  on  terprise  problem?  Sector  and  Finance  Team,  Europe  and
prices is small in the short run. Nominal  Thorne  addresses  these  questions  by  Central  Asia, and Middle East and North
wages have a more significant effecton the  analyzing  experiences  in Bulgaria,  Hun-  Africa Regions Technical  Department  -
C1 11 than  on the  PPI.  gary,  Poland,  Romania,  and  the  former  is part  of a  larger  effort  in the  Bank  to
Solimano  and  Yuravlivker  present  Czech and Slovak Federal  Republic. Most  extract  lessons  from the  reform of East-
policy simulations  of alternative  rules  for  of these countries  have made substantial  ern  European  economies.  Copies of the
Lhe  exchange rate  and the  money supply  progress  in restructuring  their  banking  paper  are  available  free from the  World
and their effect on the rate of inflation and  systems, but few have used their banking  Bank, 1818 H Street  NW, Washington, DC
the level of the  real exchange  rate.  They  systems to improve the allocation of credit  20433. Please contact Noni Jose, room 16-
find that a rule of fixing the exchange rate  and hence stimulate  the supply response.  230, extension  33688 (38 pages).
entails  a lower level of CPI inflation-5  Amongother  things, Thorne finds that:
percentage  points  less of CPI inflation  a  *  The problem  is not  whether  banks
year --  than  if the rule is based only on  hold nonperforming  loans but how banks  1236.  The  Impact  of Two-Tier
reducing  the rate  of money growth  (to 1  canavoidaccumulatingmorenonperform-  Producer  and  Consumer  Food
percent  a month).  ing loans. The underlying  problem is how  Pricing  in India
But  a fixed exchange rate  policy is as-  to close loss-making  and nonviable enter-
sociated with greater  appreciation  of the  prises.  Maurice  Schiff
real  exchange  rate  than  is the  policy of  *  The countries  that  have encouraged  (December  1993)
money-based disinflation  - nearly  4 per-  the establishment  of new private  banks,
centage  points  more real  appreciation  a  that  have introduced  regulation  and  su-  Previous studies  have claimed  that  two-
year. A PPP-based exchange rate rule sta-  pervision,  and  that  have  tried  to make  tier producer  and consumer food pricing
bilizes the real  exchange rate  at  the cost  banks  more competitive  have been more  policies lead to higher auerage  farmprices.
of a substantial  acceleration  in inflation.  successful at  improving  the allocation  of  In fact, the impact  on prices is negatiue in
These  exercises  illustrate  the  nature  credit  anid achieving  more control  over  the more realistic  cases. In India  such a
and  magnitude  of the  tradeoffs  between  loss-making  enterprises.  policy,  designed  to help  the urban poor,
faster  disinflation  and  the  level of exter-  *  Banks  must  focus on assessing  risk  probably hurt  the farm  sector as a whole,
nal competitiven9ss  in an  open economy  -and  forthis, capital, private ownership,  although itprobably  helped the ruralpoor
suth  as Hungary  that  uses the exchange  and adequate regulation  are crucial. How  in the short run.
rate  as a  nominal anchor in disinflation.  quickly  banks  achieve  independence  in
This  paper  - a joint  product  of  the  credit decisions depends  on how fast new  India's govemment  procures agricultural
Macroeconomics  and  Growth  Division,  governance structures  can be introduced.  products  such  as rice,  wheat,  and  sugar
Policy Research Department,  and Europe  In this, the  five countries  have been less  at below-market  prices and sells them  in
and Central Asia, Country Department  II,  successful.  both urban  and  rural  ration  shops.  The
Country Operations  Division - is part of  *  The objectives of bank  recapitaliza-  rest of such crops is sold in the open mar-
a larger  effort in the  Bank  to study  the  tion should be to prevent  banks  from ac-  ket. This creates  a two-tier price system
macroeconomics of transition.  Copies of  cumulating  more  nonperforming  loans  for consumers  and  producers.
the  paper  are  available  free  from  the  (that  is, dealing  with the enterprise  prob-  Many  (including  Dantwala,  Mellor,
World Bank, 1818HStreetNW,  Washing-  lem)  and  to  give  them  the  governance  and  Hayami,  Subbarao,  and  Otsuka)
ton,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Susana  structure  that  would prevent  them  from  claim that  such a policy raises  the  open-
Florez,  room Nll-018,  extension  39075  incurringnew  nonperformingloans.  This  market  price so much that  it ultimately
(36 pages).  requires introducing  a system of risk and  increases  the  average  price  received by
reward  - by making  banks  comply with  farmers.  If true,  the gainers would be the
capital adequacy requirements,  by priva-  firm  sector  as  a whole  and  low-income
1235.  Eastern  Europe's  Experience  tizing a critical  number  of banks,  and by  urban consumers with access to the ration
with  Banking  Reform:  Is There  a  introducing  strong  regulation  and  super-  shops.  Losers would be the high-income
Role  for  Banks  in the  Transition?  vision.  urban  consumers  who buy at  the  open-
* Governments  should see that  banks  market  price. This view has  provided an
Alfredo  Thorne  provide  efficient  payment  systems,  the  intellectual  basis  for the policy.
(December  1993)  basis for trust  in banking  systems.  Schiff  examines  a  variety  of cases:
a  Introducing  adequate regulation and  with and without  rationing,  with ration-
The effectiueness of banks in the transition  supervisionhasbeendifficultasitrequires  ingby ration cards orby queuing, with and
depends on how soon authorities  begin to  knowing what  the banks' role should be.  without  the  urban  rich having  access to
restructure  the banking  system  and  how  *  Evidence strongly supports  the need  the  ration  shops,  with  and  without  free
that restructuringfits into the sequence  with  to  recapitalize  and  privatize  a  critical  trade, and with a marketable  surpluswith
enterpriserestructuringandprivatization.  number  of banks.  positive, negati-ve, or zero price elasticity.Policy Research Working Paper Series  19
He finds that in mostcases the policy's  Bank's  recognition of the  importance  of  change  rate  depreciation,  and,  to some
impact on the average price is either nega-  incorporating the fimancial  system into the  extent,  export  development.  But  World
tive or ambiguous,  and itis negative in the  macroeconomy.  Bank funds  may haue helped Kenya post-
more realistic  cases. A negative  impact  Nevertheless,  the monetary  module in  ponecriticalreformofthecivil  serviceand
implies  that  farmers  on the  whole  lose  the RMSM-X  is too aggregated  to allow for  social  sectors  and  divestiture  of  para-
from the  procurement  policy.  any  meaningful  analysis  of the  viability  statals.
But F  mall farmers who are net buyers  of a  country's  financial  system,  or  any
of the procured crops, and landless  labor-  institution  in particular.  By design,  the  Did the  World Bank's  policy-based lend-
ers, gain from a lower average price in the  RMSM-X provides only a generic  frame-  ing to Kenya in the  1980s allow Kenya to
short run (especially if they have easy ac-  work,  or  'platform,"  that  then  may  be  undertake  adjustment,  or to postpone it?
cess to the  rural  ration  shops). The long-  adapted  to particular  cases.  The answer  is mixed, says Swamy. Suc-
run  effect depends  on the  impact  of the  Borayand Sierrna  developatool that uses  cess was greatest  in trade  liberalization
lower average  price on rural employment  a time series that  shows developing trend  (and exchange  rate depreciation),  and to
and  wages.  lines. The model  requires an adequatelevel  a lesser extent  in export development  -
This  paper  - a  product  of the  Trade  of detail  and a consistency of content,  in-  and  these  reforms  would  probably  not
Policy Division, Policy Research  Depart-  terpretation, and presentation  ofthe finan-  have occurred without  steady Bank lend-
ment  - is part  of a larger  effort in the  cial and  economic data,  plus an  adequate  ing. But one could argue  that  budget sup-
department  to examine the impact  of ag-  grouping of banks to ensure  that compari-  port through funds from the International
ricultural  policy  on  resource  allocation  sons are between like entities.  Development  Association  may  have
and distribution.  Copies of the  paper  are  The model should be useful to financial  helped Kenya postpone critical public sec-
available  free from the World Bank, 1818  analysts  who need to plan for and  forecast  tor reform - in the  civil service  and so-
H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.  the growth and profits of a financial insti-  cial sectors and  in divestiture  of parast-
Please contact Jennifer  Ngaine, room R2-  tution, or a group of institutions,  and who  atals (including the National  Cereals and
052, extension  37947 (32 pages).  are interested  in capturing  the links with  Produce Board).
the  macroeconomy in  a  fully consistent  WasaidtoKenya(includingtheBank's)
framework. The model allows the  user to  overgenerous?  Swamy  concludes  that,
1237.  Assessing  Bank  computeandprojectindicatorsthatarene-  based  on  reform  behavior  and  perfor-
Performance and the Impact  cessary  to monitor the  performance  of a  mance, Kenya may deserve  aid less than
of Financial  RestructUring in  financial  institution  and to examine how  GhanatAfrica'sbestperformer)but  it does
a Macroeconomic  Framework:  these  indicators  change  in  response  to  not exhibit  the  same  aid dependency  as
A New Application  changes in the macroenvirornent.  The  mo-  other donor favorites in the region. But its
del should also be valuable  to economists  public investment  program did a poorjob
Yavuz  Boray and Hector  Sierra  interested  in assessing the viability of the  in ranking priorities, and growing reliance
(December  1993)  financial system, particularly in assessing  on grants  and counterpart  funds undoubt-
the impact offnancial restructuring.  When  edly  contributed  to  more  consumption
It is crucial to include the macroeconomic  major financial restructuring  is involved,  spending by government,  particularly  on
environment  in any scenario that involves  model simulations  can help policymakers  the civil service and  parastatals.
assessing thefinancial  condition ofa bank  and  supervisors  to  reassure  themselves  Implementation  of  structural  adjust-
and  its future  liability.  This  paper  de-  that bank rehabilitation  is worth its costs.  ment  in Kenya  was  often lethargic  and
scribes the  development  of a  simulation  This  paper-a  product  of  the  Trade,  sometimes  even contrary  to stated  poli-
model that permits  the user to examine  in  Finance, and Private Sector Development  cies, says  Swamy.  And  despite  a  fairly
detail the interaction  between a financial  Division,  Latin  America  and  the  Carib-  stable  political  climate,  commitment  to
system and its economic  environment.  bean,  Country  Department IV - is part  the  adjustment  program  was patchy and
of a larger  effort in the  region to further  intermittent.  Reforms  ostensibly  under-
Boray  and  Sierra  present  a  simulation  analyze the link between  a financial  sys-  taken  were  in  fact  not  always  imple-
model  (applied  here  to  Uruguay  and  tem  and  the  economic  environment  in  mented. In principle, for example, an auc-
implemented  in  Javelin)  that  permits  which it operates. Copies of the paper  are  tion  market  for government  paper  was
analysis  of the  interaction  between  a fi-  available  free from the World Bank, 1818  created,  but in practice  financial  institu-
nancial system and the economic environ-  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC 20433.  tions typically took up most of that  paper
ment  in which it operates.  The model al-  Please contact Cecilia Lim, room Q7-144,  'by  arrangement."  And  restrictions  on
lows the user  to compute and  project the  extension  30864 (61 pages).  movements  of maize  were  removed  but
indicators  necessary  to monitor the  per-  reimposed.
formance of a financial  institution  and to  Moreover, the design  of the structural
examine how those  indicators  respond to  1238.  Kenya: Structural  adjustment  loans appears,  in retrospect,
economic change.  Adjustment  in the  198i s  to have been faulty. Too many  conditions
Traditionally,  economic analysis  in the  -too  general, and based ondated  sectoral
World  Bank  has  focused  on  either  the  Gurushri Swamy  information-wereattachedtoeachloan,
'real"  or "financial'  sector, but rarely  on  (January 1994)  in part because ofpolitical considerations.
the interaction  between  them. The intro-  And the  Bank  released  credit  tranches
duction ofthe extended Revised Minimum  Structural  adjustnent  loans  in  Kenya  when conditions were met in letter but not
Standard  Model, orRMSM-X, reflects the  have supported trade liberalization, ex-  in spirit.20  Policy Research Working Paper Senes
The  adjustment  progrram benefited  in  partial  regulation  (more typical  in phar-  1240.  Financing  the  Storm:
the second half of the  1980s from lessons  maceuticals).  Macroeconomic  Crisis in
learned  in  the  first  half of  the  decade,  A country's  institutional  structure  can  Russia,  1992-93
particularly  concerning  trade  liberalize-  limit the regulators'  potential  for commit-
tion and export development.  But the de-  ment,  he says - especially  if regulators  William  Easterly and Paulo Vieira da Cunha
sign and  dimensions  of reform  in the ag-  are  limited  in their  ability  to deliver  re-  (January 1994)
ricultural  sector  were  too  limited  to  wards  or penalties.
achieve  significant  restructuring  of the  The  scope and  function  of regulation  Stabilization  of inflation  during  Russia's
sector,  and  political  interests  effectively  may  also be fairly limited  when techno-  macr.oeconomic crisis  will  be a race be-
sabotaged  the  program.  The second  at-  logical  conditions  allow  competition  to  tween  the  authorities'  willingness  and
temptatadjustmentwasalh-undermined  disciplineproducers.Sophisticatedbuyers  ability  to  tighten  monetary  and  fiscal
by increasing  financial  laxc  '.  The expe-  with economic power may reduce the need  policy and  the adjustment  of enterprises
rience  in Kenya  underlines  the difficulty  for regulatory  control, and  rapid techno-  and  households to existing  inflation.
of implementing  structural  adjustment  logical change can render  comprehensive
under  either  financial  laxity  or extreme  command-and-control  regulation  ineffec-  Easterly  and da Cunha  examine  Russia's
financial  stringency.  tive or debilitating.  macroeconomic crisis  in 1992 and  1993,
Note,  too,  that  many  things  have  Many  forces  opemte  simultaneously,  focusing on fiscal and  monetary  policies.
changed  in  Kenya  since this  study  was  making  regulatory  design  a complex un-  They show how the large  transfers  from
comoleted in the early  1990s.  dertaking.  Inertia  is one such  influence.  the  government  to the  enterprise  sector
This  paper  - a  product  of the  Chief  Regulatory  policies that  once served  an  exacerbated  the crisis.
Economist's Office, Africa Regional Offict  important  purpose  sometimes  persist  Money creation  did not finance  the nar-
- is part of a larger  effort in the region to  even  though  they  no longer  serve  that  row (cash)  budget  deficit  of the  govern-
study the process and impact ofstructural  purpose  - sometimes because they favor  ment.  Rather,  money  creation  financed
adjustment.  Copies of the paper are avail-  a constituency  that  convinces the regula-  the huge directed  credit programs  aimed
able free from  the  World Bank,  1818 H  tor to keep the controls in place. Subsidies  at specific sectors and enterprises,  includ-
Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  and  tariff  protection often continue  long  ing assistance  to other  economies of the
Please  contact  Vanessa  Saldanha,  room  past  the  time needed  to promote  the  de-  former  Soviet Union  to sustain  Russian
J10-206, extension  35742 (75 pages).  velopment  of an infant  industry,  for ex-  exports.  During  1992  enterprises  and
ample. When there  is limited  public out-  households financed this  effort with their
cry against  continuing  the  special treat-  large flow  ofsavings, butwhile  enterprises
1239.  Principles  of Regulatory  ment, andthe  affected firms strongly urge  largely  avoided the  inflation  tax,  house-
Policy  Design  its continuance, theregulatormaybe  con-  holds did not.
vinced to continue  special treatment  that  Enterprises  benefited  most  from  the
David E. M. Sappington  no longer serves the  public interest.  loose fiscal and  monetary  policies of the
(January 1994)  Regulation  may also be affected by the  Russian government  in 1992-93. The en-
regulators'  personal  ambitions.  When  terprises  were net recipients  of transfers
Differences in the form, function, and scope  regulators  are  'captured"  by  regulated  from the budget  and  the  main beneficia-
of regulatory  policies are traced to differ-  firms -diverted  from the goal of protect-  ries of the inflation tax (which nearly  off-
ences in social institutions,  in the charac-  ing  c.2nsumers  through  the  promise  of  set their  own inflation  tax payments).
teristics of the industries  being regulated,  personal  rewards for favorable treatment  The  main  losers  from  high  inflation
and  in  the  regulators' objectives and  re-  of the  firms - regulation  may not serve  were households.
sources.  society's best  interests.  As many have  noted, inflation  in Rus-
Even if regulators  are not motivated  by  sia  correlates  well  with  past  money
Sappington  contrasts  command-and-con-  self-interest,  theirideas  ofwhat is bestfor  growth. Real money and the real exchange
trol regulation  (tight control of water  pu-  society may differ from those of other gov-  rate  are also closely correlated.
rification,  for example) with more flexible  ernment  officials or  of society  at  large.  Money demand  in Russia is well above
forms,  including  incentive  regulation  When that  happens,  which goals are  pur-  international  comparisons, controlling for
(such  as  price cap regulation),  potential  sued  depends  largely  on the  autonomy  inflation and  negative interest  rates.  But
regulation  (providing for closer scrutiny if  regulators  are granted  and on the balance  the  trend  of money demand  is obviously
enough customers complain), and reactive  of power among governmentbodies.  Regu-  down. Current  levels of monetary  financ-
rather  than  proactive  policies (the  firm  lation should be viewed in this larger  con-  ing cannot be maintained  without  an in-
proposing  actions,  the  regulator  saying  text to be understood  fully.  crease in inflation. Even ifthe  government
yes or no).  This  paper - a product of the  Office of  takes  no actions  that  lower  money  de-
He contrasts  informing  regulation  (for  the Vice President, Development Econom-  mand, it will fall  anyway as the financial
example,  requiring  that  consumers  be  ics - is one in a series of background  pa-  system  and  households  and  enterprises
informed  about ingredients  in a product)  pers prepared  for World Development Re-  adjust to inflation.  Banks and enterprises
and  enforcing  regulation  (for  example,  port 1994. Copies ofthe paper are available  are  finding ways to reduce  the  float  and
prohibiting  the use of certain chemicals in  free from the World Bank,  1818 H Street  excess reserves  with the  central  bank.
foods).  NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  Stabilization  of inflation  will thus be a
He also contrasts  comprehensive  regu-  tact  the  World Development Report office,  race between the  authorities'  willingness
lation (typical in telecommunications)  and  room T7-101, extension 31393 (47 pages).  and ability to tighten  monetary  and fiscalPolicy Research Working Paper Series  21
policy and the  adjustment  of enterprises  In particular,  the  use  of the license as  that  allocate  credit efficiently.  Commer-
and households  to existing  inflation.  an  instrument  to stipulate  pricing  and  cial  banks  must  screen  borrowers  and
This  paper  - a  joint  product  of  the  access regulations,  and the use of several  monitor  and  discipline enterprises.  The
Macroeconomrics and  Growth  Division,  agencies to check on license amendments,  role of the govermment  or the central bank
Policy IResearch l)epartment,  and  Coun-  have a strongly  stabilizing  influence.  should be limited to regulation and super-
try  Operations  Division  ll,  Europe  and  Spiller  and  Vogelsang  show  how  the  vision.
Central  Asia, Country  Department  III - regulatory  process provides commitment  Most  transitional  economies  have
is part  or a  larger  effort  in the  Bank  to  even when  there  are  personnel  changes  adopted a gradual  approach to reforming
study the  macroeconomics  of transition.  among  regulators  and  government  offi-  their  financial  systems,  maintaining  the
Copies of the paper are available free from  cials, so long as changes in government are  banking  system's  passive role. But bank-
the  World  13ank. 1818  H  Street  NW,  not lon -term.  This commitment-based  ing reform in Eastern  Europe cannot wait
Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  on the British  courts'tradition  of uphold-  for  enterprise  restructuring  and  priva-
Rebecca Martin, room NI 1-059,  extension  ing contracts  - is supported  by a number  tization,  because  both  banks  and  state
39065 (41 pages).  of weak but mutually  reinforcing  pillars.  enterprises  are  burdened  with  inherited
Changes in the United Kingdom's regu-  bad  debts  that  endangeT their  solvency
latory  practice  - such  as  the  gradual  and  hence  that  of the  economy.
1241.  Regulation, Institutions,  tighteningof  price-cap regulations-can  The financial restructuringofbanks  and
and Commitment in the British  be interpreted  largely  as  adaptations  to  enterprises  should be undertaken  simulta-
Telecommunications Sector  increased  competition  and  to the  more  neously, says Pleskovic, and  should start
favorable  cost  and  demand  conditions  early in the transition.  Commercial banks
Pablo T. Spiller and  Ingo Vogelsang  British  Telecom faces.  should play an active role in the financial
(January  1994)  This paper - a product of the Finance  restructuringofenterprises.  Governments
and Private  Sector Development Division,  must take responsibility (through the bud-
In the past decade the United Kingdom has  Policy Research  Department  - is part of  get) for the debts of nonviable enterprises
emerged as a pacesetter for institutional  a larger World Bank study funded by the  in a transparentmannerand  for the recapi-
change in the telecommunications  sector.  Research Support Budgeton  Regulation,  talization  of banks  after  their  clean-up.
Investment  in the sector has jumped,  de-  Institutions,  and Economic Efficiency:  The  Otherwise  the  healthy  segments  of the
spite the uncertainty one might expect  from  Case  of Telecommunications"  (RPO 676-  commercial sectors will have to carry the
the  United Kingdom's  inexperience  with  94). Copies of this paper are available free  burden  of financial  restructuring,  which
public  utility  regulation,  from  its lack of  from the World Bank,  1818 H Street  NW,  will slow down the transition.
constitutional  protection  against  govern-  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Early in the transition,  attention  must
mental  and  regulatory  discretion,  and  Bill Moore, room N9-055, extension 35261  also  be  paid to improving  the system  of
from continuing  institutional  change.  (70 pages).  payments,  demonopolizing  banking,
changing  the  structure  of ownership  (in-
In  the  past  decade  the  United  Kingdom  cluding  privatization),  and  introducing
has emerged as a world pacesetter  for in-  1242.  Financial  Policies in Socialist  market-based  financial  legislation.
stitutional  change in the  telecommunica-  Countries in Transition  The speed of financial  reform  will de-
tions sector. In particular,  British Telecom  pend greatly  on the availability  of skilled
has been divested, price-cap regulation has  Boris  Pleskovic  banking  professionals,  on access to tech-
been introduced, a new regulatory  institu-  (January 1994)  nical  assistance  from abroad,  fiscal con-
tion (Oftel) has been set up (with its Direc-  straints,  and of course on specific country
tor General of Telecommunications),  and  Most transitional economies have adopted  circumstances.  For  example,  for  most
the market  has been opened up to increas-  a gradual  approach  to reform of their fi-  countries  of the  former  Soviet Union  -
ingly more competition.  nancial systems,  maintaining  the banking  except for the Baltic states  - a prerequi-
At the  same  time,  investment  in  the  system's  passive  role. But  the financial  site to successful  financial  restructuring
sector hasjumped,  despite the uncertainty  restructuring  of  banks  and  enterprises  is macroeconomic  stabilization  and  the
that  might  have  been  created  by  the  should  be undertaken  simultaneously  - reduction  of high inflation rates.
United  Kingdom's lack of modern experi-  early in the transition.  The most  important  lesson from coun-
ence with public utility regulation,  by the  tries further  along in reform is that  finan-
lack of constitutional  protection  against  One  legacy  of  central  planning,  says  cial  reform  should  not  be  delayed  but
govemmental  and  regulatory  discretion,  Pleskovic, is that  the financial systems in  should  start  as soon as  possible.  Delays
and by continuing  institutional  change.  the transitional  economies are even less  reduce  living  standards  (burdening  the
Part of the reason for the investors' con-  developed than  in many developing coun-  healthy  parts  of the economy with direct
fidence may be the  government  continu-  tries.  He contends  that  the  main  goal of  taxes or high financial costs), discourage
ity resulting  from a series of Conservative  financial reform in these economies should  small-scale  entrepreneurs,  inhibit  the
election  victories.  But  Spiller  and  be to make passive  financial  systems  ac-  entry of new firms, and cause the economy
Vogelsang emphasize  the nature  of Brit-  tive - to make financial  systems partici-  to stagnate  further.
ish  Telecom's privatization  and  the  re-  pate actively  in the  economy, as they  do  This paper-a  product of the Research
straint  on  discretion  achieved  by  basic  in market  economies.  Advisory  Staff,  Office of the  Vice Presi-
features  and  specific details  of the  regu-  For  this  to  happen,  the  transitional  dent, Development  Economics - is part
latory process.  economies must develop banking systems  of a larger  effort  in the  Bank  to investi-22  Policy Research Working Paper Series
gatethetransitionofeconomiesofEastern  able, unchanged,  to deueloping countries.  1245. The Adding-Up  Problem:
Europe and the former Soviet Union. Cop-  But deveioping countries could clearly ben-  Strategies for Primary Commodity
ics of the paper are available free from the  ef&f  from reformed supervisory technology,  Exports  in Sub-Saharan  Africa
World Bank, 1818  11 SLreet  NW, Washing-  including improved information collection
ton, DC 20433. Please contact ManiJandu,  and  management.  Takamnsan  Akiyamn  and Donald  F. bArumn
room N9-037, extension  33103 (28 pages).  (Janunry  1994)
In principle, financial  regulation  seeks to
remedy recognized deficiencies and  inef-  Policies designed  to address  the regional
1243.  Are Institutional  Investors  ficiencies in a nation's  economic, political,  adding-up  problem  in  Sub-Saharan
an Important  Source  of Portfolio  and  bureaucratic  incentive  structures.  Africa  - such as a region-optimal export
Investment  in Emerging  Markets?  But the social urgency ofparticular  finan-  tax - generate  unequal  benefits  among
cial policy problems  differ according to a  countries. Further,  few countries in Sub-
Punam Chuhan  country's  stage  of development.  Regula-  Saharan  Africa  have  sufficient  market
(January  1994)  tory strategies  that  make sense forindus-  power to influence commodity prices in the
trial  countries  are  unlikely  to work the  long run.  Export  taxes may prove benefi-
Major institutional investors in fiue indus-  same way in developing  countries.  cial  for  some  countries  but,  at  certain
trial countries inuest cautiously, and uery  Kane examines opportunities  for trans-  levels, transfer resources from smallhold-
little, in emerging market  securities. But  ferring the framework  ofrisk-based  capi-  ers  to government  with  limited  welfare
only in Germanyare regulationsonforeign  tal  requirements  negotiated  by the  G-10  gains.
investment  a significant  constraint.  countries  under the auspices  of the Bank
forlntemationalSettlementsinBasle.He  Many  countries  in  Sub-Saharan  Africa
Chuhan  examines  five major  industrial  finds  that  an  unchanged  transfer  of the  remain  dependent  on  a  few  primary
countries' portfolio investment  in develop-  Basle framework to developing countries  commodities  - coffee,  cocoa,  cotton,
ing countries  to learn  if institutional  in-  is economically inappropriate  and politi-  sugar,  tea, and tobacco  - for a large share
vestors are significant investors  in emerg-  cally infeasible.  And  its voluntary  adap-  of export earnings.  Because  demand  for
ing developing countries.  tation  is  difficult  because  the  long-run  these  commodities  is  price-  inelastic,
The data reveal considerable divergence  economic  appropriateness  of the  Basle  production  and export  expansion can de-
in the  pattern  of outward  portfolio flows  framework  of  solvency  regulations  di-  press  world prices  and  hence reduce net
for the  industrial  countries  studied.  rectly  opposes  their  short-run  political  export revenue. Akiyama and Larson dis-
Evidence on asset composition and dis-  embraceability.  cuss the effects of this phenomenon - the
cussions with market participants  suggest  Kane believes that  what  most urgently  adding-up problem - on policy and devel-
that major institutional  investors (such as  need to be transferred  to developing coun-  opment strategies  for major agricultural
pension funds and  insurance  companies)  tries are elements  of supervisory technol-  export commodities  in Sub-Saharan  Af-
have tended to approach  the markets  for  ogy:  methods of inforrnation collection and  rica.
emergingdevelopingcountriescautiously.  management,  legal  processes  for prompt  They conclude that,  as a practical  mat-
They invest only a tiny fraction  of their  and  equitable  default  resolution,  and  ter, it is not feasible to design a regional
portfolios in emerging  market  securities.  mechanisms  for controlling  the  incentive  commodity production and trade policy for
Chuhan  finds  that  investor-country  conflicts thatleadbankers  andgovernment  Sub-Saharan  Africa as a whole because of
regulat.ons  governing  outward  portfolio  supervisors  to  resist  the  healthv  exit or  the difficulty ofequitably  distributing  the
investment  were a significant  constraint  recapitalization  of damaged institutions.  benefits of such a  policy. Moreover, if an
only in Germany.  As a first step, Kane recommends  that  export  tax  is imposed  on  Sub-Saharan
This paper - a product of the Debt and  the  World Bank  and  the  Bank for Inter-  Africa as  a whole,  the  greatest  benefits
International  Finance Division, Interna-  national  Settlements  promote  economi-  may go to producers  in other regions such
tional  Economics Department  - is part  cally  beneficial  reforms  in  information  as Asia and  Latin  America.
of a  larger  effort  in  the  department  to  collection and management,  reforms that  Individually,  few countries  in Sub-Sa-
study the sources of private  capital flows  do not preclude  flexibility in current  pru-  haranAfricahave  sufficient market power
to developing countries.  Copies of the  pa-  dential standards  in individual countries.  to influence  commodity prices in the long
per  are  available  free  from  the  World  ThIis paper-a  product  of the  Finance  run.  Possible  exceptions  include  Cbte
Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington,  DC  and Private Sector Development Division,  dIvoire  (in cocoa) and  to a  lesser extent
20433. Please contact Rose Vo, room S8-  Policy Research Department  - is part of  Ghana  (in  cocoa),  Kenya  (in  tea),  and
114, extension  31047 ( 37 pages).  a larger  effort in the department  to study  Malawi (in burley  tobacco). Export taxes
developing country financial  regulations.  may prove beneficial  for these  countries
The study was funded  by the  Bank's Re-  but,  at certain  levels, the  primary  effect
1244.  Difficulties  of Transferring  search Support Budget under the research  of "optimal" taxes is to transfer  resources
Risk-Based Capital Requirements  project'Risk-Weighted  Capital  Adequacy  from smallholders to governments with
to Developing Countries  Requirements: An Application to Devel-  limited marginal welfare gains.
oping  Country  Banks,"  (RPO  677-41).  This paper  - a product ofthe Interna-
Edward J. Kane  Copies ofthe paper are available free from  tional  Trade  Division,  International
(January 19941  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,  Economics  Department  - is part  of  a
Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  larger  effort in the  department  to assess
Regulatory  strategies that make sense for  Paulina  Sintim-Aboagye,  room  N9-059,  policy  effects  on  international  trade.
industrial  countries may  not be transfer-  extension  37644 (28 pages).  Copies ofthe paper  are available free fromPolicy Research Working Paper Series  23
the  World  lBank,  1818  II  Street  NW,  1247. Complex Transactions Under  difficult to sell to another  customer.  The
Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Uncertainty: Brazil's Machine Tool  customer's hostage is the specific technol-
Anna Kim, room 1R2-042,  extension 33715  Industry  ogy bound  up in the  machine  being pro-
(41 pages).  duced and a payment  system that ensures
Andrew  Stone  a  substantial  sunk  investment  in  the
(January 1994)  machine by the time of delivery.
1246.  Determinants  of Cross-  The only attribute  of contracts  that  is
Country Income Inequality: An  Despite intense economic andpolicy  uncer-  frequently  renegotiated  is the indexation
"Augmented"  Kuznets' Hypothesis  tainty and slow courts, Brazilian  machine  of payments, motivated by macroeconomic
tool firrs  can conclude complex contracts  instability.  Qualitative  evidence suggests
Branko Milanovic  with customers.  The new institutional  eco-  that  this  process  adds  substantially  to
(January 1994)  nomics  helps explain  how.  transaction  costs.  Not surprisingly,  ma-
chine tool producers,  like  their  counter-
An alternatiuc  hypothesis to explain  why  Drawingonthe  newinstitutional  econom-  parts  in the  garment  industry,  place  a
income inequalityydiffersamongcountries.  ics, Stone's  study of Brazil's  machine tool  high  priority  on  a  more  stable  macro-
Inequalitv  in richer societies decreases not  industry  extends  an earlier  study  of the  economic and policy environment.
only  because of economic factors but also  garment  industry  in two ways.  This paper-ajoint  product of the Pri-
because societies choose less inequality as  First,  it broadens  the original  study to  vateSector  Development Department  and
they grow richer.  a second industry,  which could either con-  the  Finance and Private  Sector Division,
firm or amend the original  conclusions.  Policy Research  Department  - is part  of
Why does income inequality  differ among  Second, it looks at the effect ofeconomic  a larger  effort in the  Bank  to promote a
countries?  Using a sample of 80 countries  uncertainty  and expensive formal means  realistic  assessment  (through  firm-level
from the 1980s, Milanovic shows that two  of resolving conflict on an industry  where  surveys)  of constraints  on private  sector
types  of factors  explain  variations  in in-  enforceable contracts appear necessary for  development.  Copies  of  the  paper  are
come inequality.  normal  business  transactions.  The  ma-  available  free from the World Bank, 1818
The  first  are  factors  that  are,  in  the  chine  tool industry  is characterized  by  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.
short  term, independent  of economic poli-  longer-term  contracts  and  by  commit-  Please  contact  Paulina  Sintim-Aboagye,
cies  and  are  included  in  the  standard  ments of resources to products  that  could  room N9-059, extension  37644(17 pages).
formulation  of the  Kuznets'  curve:  the  not  easily  be  sold to  another  customer
level  of  per  capita  income  and  the  (asset specificity).
country's  regional  heterogeneity.  From  More formalistic approaches  to law and  1248.  Do Domestic Firms Benefit
the viewpoint of economic  policy,  these are  development  would  suggest  that  only a  from Foreign Direct  Investment?
"given" factors,  resulting  in a 'given  in-  legal system  that  enforces promises  in a  Evidence from Panel Data
equality."  "knowledgeable,  sophisticated,  and  low-
The second group of factors are the so-  cost way" would allow transactions  in this  Brian Aitken and Ann Harrison
cUi-choice factors reflected  in the size of  industry  (Williamson).  By contrast,  the  (February 1994)
soci  al transfers  and of state sector employ-  AAzw  institutional  economics looks at other
ment, both ofwhich reduce inequality. For  means ofgoverning agreements-includ-  It seems that technologygainsfrom  foreign
this  sample,  the  reduction  amounts  to  ing what  Oliver Williamson describes  as  investment  are captured  entirely by joint
about a quarter  of "given" inequality.  "bilateral  efforts to create  and  offer hos-  uentures.
The importance  of social-choice factors  tages."
rises  as the level of income rises. The di-  The results  show that,  while the  Bra-  Many developing  countries  now actively
vergence  between  actual  inequality  and  zilian machine tool industry  has suffered  solicit foreign investment,  offering foreign
the inequality  predicted  by the standard  from  a  reduction  in  protection  and  the  firms subsidies, tax holidays,  and exemp-
Kuznets'  curve  therefore  systematically  effects of a turbulent  macroeconomic en-  tions from importduties.  Onejustification
widens as  a society develops.  vironment,  long-term  contracts  for spe-  for subsidizing these firms is the so-called
The  discrepancy  is  systematic,  cialized  equipment  are  unexpectedly  se-  spillover of technology  from foreign to do-
Milanovic contends.  Inequality  in richer  cure.  mestic firms.
societies  decreases  not  only because  of  Responses to an enterprise  survey show  Usingpaneldata-followingmorethan
economic factors but also because societ-  that  problems with formal conflict resolu-  4,000  Venezuelan  firms  from  1975
ies  choose less  inequality  as  they  grow  tion rank low, although  the machine  tool  through  1989  - Aitken  and  Harrison
richer.  industry  is characterized  both by greater  explore two aspects of the effect of foreign
This paper  - a product of the  Transi-  compliance  with  formal  rules  and  by  direct investment.
tion Economies Division, Policy Research  greater reliance on specific, long-term con-  First, they examine the relative  perfor-
Department  - is part of a larger  effort in  tracts  than  the garment  industry.  In fact,  mance  of joint  ventures  and  domestic
the department  to study determinants  of  machine tool firms report a higher rate  of  firms. They find that  increases in foreign
income distribution  and  poverty.  Copies  customers  honoring  orders  and  malting  equity  participation  are  strongly  corre-
of the  paper  are  available  free from the  timely payments than  do garment  fi-rms.  lated with increases in plant productivity.
World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washing-  Compliance is indeed assured  bya  sort  Second,  they  measure  the  impact  of
ton,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Rebecca  of 'exchange  of hostages."  The supplier's  jointventures  and foreign subsidiaries  on
Martin,  room Ni1-059,  extension  39065  hostage is the irretrievable  investment  of  plants with no foreign investment.  Facing
(62 pages).  physical  and  human  capital  in a product  fewer data  limitations  than  in previous24  Policy Research Working Paper Series
studies, they find that  foreign investment  v  Energy  use  and  environmental  1250.  Explaining  Miracles:
negatively affects  the productivity  of do-  spending  are  closely linked.  Growth Regressions  Meet
mestically owned plants.  e  IPositive adjustment  and  increased  the  Gang of Four
These  results  suggest  that  whatever  comparative  advantage  in environmen-
technology  gains  occur  through  foreign  tally  sensitive  goods  were  more  pro-  William  Easterly
investment  are  captured  entirely by joint  nomnced in countries  where environmen-  (February 1994)
ventures.  tal policies encouraged  investment  rather
This  paper  - a  product  of the  Trade  than  current  spending.  Large  positiue  residuals,  such  as  those
Policy Division, Policy Research  Depart-  The costs of environmental  standards  associated  with  the high per/orman-e  of
ment-is  part of a larger effort in the de-  depend  not only on physical  characteris-  the  Four  Tigers,  have  historically  been
partment  to examine  the  determinants  tics but  also on the  policies chosen. The  transitory.  The  stratospheric  trajectory  of
and consequences offoreign investrnent at  reductions  industrial  countries  have  the  Four  should  be heading  back toward
the  micro level.  Copies of the  paper  are  achieved  in  the  main  pollutants  differ  earth  soon.
available free from the World Bank, 1818  greatly  across  countries.  In  the  United
H Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  States,  which  has  some  of the  highest  Easterly  examines  a  range  of cross-sec-
Please contact Jennifer  Ngaine, room R2-  private  environmental  spending  (as  a  tional variation  in performance  and poli-
052, extension  37947 (42 pages).  share  of GDP), investments  have been a  cies for evidence on what  distinguishes
declining  share  of spending. The United  successes  from failures.
SLates also has some of the lowest reduc-  At about  6 percent,  the growth  rates of
1249.  Competitiveness  and  tions  in abatement,  which may mean that  the  Four  Tigers  - Hong  Kong,  the
Environmental  Standards:  it has succeeded less than  other countries  Republic of Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan
Some  Exploratory  Results  in internalizing  environmental  costs.  (China)  - are among the  largest  outliers
Compliance with higherenvironmental  in  any  study  of  growth.  This  is  not
Piritta Sonsa  standards  is not a zero-sum game. Higher  surprising,  says Easterly. The Four Tigers
(February 1994)  environmental  standards  to reduce  the  are  Tigers  because  their  growth  rate
social  cost of pollution is a new source of  was high. The Four generally  have large
Restricting  trade  to compensate  for differ-  permanent  structural  change. Countries  positive residuals  in growth  regressions,
ences  in  environmental  standards  is un-  that  adjust  early  and  invest  in environ-  but  Easterly  argues  that  this  is  not
likely to improve  competitiveness  in envi-  mental  protection  technology  can  main-  surprising  for  observations  that  were
ronmnentally  sensitive  industries.  Higher  tain and  even create  comparative  advan-  known  in advance  to be at  the  top of the
environmental  spending  has  had  no no-  tage in environmentally  sensitive  indus-  sample.
ticeable  effect  on tradeperformance, sopro-  tries.  But growth regressions  and, more gen-
tection  will  not  solve  problems  of  Private  costs  incurred  to reduce  the  erally, quantitative  measures  of"policies"
noncompetitiveness.  The  reasons  for good  social cost ofpollution  may, apart  from the  are  not very successful at picking out the
or poor performance  are likely to lie else-  social benefit oflower pollution, alsobring  Gang of Four as 'most  likely to succeed."
where.  private  benefits.  Adjustment  can  mean  Most observers  before the 'miracle"  were
shifting to producing less pollution-inten-  pessimistic  about East  Asia.
Contrary to common perceptions,  higher  sive goods. Pressures  toward this  end are  The Four are not nearly  as superlative
environmLental standards  in  industrial  likely to increase as environmental  aware-  in policies and other country characteris-
countries  have  not tended  to lower their  ness becomes more common.  tics as they are in per capita growth rates.
international  competitiveness,  Sorsa con-  Instead  of lobbying for protection,  in-  Large positive residuals  such  as  those
tends. There has been little systematic  re-  dustries  struggling  with  environmental  associated  with  the  Four's  hikh  perfor-
lationship  between higher environmental  spending  should lobby for better environ-  mance  have historically  been transitory.
standards  and  competitiveness  in  envi-  mental  policies  - that  is,  policies  and  The stratospheric  trajectory  of the  Four
ronmentally  sensitive goods (those that  in-  standards  that  encourage efficient abate-  should be heading back toward earth soon,
curred  the  highest  pollution  abatement  ment.  Demands for protection because of  says Easterly.
and  control costs in the  U.S. in  1988).  differences in environmental  spending are  What may be *nusual  about the  Four's
Among  Sorsa's  findings  about  what  likely to be counterproductive  and  to re-  success is that  they were all in one region.
determines  trade  flows in  environmen-  tard adjustment  toward a new way ofcom-  At least casually, the Asian successes look
tally sensitive  goods:  peting. Eco-dumping duties could do little  a lot like growth radiating  from poles, with
* Environmental  spending  has been a  for the environmentbut  much harm to the  Japan  followed by the  Gang of Four, fol-
small  share  of total  spending  - so it is  trading  system.  lowed by China, Thailand,  Malaysia,  and
unlikely on its  own to have caused  shifts  This paper  - a product of the Interna-  Indonesia.
in comparative  advantage  in most indus-  tional Trade  Division, International  Eco-  The great  success of the  G-ang of Four
tries.  nomics Department  - is part of a larger  does not imply a blanket  endorsement  of
* Differences in environmental  spend-  effort  in the  department  to analyze  the  all their  policies - they  may have  made
ing  among industrial  countries  seem to  links between trade and the environment.  mistakes  that  were  more than  offset by
have been minor.  Copies of the paper are available free from  other  good policies and, probably at least
* Environmental  spending  has  been  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,  in part,  by good luck.
concentrated  in  a  few  basic  industries  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Itisdisturbinghowlarge  and transitory
under heavy  pressure  to structurally  the  Pauline  Kokila,  room R2-066, extension  the  unexplained  element  is in economic
international  division of labor.  33716 (35 pages).  success.  Perhaps  the  best  way to  thinkPolicy  Research  Working  Paper  Series  25
about good policies is that  they make suc-  the case for them  is not strong, resting  as  decentralization  but an effort toprevent its
cess likely sooner or later.  it often does on moral grounds. But excise  misapplication  - and  to pronwte  fuller
When all is said and  done, the story of  taxes  are  sure  to continue  as they  yield  understanding  and wiser use ofthispoten-
the  East  Asian  successes  is consistent  revenues  and are  generally  more accept-  tially desirable policy.
with  the  prosaic  fundamentals:  invest-  able than  other sources  of revenue, such
ment, education,  financial depth, and low  as income taxes.  Prud'homme  highlights  some of the dan-
budget  deficits. In these  areas,  the  Four  Taxes on motor fuel and  related  motor  gers of decentralization:
were  above average.  vehicle levies are  among the  three  most  *  The  benefits  of decentralization  in
This paper  - a product  of the  Macro-  productive excises. They arejustified  as a  allocative efficiency are not as obvious as
economics and  Growth  Division,  Policy  charge for the use of roads, in lieu oftolls.  suggested  by the standard  theory of fiscal
Research Department  -was  presented at  In western  Europe,  they are  seen as pro-  federalism.  The  assumptions  of  this
NBER's fourth  Annual  East  Asian Semi-  gressive, as reaching  the people most able  theory are fragile.
nar  on  Economics  in  San  Francisco  in  topay-andincidentallyasreducingroad  *  These doubtful  benefits might carry
June  1993. The study was funded  by the  congestion. Criticism of such taxes centers  a cost in production  efficiency, but  more
Bank's  Research  Support  Budget  under  on how best to attain  desired  goals - for  empirical research  is needed on this point.
the  research  project  "How Do National  example, sorting out the relative  burdens  What is not doubtful is that  decentraliza-
Policies Affect Long-Run Growth?" URPO  on light  and heavy vehicles.  tion runs  counter  to redistribution  and
676-66). Copies ofthis paper are available  Luxury  excises  tend  to  be  applied  to  stabilization.
free from the World Bank,  1818 H Street  commodities and services  with a high in-  *  Decentralization  makes  redistribu-
NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  come-elasticity  of demand,  the  assump-  tive  policies,  whether  interpersonal  or
tact  Rebecca Martin,  room N11-059, ex-  tion being that  they  will reach the people  inteijuriedictional,  more difficult, if not
tension  39065 (39 pages).  best able to pay them  - achieving equity  impossible.
without  relying  on  increased  income  *  Decentralization  also  makes
taxes,  which  are  difficult  to  enforce  in  macroeconomic  stabilization  programs
1251. Excise Taxes  developing countries and hurt  incentives.  more  difficult  to  implement  because
A luxury  excise  tax,  limited  to certain  subnationalgovernmentfiscalpoliciescan
John F. Due  items,  is  viewed  as  being  progressive,  run  counter  to national  policies. Serious
(February 1994)  which a sales tax  rarely  is.  drawbacks orpotential  drawbacks should
But  if various  rates  apply, compliance  beconsideredindesigninganydecentrali-
Once a country has deueloped substantial  and administration  become complex, and  zation  program.
domestic production  - beyond  agricul-  consumers  may  discriminate  among  The arguments  Prud'homme  develops
tural  commodities  and  those  subject  to  closely  related  commodities.  Moreover,  make it easier  to understand  some of the
traditional  excises - there are strong ar-  the  goods taxed  are often widely used by  real choices. These choices are not so much
guments  for moving  to a sales tax rather  lower income groups (sugar and kerosene  whether  to  decentralize  in general  but
than continuing  to add excise taxes.  are  prime  examples).  For these  reasons,  rather  what  functions  to decentralize  -
many  countries  are  introducing  sales  in which  sectors,  and  in which  regions.
Due  contrasts  excise  taxes  with  sales  taxes, with few rates ora single rate (with  Guidelines  can be provided on this.
taxes, consumption taxes, licenses, stamp  exemptions),  with  simplified processing,  Often,  the  problem  is  not  so  much
duties,  and  other  indirect  taxes.  He de-  and  with less ambiguity about what  is or  whether  a certain  service should be  pro-
scribes  different  types  of  excises,  their  is not taxed.  vided by a central,  regional, or local gov-
relative tax burdens, and how progressive  This paper  - a product  of the  Public  emient,  since the service often has to be
and economically efficient they  may be.  Economics Division, Policy Research De-  provided with the intervention  of all three
The main argument  for traditional  ex-  partmnent-  is part ofa larger effort in the  levels of government.  The real challenge
cise taxes, he says, is that  they yield sub-  department  to develop  policy options  to  is how to organize  the joint production  of
stantial  revenue with relatively little com-  reform fiscal systems in developing coun-  the service.
plaint.  A second justification  is that  the  tries. Copies ofthe paper are available free  Decentralization  refers simultaneously
cost of the excessive use of commodities is  from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW,  to a state  andto  a process. The virtues and
borne by the purchasers,  not by society at  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  dangers  of decentralization  are often dis-
large.  A  third  argument  is  to  penalize  Carlina  Jones, roorn N1O-063, extension  cussed simultaneously  for both concepts.
people for a commodity's  use  (especially  37754 (38 pages).  This  is a  dangerous  confusion  because
popular  with  commnodities  such  as  alco-  decentralization  is path-dependent.  What
hol).  is desirable in a given country at a certain
Arguments  against  traditional  excises:  1252.  On  the  Dangers  point in time depends on the present state
They tend to be regressive,  because ofthe  of  Decentralization  of decentralization  and thespeed  atwhich
low  income elasticity ofdemand,  and they  it has been reached.
place an  unequal  burden  on families  at  Rimy Prudhomme  Much more work, particularly  empiri-
given income levels. They deprive families  (February 1994)  cal work, is needed - in reviews of decen-
of the funds  for milk and  other essential  tralization  (or centralization)  experiences
items,  without  reducing  consumption  of  Demand for decentralization  is strong in  in general, as well as those encouraged  or
taxed  goods. High rates  tend  to increase  most parts ofthe  world. This close look at  supported  by the  World Bank.
smuggling  and  illicit production,  often of  the negative side effects of improperly ap-  Thispaper-aproductoftheTransport
inferior, even dangerous, substitutes.  And  plied  decentralization  is not an attack  on  Division, Transportation,  Water, and Ur-26  Policy Research Working Paper Series
ban  Development  Department  - is part  Finger  and Fung conclude that remov-  preference  (GSP)  rates,  are  applied  to
of a larger  effort in the department  to in-  ing the basis for these dispuLes -- alleged  theirexports.  Other OECD countries nor-
vestigate  options  for improving the  man-  lax enforcement  of competition  policy --  mally  apply  GSP  duties,  or  even  more
agement  of public infrastructure.  Copies  did not remove the motive for them -- in-  advantageous  "least  developed"  country
of the  paper  are  available  rree  from  the  creased  U.S. exports. Competition  policy  preferences  to African exporLs.
World Bank, 1818 H StreetNW,  Washing-  then  is not the antidote  for "301."  The  proposed  Uruguay  Round  reduc-
ton,  DC 20433.  Please contact  TW`UTD,  Thelastsectionof  the paper reviews the  tions in MFN tariffs will erode those tariff
room S6-027, extension  31005 (36 pages).  compatibility  of "301" with the preserva-  preference margins  and  cause some Afri-
tion of open international  trading  system.  can exports  to be displaced by other sup-
Of 70 "301" cases (through  December 31,  pliers.
1253.  Can Competition Policy  1992) that  have led to policy changes,  52  Yeats documents  the importance  to Af-
Control 301?  have  led to liberalizations,  and  only  18  rican countries  of ex;sting OECD prefer-
have  led to increased  trade  restrictions.  ences, particularly  those of the EFC. More
J. Michael  Finger and K. C. Fung  Viewed from the point of view of results,  than  95 percent  of all  African-tariff-line
(February 1994)  the major shortcoming of"301" is that  the  products shipped to the EEC receive duty-
United  States  is the only country  whose  free treatment,  while other  exporters  of
Competition  policy  is not an  antidote  to  policies do not come under  its scrutiny.  the same products  face tariffs as much as
301. To preserve  the economic benefits  of  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Trade  20 percentage  points  higher.
the open  international  trading  systen,  it  Policy Division, Policy Research  Depart-  Similar  favorable terms  of preferential
may  be  necessary  to regress  to a  more  ment  - was prepared  for discussion at  a  access also exist in Japan  and the  united
primitive  legal and political  system.  research  seminar on "Approaches to Com-  States,  although  the  preference  margins
petition  Policy in  International  Trade,"  are  smaller  than  in the  EEC.
Should  fair  trade  rules  be  replaced  by  held  in St. Gallen,  Switzerland,  in Sep-  Using  a trade  projection  model devel-
national  or  intemational  competition  tember 1993. Thestudywas  fundedby the  oped by the  World Bank  and  UNCTAD,
rules? A familiar argument  for doing so is  Bank's  Research  Support  Budget  under  Yeats  estimates  that  eliminating  EEC,
thatmorerigorouslyenforcedcompetition  the  research  project "Antidumping:  Fol-  Japanese,  and  U.S.  MFN  tariffs  would
standards  might  eliminate  the  basis  for  low-up on Newly Emerging  Issues" (RPO  cause  African  export  losses  of about  $4
the  burgeoning  number  of antidumping  678-16). Copiesofthis  paperare  available  billion  (estimated  present  value).  The
cases of recent  years.  fre  -am the World Bank, 181B  H Street  countries that  seem to be most vulnerable
A less  familiar  argument  is that  the  N\1,  'ashington,  DC 20433. Please con-  to these  adverse  trade  effects  are  Cote
implementation  ofinternationally  agreed  tact  Minerva Patefia, room R2-040, exten-  d'Ivoire,  Ethiopia,  Kenya,  Malawi,
competition  standards  might  reduce  the  sion 39515 (45 pages).  Senegal,  Uganda,  and Zimbabwe.
frequency  with  which  the  U.S.  govern-  What  about  the  possibility  that  the
ment uses section  301 of U.S. trade  law.  losses African countries  could experience
Section 301 lists  foreign government  tol-  1254.  What  Are OECD  Trade  from erosion of tariffpreferences  could be
eration  of systematic  anticompetitive  ac-  Preferences Worth  to Sub-Saharan  offset  by the  liberalization  of  nontariff
tivities  as one of the bases  for taking  re-  Africa?  measures? Yeats discounts this likelihood.
taliatory  action against  foreign exporters.  In general,  few important  OECD non-
FingerandFungfoundthatof  82"301"  Alexander  J. Yeats  tariff  measures  are  applied  to African
actions taken from 1975-92, in only three  (February 1994)  products-mostAfrican  textile and cloth-
was the uncompetitive  clause the basis for  ing  exports  are  even  excluded  from
the complaint.  The proposed Uruguay Round  reductions  Multifibre Arrangement  restrictions.  And
The  authors  found  that  a  number  of  in most-fauored-nation  tariffs  will cause  those that  are applied  (such as eco-label-
additional disputes involved allegations of  some African  exports  to be displaced  by  ing or licensing  requirements)  do not re-
foreign uncompetitive  practices but were  other suppliers. Aggressive  reform of the  strict  trade  very much.
taken  up through  other mechanisms;  ex-  African  countries'  owr trade regimes ap-  Yeats' observations  accent the need for
traterritorial  application of U.S. antitrust  pears to be the nost effective  way to counter  actions to offset the impact ofAfrica's loss
law  or  direct  negotiations  sometimes  the effects of the erosion of OECD prefer-  of preferences  as a result  of the Uruguay
capped by an understanding  at the presi-  encea  Round. What  offsetting  actions  are  pos-
dential  level.  These  negotiations  often  sible and appropriate?  Aggressive reforrn
included  the  threat  of initiation  of anti-  Some developing  countries  may  experi-  of the  African  countries'  own  trade  re-
dumping,  "301," or other trade  remedies  ence important  trade  losses if tariffs  are  gimes appears tobe the most effective way
cases. (The structural  impediments  initia-  liberalized  on a general  most-favored-na-  to counter  the  effects  of the  erosion  of
tive negotiations  with Japan  are the most  tion (MFN) basis. Sub-Saharan  Africa ap-  OECD preferences.
familiar  example.)  In  several  of  these  pears  to be especially vulnerable  to this  This paper  - a product of the Interna-
cases, the  foreign government  agreed  to  problem.  tional Trade  Division, International  Eco-
and implemented  more rigorous antitrust  African  countries  receive  important  nomics Department  - is part  of a larger
enforcement,  but  these  actions  seldom  Lom6 Convention preferences  in the  Eu-  effort in the  department  to analyze and
ended the  dispute.  The U.S. government  ropean  Economic Community (EEC), un-  predict structural  changes  in trade  and to
pressed  on  for  tangible  evidence  of in-  der which duty-free treatment,  or tariffs  identify  factors  affecting  the  exports  of
creased  U.S. export sales.  below  MFN  and  generalized  system  of  developing countries.  Copies of the paperPolicy Research  Working  Paper  Series  27
are available  free from the  World Bank,  household  to use, both across and within  Removing such subsidies,  Larsen  esti-
1818  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  social science disciplines.  And third,  the  mates,  would  reduce  national  carbon
20433.  Please  contact  Jean  Jacobson,  collection  of many  intrahousehold  data  emissions  by more than  20 percent  rela-
room R2-075, extension  33710 (27 pages).  sets is not driven by policy questions.  tive to baseline  emissions  in some coun-
The  challenge,  the  authors  say,  is to  tries.  It would reduce global carbon emis-
produce  generalizable  results  useful  for  sions by 7 percent.
1255.  Intrahousehold Resource  policy  formulation.  In  that  regard,  it  This paper  - a product  of the  Public
Allocation:  An Overview  seems  desirable  to apply a common con-  Economics Division, Policy Research  De-
ceptual approach to the analysis of policy-  partment  - is an extension  of Policy Re-
Lawrence  Haddad,  John Hoddinott,  oriented  case  studies  from a  regionally  search Working Paper  1002, "World Fos-
and Harold  Alderman  diverse set  of countries.  sil  Fuel  Subsidies  and  Global  Carbon
(February 1994)  Hypothesesaboutthesestudiescouldbe  Emissions," by Bjorn Larsen  and  Anwar
developed and testedwith  and withcutthe  Shah, October 1992. Copies of this  paper
Unitary modelsofhousehold  behaviorare  benefit of intrahousehold  information  to  are available  free from  the World Bank,
expedient forpolicymaking,  but the costs  carefully measure  the  tradeoffs between  1818  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC
of  neglecting the collective nature of house-  the additional  project and policy insights  20433. Please contactCanrlina Jones, room
hold decisionmaking  and  the process of  derived  (and mistakes  avoided) and  the  NIO-063, extension  37754(24  pages).
intrahousehold  allocation are often high.  extra  burdens  of the analysis  itself.
This paper  - a product of the  Poverty
The policy failures  associated  with inap-  and  Human  Resources  Division,  Policy  1257.  Old-Age  Security
propriate  acceptance  of unitary  models of  Research Department-  is partofalarger  in Transitional Economies
household behavior are more serious than  effort  in the  department  to monitor  the
those associatedwith  inappropriateaccep-  impact of policy on poverty. Copies of the  Louise Fox
tance of collective models, contend  Had-  paper  are  available  free from the  World  (February 1994)
dad, Hoddinott,  and  Alderman.  Bank, 1818 HStreetNW,Washington,  DC
They support  this  claim with  illustra-  20433. Please contact Patricia Cook, room  Pension reform hasproved  even more con-
tions. Consider, for example,  the effect of  N5-057, extension  33902 (89 pages).  tentious an issue than priuatization  dur-
public transfers  made to households. The  ing theformer  communist  countries'tran-
unitary  model predicts that  the impact of  sition  a market-based  economy.
such transfers  is unaffected  by the iden-  1256. World  Fossil Fuel Subsidies
tityofthe  recipient  because all household  and Global Carbon Emissions in a  The  formerly  communist  countries  in
resources are  pooled. With the  collective  Model  with  Interfuel  Substitution  Eastern  Europe and Central  Asia (EECA)
model ofthe household, the welfare effects  are undertaking  their  second great  social
of a transfer  may be quite  different  if the  Bjorn  Larsen  experiment  of the century:  the transition
recipient  is  a  man,  say,  rather  than  a  (February 1994)  from authoritarian  central  planning  to a
woman.  market  economy. One of the  many  prob-
Most of their  arguments  for the  policy  World  subsidies  of fossil  fuels  are  esti-  lems  they  face during  the  transition  is
relevance of model choice are based on the  mated  at more than  $210 billion. Remov-  what  to do with their  pension  systems.
failings  of the  unitary  model rather  than  ing  such  subsidies  would  reduce global  Their  problems  are  more complex  than
on the strengths  of a particular  collective  carbon emissions  by 7percent.  countries  elsewhere  at  the  same  income
model. As  a  set,  collective  models  may  level for three reasons.  First,  the systems
resolve some of the  anomalies  that  have  Larsen presents a simple empirical frame-  are mature,  with high and sharply  rising
accrued under the unitary  model, but fur-  work for estimating  the level ofworld fos-  dependency  ratios.  Second, pension  cov-
ther  work is necessary  to improve  their  sil fuel subsidies  and analyzing  their  im-  erage is more extensive than in most other
predictive  power.  plications  for carbon  dioxide emissions.  middle-income  countries,  because  of
The authors  admit to raising more ques-  Larsen  extends  Larsen  and  Shah  (1992)  overindustrialization  and the collectiviza-
tions than  answers  - which they regard  by applying  a simple model with interfuel  tion of agriculture.  Third, pension reform
as positive, considering  that  a conference  substitution,  using  a  more  detailed  is being undertaken  at  the same time  as
inthe  late 1980sfocused onwhetheritwas  sectoral  data  set  that  includes  energy  otherfundamental  economic  changes. The
even worthwhile  going inside the  'black  prices and  consumption for an expanded  timing, sequence, and political economy of
box" of the  household.  sample  of countries.  pension  reform  are complex.
The response to that  question was that  Larsen  concludes that  substantial  fos-  Fox reviews the  main  feature  of exist-
it was worthwhile  examining  household  sil  fuel subsidies  prevail  in a handful  of  ing EECA pension systems,  identifies  the
behavior,  but  few more definite  answers  large carbon-emitting  countries.  The fis-  major  reform issues  and  reform  options,
have emerged, for three reasons.  First, by  cal  implications  for some  countries  are  discusses  obstacles  to reform,  and  pro-
their  nature,  the  results  of gender  and  significant  - as  much  as  10 percent  of  poses a sequence for reform.  She focuses
intrahousehold  analyses  are  specific to  GDP in some countries.  primarily  on the richer,  older European
cultures  and  difficult  to generalize,  al-  World  subsidies  are  estimated  to  be  countries  of  the  EECA, where  pension
though the process of analysis can be gen-  more than $210 billion, or 20 to 25 percent  systems  have matured.
eralized. Second, there is a lack ofconsen-  of the value of world fossil fuel consump-  Paradoxically, pensions are low in those
sus about  which  conceptual  model of the  tion at world prices.  ceuntries,  yet expenditures  as  a propor-2o  Policy Research Working Paper Series
tionii  o  I  I)I  itr  ehigh.  'nhe main  reason for  structure  in  the  public  sertor  is  alnmost  ing,  ttxtation.  contricling,  lisput.e svttle-
thisis  theverylowage(orretirement,which  certainly  noncerntralized  (polyeentrir)  - ment,  rules  to  he  fi4llowu'd in  de4igning
nivans a short contrilmLion period and a  may  inprinciplevyeldanzoreefficieritand  user  charcges, and i4o  tin),  as well  as  ad-
hig h dvepx-ndncy  ratio.  EECA govemments  equitable  pattern  of irnfrastrctclur(  in vest  - equate innstitutional  s tippitrt  fir  localities
must  bring spniding promises  in linewith  ment anduse  than tfheot(reentrmli.ed  and  to operate  in this enviroInmnit.
a nionr  realistic  revenue ceiling.  unr-esponsiv  epublir  scrtorfornd  in marny  To thle extent  that  these conditions  are
WVhat  makes  reform  so difficult  is that  deceloping  countries.  But  it  wvill do so in  not met,  the  perverse incentivvs  that  too
tozo  mniany  people  have  already  retired.  practice  only  ifit  isproperly  implemented  often  exist  because  ofthe  structure  and
Especially  during  the  transition,  when  along  the  lines  sketched  in this  paper.  finance  of the  puhlic  sector in many  coun-
there  are  fi'w  opportunities  to  acquire  tries  will  probably  he exacerlatd  b  hvthe
wealth and some intergenerational  redis-  Bird examines  the  many  faces of infrn-  currerttendencytto  deceslntralize  moreand
trilhution is nccded,  the  retirees  need  a  structure  decentralization:  the costs and  more decisions  in thie public sector.
safety  net, wihether or not they deserve one  benefits,  the  government  structure  (con  - This paper  - a p  rotduct of the Office of
oni  the basis of age alone. Fox's recommen-  straint  or variable?), the 'polycentric" ap-  the Vice l'resident.  )vvelopment Econom-
dations  are designed  to make  the  system  proach,  and how  to make  decentralization  ics  - is  ene  in  a  series  of  background
moreequitaLbleandefficientforthisgroup.  work(forwhom?).  Heproposesbasicprin-  papers  prepared  frir WV/rld(  Dereloprnent
'our  years  after  the  fall  of the  Berlin  ciples  and  guidelines  for policy design,  for  Report  1994 on  infriastructure.  Copies of
Wall, pemsion reform  has been elusive  in  both small projects and  large.  the  paper  are  available  free  from  the
.i,X  'A despite theseverity  of the problem.  Broadly, these  guidelines  are summed  World 13ank, 1818  11  Street. NW. Washing-
Fox identifies  several  reasons  for this.  up in a few propositions:  ton,  DC 20433. I'lease contact  the  W1orld
First,  the  extent  of  the  pension  system  *  In  all  countries,  some  critical  infra-  Development  Report office, room  T7-101,
crisis  was  not  foreseen  in the  early  days  structure  is provided  through  adecentral-  extension  31393  (34 pages).
of the Lransition (except perhiaps in Hun-  ized  political  strurture.  Current  trends
gary). Indeed,  some countries  expanded  make  that  likely to be more true  in the
entitlements  to  help  induce  the  labor  future.  1259.  The  Reform  of Fiscal
market to adjust. As the depth ofthe prob-  *  Decentralization,howevFrdefined,in  Systems  in Developing  and
lem becamn  clear,  EECA cuun.ries have  andof itself hasnonecessaryimplications  Emerging  Market  Economies:
tried  to formulate  reform  programs,  but  for good or evil so far as infrastructure  i s  A Federalism  Perspective
only Albania has  passed  legislation sub-  concerned: its effects depend on the incen-
stantially reducing  entitlements.  tives various  decisionmakers  face.  Robin  Boadway.  Snndrn Ro  herts
Another reason  reform has  proved dif-  *  Thekey  toensuringthattheseincen-  and Anwar Shah
ficult in EECA countries  is that  govern-  tives  are  conducive  to 'good" decisions  (Februarv 1994i
ments  have tried to reduce the scope ofthe  (about design, siting, timing, finance, pric-
public  pillar  without  providing  an  alter-  ing,  operation,  maintenance,  and  use  of  A  framework  for  allocating  taxing  and
native to assure  old-age security.  Failure  infrastructure)  is to ensure  that those who  spending  responsibilities  to various  levels
to begin  developing other pillars (based on  made the decisions bear the financial (and  of government  and  for designitng fiscal
savings and insurance  principles) to meet  political)  consequences,  as  much as  pos-  transfers to foster decentralized  decision-
the active  generation's  needs  for  old-age  sible.  making  while  preserving  or even  enhanc-
security may have  doomed reform  efforts  * Politically,  this means  that  political  ing  equity and  efficiency goals.
from the start.  leaders at a l levels should be responsive
This  paper  is a  product of the  Poverty  and respons:ble to their constituents,  and  Boadway,  Roberts,  and  Shah  review  ex-
and  Human  Resources  Division,  Policy  that  those constituents  are fully informed  periences with fiscal federalism  in indus-
Research  Department.  The  study  was  about  the  consequences  of all decisions.  trial  countries  and  present  a framework
funded  by the  Bank's  Research  Support  Making politicians bear the consequences  for a reform  of fiscal systems  in develop-
Budget under the research  project on 'In-  oftheirowvn m.stakes is as close as one can  ing and  transition  economies. They indi-
come Security  for  Old Age: Conceptual  get tooa'har- 'political  budget constraint.  cate  how  the  benefits  of  decentralized
Background and Major Issues" (RPO 677-  - Economically, it must be difficult for  decisionmaking  in a federal system can be
45).Copiesofthispaperareavailablefree  local residents  to shift  costs to nonresi-  achieved ina  manner  consistent  with the
from the World Bank,  1818 H Street  NW,  detis  who do not receive benefits  and  to  objectives  of national  efficiency and  eq-
Washington.  DC  20433.  Please  contact  make  local decisionmakers  fully respon-  uity. Among their  suggestions:
Elfreda Vincent. room N5-053, extension  sibleto their citizens for the use they make  *  Decentralization  can be  made  com-
82350  (43 pages).  of revenues  collected from them (through  patible  with  national  objectives through
local taxes), to users of infrastructure  (lo-  conditional  grants,  regulation,  or coordi-
cal or otherwise)  for the use  made of the  nated  decisionmaking.
1258.  Decentralizing Infrastructure:  revenues  they  contribute  (through  user  *  The federal  government  should  as-
For Good  or for  Ill?  charges  of various  sorts), and  to taxpay-  sume primary responsibility  for providing
ers  in general  for the  use  made  of any  national  public  goods  and  services,  for
Richard  Bird  transfers  (or subsidized  loans)  they  re-  efficiency of the internal  common market,
(February  1994)  ceive.  for redistributive  equity.  for external  re-
* Administratively,  what  such  a sys-  lations,  and  for macroeconomic policy.
Decentralization  - or rather  the realiza-  tem  requires  is a clear  set of 'framework"  *  State  governments  should  be respon-
tion  that  thc  optimal  decisionmaking  laws  (on local budgeting,  financial  report-  sible  for  subnational  public  goods  andPolicy Research  Working  Paper  Series  29
services, for the  delivery  ofquasi-private  equity  objectivesi  while  alllowing  public  volvingLhreeclinaseatofpollutinti:  cnncer-
goodn and  services  (such  sim  education,  Hervico delivery to he decentrilized.  causing  pesticides  used  on  fiodl crops
health,  and social insurance).  ror  fiscal  *  In transition  economies,  fratmework  (1975-89);  carcinoge-nic  air  pollitants
equity among municipalities,  and forover-  laws on properly  rights,  corporate  legal  (1976-9)0);  and  all uses of ashbestos  regu-
seeing local government  decisionmaking.  ownership  and cnntrol,  bankruptcy,  and  lated under the loxic Substances  Control
L,ocal  governments  should be responsible  financial  accounting  and  control  are  not  Act. These are  their  findings,  in Irief:
for purely local services.  fully developed.  This  should  be  a  high  * The EIPA  behaved  as though  it were
* Wherejurisdiction  forapublicservice  priority. The lack of local administrative  balancing costs and benefits in its regula-
isshared,  the rolesofthevarious  levelsof  experience, institutions,  and competence  tion of pesticides  under  FIqFILA  aid  of as-
government  should he clarified.  should not be used  as an  excuse  for not  bestos underTSCA,  the Iwoso-called bal-
* Accountability  should  he hierarchi-  decentralizing  responsibilities.  If neces-  ancingstatutes.ThehighertLiecomtofthe
cal, with the federal government  respon-  sary,  transitional  funding  and  training  ban, the less likely the EPA was to bain  the
sible foroverall  policy  and standards,  and  should be provided.  use  of these  products.  The  greater  the
lowerlevelsofgovernmentwiththeactual  This paper  - a  product of the  Public  numberoflivessaved,  the more likely the
delivery of services and infrastructure.  In  Economicis  Division, Policy Research De-  EPA was to ban their  use.
some cases, asymmetric  decentralization  partment-  is part of a larger effort in the  *  But the amount  the EPA was (implic-
may  be the  preferred  option,  especially  department  to reform intergovernmental  itly) willing to spend to save a life was high:
where jurisdictions  differ greatly  in size  fiscal relations  in  developing  countries.  $52 million to prevent cancer among pes-
and  population.  Copies ofthe paper are available free from  ticide applicators,  and $49 million to avoid
*  Efficiencyandequitymustbeconsid-  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,  cancer through  exposure to asbestos.
ered in assigning taxes. Efficiency consid-  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  *  The value  the  EPA attached  to sav-
erations  suggest  centralizing  taxes  ap-  Carlina  Jones,  room N10-063, extension  ing a life was higher for workers than  for
plied on more mobile bases (such as taxes  37754 (67 pages).  consumers.  The value attached  to avoid-
on capital  income and  on trade).  Equity  ing a case of cancer  through  exposure  to
considerations  suggest  centralizing  pro-  pesticide  residues  on food was less than
gressive  income  taxes  and  transfers  to  1260.  When  Is a Life Too  Costly  $100,000, in contrastwith  the $52 million
persons  as  well as taxes  on wealth  and  to Save? Evidence  from U.S.  value of preventing  cancer  among pesti-
wealth  transfer  and on resource  rents.  Environmental  Regulations  cide applicators  - perhapsbecause  work-
- States  could use excise taxes or gen-  ers are exposed to higher  levels of pollu-
eral sales taxes if levied on a single-stage  George  L.  Van Houtven and Maureen  tion than  consumers.
basis; if a multistage  sales  tax is used, it  L. Cropper  *  After  1987,  when  the  Natural  Re-
is  best  administered  centrally.  States  (March  1994)  sources Defense Council sued the EPA for
could  also  obtain  revenues  from  piggy-  considering  costs  in  setting  emissions
backing  on  the  federal  income  tax  pro-  Are the amounts spent to saue a life under  standards  for vinyl chloride, the EPA con-
vided a harmonized system is maintained.  U.S.  regulations  acceptable  to U.S.  citi-  sidered  costs  in setting  emissions  stan-
Municipalities should use property taxes,  zens? Or should  those amounts  be made  dards only after an acceptable level of risk
user fees, and  licenses.  more explicit to encourage public debate on  was achieved.
a  Tax  and  expenditures  assignment  health and safety  regulation? To the sec-  * Ironically,  before the  vinyl chloride
must  be supplemented  by a system of fis-  ond question,  the authors  say, 'Yes.'  decision, the value per cancer case avoided
cal transfers,  both because  the desirabil-  was only $15 million. The amount the EPA
ity of greater  decentralization  ofexpendi-  Except for two relatively  minor statutes,  waswillingtosp  d tosavealifewasthus
tures  than  of taxes will give rise  to fiscal  U.S. environmental laws do notpermitthe  less under  the  Clean Air Act than  under
imbalances  and  because  transfers  are  a  balancing of costs and benefits  in setting  the balancing  statutes.  But after  this de-
necessary  instrument  for achieving  effi-  environmental  standards.  The Clean Air  cision, the  EPA did not consider costs at
ciency and  equity in a decentralized  fed-  Act, for example,  prohibits  the  Environ-  all if the risk  of cancer to the maximally
eration.  mental Protection Agency (EPA) from con-  exposed  individ  -J  was  above  one  in
*  In a decentralized  federation,  fiscal  sidering costs in setting  ambient  air qual-  10,000.
inefficiencies  and  fiscal  inequities  will  ity standards.  Similarly, the Clean Water  This paper - a  'roduct  of the Environ-
occur because states  will not deliver com-  Act does not allow consideration  of ben-  ment,  Infrastructure,  and  Agriculture
parable  sets of services at comparable  tax  efits in setting effluent  standards.  When  Division, Policy Research  Department  -
rates.  Eliminating  these differential  net  the  EPA is allowed  to balance  benefits  is part ofa larger effort in the department
fiscal benefits requires  a set of equalizing  against  costs, it has considerable  discre-  to see what  lessons can be learned  about
unconditional  transfers,  possibly  com-  tion in defining "balancing."  efficient control of pollution by examining
bined with a more general  revenue-shar-  Van  Houtven  and  Cropper  ask  two  the  U.S. experience  with  environmental
ing scheme.  questions: Whether  allowed to or not, has  regulation.  The study was funded by the
*  Matchingconditionalgrantsareuse-  the  EPA balanced  costs and  benefits  in  U.S.  Environmnental  Protection  Agency
ful for internalizing  the  spillover of ben-  setting environmental  standards?  Where  through  Cooperative  Agreement  CR-
efits  from state  public spending  to resi-  has  the  EPA drawn  the  line  in deciding  818454-0'-0.  Copies  of  this  paper  are
dents  of neighboring  states.  More impor-  how much to spend  to save  a statistical  available  free from the World Bank, 1818
tantis  the use offederal-state  conditional  life?  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC 20433.
grants  as a means for the federal govern-  Their answers  are based on data about  Please contact Anna Marafnon, room N10-
ment  to achieve national  efficiency  and  the  costs and  benefits  of regulations  in-  033, extension  39074 (34 pages).30  Policy Research Working Paper Series
1261.  A Political-Economy  of regionalism.  Copies of the  paper  are  Relaxing restrictions  on retrenchment
Analysis of Free Trade Areas  available  free from  the World Bank, 1818  would  unambiguously increase the turn-
and Customs  Unions  H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.  over rate, says Rama. There would be both
Please contact Nellie Artis, room R2-015,  more hiring  and  more firing. The unem-
Arvind Pannagariyn  and Ronald  Findlay  extension  38010 (25 pages).  ployment rate would increase in the short
(March 1994)  run but the average spell of unemployment
would be shorter. This would help solve the
A customs  union is more effective than  a  1262.  Flexibility  in Sri Lanka's  explosive problem of unemployed youLhs.
free trade  area for diluting  the power of  Labor  Market  This conclusion  does  not apply  to tea
interest groups.  plantations,  given  the  few  alternative
Martin Rams  sources  of  employment  for  the  Indian
Panagariya  and Findlay analyze the wel-  (March 1994)  Tamil workers  and given ethnic obstacles
fare effects  of  regional  integration  in  a  to their  labor mobility.
model of endogenous  protection.  Not all labor regulations in Sri Lanka  are  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Trade
They,showthatintroducingpreferential  distortive, but the Termination  ofEmploy-  Policy Division, Policy Research  Depart-
trading  leads to an increase in protection  ment  of Workmen  Act does  reduce firing  ment  is part  of a  larger  effort in the
against  countries outside the preferential  and hiring. Repealing the Termination  of  department  to understand  the  impact of
trading  area.  Moreover,  the  important  EmploymentofWorkmenAct  wouldfacili-  labor market  policies and institutions  on
Meade  result  of  preferential  trading  tate restructuring  in the regulated  sector  economic performance.  Copies of the pa-
breaks  down  in the  presence  of endog-  and reduce the average spell ofunemploy-  per  are  available  free  from  the  World
enous protection.  ment.  Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington, DC
According to the Meade result,  if excess  20433.  Please  contact  Jennifer  Ngaine,
demands exhibit net substitutability,  the  Sri Lanka has had double-digit unemploy-  room R2-052, extension 37947 (28 pages).
introduction  of  preferential  trading  is  ment  rates  for more than  a decade- And
welfare-improving.  In the presence of en-  by 1990,85 percent ofthe unemployed had
dogenous protection, because preferential  spent morethanayearsearching  forajob.  1263.  The  Effects  of Barriers
trading  is accompanied by increased  pro-  Rama analyzes  whether  high unemploy-  on  Equity  Investment
tection against  nonpartners,  its effect on  ment  rates  and long spells of unemploy-  in Developing  Countries
welfare is ambiguous.  ment are the result  of profuse legislation
Panagariya  and  Findlay also compare  of the  labor market  or of market  imper-  StUn  Cloessena  and Moon-Whoan  Rhee
freetradeareas  and customs unions. They  fections that  would  have prevailed  even  (March 1994)
provide the  first  formal treatment  of the  without  government  intervention.
argument  that  a customs union is a more  He shows that  not all of the labor mar-  Legal and other barriers limit foreign in-
effective instrument  for diluting the power  ket  regulations  currently  in  force  are  vestors'access to emerging stock markets.
of interest  groups than  is a free trade area.  highly  distortive.  Despite  minimum  Empirical evidence suggests that countries
Under a customs union, the tariffavail-  wages  set  by wage  boards,  and  despite  could lower the (risk-adjusted) cost ofeapi-
able to one country  becomes available  to  collective bargaining,  real wages are nei-  tal  by remouing formal  barriers  to such
all countries in the union. This introduces  ther too  high nor too rigid. And despite the  access.
a  free-rider  problem  in lobbying and  all  freedom  of  unions,  labor  relations  are
lobbying takes  place in one country.  peaceful in the  private  sector.  Equity  flows  to  developing  countries
The  lobby chooses  a  lower  (common)  A mismatch  of skills  is only marginally  climbed  to  an  estimated  $13  billion  in
external tariffunder  a customs union than  relevant,  says  Rama.  Unemployment  is  1992,  four  times  the  amount  invested
under  a free trade  area. This means that  better  understood  as the  outcome  of job  three years earlier.  Investment  increased
welfare  in  the  country  where  lobbying  search in a significantly heterogeneousjob  partly  because countries removed restric-
takes  place  is  higher  under  a  customs  market  tions  on  foreign  ownership,  liberalized
union  than  under  a  fi-ee trade  area,  al-  It is worth remembering  that Sri Lanka  capital  account  transactions,  and  gener-
though the same may not hold true for the  is a  partially  closed economy, in  which  ally made foreign access to their  markets
other  country.  The level  of the  common  many  import-competing  activities  are  easier.
external  tariff declines as the  number  of  greater  than  they  should  be, because  of  Claessens  and  Rhee  investigate  how
members  in the  union increases.  protection. Rama concludes that  it is nec-  stock  performance  in emerging  markets
Therefore,  the  larger  the  number  of  essary  to repeal  the  Termination  of Em-  is affected  by  foreign  investors'  formal
partners  in  a  customs  union,  the  more  oloyment  of Workmen  Act to avoid  the  access to stocks  (as measured  by the In-
likely it will improve the welfare of mem-  massive destruction  ofjobs in those activi-  ternational  Finance  Corporation's  index
ber  countries.  But,  because  of the  free-  ties, should foreigr. trade be further  liber-  of 'investability).
rider  problem, lobbies are likely to resist  alized.  Many firms  in the  protected  sec-  To measure  foreigners'access  to emerg-
the enlargement  of the  customs union.  tors would have to restructure  and  shut  ing-market  stocks,  they  use  the  invest-
This  paper  - a  product  of the  Trade  down some of their  product lines.  By be-  ability index created  by the IFC's Emerg-
Policy Division, Policy Research  Depart-  ing prevented  from doing so, these  firms  ing Market  Data  Base.  The IFC indexes
ment  - is part  of a  larger  effort  in the  might just  go bankrupt,  and  many  more  should be a good indicator  of changes in
department  to understand  the economics  jobs would be lost as a result.  legal barriers  over time or of the relativePolicy Research Working Paper Series  31
importance  of those barriers  across secu-  U.S. trade policy since the 1980s has been  policies of industrial  countries  affect de-
rities  in one  market  at  a  given  point in  quite  different  from  trade  policy in  the  velopingcountries.Copiesofthepaperare
time, or across  markets.  first two or three decades afterWorld  War  available  free from the World Bank,  1818
Using  the  Stchle  (1977)  model,  11.  Until the  1970s, U.S. trade  policy was  H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.
Claessens  and Rhee reject the hypothesis  dominated  by systemic  concerns. Trade  Please contact Minerva Patenla, room R2-
that  emerging  market-s  are  integrated  policy actions  were  subject  to the  disci-  040, extension  39515 (38 pages).
with  world  capital  markeLs  (for  most  pline of constructing  an open, stable, and
emerging markets).  They fail to reject the  nondiscriminatory  system.
hypothesis  that  emerging  markets  are  In contrast,  for the  past  10 or 15 years  1265.  Parallel Exchange Rates
segmented  (for all emerging markets).  the main objective of trade  policy actions  in Developing Countries: Lessons
Claessens  and  Rhee interpret  this  as  has  been  to  respond  to the  demands  of  from  Eight  Case  Studies
legal and  other  barriers  limiting  foreign  various  domestic constituents  for greater
investors'  access  to emerging  markets.  access to foreign markets,  or for reduced  Miguel  A. Kiguel  and Stephen A. O'Connell
They next  investigate  the  relationship  foreign access to the  U.S. market.  (March 1994)
between  stock  performance  and  the  When  systemic  concems  were  strong,
investability  index to determine  the  im-  they helped discipline the actions the U.S.  Although  a case can be made for using a
portance of legal barriers  relative to other  government  would take  to advance  the  dual exchange rate system as a temporary
barriers.  interest  of a particular  constituent.  But  option for dealing  with a balance of pay-
They find a strong relationship  between  now, these constituent-supportingactions  ments crisis, experience shows that it does
a  stock's  price-earnings  ratio  and  its  are U.S. trade  policy.  not work well in practice. Often it is used
investability  index, which  suggests  that  To state  the  same point  another  way,  as a way to  postpone the necessary macro-
formal barriers  to foreigners'access  has a  the current  objective ofU.S. trade  'policyi  economic adjustment  instead of reducing
negative  effect on stock  prices  and thus  is to respond to each constituent's  plea for  its costs.
raises the  cost of capital  for firms  listed.  the  application  of this  or that  regulatory
Countries could lower the (risk-adjusted)  instrument  (antidumping,  '301,"  and  so  In parallel  (dual) foreign-exchange  mar-
cost of capital,  they contend, by removing  on) - to respond  in a  way that  will win  kets - extremely  common in developing
legal barriers  to foreign investors'  access  that  constituent's  vote. 'Policy" is now no  countries  - a  market-determined  ex-
to equity markets.  more than  a generic label for the accumu-  change  rate  coexists  with  one  or  more
This paper  - a product of the Debt and  lation of these responses.  pegged exchange rates.
International  Finance  Division, Interna-  Finger  describes  the  accumulation  of  Kiguel and  O'Connell report  the  main
tional Economics Department-was  pre-  these responses.  He tabulates  U.S. trade  lessons  from  a  World  Bank  research
pared for the NBER conference on "Inter-  actions  in  the  1980s,  paying  particular  project on how these systems work, based
nationalization  of Equity Markets,"  held  attention  to actions against  Korea. While  mainly  on  case  studies  in  Argentina,
in San Francisco in October 1993,  and will  Korean economic interests  were advanced  Ghana, Mexico,  Sudan, Tanzania, Turkey,
be forthcoming  in the conference volume  by restrictions  on Korea's and other coun-  Venezuela, and  Zambia.
published  by the  University  of Chicago  tries'exports  of steel to the United States  On the whole, the experiences were dis-
Press.  Copies of this  paper  are  available  and  the  European  Union  (EU), the  out-  appointing.  Most countries tolerated  high
free from the World Bank,  1818 H Street  come,judged  globally, was probably nega-  premiums forlongperiods,  which harmed
NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  tive. Rent transfers  to Korean  and  other  the  allocation  of resources  and  growth.
tact Faten Hatab,  room H8-087, extension  exporters  are, on a global basis, transfers  The studies  indicate  no clear gains  from
35835 (40 pages).  from U.S. and EU users, and hence net to  prolonging a dual system.
zero. That  leaves  only the  efficiency ef-  The  case for a  dual  foreign  exchange
fects, which David Tarr  estimates  to add  system  is  stronger  when  the  system  is
1264.  A Rock and a Hard Place:  up to a global loss of about  $36 million a  adoptedas  atemporaryoptiontodeal  with
The Two Faces of U.S. Trade  year,  based on prices  and the  size of the  a severe balance  of payments  crisis. Ar-
Policy Toward Korea  industry  in  1984.  gentina,  Mexico, and Venezuela  resorted
The underlying  theme,  says Finger,  is  to a dual  system at  the  time of the  debt
J. Michael  Finger  that  these actions have no unifying disci-  cnisis, to smooth outthe  devaluation  in the
(March 1994)  pline  except  to  respond  in a  politically  exchange rate  to achieve the needed real
acceptable  way to constituent  pressures.  depreciation. This helped to maintain  lim-
Current  U.S.  traade policy  is  domestic  These  are  responses  to the  politics  and  ited control  over domestic  inflation,  and
policy first  and  trade policy  only second-  economics of specific situations,  not  the  avoided a sharp  drop in real wages while
arily.  The  importance of trade  remedies  automatic  or hands-off  extension  of non-  protecting the balance of payments.  In the
and  '301" in U.S. policy  means that it is  discriminatory  standards  that  the  still-  longer term, not much was gained.
no  longer  most-favored-nation,  but  tai-  popularrhetoricofa"rules-based"system  In the  cases  studied,  the  dual  system
lored  to the politics  and economics of each  would suggest.  was misused  more often than  not: it was
bilateral relationship. Its primary  concern  This  paper  - a product  of the  Trade  used too long  and the premium was higher
is  to protect  the  interests  of  indiuidual  Policy Division, Policy Research  Depart-  than  it should have been. Venezuela,  for
domestic  constituents.  What  happens  to  ment  - is  part  of a larger  effort  in the  example,  used  the  system  for six years
foreigners is hardly  more than fallout.  department  to understand  how the trade  with  an  average  120 percent  premium,32  Policy Research  Working Paper  Series
Mexico  for fiveyears(average30  percent),  room  Ni 1-059,  extension  34303  (39  1267.  The Tax  Base in Transition:
and Argentina foreight  years (average44  pages).  The  Case of  Bulgaria
percent). In Argentina and Venezuela, the
dual  system was  used  to  avoid  macro-  Zeljko  Bogetic  and Aryc 1. Ilillman
economic  adjustment  while  protecting  1266.  An  Efficient  Frontier  (March 1994)
internalional reserves. It is doubtful the  for International  Portfolios
macroeconomicgains(intermsof'keeping  with  Commodity  Assets  Economies in transition  may be better off
equilibrium  in the  balance  of payments  not imitating  the tax structures of mature
and lower inflation) were greater  than the  Sudhakar Satyanarayan  and Panos  Varangis  western  market economies. Lower  taxes
costs  in  terms  of  misallocation  of  re-  (March 1994)  and strong administration  with well-pub-
sources.  licizedpenaltiesforevasion  may be the best
In  Ghana  and  Tanzania,  the  dual  ex-  Including  commodities  and  assets from  rooute  toa broader, moreequitable tax base
change rate systemwas  prolonged tomain-  emerging  equity  markets  in  investment  that  increases revenue without  reducing
tain  overvalued real  exchange  rates  and  portfolios producessignificant  risk/return  incentiues forprivate  enterprise.
expansionary macroeconomic polities. The  benefits.
large premi um in those countries (at times  The transition  from socialism character-
more than  1,000 percent) shows the dra-  In  recent  years,  the  role of investment  istically reduces existing tax revenues at
matic inconsistency between exchange rate  funds  has  increased  in most  commodity  the same  time that  it increases  the  need
policy and monetary and  fiscal policies.  markets.  Investment  funds, which tradi-  for government  spending. An increasing
On  deterninants  of  the  parallel  ex-  tionally deal with financial markets,  have  need  for  revenue  combined  with  an
change  rate,  the  evidence indicates  that  been shifting  between  financial  markets  eroding tax  base creates  a transition-re-
macroeconomic fundaments  (such as  fis-  and  commodity futures  markets,  as well  lated  fiscal  gap  and  a challenge  for tax
cal deficit, credit policies, and so on) mat-  as among commodity futures  markets.  policy.
ter most. In the short run  the premium  is  The popularity  of investing in emerging  The solution, say Bogetic and  Hillman,
driven by expectations aboutthe  evolution  capital  markets  is as high as it has been  is not to lay a heavier  tax burden  on new
of these  macroeconomic factors.  since World War 1. By 1913, nearly halfof  private  firms.  The issue  is how to meet
Overall,  in  the  countries  examined  in  a typical equity  portfolio was invested  in  revenue needs  without inhibiting  private
the project, the existence  of a parallel  for-  emerging  markets.  Today, one  in every  sector development.  Large-scale tax  eva-
eign  exchange  market  generated  fiscal  four  dollars  invested  in  foreign  equity  sion in the  private  sector  - the  de facto
losses. These losses resulted  because  the  markets  goes to emerging markets.  outcome  in Bulgaria  and  in many  other
public sector  was a  net  seller of foreign  Both commodity futures  and emerging  transitional  economies - may be a good
exchange  at  the  official exchange  rate.  capital  markets  are  growing in popular-  incentive  for development  of private  en-
This  means  that  unification  has  some  ity  because  they  allow  risk  reduction  terprise,  but it is illegal and  inequitable
pleasant  fiscal arithmetic.  through  portfolio diversification.  to wage-earners  and salaried  workers.
The experience  with  unification  indi-  Satyanarayan  and  Varangis  analyze  The chief means of increasing  tax  rev-
cates  that  it  usually  takes  place  at  the  the  benefits  of including  commodity fu-  enue are to (1) reduce tax rates to decrease
parallel  exchange  rate.  Most countries  tures  and  assets  from emerging markets  the  benefit  of evasion,  (2) improve  tax
unified  to a crawling peg system,  though  in an investment  portfolio.  administration  (to increase  tax coverage
some opted  for floating  exchange  rates.  They also try  to calculate  the opti!  al  and  better  detect  evasion),  and  (3) in-
Successful unification  to a fixed exchange  composition of assets.  The calculated op-  crease penalties  for evasion. These three
rate  was less  frequent,  and  it  required  timal  weights  show  that  a  considerable  measures  effectivelydecrease  the benefits
strong adjustment  in fiscal and monetary  proportion  of  an  investment  portfolio  and  increase  the  cost of tax  evasion  to
policies. Regardingspeed,  unification was  could be invested  in commodity futures  economic agents.
quick in countries  where the parallel  sys-  and emerging market  assets. The weights  Ittakes  time to improve tax administra-
tem was used temporarily,  and gradual in  calculated  are  higher  than  those  funds  tion, however. Given administrative  limi-
those  where  the  system  existed  for long  usually  used, signifying the potential  for  tation.,  what should the tax structure  be?
periods and with a tradition ofwidespread  further  expansion ofthese assets in a port-  Bogetic and  Hillman contend that  an ad-
foreign exchange  controls.  folio.  ministratively  feasible system designed to
This  paper  - a  product  of  the  Finally,  including  commodity futures  encourage development ofthe private sec-
Macroeconomics  and  Growth  Division,  and  assets  from emerging markets  in in-  tor during  the  transition  should:
Policy Research  Department  - is part of  vestment  portfolios produces a significant  *  Be  simple,  not  complex  or
a larger effort in the department  to under-  risk/return  benefit.  oversophisticated.
stand  macroeconomic  adjustment.  The  This paper - a product of the Interna-  *  Be administratively  implementable
study was funded by the Bank's Research  tional  Trade  Division,  Policy  Research  with current  resources.
Support  Budget  under  the  research  Department-is  part of a larger  eFfort in  *  Impose  a low tax burden  on all eco-
project 'The Macroeconomic Implications  the department  to explore the role of com-  nomic agents.
of  Foreign Exchange Markets  in Develop-  modities as assets. Copies ofthe paper are  *  Rely on broad tax  bases  with  mini-
ing Countries'  (RPO 675-30).  Copies of  available  free from the World Bank, 1818  mum exemptions.
this  paper  are  available  free  from  the  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC 20433.  *  Begin the long-term  improvement  of
World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW, Washing-  Please contact Dawn Gustafson, room R2-  tax  administration.
ton, DC 20433. Please contact Raquel Luz,  092, extension  33714 (30 pages).  *  Limit tl:-  severity of tax penalties  inPolicy Research Working Paper Series  33
the transition  from  ;n  authoritarian  to a  sitional schemes. La Ferrara,  Castillo, and  allowed to work,  which  has  not always
democratic  remme.  Nash  draw  lessons  from  Sub-Saharan  been  the  case. Auction  rules  should  be
In  theory,  reducing  thi  cost of compli-  Africa's historical  experience  useful both  clear (should not allow discretiona.ry dis-
ance  and  increasing  the expecLed cost of  toAfricanand  formersocialisteconomies:  qualification of bids, for example), .should
noncompliance should reduce tax evasion  *  Exchange  regime reform  should  be  minimize  participation  costs, and  allow
and  increase  tax  reven ues.  In  practice,  given highest priority for ils role in reduc-  wide participation.  Marginatl, rather  than
small  businesses  and  self-employed citi-  ing anti-export bias. Although many Sub-  the more common Dutch, pricing system
zens  tend  to evade  taxes,  providing  an  Saharan  countries  have attempted  to re-  ispreferred.  The useofareservation  price
effective  zero t1ax  hase rhe  government  form their  allocation mechanisms,  only a  may reduce volatility but may alhso  impede
has  little  to lose from reducing  taxes on  few have  made the  transition  to market  the fuli disbursement  of funds.
the  self-employed  but, to he equitable,  it  allocation (virtuallyconvertible  currency,  The  shortcomings  of  transitional
should  reduce  taxes  For everyone.  As a  aL  least  on the  current  account). Failure  schemes  to dismantle  or  modify foreign
general  rule,  say  ilogetic and  Hillman,  to do so is  the  major shortcoming  of most  exchangecontrolsbecomemoreimportant
economies  in  transition  should  impose  adjustment  packages.  the longer they are in place. A strong case
lower  tax  burdens  than  are  imposed  in  *  Both  gradual  and  rapid  approaches  can be made for avoiding delay in moving
mature  western  market  economies. Low  have  succeeded.  On  purely  economic  to full currency  convertibility.
tax rates  may counLer the traditional  lack  grounds (given the problems of such inter-  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Trade
of trust  in government  by citizens in for-  mediate steps  as auctions),  speed is pref-  Policy Division, Policy Research lDepard-
merly  socialist  economies.  It  may  also  erable  but  it is not  always  politically or  ment  - is part  of a larger  effort  in the
reduce the perception of"exploitation"  by  institutionally  feasible.  department  to examine  problems  in ad-
giving the  impression  of a  more modest  *  The transition  must  be accompanied  justment  in Sub-Saharan  Africa. Copies
government  consistent  with the dynamic  by a coherent  set of fiscal and  monetary  of the  paper  are  available  free from the
private  sector led economy.  policies  and  a  willingness  to allow  the  World Bank, 1818  H Street  NW, Washing-
This paper - a product of the Country  exchange rate to seek a true market-clear-  ton, DC 20433. Please contact Nellie Artis,
Operations  1 Division, Europe  and  Cen-  ing level.  room R2-015, extension  38010(59 pages).
tral Asia, Country Department  I-is  part  Some  lessons  regarding  the  specific
of a  larger  effort  in the  region to study  mechanisms,  discussed  in  approximate
public finance  issues  in southern  Euro-  order of their  proximity to convertibility,  1269.  Union-Nonunion Wage
pean  countries.  Copies of the  paper  are  are as follows:  Differentials  in the Developing
available  free from the World Bank, 1818  The  most  rudimentary  transitionn  World: A Case Study of Mexico
H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC 20433.  mechanism  is  the  nwsn-funds  scheme,
Please contact Faith Smith, room H5-247.  .Vhich  is no more than  a beginning  of re-  Alexis  Panagides  and Harry Anthony  Patrinons
extension  36072 (33 pages).  form. Own-funds schemes  should be  ac-  (march 1994)
companied  by liberalization  of the  rules
governing exports, or illegal  exports  and  Overall, the union-nonunion  wage gap is
1268.  The  Reform  of Mechanisms  the black market  premium  may increase.  10.4pereent. Unionized women and indig-
for Foreign Exchange Allocation:  Export retention schemes can minimize  enous people earn  more than  their non-
Theory  and Lessons  the adverse effects on exporters  of foreign  union counterparts, and the collective bar-
from Sub-Saharan  Africa  exchange  shortages,  reduce  the  implicit  gaining  strengtih  of organized labor in the
export tax,  and  fund  a legal  private  ex-  northern  states  is  corsiderably  weaker
Eliana La Ferrara.  Gabriel (Castillo,  change  market.  But  the  retained  funds  than elsewhere  in the country.
and John Nash  must  be saleable, the retention  rates  sub-
(March 1994)  stantial,  and traditional  exports  must  be  Union-nonunion  wage differentials  have
included to adequately  fund the legal pri-  been extensively  studied  by labor econo-
The  paper  provides  an  analysis  of  the  vate exchange market.  mists, but for lack of data on the develop-
mechanismsforforeign  exchange  allocation  Open general licensing (OGL) and simi-  ing  world  the  study  has  been  confined
used  in trade  policy  reform and an assess-  lar schemes can be a useful  intermediate  largely  to the  industrial  world. This pa-
nentoftheireffectivness. Thecase  is strong  step in liberalizing import  and exchange  per is one of the  first attempts  to empiri-
foravoidingdelayin  novingtofidlcurrency  allocation  regimes.  But  in  practice  the  ^olly examine those  differentials  in a de-
convertibility in dismantling  or miodifying  benefits are limited by two features.  First,  veloping country.
foreign exchange controls. Mouement to a  consumer goods  competing with local pro-  Panagides and Patrinos find that union-
unified free market for exchange would be  duction, whoseimports  were restricted the  nonunion  wage  differentials  in  Mexico
facilitated  by  changes in policies and  in  most, have usually been excluded, at least  have  many  of the  same  attributes  and
donorpractices,  so exchange can be chan-  initially.  Moreover, OGL has  no endog-  show many of the same patterns  as those
neled through private sellers.  enous price-setting  mechanism for the ex-  in  industrial  nations.  But  there  are
change rate.  The OGL rate  should gener-  marked  differences.
Administrative  exchange  allocation  has  ally be connected to, but  lower than,  the  Based  on a household  survey  in 1989,
been common in developing countries,  es-  parallel  rate.  Panagides  and  Patrinos  find that:
pecially in Sub-Saharan  Africa. Steps to  An  auction  incorporates  a  pricing  - Overall,  the  union-nonunion  wage
dismantle  or modify these control mecha-  mechanism, which is an important  advan-  gap is 10.4 percent.
nisms have been carried out through tran-  tage. But the pricing mechanism  must be  *  Unions have a positive impact on the34  Policy  Research  Working  Paper Series
earnings  of employed  women and  indig-  based  targeting  under  seemingly  ideal  effort  in  the  department  to  provide
enous  people.  conditions,  incorporating  only a  limited  policymakers with  better  information  on
*  Organized labor in Mexico's northern  set  of constraints  on such  a policy. Their  the  likely benefits  to the  poor from  tar-
states  is considerably  weaker in collective  aim is to quantify gains to the poor from a  geted schemes for fighting  poverty. Cop-
bargaining  strength  than  it is elsewhere  benchmark  policy designed to character-  ies of the paper are available free from the
in Mexico.  ize  the  probable  upper-bound  on  real-  World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW, Washing-
This  paper  - a  joint  product  of  the  world outcomes.  ton,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Patricia
Human  Resources  Operations  Division,  Akeyconstrainton  suchschemesis  that  Cook, room N5-057, extension  33902 (34
Latin America and  the Caribbean,  Coun-  targeting  is done on the basis oflandhold-  pages).
try Department  II, and the Education and  ing class alone. Ignoring productivity  dif-
Social  Policy Department  - is part  of a  ferentials,  the relevant  indicator in mak-
larger  effort  in the  Bank  to investigate  ingtransfers  isasuitably  defined poverty  1271.  Measuring the Effect
labor markets  and  labor market  institu-  measure  for each landholding  class.  of External Shocks and the  Policy
tions  in developing  economies. Copies of  The moregeneral  formulation Ravallion  Response to Them: Empirical
the  paper  are  available  free  from  the  and Sen offer calls for two indicators:  the  Methodology  Applied  to  the
World Bank, 1818 H StreetNW,  Washing-  marginal  productivity  of  transfers  (as-  Philippines
ton,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Ian  sumed  to be proportional  to current  out-
Conachy, room S1O-022,  extension  33669  put per acre on owned land) and a poverty  F. Desmond  McCarthy,  J. Peter Neary,
(35 pages)  measure  (derived from a standard  poverty  and Giovanni  Zanalda
profile).  (March 1994)
After  applying  this  approach  to  new
1270.  How  Land-Based  Targeting  data for rural  Bangladesh,  they find that  How can the governments  in Eastern Eu-
Affects  Rural  Poverty  landholding  class is a relevant  indicator  ropean  and  deueloping  countries  reduce
for targeting.  Under ideal  conditions,  re-  their vulnerability  to such  shocks? What
Martin Ravallion  and Binayak Sen  distribution  from land-rich  to land-poor  are appropriate policy responses? Here is
(March 1994)  households will reduce aggregate  poverty  a method for measuring  the effect of exter-
in rural Bangladesh (even without produc-  nal shocks on the current account, applied
Under ideal conditions, and not allowing  tivity effects). And transfers  from an  ex-  to the Philippines.
for  administratiue  costs,  redistribution  ternal  budget  would  have  the  greatest
from  land-rich  to  land-poor  households  impact  on poverty  if they  were  concen-  Economies  benefit  from  international
would reducepoverty in rural Bangladesh  trated  on  landless,  marginal  farners.  trade,  but joining  the world  market  also
by only a small  amount.  By itself, land-  Moreover, productivity effects (consistent  exposes them to external  shocks. How can
based  redistribution  would  be an  inad-  with  the  relationship  between  farm size  the  governments  in  Eastern  European
equate attack  on rural poverty.  and productivity in Bangladesh)  imply an  and developingcountries  reduce theirvul-
additional  impact on rural  poverty when  nerability to such shocks? What are appro-
Transfers to the rural land-poor are widely  transfers  are made from land-rich to land-  priate  policy responses?
advocated and used in attempts  to reduce  poor households.  McCarthy,  Neary, and  Zanalda  exam-
rural  poverty. Such transfers  are believed  But  the  gains  are  modest,  even if one  ine how external shoclrs (such as commod-
to be productive,  in that  the final gain  to  postulates  virtually  unheard-of powers of  ity price changes, variations  in global de-
the poor exceeds the initial  transfer.  The  redistribution  across landholding  classes.  mand, and fluctuating  interest)  affect eco-
evidence cited  most often to support  this  Depending  on  the  initial  conditions  of  nomic performance,  and how those effects
view is the  negative  correlation  between  agricultural  technology, and  the relative  are mitigated by the right policy responses
output  per  acre and the  size of the  hold-  productivity  effects among the  landless,  at the  right time.
ing.  In other  words, small farms  appear  they estimate  that  the maximum  impact  They introduce a methodology for mea-
to be more productive.  on rural  poverty from land-based  target-  suring  the  effect on  current  account  of
There  are reasons  to question  that  evi-  ing under revenue neutrality  is equivalent  external  shocks and apply it for the  Phil-
dence,  however,  say  Ravallion  and  to  a  uniform  lump-sum  transfer  of be-  ippines.  They rationalize  balance  of pay-
Binayak  Sen. It  is unclear,  for example,  tween  Tk  10 and  Tk 20  per person  per  ments  responses  to external  shocks and
how much differences in productivity  are  month  - or between  2.5 percent  and  5  domestic policies in a theoretical  model of
really  attributed  to unmentioned  differ-  percent  of rural  mean  consumption.  a small open economy.
ences in land  quality  (someone might  be  This is under ideal circumstances,  put-  Did the Philippines choose the appropri-
given a larger  plot of poor land  so that  a  ting aside the constraints  mentioned, and  ate policies when  faced with  balance  of
living can be made from it). Other factors  with no consideration  for administrative  payments  disequilibrium?
also  constrain  the  impact  on poverty  of  costs. Real-world circumstances  will en-  Among comparable Asian countries, the
land-based  targeting,  notably  incentive  tail even less impact on poverty. One must  Philippines  in 1970 enjoyed a  relatively
constraints(wherebythe"land-rich"alter  hope, for the  sake of Bangladesh's  poor,  high  per  capita  income  that  has  since
theirbehavior  to gain from the policy) and  that  targeting  the  land-poor  with  such  failed to keep pace. Why?
political  economy  constraints  (whereby  redistribution  is not  all that  is done  to  Adverse shocks did not help, but other
the land-rich  undermine  the policy by cre-  attack  rural  poverty.  countries in the region experienced  simi-
ating political  pressure  for tradeoffi).  This paper  - a product of the  Poverty  lar  shocks  and  performed  better.  The
To inform the debate, Ravallion and Sen  and  Human  Resources  Division,  Policy  Philippines  relied  heavily  on  external
quantify  the  potential  gains  from  land-  Research Department-is  partofa  larger  flows, which fueled an investment  boom.Policy  Research  Working  Paper  Series  35
Given low real interest  rates  at the time,  tives for cleaning  up  contaminated  soil.  in developing countries by examining  the
this seemed a reasonable  approach  - buL  But  the FPA is willing  to pay large sums  U.S.  experience with environmental  regu-
there  were two flaws to it.  to incineratecontaminatedsoil  ratherthan  lation.  Copies of the  paper  are  available
First, the investments  were poorly con-  cap it or put  it in a landfill.  Are the ben-  free from the  World Bank, 1818 H Street
ceived, were  mismanaged,  failed to pro-  efits of incineration  worth it?  NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-
duce appropriate  returns,  and  became a  tactAnna  Maraiion, room N10-033, exten-
burden  on the  state.  One large  nuclear  Under the Superfund  law, the U.S. Envi-  sion 39074 (33 pages).
power plant  has yet to yield a return.  ronmental  Protection  Agency (EPA) is re-
Second,  with  so  many  external  re-  sponsible for inspecting hazardous  waste
sources available, the government ignored  sites and for putting  those with the most  1273.  Desired Fertility and the
the need for meaningful structural  reform,  serious  contamination  problems on a na-  Impact of Population Policies
especially  in trade  and  public  sector ri-  tional priorities  list. The EPA then  over-
nance. Inefficient  allocation  of public re-  sees the  cleanup  of these sites,  suing po-  Lant H. Pritchett
sources  and  distortionary  trade  policies  tentially  responsible  parties  for the costs  (March 1994)
can absorb more than  all the gains  from  of cleanup when possible, and funding the
favorable shocks.  cleanup  of  'orphaned"  sites  out  of  the  Desired  levels of fertility  account for 90
When external  conditions improved in  Superfund,  money raised taxing chemical  percent of differences across countries  in
the mid-1980s, the  Philippines  could not  and  petroleum  products.  total fertility  rates. Reducing the demand
take  advantage  of them  because  of its  The  Superfund  program  is controver-  forchildren  -foriinstance  bygiuinggirls
heavy external  debt and  its cumbersome  sial. Cleanups  are costly and it is unclear  more education  - is vastly  more impor-
trade regime. Had authorities  introduced  whetherthe  benefits ofcleanup, especially  tant  to reducing fertility  than  prouiding
structural  reform  (liberalizing  trade,  the  relative  benefits  of more permanent  more  contraceptives  or family  planning
strengthening  public finance,  and  freez-  cleanup,  are  worth  the  costs. At  many  services.
ing up factor markets),  the economy  could  sites, imminent  danger ofexposure to con-
have more easily  absorbed  the  impact of  taminants  can  be  removed  at  low cost.  Ninety  percent  of the  differences  across
unfavorable  shocks.  What raises  the cost of cleanup  is the de-  countries  in  total  fertility  rates  are  ac-
In  1991, the IMF gave the  Philippines  cision to clean up the  site for future  gen-  counted  for  solely  by  differences  in
a  stand-by  credit.  Authorities  are  now  erations  - to incinerate  contaminated  women's reported  desired fertility.  Using
addressing  some structural  problems by  soil, for example, or to pump and treat  an  desired  fertility  constructed  from  both
liberalizing the  exchange rate,  removing  aquifer  for 30 years.  retrospective  and prospective  questions,
import tariffs, and restructuring  the pub-  To shed light on this debate, the authors  together  with instrumental  variables  es-
lic sector,  including  the  Central  Bank.  inferthe  EPA's willingness to pay (orhave  timation.  it is shown this  strong result  is
Perhaps  this will allow more sustainable  others  pay) for more permanent  cleanups  not affected by either ex-post rationaliza-
growth  and  an  economy  that  can  more  at Superfund  sites.  They do so by analyz-  tion of births  nor the  dependence  of de-
readily absorb external  shocks.  ing cleanup  decisions  for contaminated  sired  fertility  on contraceptive  access or
This paper  - a product of the Office of  soils at  110 Superfund  sites.  cost. Moreover, despite the obvious role of
the Vice President, Development Econom-  They find that, other things being equal,  contraception  as a proximate determinant
ics - is part of a larger  effort in the Bank  the  EPA was  more likely to choose less  offertility,  the additional  effect ofcontra-
to  analyze  external  shocks,  policy  re-  expensive  cleanup  options.  But, holding  ceptive availability  or family planning  on
sponse, and  economic performance.  The  costs constant,  the  EPA was more likely  fertility  is quantitatively  small  and  ex-
study was funded by the Bank's Research  to select more permanent  options, such as  plains very little cross country variation.
Support  Budget  under  the  research  incinerating  the soil instead  of capping it  These  empirical  results  are  consistent
project "Economic Shocks and the Global  or putting  it in a landfill.  The EPA was  with  theories  in which fertility  is deter-
Environment"  (RPO 677-75).  Copies  of  willing to pay at least  twice as much for  mined by parent's  choices about  children
this  paper  are  available  free  from  the  onsite incineration  ofcontaminated  soil as  within the  social, educational,  economic,
World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW, Washing-  it was for capping the  soil.  and  cultural  environment  parents,  and
ton, DC 20433. Please contact Mila Divino,  Has the  EPA chosen more permanent  especially  women, face. They contradict
room S9-049, extension 33739 (47 pages).  Superfund  cleanups  in areas where  resi-  theories that  assert a large causal role for
dents  are  predominantly  white  and have  expansion  of contraception  in the  reduc-
high  incomes? The  authors  find  no evi-  tion of fertility.
1272.  The Value of Superfund  dence that the percentage ofminorityresi-  This paper  - a product of the Office of
Cleanups: Evidence from U.S  dents  near  a site influences  the choice of  the Vice President, Development Econom-
Environmental Protection Agency  cleanup  selected.  But  offsite treatment  ics - is part of a larger  effort  to investi-
Decisions  was more likely  at  sites with  higher in-  gate  the  impact  of  population  policies.
comes.  An edited version of this paper will appear
Shreekant Gupta, George  Van Houtven,  This paper - ajoint  product of the Pol-  in the March  1994 volume of the Popula-
and Maureen L. Cropper  lution  and Environmental  Economics Di-  tion and  Deuelopment Review.  Copies of
(March 1994)  vision, Environment  Department, and the  this  paper  are  available  free  from  the
Enviromnent,  Infrastructure,  and  Agri-  World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washing-
The  U.S.  Environmnental  Protection  culture Division, Policy Research Depart-  ton,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Patricia
Agency (EPA) has considered both cost and  ment  - is part  of a larger  effort  in the  Cook, room N5-057, extension  33902 (85
permanence  in  choosing among  alterna-  Bank to promote efficient pollution control  pages).36  Policy Research Working Paper Series
1274.  The New Trade Theory  1275.  Female-Headed  Households,  earned  as  much as male  heads of house-
and Its Relevance for Developing  Poverty, and the Welfare  holds, the  average  income in households
Countries  of Children  in Urban  Brazil  headed by women  would  be above that  for
other households  and  fewer single moth-
Asad Alam  Ricardo Barros, Louise Fox,  ers  would  be  poor.
(March  1994)  and Rosane Mendonca  The best  interventions  to eliminate  pov-
(March 1994)  erty  in this  group  are  those  that  focus  on:
The new trade theory prouides  new ratio-  a  Ending  wage discrimination.
naleforgovernment  intervention  in trade.  Female-headed  households  - a growing  *  Ending  occupational  segregation.
But  a  host  of  economic  and  political  segment of Brazilian  households  - are a  Interverntions that focus on raising skill
economycriticisms  and certain identifying  heterogenous group  that defies stereotyp-  levels and educational  attainment  for the
features  of deueloping  countries  severely  ing. While most are notpoor, a large  num-  whole workforce, including women, would
undermine  its  relevance for  developing  berof thepoor, especially children, live in  also  help  alleviate  absolute  poverty,  al-
countries.  these households. The most effective anti-  though notnecessarily  relative incomedif-
poverty intervention  is to focus on raising  ferences. "Workfare"or public employment
Recent  developments  in trade  theory  - the income of the working women in these  policies would  not help  this  group since
the result ofapplying  models thatembody  households. Special  effort is also needed  mostalready  participate  in the laborforce.
imperfect  competition  and increasing  re-  to encourage children in these households  Programs  targeted  to this  group would
turns  to scale  - suggest  an  activist  role  to stay  in schooL  not  be  particularly  progressive,  given  the
for  government  in  trade  policy  and  heterogeneity  and  income  spread  among
threaten  to undermine  the  case  for trade  Barros,  Fox,  and  Mendonca  analyze  the  these  households.  But  the  results  do sug-
liberalization.  characteristics  and  behavior  of households  gest  the  need  for special  interventions  for
But the  new  modelling  of international  headed  by  women  in  urban  Brazil  and  children  in households  headed  by women,
trade  lacks  theoretical  robustness.  It  is  identify  some ofthe consequences  for child  given those  children's  tendency  to stay  out
particularly  sensitive  to  assumptions  welfare  on the  growth  of these  households.  of school.
about  competitive  behavior  and  the num-  Among  their  findings:  This  paper  - a product  of the Office of
ber  of  firms.  Economists'  criticism  also  *  Households  headed  by women  are  a  the Director,  Policy  Research  Department
focuses  on  the  size  of  the  excess  profits  heterogeneous  group,  which  varies  - is part  of a larger  effort  in the  depart-
that  oligopolistic  firms  are alleged  to earn,  strongly  by region  - as does  the extent  of  ment  to analyze  behavioral  characteristics
the  partial  equilibrium  nature  of  the  poverty  among  them.  Such  households  are  ofvulnerable  groups.  Copies  of the  paper
analysis,  and  the  identification  of  the  more  common  in  the  northeast  and  in-  are  available  free  from  the  World  Bank,
market  failure  and  the  choice  of  instru-  crease  with  urbanization.  1818  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC
ment.  *  Households  headed  by  women  are  20433.  Please  contact  Jim  Lynch,  room
The normative  prescriptions  that  arise  not,  on average,  a 'vulnerable  group"  in  H2-120,  extension  33114  (46 pages).
from  the  new  trade  theory  are  also  criti-  Brazil,  as  some  are  quite  well  off.  The
cized  in terms  ofpolitical  economy  issues:  subset  of such  households  that  are  very
the  potential  for foreign  retaliation,  inef-  poor  is  quite  vulnerable.  Households  1276.  Is  There  Persistence
ficient  government  intervention,  special  headed  bywomen  tend  tobe  poorerin  the  in the  Growth  of  Manufactured
interests'capture  ofpolicy,  the  problem  of  northeast,  especially  around  Recife,  than  Exports?  Evidence  from Newly
moral  hazard,  and possibly  inimical  redis-  in Porto  Alegre  in the  south,  where  there  Industrializing  Countries
tributive  effects.  is virtually  no gap.
The  limits  of the  new  trade  theory  are  *  Less than  halfthe  households  headed  Ashoka Mody and Kamil Yilmaz
particularlyacutefordevelopingcountries  by  women  contain  dependent  children,  (March 1994)
because  of  their  small  economies,  their  and only a third  are  headed  by the stereo-
limited  ability to shift profits, the  nature  typical  "single mother."  When there  are  Asymmetry  in the income elasticity of de-
of their  trade,  and the greater  chance for  children in households headed  by women,  mand, and  the observed persistence ofex-
special  interests  to capture  trade  policy.  especially  households  headed  by  single  ports,  suggest  that  long-term  buyer-sup-
Paradoxically,  empirical work has shown  mothers,  the income gap  is greater  than  plier  relationships  lead to the creation of
that  the  gains  from trade  are  much big-  in other households.  'insiders'  and  "outsiders'  in  the  world
ger  under  imperfectly  competitive  mar-  As a proportion ofhouseholds  in Brazil,  market for manufactured  goods - a con-
kets which actually  strengthens  the case  households  headed  by  women  and  con-  dition  that tends  to perpetuate  itself.
for  trade  liberalization.  taining  children  represent  only  3.4  per-
This paper-a  productoftheAfrica  Re-  cent  of urban  households,  but  this  group  Price  and  income  elasticities  estimated
gional  Office, Office ofthe  ChiefEconomist  tends  to be  poor,  which  is  worrisome  for  from  a country's  export  demand  function
- is part  of a larger  effort  in the  region  to  child  outcomes.  Poor children  tend  to live  are  used  both  to predict  and  to prescribe
understand  the  application  of  recent  in households  headed  by women.  effective  export  strategies.  But  the  focus
trade-theoretic  developments  to develop-  These  households  are  poor  not because  on elasticities  has  led to the  neglect  of an
ing  countries.  Copies  of  the  paper  are  there  are  more  children  or  fewer  adults  important  empirical  regularity:  a strong
available  free  from the  World  Bank,  1818  but  because  women  earn  less  than  men.  persistence  in  the  growth  rate  of  a
H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  Women  heading  households  do not  earn  countrys  exports.
Please  contact  Asad  Alam,  room  J6-095,  less than  otherwomen-onthe  contrary.  Mody  and  Yilmaz  shift  the  spotlight  to
extension  87380  (28 pages).  However,  if  female  heads  of households  this  phenomenon  and  describe  the degreePolicy Research  Working  Paper  Series  37
and  pattern  of persistence.  This  trade  was originally  developed and  and  with  strong  financial  and  trading
They find th;it  a country's  exports  are  organized  by private  traders  (of Indian  links abroad.
influvnced not only by the elasticities,  buL  and Arab origin), although  in the  1  960s a  This paper - a product  of the  Agricul-
also  b}y the  quality  of  its  transactional  multitiered  marketing  system  - involv-  tural  Policies Division,  Agriculture  and
infrastructun'  (pmxied by the penetration  ing local cooperative societies, regional co-  Natural  Resources Department  - is part
ofl elecommunications).  operative  unions, and a marketing  board  of a larger effort in the department  to as-
More  important,  when  world  income  - was  imposed,  wiLh private  traders  sess the division ofresponsibilitiesbetween
rises, exports rise relatively uniformly for  gradually  removed  from  the  marketing  the public and the privatesectorin  provid-
diflerent country groups. As world income  system.  ing agricultural  services  and agricultural
contracts, the decline in exports is greater  Despite  a buoyant  international  mar-  marketing  activities.  Copies of the  paper
and  is especially  sharp  for cerLain coun-  ket, Tanzania's  cashew  nut industry  un-  are  available  free from  the  World Bank,
tries.  derwent  a  steady  and  massive  decline  1818 H StreetNW,  Washington, DC 20433.
Mody and Yilmaz infer from this asym-  through  the  1970s and  1980s. Jaffee  ex-  Please contact Cicely Spooner, room N8-
metry in income elasticity ordemand,  and  amines  the ractors thatcontributel  to this  039, extension  30464 (42 pages).
from the observed  persistence  of exports,  downward  spin:  Tanzania's  villagization
that  long-term  buyer-supplier  relation-  program, a decline in real producer prices,
ships lead to the creation of "insiders" and  and inefficiencies in cooperative and mar-  1278.  Regulation  and Commitment
*outsiders"inthe  world market for inanu-  keting  board  crop collection  and  down-  in the Development of
factured  goods, a condition that  tends  to  stream  activities. With the decline in pro-  Telecommunications  in Chile
perpetuate  itself.  duction,  living  standards  in  the  main
This  paper  - a  product  of the  Trade  cashew-growing  regions  worsened,  and  Alimed  Galal
Policy Division, Policy Research  Depart-  most  of  the  large-scale,  donor-funded,  (March 1994)
ment  - is part of a larger  effort in the de-  government-owned  processing  factories
partment  to study  the  factors which  di-  became 'white  elephants."  The private  sector won't invest  in asset-
rectly or indirectly  affect the  export per-  With  the industry  on the  brink  of col-  specific activities  in telecommunications
fornance  of less developed countries. Cop-  lapse, in 1991 the government announced  unless  there  is a  well-designed,  clearly
ies of the paper  are available free from the  the liberalization  of the cashew nut  mar-  delineated  set of regulations  as  well as
World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW, Washing-  ket, permitting private firms to once again  mechanisms for conflict resolution. At the
ton,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Minerva  buy and sell the nuts. According to Jaffee,  same time, for regzulatory  reform to succeed
Patefia, room R:2-040,  extension 39515 (43  the reform process has been characterized  and be credible, it must  haue the support
pages).  by confusion,  uncertainty,  and  latent  gov-  of the private  sector and  be consistent  with
ernment  controls  and  interventions,  the  country's  political  and  judicial  sys-
though  the industry  shows somne  signs of  tems.
1277.  Private  Trader  Response  recovery. Based on a recent survey, Jaflee
to Market  Liberalization  in  examines  the  liberalization  process  - Over  six  decades,  Chile  experimented
Tanzania's Cashew Nut Industry  including its implementation at the na-  with three regulatory regimes and own-
tional  and local levels, the  private  sector  ership patterns for its telecommunications
Steven Jaffee  response  to renewed  trading  opportuni-  sectors,  each with  radically  different  in-
(March 1994)  ties, and the resultant  patterns  of compe-  vestment  patterns.
tition,  price  discovery,  and  marketing  Until 1970, Chile relied on private own-
Since  1991,  the  Tanzanian  government  channel  formation.  ership  and  rate-of-return  regulation,  but
has  moved  to  liberalize  the  market  for  The  liberalization  experience  in  excess  demand  persisted.
cashew nuts to reverse a long-term decline  Tanzania's  cashew  nut  industry  offers  In the 1970s, Chile relied on public own-
in this important  traditional export indus-  interesting  insights  for  other  Sub-Sa-  ership oftwo regulated monopolies, but the
try. Although the liberalizationprocess has  haran  African  countries  where  uncer-  sector grew even more slowly than  before.
been confusing and  nontransparent,  and  tainty remains about the appropriate  roles  After  1982,  Chile  deregulated  some
although  problems  of logistics, finance,  (ifany) for marketing boards in liberalized  market  segments, introduced  benchmark
and  protected  uested  interests  remain,  markets,  about the ability ofcooperatives  regulation,  and  returned  to private  own-
somepositive  results are evident-and  the  to compete in such markets,  and about the  ership.  The  new regulatory  regime  and
future prospects for the recovery of the in-  ability of indigenous firms to take advan-  privatization  doubled the number oflines
dustry  andfor  the returns to participating  tage of the new trading  opportunities.  in service in only four years.
farmers  and  traders are favorable.  In Tanzania,  neither  the  cooperatives  Galal explains  investment  behavior  as
nor the  marketing  board have fared well  a function of the solutions to two contract-
Between  World  War  II  and  the  early  in the liberalized market.  Although a rela-  ing  problems:  between  government  and
1970s,  Tanzania  developed  one  of the  tively  large  number  of  private  traders  the  firm, and  between  government  and
world's  largest  cashew nut industries.  In  have recently entered  into cashew buying  interest  groups.
1973-74,  marketed  production  reached  and  selling,  successful entry  into export  Galal concludes thatregulatoryrdes  on
145,000 tons  (about 30 percent  of world  marketing  has  proven viable  only for a  pricing,  entry,  and  conflict  resolution
production),  with  cashews  providing  an  small  number  of companies.  Their  char-  mechanisms  are  critical  for investing  in
important  source  of  income  to  some  acteristics:  medium to large  in scale,  di-  such asset-specific utilities  as telecommu-
250,000 farmers  and being the country's  versified  across commodities, involved in  nications. More important,  the outcome of
fourth  largest source of foreign exchange.  trading  and agroindustry,  not indigenous,  regulatory  reform  depends  on  a  match38  Policy Research Working Paper Series
between  reform  and  both  the  prevailing  Manyeconomictimeseries-including  1280.  The  Economic  Impact
political andjudicialsystemsandinterest-  aggregate  consumption,  national  income,  of Export Controls: An  Application
group politics.  exchange  rates,  interest  rates,  comnod-  to  Mongolian Cashmere and
According to Galal, Chile satisfactorily  ity  prices,  and  volume  of trade  - are  Romanian Wood Products
resolved the  two contracting  problems in  nonstationary  (drift over time). A shock to
the  1980s.  Chile's  new regulations  are  the nonstationary  series has a permanent  Wendy  E. Takacs
reasonably  efficient  and  very  specific  effect. Problems of nonsense regression or  (March 1994)
about how tariffs are tobe calculated,  how  spurious  regression  can arise  when  per-
entry is to be governed, and  how conflicts  forming  regression  with  nonstationary  Export  controls can  transfer  signifi/ant
are  to be resolved.  The rules  are  en.bod-  series.  profits from Mu' materials producer a  to thze
ied in a law that  is relatively  difficult to  To  correct  the  problem,  Qian  and  processing  industries, causing signifieant
change  (because  the  legislature  is mul-  Duncan  used Engle and Granger's  (1987)  net losses to an  economy and  a substan-
tiple-party)  and  easy to enforce (because  vectorerrorcorrection(VEC)specification  tial  net decrease in export earnings.
the judicial  system  is independent).  The  in  the  optimal  portfolio estimation  pro-
impetus for reform  came from the emer-  cess. The VEC approach  expands the ap-  Countries  sometimes  use export controls
gence of a  new  private  entrepreneurial  plication of the optimal portfolio model to  on raw  materials  to encourage  domestic
class, whose growth  depends  on modern  nonstationary  economic time series data.  processing.  The motivation  is usually  to
telecommunications  services.  They apply the new approach to data for  assure  raw materials  at low prices for do-
This paper  - a product of the Finance  Papua  New Guine:  in an analysis of opti-  mestic  industries,  although  exports  are
and Private Sector Development Division,  mal  hedging  of commodity price and  ex-  sometimes  controiled  in  an  attempt  to
Policy Research  Department  - was pre-  change rate risks using commodity-linked  increase  export  earnings  (by promoting
sented ataWorld  Bank conference on "In-  bonds and varying  the mix of foreign-cur-  exports  of higher  value-added  processed
stitutional  Foundations  of Utility Regula-  rency-dominated  borrowings.  goods rather  than  raw materials).
tion," held  in Washington,  DC in  April  They find the  time series of commodity  The problem is, export controls hurt raw
1993.The study was funded by the Bank's  prices  and  foreign  exchange  rates  to be  material  producers  and  cause  economic
Research Support Budget under research  nonstationary.  When the  VEC approach  distortions  that  result in net losses to the
project  "Regulations:  Institutions  and  is applied,  the  results  are comparable  to  country.  The impact  of raw material  ex-
Economic Efficiency" (RPO 676-94). Cop-  those  from  the  earlier  study  where  the  port controls  on total  export earnings  is
iesofthis  paperareavailablefreefromthe  nonstationary  was ignored.  ambiguous:  the  decline in  raw  material
World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washing-  The  optimal  portfolio  of  commodity-  exports when production is discouraged by
ton, DC  20433. Please contact Bill Moore,  linked bonds and foreign currency borrow-  lower prices  may  outweigh  the  effect of
room N9-055, extension  38526 (34 pages).  ings derived  from  the  new model shows  increased  exports  of processed  goods.
more significant risk reduction (measured  Takacs  develops a simple partial  equi-
by ex-ante  risk reduction)  and less sensi-  librium  model of export controls  on raw
1279. Optimal Hedging  Strategy  tivity to changes in assumption about the  materials  to investigate  the impact  of ex-
Revisited:  Acknowledging  the  real  interest  rate.  port restrictions  and  to estimate  the  po-
Existence of Nonstationary  In  addition,  establishing  the  cointe-  tential  magnitude  of  the  transfers  be-
Economic  Time Series  gration relationships  among the commod-  twveen  groups  and the  net costs of the ex-
ity  prices  and  foreign  exchange  rates  port-control  regimes.
Ying  Qian and Ronald  Duncan  makes it easier  to develop economic intu-  Her  estimates  of  the  magnitude  of
(March 1994)  ition in explaining  the composition of the  transfers  and  costs of export controls  on
optimal portfolio.  raw  cashmere  (in  Mongolia)  and  wood
The optimal portfolio  model  for hedging  The VEC's most significant  advantage,  products  (in Romania)  indicate  that  the
comncdity  price and exchange rate risks  however, is the  stability  achieved in the  transfers  and costs may be substantial.
isextendedtononstationary  economic  time  optimal  portfolio solutions  to changes  in  She  finds  that  (under  reasonable  as-
series data. The new approach corrects the  assumptionsbecause  ofthe superiorlong-  sumptions  about elasticities ofsupply)  ex-
problem of unstable  solutions often found  run  properties  of the  cointegration  and  portcontrols  can transfer  significant  prof-
with earlier models  using economic time  error-correction  representation.  its from the raw materials producers to the
series that are nonstationary.  This paper  - a product of the  Interna-  processing industries,  causing significant
tional Trade  Division, International  Eco-  net  losses to the economy and  a substan-
Recognizing that  a country's  commodity  nomics Department  - is part  of a larger  tial net  decrease  in export earnings.
prices, foreign exchange rates,  and export  effort in the departmentto  investigate  the  Quantitative  export  controls  will  be
earnings are related, earlier studiesdevel-  feasibility and benefits ofusing risk man-  even more distortive if processing  indus-
oped an optimal  portfolio model based on  agement  instruments  by primary  com-  tries have  any monopsony (single-buyer)
an integrated  approach. But the estimates  modity producers  and exporters  in devel-  power.  This is quite likely in developing
were  inefficient  because  they  assumed  oping countries.  Copies of the  paper  are  countries  with small industrial  bases  -
that the time series data used in the model  available  free from the World Bank, 1818  or in economies in transition,  where cen-
were  stationary.  As a  result,  the  model  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  tral planning has left a legacy ofvery large
produced  unstable  solutions  that  were  Please contact Sarah  Lipscomb, room R2-  firms in highly concentrated  industries.
sensitive  to exogenous changes.  056, extension  33718 (40 pages).  With monopsony power in the  process-
IPolicy Research  Working  Paper  Series  39
ing industry,  both output  and  exports  of  for such  public  involvement,  however,  cepted in transport,  energy, and to a lesser
final products  can be reduced by quanti-  recent  studies  have shown that  it leaves  extent  water,  but often the levels are too
tative  export  controls  on  raw  material  much to be desired in efficiency  and equity.  low and  do not  provide  the  appropriate
inputs.  The quantitative  control bestows  One symptom  is underinvestment  in key  incentives for efficient and equitable  use.
effective monopsony power on the process-  subsectors that have high economic  returns  This paper  - a product of the  Poverty
ing firm and encourages  it to exploit this  and that  help the  poor the most, such as  and  Human  Resources  Division,  Policy
monopsony power by reducing  output.  If  primary education  and  rural  health  clin-  Research Department  -was  prepared as
the raw materials could be freely exported,  ics, in relation to more expensive interven-  ch:apter 47 of Handbook of Development
processors would not be able to effectively  tions, such as tertiaryeducation  and urban  Economics,  volume 3, edited byJ. Behrman
exercise monopsony power.  hospitals. Another common malaise is the  and T. N. Srinivasan.  Copies of this paper
This  paper  - a  product  of the  Trade  poor use of scarce resources, leading to low  are  available  free from the  World Bank,
Policy Division, Policy Research  Depart-  quality (students  learning  little) and reli-  181B  H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433.
ment - is a synthesis  of background  ma-  ability (irregular  power and water  flows),  Pleasecontact  Liliana Longo,  room N5-051,
terial prepared  for the joint  UNDP/World  poor maintenance (dilapidated roads), and  extension  37786 (96 pages).
Bank  Trade  Expansion  Program  which  inappropriate  input  use (too many school
provides  technical  and  policy advice  to  administrators  or health  workers and not
countries that want  to reform their  trade  enough books or drugs  in producing edu-  1282.  Copper  and the Negative
regimes. Copies ofthis paper are available  cation  health  outcomes). Just  as  market  Price of Storage
free from the  World Bank, 1818 H Street  failures necessitate  government interven-
NW, Washington,  DC 20433.  Please con-  tion in the  infrastructure  sectors, so gov-  Donald Frederick Larson
tact Minerva Patefia, room R12-040,  exten-  ermnent  failures  should be considered in  (April  1994)
sion 39515 (27 pages).  deciding the depth  and  extent  of that  in-
tervention.  Just  as the price of a call option contains
The literature  has made some advances  a premium  based on price variability,  so
1281.  Human and  Physical  in diagnosingthese  problems inpoorcoun  the shadow price of inventories contains a
Infrastructure: Public Investment  tries  and  proposing  solutions.  But infor-  dispersion premium  associated  with  the
and Pricing Policies in Developing  mationgapsremain,particularlyindevel-  unplanned  component  of  inventories.
Countries  oping robust  methodologies for:  When inventory  levels are low, the  value
* Making  intersectoral  comparisons  ofthe premium  increases to the point where
Emmanuel  Jimenez  across  the  wide  range  of infrastructure  inventories will be held even in the face of
(April 1994)  services.  a fully  anticipated  fall in price.
* Crafting  more diverse policies about
Justasmarketfailuresnecessitategovern-  the  public-private  balance  in infrastruc-  Commodities  are often stored  during  pe-
ment  intervention  in  the  infrastructure  ture investment,  depending on the nature  riods in which storage  returns  a negative
sectors, so government  failures  should  be  of "public goods" characteristics  for vari-  price.  Further,  during  periods  of "back-
considered  in  deciding  the  extent  and  ous  types  of infrastructure  services,  or  wardation,"  the  expected  revenue  from
depth  of that intervention.  even across activities  for the same service  holding inventories  will be negative.
(for example, power transmission  versus  Since the  1930s, the  negative  price of
Almost by definition,  the basis  for devel-  distribution).  storage  has  been attributed  to an  offset-
opment is infrastructure  - whether  ser-  *  Taking  issues  of  political  economy  ting"convenienceyield.'Kaldor,Working,
vices for human  infrastructure  (health,  into account, such as the vested interests  and  later  Brennan  argued  that  invento-
education,  nutrition)  or  physical  infra-  of those with large  financial  interests  in  ries  are  a  necessary  adjunct  to business
structure  (transport,  energy, water).  infrastructure.  and thatincreasinginventories  from some
Although the infrastructure  sectors are  Jimenez  also highlights  public pricing  minimal  level reduces overall costs. This
diverse, what  they have in common is that  as  a  policy initiative  that  has  recently  theory has  always been criticized by pro-
public policy  has had a greatdeal  todo with  gotten  much  attention.  After  briefly re-  ponents  of cost-of-carry models,  who ar-
how these  services  are  provided  and  fi-  viewing the basic concepts of pricing, he  gue that  a negative  price for storage  cre-
nanced  in almost  all countries.  Jimenez  focuses  on  the  literature  about  pricing  ates arbitrage  opportunities.  Proponents
reviews the  recent  literature  on two key  reform. Most commonly, the public sector  of the  cost-of-carry  model have  asserted
aspects  of that  involvement:  investment  is the main provider ofinfrastructure  ser-  that storage  will occur only with positive
and pricing.  vices, usually  free or at subsidized prices.  returns.  They offer a set of price-arbitrage
While the quality ofthe econometric evi-  But  the  recent  literature  has  aired  a re-  conditions that  associate negative returns
dence varies,  recent  literature  reinforces  thinking  of the  balance  between  public  with stockouts.  Still, stockouts are rare in
the view that  human  and  physical  infra-  and  private  financing  of infrastructure.  commodity markets,  and storage appears
structure  are critical for economic growth  The debate in this  area is often heated.  to  take  place  during  periods  of "back-
and the reduction ofpoverty. And the state  Health  and  education  are  traditionally  wardation"  in apparent  violation  of the
is recognized as playing a key role in en-  provided free and some recent  literature  price-arbitrage  conditions.
suring the efficient, equitable allocation of  argues  for positive  prices,  at  least  for  For  copper,  inventories  have  always
resources for infrastructure.  higher  tiers  of service.  The principle  of  been available  to the  market  regardless
Despite manysound  theoreticalreasons  public pricing  has  been more widely ac-  ofthepriceofstorage.Thisistruewhether4t)  Policy Research Working Paper S-ries
the  market  is broadly defined  at the U  '.  broad sample ofindustrial  and developing  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,
or world level, or more narrowly  defined  countries.  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact
as the  New York Commodities Exchange  The recent  turbulence  in industrial  fi-  Boonsri  Kim,  room  1)9-094,  extension
or the  London Metal  Exchange.  nancial  markets  has  underscored  con-  82477 (22 pages).
Larson argues that although invento-  cerns about what shapes interest rates.
ries may provide a Kaldor cost-reducing  Some believe an  independent  national
convenience  yield, inventories also have  policy on interest  rates  to be possible.  1284. The Soviet Economic
value because of uncertainty. Just as the  Others believe there  is little  room for  Decline: Historical  and Republican
price of a call option contains a premium  managing interest rates in open econo-  Data
based on price variability, so the shadow  mies - without destabilizing effects on
price of inventories contains a dispersion  exchange  rates - given the massive vol-  William  Easterly  and Stanley  Fischer
premium associated with the unplanned  umes of  capital market transactions that  (April  1994)
component  of inventories.  force  interest-rate parity across  countries.
Larson  derives a  generalized price-  Muchless,attentionhasbeenpaidtothe  What led to the relative Soviet decline was
arbitrage  condition in  which  either  a  formation of interest rates in developing  reliance on  capital  acrumulation  and  a
Kaldor-convenience  and/or  a  dispersion  countries,  although  the  issue  is increas-  low elasticity  ofsubstitution  between  capi-
premium may justify inventory holding  ingly important as more and more coun-  tal and labor. Planned  economies are  ap-
even  during an expected  piicefall. He uses  tries undertake financial liberalization.  parently  less successful at replacing labor
monthly observations of U.S. producer  Policymakers must address the central  effort with capital. Tentative  evidence in-
inventories to estimate the parameters of  question: To what degree are domestic  dicates that the  burden of defense spend-
the  price-arbitrage condition. The esti-  interest rates influenced by world inter-  ing also contributed  to the Soviet debacle.
mates and simulations he presents are  est rates?
ambiguous  with regard to the existence  of  A separate concern is domestic rates  Soviet growth for 1960-89 was the worst
a Kaldor-convenience  but strongly sup-  that are higher in some developing  coun-  in the world, after controlling for  invest-
port the notion of a dispersion premium  tries than world interest rates.  ment  and human  capital. And relative
for copper. And although the  average  Das Gupta and Das Gupta propose a  performance  worsens over time.
value ofsuch a premium is low,  the value  model of real interest rate parity as the  Easterly and Fischer explain the declin-
of the premium increases rapidly during  main test for capital market integration  ing Soviet growth rate from 1950  to 1987
periods when inventories are scarce.  - that is, that nominal interest rate dif-  by the declining  marginal product  ofcapi-
This paper - a product of the Interna-  ferences across countries are explained  tal. The rate of total factor productivity
tional Trade Division,  International  Eco-  largely by inflation differentials (rather  growth is roughly constant over that pe-
nomics Department  - is part of a larger  than  by covered or uncovered nominal  riod.
effort in the department to understand  interest parity).  Although  the Soviet  slowdown  has con-
international commodity  markets. Copies  The evidence suggests strongly that  ventionally been attributed to extensive
of the paper are available fiee from the  although  domestic  monetary policies  play  growth (rising capital-to-output ratios),
World  Bank, 1818HStreetNW,  Washing-  a significant role, real interest parity is a  extensive  growth is also a feature of  mar-
ton, DC 20433.  Please contact Anna Kim,  dominant factor in both industrial and  ket-oriented economies like Japan  and
room R2-042,  extension  33715  (78  pages).  developing  countries.  Korea.  One message from Easterly's and
But expectations of changes in the ex-  Fischets results couldbethatSoviet-style
change rate also significantly influence  stagnation awaits other  countries that
1283.  Interest Rates in Open  interest rates.  have relied on extensive growth.  The So-
Economies:  Real  Interest  Rate  A third key factor  is the apparent pres-  viet experience  can be read as a particu-
Parity,  Exchange  Rates,  and  ence of significant "country risk," unex-  larly extreme dramatization of the long-
Country  Risk in Industrial  plained by macroeconomic  balances, for  run consequences  of extensive growth.
and Developing Countries  some developing  countries (for example,  What led to the relative Soviet decline
Chile, Indonesia,  Mexico,  and the Philip-  was a low elasticity of substitution be-
Dipak  Das  Gupta  and Bejoy  Das Gupta  pines). Such country risk pushes real do-  tween capital and labor, which caused  di-
(April  1994)  mestic interest rates higher than  would  minisbing returns to capital to be espe-
otherwise  be predicted.  cially acute. (The natural question to ask
Policymakers  must  address  the  central  They discuss possible reasons for such  is why Soviet capital-labor substitution
questions:  How  much do  world  interest  country risk in Indonesia.  was more difficult than in Western mar-
rates influence  domestic rates?  And what  This paper - a product of  the Country  ket economies,  and whether this difficulty
are the respective  roles  of  monetarypolicy,  Operations  Division,  EastAsia and Pacific  was related to the Soviets' planned eco-
realinterestparity,  expectations ofchange  Region,  Country  Department III - is part  nomic  system.)
in the exchange rate, and  "country risk?"  of a larger effort in the region to analyze  Tentative evidence indicates that the
the impact of international interest rates  burden of defense spending also contnib-
Das Gupta and Das Gupta test whether  and capital flows on domestic interest  uted to the Soviet debacle.
the integration  ofthe intemational capital  rates and monetary policies  in open capi-  Differences  in growth performance  be-
market is more important than domestic  tal account economies  such as Indonesia.  tween the Soviet republics are explained
factors  in determining interest rates, in a  Copies  ofthe paper are available  free from  by the  same factors that  figure in thePolicy Research Working Paper Series  41
empirical  cross-section  growth literature:  case studies of less developed  countries.  1286. Economic Transformation
initial income, human capital population  Since the rise of capital fundamental-  and the Fiscal Crisis: A Critical
growth, and the degree of sectoral distor-  ism, problems  of economic  growth  and de-  Look at the Central European
tions.  Theresults Easterlyand Fischergot  velopment twice thrust themselves onto  Experience of the 1990s
with theSovietUnion in the international  center  stage  of the  economic  research
cross-section  growth  regression  indicate  agenda.  In the  first episode, neoclassical  Luca Barbone  and Domenico  jr. Marchetti
that the planned economic  system itself  growth theory and growth accounting  re-  (April  1994)
was  disastrous  for  long-run economic  search (in the 1950s  and 1960s)  indicated
growth in the Soviet Union.  that differences  in patterns ofinvestment  The fiscal crisis in central Europe in the
This point may now seem obvious  but  and capital formation were not the main  early 1990s is attributable mainlv to in-
was not so apparent in the halcyon  days  factors that led nations to be rich or poor,  creased  social  spending rather  than to the
of the 1950s, when the Soviet case was  fast-growing  or slow.  Technology,  rather  collapse  inprofrtabilityofstate-owneden-
often  cited as support for the neoclassical  than  capital accumulation, appeared to  terprises.
model's  prediction  that distortions  do not  drive  improvements  in living  standards in
have steady-state growth effects. Since a  the long  run. Evidencetosupportthisview  Barbone and Marchetti argue that tradi-
heavy  degree  of planning and government  was based mostly on data from advanced  tional explanations of the fiscal crisis in
intervention exists in many countries, es-  countries.  reforming  ex-socialist  economies  overlook
pecially  developing  countries,  the ill-fated  In the second episode,  recent research  crucial connections  between key compo-
Soviet  experience  continues to be of  inter-  on growth and development  has lent sup-  nents ofthe deficit-  particularly  between
est.  port to two conclusions  that capital fun-  reductions  in  spending  and declines  in rev-
This  paper  - a  product  of  the  damentalists would find attractive: that  enues.
Macroeconomics  and  Growth Division,  differences  in national patterns of physi-  Almost all studies of the fiscal aspects
Policy  Research Department - is part of  cal  capital accumulation  can explain many  of the transition stress the impact on the
a larger effort in the department to study  differences in levels of national product,  fiscal budget of the performance  crisis in
the  determinants  of long-run  growth.  and that increases in national investment  state-owned enterprises.  Barbone  and
Copies  ofthe paper are available  free from  rates can produce  major  increases in rates  Marchetti contend  that this aspect of the
the World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  of economic  growth.  fiscal crisis has been overstated.
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  King and Levine  found that  although  The enterprise sector's  net contribution
Rebecca  Martin, room  N 11-059,  extension  the capital-output ratio varies positively  to the government  budget - that is, net
39065  (56 pages).  with the level of per capita income,  there  income  from profit  taxes after subtracting
is little support for the view that capital  subsidies-has  increasedduringthe  tran-
fundamentalism,  should  guide the agenda  sition in Czechoslovakia  and Poland and
1285. Capital  Fundamentalism,  for research and policy  advice.  Extending  has not  changed  substantially  in Hungary.
Economic Development,  standard growth accounting  procedures  to  Afterreexamining  the data, Barbone  and
and  Economic Growth  abroad sampleof 105  countries,  theyfind:  Marchetti argue that although the fiscal
* Differencesincapital-per-personex-  crisis is certainly structural,  the  main
Robert  G.  King  and Ross  Levine  plain few  ofthe differences  in output-per-  blameshould  beattributedtotheexplosion
(April  1994)  person across countries.  in  spending (especially  social spending)
a  Growth  in capital stocks  account for  rather than to the crisis in revenues.
Should our research  and policy advice  be  little of output growth across countries.  Many of the social  costs of adjustment
guided by a modem  uersion  ofcapital fun-  *  The ratio of investment to GDP is  were previously hidden within the state-
damentalism, in which capital  and  invest-  strongly and robustly associated  with eco-  owned enterprises system. These social
ment are viewed  as the primary determi-  nomnic  growth -but  there is more reason  costs include unemploymentbenefits  and
nants ofeconomic  deuelopment  and long-  to believe that  economic  growth causes  the cost  ofsupporting-  through pensions
run growth? No.  Capital accumulation  investment and savings than that invest-  or social  assistance-the  people  displaced
seems to be  part of theprocess  of economic  ment and savings cause economic  growth.  from  the work  force  by the transformation.
development, not its igniting source.  This paper - a product of the Finance  It is important to continue reforming
and Private Sector  Development  Division,  the tax system and tax administration -
Few  economic  ideas are as intuitive as the  Policy  Research Department - is part of  to deal with the widespread  hiding of  prof-
notion that increasing investment is the  a larger effort in the department to  under-  its and cheating on taxes - but all three
best wayto raise future output. This idea  stand the role of savings in economic  de-  countries alreadyhave relatively  high  lev-
was the basis for the theory of "capital  velopment. The study was funded by the  els of taxation. Society  in the three coun-
fundamentalism."  Bank's Research Support Budget under  tries  may not be willing to provide the
Underthisview,differences in national  the research project"Patterns ofGrowth"  resources required to support or extend
stocks  of capital were the primary deter-  (RPO 678-26).  Copies of this paper are  current spending levels.
minants ofdifferences  in levels  ofnational  available  free  from the  World  Bank,  This paper - a product of the Country
product.  Capital fimdamentalists viewed  1818 H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC  Operations Division,  Europe and Central
capital accumulation  as central to  increas-  20433. Please contact Paulina  Sintim-  Asia, Country Department II - is part of
ing the rate ofeconomic  growth.  Evidence  Aboagye,  room N9-059, extension 37644  a larger effort in the region to draw cross-
to support this view was based mostly  on  (47 pages).  country  lessons  on the issues raised by  the42  Policy Research Working Paper Series
economic  transformation orformersocial-  when they repeatedly do so. Ultimately,  desirable second-best  policy,  one that al-
ist economies. Copies of the paper are  private agents react so quickly and with  most all developing  countries endorse.
available free from the World  Bank, 1818  such sophistication thateven small fiscal  Butexperiencesuggeststhat, except  in
H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  gaps-orothershocks-produceprecipi-  telecommunications,  full cost recovery  is
lPlease  contact Sahra  Harbi, room H11-  tous declines in money demand.  more  the exception  than the rule. Financ-
121,  extension 37143 (34 pages).  Overtime,privateagentslearntoantici-  ing remains  inadequate.  The  political
pate  the  relationship  between  unstable  economy of tariff setting  is an  important
inflation  and monetary  policy  and progres-  element in low and improperly  designed
1287. Unstable Inflation  sively reduce  their real monetary  balance.  user charges, infrequent adjustments for
and Seignorage Revenues in Latin  In the end, the optimal  inflation  rate tends  inflation, and poor enforcement.
America: How Many Times Can  toward  its steady-state  value,  as Friedman  Such sectors  as water, power,  and trans-
the Government Fool People?  found 20 years ago.  port drain funds from the  treasury, al-
Morisset develops a  small  dynamic  though their impact varies from sector to
Jacques Morisset  model to stylize these  facts and applies it  sector.  When it  is difficult to get  budget
(April  1994)  to Argentina.  transfers  to materialize  - especially dur-
This paper - a product of the Country  ing a fiscal  crisis  - there is often  a reduc-
Governments adopt  monetary policies  Operations Division,  Latin America and  tion in nonwage  operations and  mainte-
known to  be unsustainable  in the long  run  the Caribbean,  Country Department  IV  - nance expenditures. As a result, services
because,  in the short terrn,  they can fool  is part of a larger effort in the region to  deteriorate.
peopleandtherefore  rnaximizeseignorage  understand inflation  and monetarypolicies  The private provision  of infrastructure
reuenues.  But over  time, this strategy  back-  in Latin American  countries.  Copies  ofthe  services is often suggested as an alterna-
fires as priuate agents learn to anticipate  paper are available free from the World  tive. The private provision  of  services can
the relationship  between  unstable  inflation  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  Washington,  DC  certainly reduce  the public  sector's  financ-
and rnonetary policy and progressively  20433. Please contact Dorothy Jenkins,  ing requirement. For infrastructure ser-
reduce  their real monetary balances.  room  Q7-082,  extension  37890  (16 pages).  vices  forwhich  technological  advances  have
made  competition possible, the  market
In the past 20 years, high and extremely  system could ensure efficient  private pro-
volatile inflation rates in Latin  America  1288. The Public Finance of  vision of services,  which would  be a relief
have generally been associated with un-  Infrastructure: Issues and Options  to the public  sector. But for services that
stable monetary policies  and the (tempo-  require a single provider  to achieve  econo-
rary) use of inflationary revenues to fi-  Vinasa  Swaroop  mies of scale  and similar  benefits,  the pri-
nance fiscal deficits.  (April 1994)  vate provision of services will work only if
There  seems  to be a consensus  thathigh  an appropriate rate of  return is assured -
inflation is bad for  economic  development  Because it  is  difficult  to  raise fiunds  and only  if user charges  cover  costs.
and growth, so it is unclear why govern-  through general taxes, self-financing of  This paper - a product of the Public
ments have adopted unstable monetary  publicly provided infrastructure services  Economics  Division,  Policy  Research De-
policies they have known to be unsus-  isadesirablesecond-bestpolicy-onethat  partment-is  part of  a largereffort in the
tainable in the long run.  almost all developing countries endorse.  department to analyze  methods of financ-
Morisset argues that  Latin American  But the experience  ofdeueloping  countries  ingand pricing  infrastructure.  Copies  ofthe
governments  have followed  unstable mon-  suggests that,  except in telecommunica-  paper are available free from the World
etary policiesprincipallyto  maximize  their  tions, full cost recovery  is more  the excep-  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  Washington,  DC
inflationaryrevenues.  Explanationsbased  tion than the rule. The private provision  20433.  Please contact  Carlina Jones, room
on irrationality or on institutional and po-  of infrastructure,  an often-suggested  alter-  N1O-063,  extension  37754  (27  pages).
litical shocks  (a recent trend in the litera-  natiue, will work only if an appropriate
ture) are only  partiallyconvincing,  he says.  rate ofreturn  is assured -and  only if user
A government maximizes inflationary  charges  cover costs.  1289. A Fiscal Needs  Approach
revenues by adopting  temporary unstable  to Equalization Transfers in a
monetary policies  because people tend to  Using economic  principles, Swaroop  pro-  Decentralized Federation
revise  their expectations  (slower)  faster in  vides criteria for  financing  infrastructure
periods of (dec-)  accelerating inflation as  services  where consumption-related  user  Anwar  Shah
the cost of collecting  information (rises)  charges can be levied effectively.  (April  1994)
falls compared  with other welfare losses.  n light of  the suggested  criteria,  Swaroop
When  therate ofinflationisrelatively  high,  examines the  experience of developing  Asimpleframeworkforobjectively  review-
a  restrictive monetary policy is imple-  countries  in financing  publicly  provided  in-  ingaggregateandsectoralpublicspending,
mented so people can reconstitute mon-  frastructure services in transport (road),  assessing  the fiscal needs of subna-tional
etary balances.  When the inflation rate is  water, telecommunications,  and power.  governments,  and determining  fiscal
low, an  expansive monetary  policy is  In developing countries, most infra-  equalization  transfers to  over-  comefis-
adoptedtoconfiscateexisdng  realbalanoes.  structure is provided  by the public  sector,  cal inefficiencies  and regional fiscal ineq-
Governments  may  appear for  some  time  although the private sector has become  uites in a decentralized  federation.
to succeed  in fooling people, by adopting  increasingly involved.  Because  it is diffi-
temporary reforms and restoring confi-  cult to raise funds through general taxes,  Shah reviews the conceptual  basis for fis-
dence, but their reputation  is damaged  self-financing  of these services  remains a  cal equalization transfers, analyzes thePolicy Research  Working  Paper  Series  43
theoretical implications for  optimal design  an oil stabilization  fund.  Using such  in-  the-counter  options  and  long-dated
of equalization  transfers,  and  suggests  struments  would decrease the  probability  Awaps). They also find that  an oil stabili-
quantitative  approaches  for assessing  the  that the stabilizationt fund  would run out  zation  fund should  be  complemented  by
fiscal needs  of subnational  governments  of funds,  and  the fund  could  be signifi-  using  market-based  risk  management
and  determining  their  entitlement  to  cantly smaller.  tools. The oil stabili7ation  fund could then
equalization  Lransfers.  be  used  to  manage  any  remnaining
Shah  illustrates  proposed methods  us-  The Venezuelan government  and PDVSA  interperiod  oil price risk to the exteAnt  con-
ing data ror local and provincial Canadian  (Venezuela's state  oil companies) are both  sidered  necessary.
governments.  The  proposed  methods  exposed to oil price instability.  Given the  This paper  - a joint  product of the In-
could be useful  tools, he says,  ror under-  existing  tax  structure,  PDVSA  has  a  ternational  Trade  Division, International
taking  systematic  objective  reviews  of  higher  exposure  than  the  government,  Economics Department,  and the  Finance
aggregate  and sectoral publicspendingin  especially when prices drop below $18-20  and  Private  Sector Development  Group,
developing countries.  a barrel.  Europe and Central  Asia/Middle East and
Shah argues that in a decentralized  fed-  Claessens  and  Varangis  show that  the  North  Africa Regions Technical  l)cpart-
eration,  fiscal inefficiencies and inequities  volatilityofpricesforcrudeoilishigher(but  ment  - is part  of a  larger  effort  in the
arise because ofaubnational  governments'  not  significantly)  than  the  volatility  of  Bank  to study  how developing  countries
differing levels of ability to provide compa-  prices for refined  oil products.  And both  can better  manage  commodity price risk.
rable  public  services  at  comparable  tax  prices are highlycorrelated.  So, there is not  Copies of the paper are available free from
rates.  much strength  to the argument  that  Ven-  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,
Fiscal  equalization  transfers  that  re-  ezuela,  being now mainly  an  exporter  of  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact
duce or eliminate  differentials  in net fie-  refined products, faces less volatility than  Dswn Gustafson,  room R2-092, extension
cal benefits  create a rare instance  in eco-  when it was exporting  mainly crude oil.  33714 (52 pages).
nomics when considerations  ofequity  and  The basis risk for hedging Venezuelan
efficiency coincide. These transfers  must  crude oil was found to be higher  than  for
allow fordifferences in thespendingneeds  other crudes of comparable quality  in the  1291.  A Survey of  Viet  Nam's Legal
and revenue-raising  abilities  of the vari-  region. One explanation  could be the pric-  Framework in Transition
ous subnational  governments.  ing policies  Venezuela follows,  which leads
Shah  argues  for a two-tiered  approach  Venezuelan crude oil prices to deviate for  Natalie G. Lichtenstein
to equalization.  The first  tier  would be a  long  periods  from  international  prices.  (April 1994)
federal responsibility  to equalize the bur-  The basis risk in Venezuelan refined prod-
den of federal taxes.  ucts is much lower and at acceptable  lev-  A survey of the laws and decrees that Viet
The second tier  would be  an interpro-  els for doing risk management.  Nam has begun to enact in company law,
vincial  equalization  fund  to be adminis-  The  issue  of liquidity  in the  hedging  contract law, banking  law, laws on foreign
tered by the Council of Provincial Finance  markets  is crucial, as Venezuela  is a ma-  inuestnent,  and  other priority areas.
Ministers.  It would entail  a comprehen-  jor oil producer.  Oil futures  and  options
sive equalization  system  that  takes  into  markets  are  liquid,  but  the  liquidity  is  Viet  Nam  is  trying  to  preserve  its
account prov incial fiscal capacities as well  concentrated  in  contracts  for periods  of  sociopolitical system while moving gradu-
as  provincial  spending  needs.  The stan-  less than  a year. For products, the liquid-  ally toward a different  economic system,
dard of equalization  would be negotiated.  ity  is  concentrated  in  the  nearest  4-5  recognizing that  law is a valuable  instru-
This  paper  - a product  of the  Public  months.  So, for short-term  hedges  (6-9  ment  for effecting orderly change.
Economics Division, Policy Research  De-  months  ahead),  there  is sufficient liquid-  It has  begun  to enact  the laws and de-
partment  - is part ofa larger effort in the  ity for Venezuela  to hedge  a substantial  crees  needed  in  such  areas  as company
department  to develop tools for analyzing  part ofits exports. For longer-term hedges,  law, contract  law, banking  law, and, es-
public expenditures  and policies to reform  the  over-the-counter  market  is the  more  pecially, laws on foreign investment.  Fur-
fiscal  systems  in  developing  countries.  appropriate  vehicle. In either case, it will  ther progress toward a market system will
Copies ofthe paper are available free from  not usually be the case that all production  require  more  legislative  activity.
the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,  or exports  should be hedged.  Lichtenstein  highlights  four areas of spe-
Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Claessens  and Varangis  also examined  cial priority:
Carlina  Jones,  room N10-063, extension  the issue of an oil stabilization  fund. For  *  Thoroughly  implementing  the  new
37754 (35 pages).  an  oil stabilization  fumd to be  effective,  land law, by issuing detailed  regulations
several  preconditions  must  be met. Most  to  "marketize"  the  leasehold  system,
notably: oil prices should not follow a ran-  clarify land-use  rights in liquidating state
1290.  Oil Price Instability, Hedging,  dom walk; financial  markets  are  incom-  enterprises  or making them corporations,
and an Oil Stabilization  Fund:  plete; and there  are  large  adjustment  and establish a finn basis for mortgage
The Case of Venezuela  costs. These conditions do likely apply in  financing.
Venez.uela.  *  Deepening  state  enterprise  reform
Stijn Claessens and Panos Varangis  Venezuela's  best  strategy  would be to  through  a new legal framework  for state
(April 1994)  remove as much short-term  oil price risk  enterprises, to be establishet.  under  a re-
as possible by using short-dated  hedging  vised company law, to permit state  enter-
Venezuela  could  use  market-based  risk  instruments  (such as futures,  options, or  prises  to operate  under the  same frame-
management  instruments  to reduce short-  short-dated  swaps)  and  to also do some  work as nonstate  enterprises.  This should
run  risk on oil prices and  to complement  longer term  hedging  (using  mainly over-  be accompanied by a new state  enterprise44  Policy Research  Working  Paper Series
law  and regulations  for the  state's  man-  ticularly  wide for business  and consumer  1293.  Product  Standards,  Imperfect
agement  of its shares  in enterprises.  services. Transport  and publicly provided  Competition,  and  Completion  of
*  Revising the  framework  of company  services are comparable to, or higher than,  the  Market  in the  European  Union
law and foreign investment  law to imple-  thosE in other countries.
ment  and  expand  pilot corporatizations.  Traditionally,  the  Marxist  doctrine  of  Glenn Harrison, Thomas Rutherford.
*  Finalizingthecivilcodeand  commer-  socialist  economies  has  labeled  services  and David  Tanrr
cial  law to provide rules  of the game for  "nonproductive." And there  is continuing  (April 1994)
everyday  business  transactions  and  for  evidence  that  national  policies in  these
resolution ofthe disputes that will inevita-  countries  favor producers  of goods over  Modeling the static and steady-state effects
bly result  from them.  producers  of services.  In  Russia,  for ex-  on trade,production, and market structure
Other areas less far-reaching in impact  ample, there was until  recently  a 25 per-  of completion of the European  Union's in-
but important  for market development in-  cent ceiling  on  trade  margins  for some  ternal market.
cluderegulationstoimplementbankruptcy  products, and the enterprise  profits taxis
law, competition law, and securities  law.  higher for producers  of services than  for  Harrison,  Rutherford,  and Tarr  model the
In addition, Lichtenstein  notes the need  producers  of goods. Also, coefficients for  static  and  steady-state  effects  on trade,
to guard against  separate legal regimes for  real estate  lease payments  are sometimes  production,  and  market  structure  of
state  enterprises,  noustate  enterprises,  higher for service firms.  completion ofthe European  Union's (EU's)
and  foreign-invested  enterprises,  as this  It will be important  for Russia and  the  internal  market.
would interfere  with efficient competition  other  former  Soviet states  to identify  a  The impetus  for change comes from the
among enterprises  with different  owner-  policyagendatofacilitatetherapidexpan-  removal  of border  costs and  the  costs of
ship structures.  sion of services. The policy agenda should  producing to different  national standards.
ltisalsoimportanttocoordinateforeign  entail  legal,  economic, and  institutional  It  also  comes from  consumers'  greater
legal assistance  and to accommodate Viet  changes  to  eliminate  the  current  bias  ability to substitute  among the  products
Nam's  legal  traditions  and  preferences,  against  services, so that  service firms can  of producers  in  different  EU  countries,
especially  in such  areas  as dispute  reso-  operPte on a level playing field. It should  once the European  Union adopts  its pro-
lution.  also include proactive programs  to stimu-  gram on standards.
This paper - a product ofthe East Asia  late a rapid increase in the level of service  In the  analysis  of the  static  scenario,
and Pacific Division, Legal Department-  activity.  removing  border  costs  and  the  costs  of
is partofalargereffortin  the department  Appropriate  measures  may include:  supply-side standards  improves the wel-
to share  with interested  parties  legal re-  *  Changes  in the  tax law, the  regula-  fare  of EU  countries  by only about  0.5
search  done  as part  of the department's  tory framework,  and  other  economic in-  percent  of  GDP.  Results  vary  greatly
operational  work. Copies ofthe paper  are  centives.  across  the  countries  of  the  European
available  free from the World Bank, 1818  *  Government  programs  to accelerate  Union, however, because the benefits to a
H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.  private  sector  development  and  the  country  are  roughly  proportional  to its
Please contact  Malini Rangarajan,  room  privatization  of government  distribution  share of intra-EU  trade  in its  GDP. This
MC6-367, extension  81710 (61 pages).  and service activities.  is the  first  model to identify  these coun-
a Training  for enterprise  employees to  try  differences  because  of  the  greater
facilitate theirtransfer  from  production to  country disaggregation.
1292. Services  as a Major Source  service activities.  The additional effect  of the program of
of Growth  in Russia  and  Other  *  Action to support  the  orderly devel-  standards  on consumer  demand  elastici-
Former  Soviet  States  opment of input  and  output  markets.  ties increases the competition and reduces
a  Creationofamodernbanking  system  markups  in  imperfectly  competitive  in-
William  Easterly, Martha de Melo,  that  -ill  use  appropriate  criteria  to pro-  dustries. Then there  are additional  gains
and Gur Ofer  vide credit to service enterprises.  from rationalization,  as well as consumer
(April 1994)  *  Consideration  ofservice activities  as  efficiency  gains in imperfectly competitive
priorities for international  technical assis-  sectors, that  result  in an  increase  in the
Russia and  the other former  Soviet states  tance and  direct foreign investment.  estimated  gains  to  about  1.2 percent  of
have little experience withpriuate  services  This paper  - a product of the  Transi-  GDP (again with wide differences  across
and  a historically  negative view of their  tion Economies Division, Policy Research  EU countries).
roL in the economy. A good argument  can  Department  - is part of a larger  effort in  The steady-state  results  let the capital
be made for the international community's  the  department  to address  issues  of eco-  stock in each  country  adjust  to its  new
strong involuement  in services.  nomic reform  and  growth  in the  former  higherequilibriumvalue,whichactsasan
socialist countries.  The study was funded  additional endowment ofcapital,  allowing
Private  services could contribute  greatly  by the  Banlks Research Support  Budget  the European  Union to produce a higher
toeconomicgrowthinRussiaandtheother  under  research  project  "Business  and  levelofincome. The gainsto  the European
former Sovietatates. Easterly, de Melo, and  Consumer  Services i  the  Former  Soviet  Union then  rise  to about  2.6  percent  of
Ofer use econometric  analysis  to identify  Union" (RPO 677-43). Copies of this  pa-  GDP.
the gap between  expected and actual  lev-  per  are  available  free  from  the  World  This paper  - a product of the Interna-
els of service activities  in these countries  Bank, 1818HStreetNW,  Washington, DC  tional Trade  Division, International  Eco-
and  simulate  the  effect on GDP and em-  20433. Please contact Chris Rollison, room  nomics Department  - is part  of a larger
ployment ofdlosing the gap. The gapis par-  N11-029, extension  84768(64  pagee).  effort  in  the  department  to  assess  thePolicy Research Working Paper Series  45
impact  of changes  in the  global trading  bar the rest of the  population from active  Boccara analyzes  the  fiscal policy of pri-
environment on developing countries. The  participation,  without  actually  denying  mary commodity exporters.
study was funded by the Bank's Research  their  citizenship.  (This social structure  is  After the initial boom in fiscal spending
Support  Budget  under  the  research  beginning  to change.)  that  accompanies a commodity boom, he
project "The Impact of EC 1992 and Trade  The president  of the  country has great  asks, why do commodity-exporting  coun-
Integration  in  Selected  Mediterranean  leeway in setting and implementing regu-  tries  tend  to maintain  higher  spending
Countries"  (RPO 675-64). Copies of this  lations, so the elite group associated  with  levels despite a drop in commodity prices?
paper are  available  free from the  World  the presidentcan  unilaterally  modify tele-  He identifies  three factors that  might  ex-
Bank, 1818 HStreetNW,  Washington, DC  communications  policy  in  a  way  that  plain  the  tendency: a  pressure  (from po-
20433. Please  contact  Nellie Artis, room  serves  its  interests.  Those  in control  of  litical constituents,  for example)  to keep
R2-015, extension  38010 (42 pages,  plus  PLDT  find  investing  in  the  company's  spending, the difficulty of reversing policy
46 pages of appendices).  highly capital-intensive  facilities  risky if  (or  disinvesting  - the  costs  of  firing
they  are  not connected to the president's  people, forexample), and the effects oflim-
circle. As a result,  the government  has an  ited indebtedness,  or credit-rationing  con-
1294.  Regulations, Institutions,  incentive  to  redistribute  quasi-rents  straints.
and Economic Performance:  through  regulatory  mechanisms.  This  Fiscal  policy must  be  developed  with
The Political Economy of the  imposes a strong"political  business cycle"  these three  factors in mind.
Philippines' Telecommunications  on  PLDTs  growth  pattern:  Investment  Using a fiscal policy optimizing  model,
Sector  rises  only in the early years  of "friendly"  Boccara examines evidence for the exist-
administrations  and  remains  low at  all  ence of these  three  factors.  He uses  the
Hadi Salehi Esfahani  other  times.  Esfahani  establishes  thjj  model's  unconstrained  and  constrained
(April  1994)  relationship  by empirical  analysis.  Euler equations  to estimate  the Lagrange
Despite  the  failure  of cyclical  invest-  multipliers  associated  with  the  limited
The private delivery ofinfrastructure  can  ment, no attempt  has been made to relbrm  indebtedness  constraint.  The  empirical
fail in the a bsence of adequate background  the regulatory  system because most solu-  work is done using data from Africa's franc
institutions,  which may need to be fostered  tions require an institutional  commitment  zone countries.
before  a credible regulatory system can be  to a set  of rules  and  procedures  that  are  The  persistence  of pressure  to spend
put in place.  either  infeasible or contrary  to the  inter-  may  not  play  an  important  role,  says
ests  of the  elite. Certain  reforms are  be-  Boccara. Moreimportantinexplainingthe
Esfahani addresses  the puzzle of sluggish  coming increasingly  feasible, however, as  tendency  to maintain  spending  levels af-
investment  in the  Philippines'  dominant  a new middle class develops and elite  al-  ter  a commodity boom ends  are  liquidity
telecommunications  firm,  PLDT.  This  liances  shift.  constraints  and  the costs of policy rever-
case  allows  a  study  of  the  underlying  This paper  - a product of the Finance  sal.
causes of success or failure in a privately  and Private  Sector Development Division,  This paper  is a product of the Country
owned infrastructure  sector in a develop-  Policy Research Department  - is part of  Operations  Division, Africa - Sahelian
in;  country.  a larger  regulatory  research  effort in the  Department.  Copies  ofthe paper are avail-
Since its inception, PLDThas  been pri-  department.Thestudywasfunded  bythe  able free from the  World Bank,  1818 H
vately owned and has had direct access to  BanKls Research  Support  Budget  under  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.
international  capital markets.  Butits  ser-  the  research  project 'Regulations,  Insti-  Please  contact  Mather  Pfeiffenberger,
vices have been  deficient,  in quality  and  tutions,  and  Economic Efficiency" (RPO  room J9-261, extension 34963 (39 pages).
quantity,  since the early  1960s.  676-94). Copies ofthis paper are available
Using  a  transaction  costs  approach,  free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street
Esfahani  hypothesizes  that  contracting  NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  1296.  Eamings-Related  Mandatory
problems between various  economic play-  tact  Bill Moore, room N9-055, extension  Pensions:  Concepts  for Design
ers  are  important  determinants  of ob-  35261(78  pages).
served outcomes. Pwor  services are attrib-  Salvador  Vald4s-Prieto
uted to factors  that  impede  implementa-  (April 1994)
tionofperformance-improving  implicitor  1295. Why Higher Fiscal Spending
explicit  contracts,  incruding  regulatory  Persists  When  a Boom  in Primary  The relative merits and drawbacks ofvari-
rules  and regulations.  Commodities  Ends  ous  options  for  insurance  design,
After  reviewing  PLDT's  responses  to  privatization,  and degree of public fund-
events  in the  last  six decades,  Esfahani  Bruno Boccara  ing in the design of mandatory  earnings-
demonstrates  that  the  problem  can  be  (April 1994)  relatedpensions.
traced to lackofcommitmentto  regulatory
policies beyond the term  of each adminis-  After  the  initial  boom in fiscal spending  Valdes-Prieto  offers a framework  for eco-
tration  - because  a relatively  weak leg-  that accompanies a commodity boom, why  nomic policy on mandatory  earnings-re-
islature  and judiciary  are  dominated  by  do commodity-exporting  countries tend to  lated  pensions.
the executive branch. This system of gov-  mnaintain higher spending levels despite a  He does not discuss the gains and losses
ernance  is linked to the nature  of Philip-  drop  in  commodity  prices? Probably  be-  from mandating  insurance  and  savings,
pine society: a small elite engaged in com-  causeofliquidityconstraintsandthecosts  nor the  use of this  policy as a vehicle for
petitive politics among themselves tries to  of policy  reversal.  income redistribution.  Instead, he concen-46  Policy Research Working Paper Series
trates on areas that are less well under-  1297.  How Relative Prices Affect  the sectoral composition  of manufactur-
stood:  the microeconomics,  the macroeco-  Fuel Use Patterns  in  ing, since input composition  varies and
nomics,  and the political  economy  of man-  Manufacturing: Plant-Level  some sectors have little flexibility.
datory pensions. Hiis  analysis focuses  on  Evidence from Chile  This paper is a  product of the Public
three  main  areas:  insurance  design,  Economics  Division,  Policy Research De-
privatization, and degree of funding. In  Charles  C. Guo  and  James  R. Tybout  partment.  The study was funded by the
each area, he provides a checklist of de-  (May  1994)  Bank's Research Support Budget under
sign issues,  drawn  from international  the  xesearch project "Pollution and  the
experience  and economic  analysis.  Fuel taxes will induce fuel substitution  Choice  of Economic  Policy  Instruments in
For insurance, there  are  two sets  of  and reductions in  pollution. But evidence  Developing Countries"  (RPO 676-48).
choices: between flat actuarial factor or  from manufacturing firms in Chile sug-  Copies  ofthis paper are available  free from
individual actuarial factor and between  gests that the response  will be very uneuen  the  World Bank,  1818 H Street  NW,
definedbenefitordefinedcontribution(in  - and that the costs of adjustment may  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact
the sense or financial guarantee).  be borne  more  by some  sectors  and types  of  Carlina Jones, room N1O-063,  extension
For privatization, the essential choices  producers  than others.  37754  (38 pages).
are between private or nationalized pro-
vision, and between private or national  Some economists  have urged reliance on
demand.  fuel taxes and other fiscal incentives to  1298. Capital Goods Imports,
For funding, the choices are between  reduce  air pollution  in semi-industrialized  the  Real Exchange  Rate,
funding or not funding, and between ap-  countries. They argue that policies that  and  the  Current Account
parent funding or pay-as-you-go  financ-  ac on relative prices are easier to  enforce
ing.  than those based on emission  monitoring,  Luis  Serven
Some combinations can be discarded.  create less  misallocation  of  resources,  and  (May  1994)
Privatization  should not be combined  with  are relatively free of  the rent-seeking and
flat actuarial factors,  forexample,  because  corruption that  accompany regulations  Capital  goods account  for a major share
private suppliers will compete for access  administered at the plant level.  of international  trade,  yet trade in capital
to rents that accrue to workers who are  To be effective, however, fuel-specific  goods is typically  ignored  in conventional
awarded implicit subsidies. Privatization  taxes and subsidies must inspire manu-  macroeconomic  models  of open  economies.
is compatible  with apparent funding, but  facturers to significantly adjust their in-  As a consequence,  such models may pro-
not withpay-as-you-go  financing,  because  put use as relative prices change. More-  vide an incomplete  - and misleading  -
in the latter there are no funds to invest  over,  these policies  must not create politi-  assessment  ofthe macroeconomic  effects  of
in the capital market.  cally  unacceptable income  redistribution.  policy changes and external shocks.
The policy  choice  is ultimately between  Guo and Tybout shed light on both is-
two coherent designs whose relative ad-  sues by analyzing  detailed panel data on  Conventional aggregate models of open
vantages  and drawbacks Valdds-Prieto  Chilean manufacturing plants.  economies  typically  rule out trade in capi-
discusses:  Overall, their estimates  suggest that  tal goods.  But capital goods  account  for a
A  an  individual actuarial  factor with  there is substantial scope for  fuel taxes to  major share of world  trade. In 1990,  they
privatized production and demand, with  encourage fuel substitution, but that the  represented more than 40 percent of U.S.
risk explicitly  allocated to pensions, and  response will be very uneven - not only  merchandise exports and more than  30
with partial funding.  across  sectors but across producers of  dif-  percent of its imports. In the same year,
- Oraflat actuarial factor  coupled  with  ferent  sizes.  Although  Eskeland  and  capital goods imports represented an av-
nationalized  production, pay-as-you-go  Jimenez (1990)  may be correct  in arguing  erage of roughly 30 percent of total im-
financing,  and statutory promises  offixed  that fiscal incentives are easier to imple-  ports  for 82 industrial  and  developing
real pensions (defined  benefit).  ment than are direct emission controls,  countries, and almost 9 percent of their
This  paper  - a  product  of  the  the costsofadjustmentare likelytobe con-  GDP.
Macroeconomic  and  Growth  Division,  centrated fairly narrowly for some fuels.  Serven shows that the presence of im-
Policy  Research Department - is part of  The authors  found bakeries,  for ex-  ported capital goods  greatly changes the
a larger effort  in the department to under-  ample, to be very responsive to changes  short- and long-run effects of macroeco-
stand the underpinnings of old-age secu-  in the relative prices of alternative fuels.  nomic  policies  and external shocks  on key
rity systems.  The study was funded by  the  By contrast,  energy demand  in  metal  macroeconomic  variables. Using a ratio-
Bank's Research Support Budget under  products  plants appears to be very insen-  nal-expectations aggregate  model with
the research project "Old  Age Income  Se-  sitive to relative prices, no matter what  intertemporally  optimizing agents and
curity Report" (RPO 677-45).  A previous  estimates  are  used.  Meatpackers fall  with trade in both consumption  and capi-
version of the paper appeared under the  somewhere  between the two  -with  little  tal goods,  he finds that the long-run  equi-
title  'State  Pensions: Concepts for Re-  price responsiveness  in  electricity de-  librium of the economy  displays a nega-
form."  Copies  of this paper are available  mand, but more  in the demand for  energy  tive relationship  between the  real  ex-
free  from the World  Bank, 1818  H Street  from other sources, especially if coher-  change rate and real output - that is, a
NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con-  ency-constrained  figures are used.  real appreciation is associated with an
tact Hoda  Rizkalla,  room N11-041,  exten-  It seems that  the effects of fuel taxes  increase in long-run output and the capi-
sion 84766 (58  pages).  would depend in significant measure on  tal stock. With investment subject to ad-Policy Research  Working  Paper  Series  47
justment  costs, the response  to unantici-  The model is forward-looking in that the  type  economies:  a  neoclassical  full-em-
pated permanent  disturbances  involves a  economy's short-run  equilibrium depends  ployment  benchmark,  with  intertempo-
changing  real exchange  raLe and  a  non-  on current  and  anticipated  future  values  rallyoptimizingconsumers  andfirmsand
zero current  account.  of all exogenous variables,  and  displays  instant  clearing  of asset,  goods, and  fac-
Serven  analyzes  the  macroeconomic  hysteresis  (that  is,  its  long-run  equilib-  tor markets;  a full-employment  case with
consequences  of changes  in fiscal policy  riurn is path-dependent).  partly  liquidity-constrained  consumers
and oftransfers  ofwealth  from abroad. He  Using parameters  for a representative  and investors; and a Keynesian economy,
shows that  both  have well-defined  long-  open economy, the  model is simulated  to  with liquidity constraints  and wage rigid-
run  effects on the  capital  stock  and  real  compare  the dynamic effects of increases  ity, which results  in transitory  deviations
output.  Fiscal expansion,  in particular,  in public spending  financed  by taxation,  from full employment.
may have a long-run crowding-in effect on  debt,  and  money.  The results  illustrate  Using parameters  for a representative
investment,  four points:  open economy, they simulate  the model to
By contrast,  the impact of disturbances  *  Both permanent  and transitory  dis-  compare  the  dynamic  effects  of foreign
on  the  current  account  is  ambiguous.  turbances  cause changes in long-run out-  transfers,  a terms-of-trade  windfall in the
Serven shows that it depends critically on  put and capacity.  form of a lower price for an imported  pro-
the degree of intertemporal  substitutabil-  *  Transitory  and  permanent  shocks  duction input, and a decline in the foreign
ity in both consumption  and investment  may have opposite effects on the current  real interest  rate.
- with the  latter  measured  by the  mag-  account.  They  contrast  the  roles  of Keynesian
nitude  of investment  adjustment  costs.  *  Liquidity  constraints  and  wage  ri-  and  neoclassical  factors  in determining
This paper - a product of the Macroeco-  gidities tend to amplify the cyclical adjust,  the  dynamic  adjustment  to  shocks,  by
nomics and  Growth Division, Policy Re-  ment to fiscal policy changes.  analyzing  the effects of permanentJtran-
search  Department  - is part of a larger  *  The Keynesian economy's response to  sitory and anticipated/unanticipated  dis-
effort in the department  to understand  the  fiscal shocks depends critically on the way  turbances  iri the  three  prototype  econo-
effects of macroeconomic policies and ex-  the  budget  is  financed:  money-financed  mies.  The  results  illustrate  three  main
ternal  shocks.  Copies  of the  paper  are  fiscal expansion causes real depreciation;  points:
available  free from the World Bank, 1818  non-money-financed  fiscal  expansion  *  Both permanent  and  transitory  dis-
H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  causes appreciation.  turbances  ca  se changes  in long-run  ca-
Please  contact  Emily  Khine,  room  Nll-  This paper-a  productof the Macroeco-  pacity and  output.
061, extension  37471 (28 pages).  nomics and  Growth Division,  Policy Re-  *  Transitory  and  permanent  shocks
search  Department  - is part  of a larger  may have opposite  effects on the current
effort  in  the  department  to  model  account.  In  particular,  a  permanent  in-
1299.  Fiscal  Policy  in Classical  macroeconomic adjustment  in open econo-  crease in foreign transfers  ora  permanent
and Keynesian Open Economies  mies. Copies ofthe paper are available free  terms-of-trade  windfall result  in a current
from the World Bank,  1818 H Street  NW,  account deficit;  if temporary,  they cause
Klaus Schmidt-Hebbel  and Luis Serven  Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  a surplus.
(May 1994)  Emily  Khine,  room  NIl-061,  extension  * Liquidity  constraints  and  wage ri-
37471 (47 pages).  gidities tend to amplify the cyclical adjust-
In this  model  of classical and  Keynesian  ment to external  shocks.
open economies, both  penrnanent and tran-  This  paper  - a  product  of  the
sitorydisturbancescausechangesinlong-  1300.  Dynamic Response  Macroeconomics  and  Growth  Division,
run output and capacity-and  transitory  to  External Shocks in Classical  Policy Research Department  - is part of
andpermanent  shocks may have opposite  and Keynesian Economies  a larger  effort in the department  to model
effects  on  the  current  account.  In  the  macroeconomic adjustment  in open econo-
Keynesian economy, money-financed fiscal  Klaus Schmlidt-Hebbel  and Luis Serven  mies. Copies ofthe paper areavailablefiee
expansion causes real exchange rate depre-  (May  1994)  from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW,
ciation;  and  non-money-filnanced  fiscal  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact
expansion,  appreciation.  Transitory  and  permanent  shocks  may  Emily  Khine,  room  NIl-061,  extension
haue  opposite effects  on the  current  ac-  37471 (58 pages).
Schmidt-Hebbel  and  Serven analyze  the  count. In particular, an increase in foreign
impact  of fiscal policy changes  in  open  transfers  or a terms-of-trade  windfall.  if
economies, using a rational-expectations  permanent,  can result in a current account
framework  that  nests  two  prototype  deficit. But if temporary, they cause a sur-
economies: a neoclassical full-employment  plus.  Liquidity  constraints  and  wage ri-
benchmark  economy,  with  intertem-  gidities  tend to amplify  the cyclical adjust-
porally  optimizing  consumers  and  firms  ment  to external shocks
and  instant  clearing  of asset,  goods, and
factormarkets;  anda  Keynesian economy,  Schmidt-Hebbel  and  Serven  analyze the
with liquidity constraints  and wage rigid-  impact of three  classes of external  shocks
ity, which results  in transitory  deviations  in open economies, using a rational expec-
from fill employment.  tations framework that  nests three  proto-Volume XIV
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1301. Estimating  the  Health  Effects  and nitrogen dioxide  should also  be a high  Asheim argues that a positive  interest
of Air Pollutants: A Method with an  priority.  rate is not inconsistent with sustainable
Application  to Jakarta  An important consequence  of ambient  development. He  also maintains  that,
lead pollution is a reduction in learning  even in a perfect market economy,  prices
Bart Ostro  abilities for children, measured as I.Q.  may not convey whether investments in
(May  1994)  loss.  Apart from  that, reducing  the propor-  manmade  capital are sufficient  to  compen-
tion of respirable particles can reduce the  sate for the depletion of natural capitail.
How does  one assess  the health benefits  of  amount of illness and premature mortal-  In  particular,  a  non-negative market
airpollution  control? Does-response func-  ity.  value  of net  investment  is not sufficient
Lions  applied to data on Jakarta reveal  Clearly, air pollution represents a sig-  for the present quality oflife  to  be sustain-
that air quality improvements  will reduce  nificant public  health hazard to residents  able. Finally, he emphasizes that public
illness, premature death, and  learning  of Jakarta  and other cities consistently  policy  aimed at sustainable development
disabilities in children. Lead and respi-  exposed  to high levels  of  air pollution,  such  should strengthen the mechanisms for  re-
rable particles are the most important  as Bangkok, Mexico  City, and Santiago,  distribution from  the presentto the future.
problems.  Chile.  This paper - a product of the Public
This paper - a product of the Public  Economics  Division,  Policy  Research De-
Todevelopefficientstrategiesforpollution  Economics  Division,  Policy  Research De-  partment-ispartofa  largereffortinthe
control, it is essential to assess both the  partment-is  partofalargereffort  inthe  department  to  analyze  environmental
costs of  control and the benefits that may  department to analyze the economics  of  problems in a welfare economic  perspec-
result. These benefits will often include  pollution  control in developing  countries.  tive. The study was funded  by the Bank's
improvements  in public  health, including  The study was being funded  by  the Bank's  REesearch  Support Budget under the re-
reductions in both morbidity and prema-  Research Support Budget under the re-  search project "Pollution  and the Choice
ture mortality.  search  project  "Pollution  and the Choice  of  of Economic  Policy  Instruments in Devel-
Until recently, there  has  been little  Economic  Policy  Instrunents  in Develop-  oping  Countries,"(RPO  676-48).  Copies  of
guidance  about how to calculate the ben-  ingCountries"(RPO  67648). Copies  ofthe  this  paper  are available free from the
efits of air pollution controls and how to  paper are available free from the World  World  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  Washing-
use those estimates to assign priorities to  Bank, 1818  H StreetNW, Washington,  DC  ton, DC 20433. Please contact Carlina
different air pollution control strategies.  20433.  Please contact  Carlina Jones, room  Jones, room  N1O-063,  extension  37754  (27
Ostro describes a method for quantifying  NIO-063,  extension 37754  (63  pages).  pages).
the benefits  ofreduced  ambient concentra-
tions of pollutants  (such as  ozone and
particulate matter) typically  found in ur-  1302. Sustainability:  Ethical  1303. Conflict and Cooperation
ban areasworldwide. He then applies the  Foundations and  Economic  in Managing International Water
method  to data on Jakarta,  Indonesia, an  Properties  Resources
area characterized by little wind, high
population  density (8 million  people),  con-  Geir  B.  Asheim  Scott  Barrett
gested roads, and ambient air pollution.  (May  1994)  (May  1994)
The magnitude of the benefits of pollu-
tion control depend on the  level of air pol-  Sustainability  is about intergenerational  Can negotiated treaties ensure that nations
lution, the expected effects on health  ofthe  distribution.  So,  public  policy  aimed  at  which  share  bodies of water share gains
pollutants  (dose-response), the size ofthe  sustainable deuelopment should strength-  from cooperation? Often, but not always -
population  affected,  and  the  economic  enthemechanismsforredistributionfrom  and sometimes  only partly.
value of these  effects.  the present  to the future.
The results for Jakarta  suggest that  Water is often not confined  within terri-
significant benefits result from reducing  Asheim  interprets development  to be sus-  tonal  boundaries so conflicts may arise
exposure to both outdoor and indoor air  tainable if it  involves a nondecreasing  aboutsharedwaterresources.Whensuch
pollutants. For example,  if annual concen-  quality of life. He introduces a concept  of  boundaries lie within a federal state, con-
trations  of particulate  matter  were re-  justice, and shows that  a development  flicts maybe peacefully  and efficiently  re-
duced  to the midpoint  of  the World Health  path must be sustainable to  prevent  injus-  solved under law, and if the states fail to
Organization guideline (and former U.S.  tice.  reach an agreement, the federal govern-
ambient standard), the estimates indicate  He  argues,  and  illustrates  through  ment may impose one.
a reduction per year of 1,400  premature  growth models, that altruism alone does  Similar international conflicts  are more
deaths (with a  range of 900 to 1,900),  not - even in the context of an economi-  difficult to resolve  because  no third party
49,000 emergency room visits,  600,000  cally efficient  market economy  - ensure  has the authority to enforce  an agreement
asthma attacks,  7.6 million restricted-  sustainability. In particular, technologies  among national states, let alone impose
activity  days  (including  work  loss),  with complementarity  between  manmade  one.
124,000  cases of bronchitis in children,  and natural capital represent cases  where  Such  international agreements must be
and 37 million minor respiratory symp-  sustainability need not result. Thus, poli-  self-enforcing. Efficient outcomes may
toms.  cies aimed atecononuc efficiency,  such as  emerge, but are not guaranteed.
In the case ofJakarta, the methodology  internalizing external effects, need not  Intemational law may emphasize the
suggests that reducing exposure to lead  generate sustainable development.  doctrine of "equitable utilization" of wa-52  Policy Research Working Paper Series
ter resources,  but there is no clear defini-  Countries  (RPO  676-48).  Copies  of the  contamination.  He analyzes  key elements
tion of what  this  implies.  paper  are  available  free from the  World  of the environmental  problem, especially
In the Colorado River case, the polluter  Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington, DC  the informal  miner  and the fish economy.
(the United  States)  agreed  to pay  for all  20433. Please contact Carlina Jones, room  Finally, he suggests  a combination ofcom-
the  costs  of  providing  the  downstream  N10-063, extension  37754 (35 pages).  mand and control regulations  and market-
neighbor  (Mexico) with clean water.  based incentives  adapted  to the informal
In  the  Rhine  River  case,  the  down-  gold mining  economic environment.  He
stream  country (the Netherlands)  agreed  1304.  Informal Gold  Mining  emphasizes  the  need  for  an  education
to pay part-but  not all - of the costs of  and  Mercury Pollution in Brazil  campaign  about  the  perils  of using  mer-
cleanup.  cury and  the  availability  of more appro-
In the Colombia River Treaty case, both  Dan Biller  priate.  and  inexpensive,  alternative  ex-
parties  agreed to incur construction  costs  (May 1994)  traction  technologies.
on  their  side  of the  border  and  share  This paper  - a product  of the  Public
evenly  the  gross  (not  the  net)  benefits.  The gold  rush  in  the Amazon  region is  Economics Division, Policy Research De-
This  division  may  well  have  yielded  a  creating serious enuironmenal  problems  partment-  is part of a larger effort in the
smaller  net  benefit to the  United  States  that imperil future  generations.  Mercury  department  to address  environmental  is-
than  unilateral  development  would have,  pollution is a particularly  seriousproblem  sues. Copies ofthe paper are available free
but the United  States ratified  the  treaty.  that should be addressed  through an edu-  from the World Bank,  1818 H Street  NW,
Negotiated  outcomes  need  not  maxi-  cation campaign,  through the use of more  Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact
mize netbenefits  for all countries. To some  appropriate  (and  inexpensiue) extraction  Dan Biller, room 18-417,  extension  37568
extent,  inefficiencies can be traced  to the  technologies. and through  an effective com-  (28 pages).
desire to nationalize resources rather  than  bination  of command  and  control  mea-
to gain from cooperative development.The  sures and market-based  incentives.
Indus WatersTreaty,  for example, divided  1305.  Information  and Price
the  Indus and  its tributaries  between  In-  The Amazon region has been responsible  Determination Under Mass
dia and Pakistan,  rather  than exploitjoint  for a major share of Brazilian  gold produc-  Privatization
use and development  of the  basin.  tion in recent  years.  The region has  wit-
Both  efficiency and  equity  should  be  nessed  a  sizable  gold rush  comparable  Nemat Shafik
considered  in agreements  for managing  only to the  California  gold rush  last cen-  (June 1994)
international  water  resources.  The  1959  tury. The gold rush  has  spawned  a pow-
Nile  Waters  Agreement  between  Egypt  erful informal  mining  sector  and has  at-  Information  reuealed through the bidding
and  Sudan  did not reserve  water  for up-  tracted  many  people  - some who have  process  was  the  most  important  factor
stream  riparians  - notably,  Ethiopia.  A  come to the region in search ofwealth  and  determining  theprice at which shares were
basinwide  approach  could  make  use  of  some  who were  already  there  but  were  sold underthemassprivatizationprogram
Nile waters  more efficient  and benefit all  displaced  from  other,  unsuccessful  eco-  in the Czech and Slouak Republics.
three  riparians:  Egypt,  Ethiopia,  and  nomic  activities.  What  these  people en-
Sudan. Construction  of dams in Ethiopia  counter  at  the  mining  sites  are  dreadful  The valuation  of enterprises  has been  a
would give that  country irrigation,  would  living and working conditions.  Gold min-  major stumbling  block to privatization  in
eliminate the annual Nile flood,  and would  ing also causes  substantial  environmen-  transitional  economies. Data  on the per-
increase the total water available to Ethie-  tal problems, which may persist  whether  formance  of state-owned  enterprises  un-
pia  and Sudan.  In  negotiations  over use  gold deposits  do or not.  der central  planning  is plentiful,  but that
of the  Nile, the net benefits  of basinwide  Biller discusses  the  enviromnental  ef-  information  is not worth  much in a mar-
management,  and  the  ways  these  three  fects of gold mining  in the  region,  focus-  keteconomy,especiallyoneinwhichmuch
riparians  could share  equitably  in gains,  ing on  mercury  pollution.  Mercury,  an  progress has been madeinprice  and trade
should be demonstrated.  important  input in gold extraction,  is be-  liberalization.
Inthe  1980s, Egypt did not run short  of  ing discharged  into the  atmosphere  and  Voucher  privatization  schemes  have
water  because Sudan  did not take its full  the rivers at alarming  rates. The environ-  emerged  as  a politically attractive  alter-
allocation  and  because  Ethiopia  did not  mental  costs  of  the  present  extraction  native; the valuation  problem is overcome
withdraw  any  water  from the  basin.  In-  technology will be faced primarily  by fu-  through a decentralized  system ofbidding,
creased water demand will inevitably  cre-  ture  generations,  because  of  natural  while  shares  are  efficiently  alocated
ate tension between  these  states.  chemical  processes.  Although  removing  through  an auction.  But nobody has ana-
This  paper  - a product  of the  Public  the mercury  already  discharged  from the  lyzed  how  these  information  markets
Economics Division, Policy Research  De-  Amazonian  environment  may be an enor-  function  or how prices emerge  from bid-
partment-is  part ofa larger  effort in the  mous  task,  at  least  future  discharges  ding rounds.
department  to study  the use of economic  should  be  curtailed  through  the  use  of  Shafik  presents  econometric  evidence
policy instruments  in environmental  and  appropriate  technology,  environmental  on the functioning ofinformation  markets
resource  management  problems.  The  education, and a combination ofcommand  and  on  the  process  by  which  prices
study was funded by the Bank's  Research  and control  measures  and  market-based  emerged  for enterprise  shares  under  the
Support  Budget  under  the  research  incentives.  Czech  and  Slovak  mass  privatization
project  "Pollution and the  Choice of Eco-  Biller describes the gold extraction  pro-  scheme.  The results  indicate  that  public
nomic Policy Instruments  in Developing  cess and  the  extent  of mercury  use  and  information  about  enterprises'  past  per-Policy  Research  Working  Paper  Series  53
formance clearly  mattered,  especially  in  The real exchange rate  and  its  funda-  1307.  How Taxation  Affects
the early roundn when private information  mentals  were  found  to  be  cointograted  Foreign Direct  Investment
had  not been revealed.  liut  such histori-  during  1960-92. Thiscointegration  allows  (Country-specific  Evidence)
cal  information  alone  never  explained  a reinterpretation  or uni-equational  esti-
more than  29 percent  of the variation  in  mates  of the  equilibrium  real  exchange  Joosung  Jun
the ultimaLe equilibrium  price.  rate(ERER)  to beconsistentwith  long-run  (June 1994)
insLead,  information  about enterprises'  forward-looking behavioral models. It also
prospects  revealed  through  the  bidding  permits  the estimation  ofan error-correc-  Tax rules in the home country significantly
process explained about  85 percent  of the  tion model capable ofdisentangling  short-  affect cap itat flows from foreign direct in-
variation  in  prices  by  the  final  rounds.  run  from  long-run  shocks  in  observed  uestment; tax rules in the host rountry may
Private  or "insider" information about en-  movements  of  the  1;:1ER.  And  the  not affect investment  incentives  as much
terprises'  prospects played a gradually di-  nonstationary  nature of the fundamentals  as theyareconventionallyperecived  to do.
minishing  role  as  participants  learned  allows one to decompose innovations  into  But in eualuating  how taxes affect foreign
quickly from each other's biddingbehavior.  permanent  and transitorycomponents-  direct  investment,  more attention  should
Other  mass privatization  schemes rely  to  get  an  empirical  measure  of  the  be paid  to the specirfc taxes in both home
more heavily on the secondary market  to  sustainability  of the  fundamentals  with  and  host countries.
generate  an  appropriate  valuation  of  which  the ERER is determined.
shares,  rather  than  on the  initial  valua-  In  general,  the  estimate  of  the  Jun  estimates  empirically  the  degree to
tions emerging from the primary market.  cointegration  of  the  ERER  and  its  which the tax  systems  of both home and
But  if improved  information  is the  first  corresponding  dynamic  error-correction  hostcountries  affect foreign direct invest-
step  toward  efficient  asset  markets  and  specification  corroborates the theoretical  ment. Re presents evidence that tax rules
corporate governance, participants  in the  model and produces  fairly consistent  re-  significantly  affect capital flows from for-
Czech  and  Slovak  mass  privatization  sults.  eign direct  investment  (FDI).
scheme have a head start  on other transi-  The derived ERER index and the corre-  Home country  taxes  in particular  ap-
tional economies.  sponding  real  exchange  rate  misalign-  pear to significantly affect the behavior of
This paper  - a product of the Country  ment (for given sustainable  values of the  FDI. By identifying the incentives  associ-
Operations  Division, Europe and Central  fundamentals)  successfully reproduce the  ated with different  tax parameters  in the
Asia, Country  Department  11-is  part of  salient  episodes  in Chile's recent  macro-  home  and  host countries,  Jun  identifies
a larger  effort  in the department  to ana-  economic history.  different  channels  through  which  taxes
lyze  innovative  approaches  to  privati-  Capital  flows are  disaggregated  into  affect FDI.
zation  in transition  economies. Copies of  four components:  The home-country  statutory  tax rate  is
the  paper  are  available  free  from  the  * Short-term  capital flows.  claimed to measure  the incentive  effect of
World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW, Washing-  *  Long-term capital flows.  potential  home-country  surtaxes  on new
ton,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Azeb  *  Portfolio investment.  FDI; the  home-country  effectiue tax  rate
Yideru, room H7-051, extension 36067 (23  *  Foreign direct investment.  is shown to measure  how taxes affect the
pages).  As  expected  from  economic  theory,  substitution  ofinvestment  in one country
short-term  capital  flows and  portfolio in-  for investment  in another.
vestment  were found to have no effect on  The  host  country's  effective  tax  rate
1306.  Capital  Flows  and Long-Term  the  ERER (although  they can  affect the  should represent  eitherthe  incen tives for
Equilibrium  Real Exchange  Rates  real exchange  rate  in the  short run).  FDI in thatcountryorsimply  the amount
in Chile  But  long-term  capital  inflows and  for-  offoreign tax paymentsthatare  creditable
eign direct investment  have a significant  against  the home tax liability  on the FDI.
Ibrahim A. Elbadawi  and Raimundo  Soto  appreciating  effect on the ERER.  The most robust of the statistical  results
(June 1994)  To the  extent  that  the recent  inflow of  -usingdataon  investment  in the United
capital to Chile is dominated  by long-term  States  by  ten  other  countries  between
Cointegration  techniques are used to dis-  capital flows that arejudged  to be sustain-  1980 and  1989 - shows  that  the  home-
entangle  the effect of capital flows  on the  able,  an  important  part  of the  ensuing  country  statutory  tax  rate  significantly
equilibrium real exchange rate. Short-term  appreciation  of the  real exchange  rate  is  hurts  FDI when  the  country  makes  for-
flows andportfolio  investment  were found  consistent  with  equilibrium  behavior  - eign-source income subject to home-coun-
to have no influence, but sustainable long-  reducing  the  need  for counterbalancing  try  taxation.  (The same variable  has  no
term inflows andforeign direct investment  exchange rate or macroeconomic policies,  significant effect on FDI from those coun-
have an appreciating  effect So. an impor-  This paper  - a product  of the  Macro-  tries  that  exempt  foreign-source  income
tant part of the actual appreciation of the  economics  and  Growth  Division,  Policy  from home-country  taxation.)
Chilean peso would  not require counter-  Research Department  -is  partofa  larger  Jun  found  that  the  coefficients  of the
balancing  exchange  rate  or  macroeco-  effort in the department  to understand  the  home country's statutory  and effective tax
nomic policies.  linksofforeignshocks  and macroeconomic  rates  take  the  opposite  sign in the  esti-
policies. Copies of the paper  are available  mated  equations;  this  supports  the  pres-
In  the  context  of  an  empirical  model,  free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  ence of different  channels  through  which
Elbadawi  and Soto examine the impact of  NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  home country tax systems  influence  FDI.
capital flows, among other fundamentals,  tact  Rebecca Martin, room N11-059 exten-  The weak performance ofthe host-coun-
on long-term  exchange  rates in Chile.  sion 39065 (34 pages).  trytax  variable in the estimated  equations54  Policy  Research Working  Paper  Series
suggests  that  the  host-country  tax does  subsidies.  Subsidies,  rather  than  helping  cheap, clean  technologies  would imply a
not alTect  decisions  about  where to invest  firms adjust,  give them incentives to con-  great  role for cleaner cars, while high de-
FDI  as  much  as  is  conventionally  per-  tinue their  past behavior and destroy any  mand elasticities  lead to a greater  role for
ceived. The host country tax  largely rep-  mechanism of control otherclaim-holders  demand  reduction.
resents  creditable  foreign taxes  for  many  might  have.  In  seminal  research,  Pindyck  found
investors.  *  Commercial  banks,  the  Polish expe-  evidence  to support  his hypothesis  that
This paper-  a product of the Debt and  rience  shows,  can  be  made  to  exercise  demand  forcommodities  such as gasoline
International  Finance  Division, Interna-  governance  over state  firms. Without  ef-  should  have  lower price elasticities  and
tional  Economics  Department  - is part  fective takeover  mechanisms, withholding  higher  income elasticities  in developing
of a  larger  effort  in  the  department  to  funds is their  most powerful instrument.  thaninindustrial  countries. Eskeland and
study determinants  and attributes  of for-  That  instrument  is  made  powerless  if  Feyzioglu  estimate  a  model  of  gasoline
eign direct investment.  Copies of the pa-  firms, pressured  to adjust  by banks,  can  demand and car ownership in Mexico, us-
per  are  available  free  from  the  World  turn  to  the  government  themselves.  ing a panel of annual observationsby  state.
Bank, 1818 H Street  NW, Washington, DC  Banks  themselves  started  to respond ap-  Key featurestheyintroduce  are instrurmen-
20433.  Please  contact  Sheilah  King-  propriately  - and to play a powerful role  tal variables  on differenced data  and  the
Watson, room S8-040, extension 31047(40  in disciplining  enterprises  - only after  treatment  of (1) possible  dynamics,  (2)
pages).  their  own governance  and control/incen-  measurement  errors  in the data,  and  (3)
tive mechanisms  had  been  reformed  as  unobserved  characteristics  in  individual
part of the  banking  reforms of the  fourth  states. They use tests of serial correlation
1308. Ownership  and Corporate  quarter  of 1991.  in the  residuals  to  model  the  dynamics
Control  in  Poland:  Why State  This paper  - a product of the Econom-  properly. The resulting  model is one of al-
Firms  Defied  the  Odds  ics Department,  International  Finance  most immediate adjustment,  with a short-
Corporation  - is a follow-up to an  effort  term price elasticityfor gasoline close tothe
Brian Pinto and Sweder  van Wijnbergen  initiated  while the  first author  was in the  long-term estimate  of -0.8.
'June  1994)  World Banks  Resident Mission in Poland.  The model displays elasticities  that  are
The study was funded by the  Bank's  Re-  lower (for income) and  higher  (for price)
Survey  results  in  Poland  indicate  that  search Support Budgetundertheresearch  than those Pindyck hypothesized,  and are
hard budgets and import competition can  project,  "Enterprise  Transformation  in  within  the  range  of elasticities  found  in
spur  state  firms  to  adjust  even  when  Poland"  (RPO 678-25). Copies of this  pa-  industrial  countries.
privatization  lags  behind.  But  why  did  per  are  available  free  from  the  World  Byproducts  of the model: The elasticity
state enterprise  managers  instigate  such  Bank, 1818 HStreetNW,Washington,  DC  of car purchases  with  respect  to gasoline
adjustment?  20433.  Please  contact  Marylou  Kam-  prices is positive. Scrappage  decisions are
Cheong,  room  K6-115, extension  39618  affected by income and  by car  and  gaso-
Survey  results  in  Poland  indicate  that  (36 pages).  line prices. And these elasticities  are  not
hard budgets  and import competition can  significantly different  in the richer states.
spur  state  firms  to  adjust  even  when  For policy purposes,  these  findings  do
privatization  lags behind.  As they  exam-  1309.  Is Demand  for Polluting  not  support  "elasticity  pessimism."  The
ine  the  underpinnings  of Polish  retorm,  Goods Manageable?  An  use of car services is sensitive  to pricing,
Pinto and van Wijnbergen address the key  Econometric  Study  of Car  which suggests that  consumers,  for some
question ofwhy managers  instigated  such  Ownership  and  Use in  Mexico  of their  demand,  have  reasonably  good
adjustment.  alternatives  to car services. Consideration
They examine how corporate ownership  Gunnar S. Eskeland and Tarhan N. Feyzioglu  ofextemnal costs -such  as accidents, con-
and control influence the behavior of state  (June 1994)  gestion, air pollution, and road damage-
firms,  as  illuminated  by  the  following  thus involve considerable demand conser-
survey findings and  conclusions:  This  model  displays  immediate  adjust-  vation.
* Contrary to expectations,  state  firms  ment  and a price elasticity for gasoline of  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Public
took painful adjustment  measures.  Enter-  -O.& Demnandforgasoline,  and the subse-  Economics Division, Policy Research  De-
prise  managers  firmly  believed  that  quentgenerationofpollution,aresensitiue  partment-ispartofalargereffortinthe
privatization  was coming. This belief led  to pricing policies.  department  to study enviromnental  policy
them  to manage  better,  not worse; a pri-  problems in developingcountries,  empha-
vate-sector-based  economy means  a mar-  Charging  for social marginal  costs is effi-  sizingfiscal  policy  instruments.  The study
ket  for  managers  and  a  premium  on  cient  regardless  of price elasticities,  but  was funded by the Bank's  Research  Sup-
skilled management.  the importance  of getting prices "right" is  port  Budget  under  the  research  project
* The excess wage tax (the much-criti-  greater  the  more manageable,  or elastic,  "Pollution and the Choice of Policy Instru-
cized  "Popiwek"  scheme)  did  restrain  the demand.  In efficient pollution control  ments  in  Developing  Countries"  (RPO
wage-setting  behavior,  judging  from the  programs,  options  to make  cars  cleaner  67648).  Copies of this paper are available
wage-setting  equations  presented  by  are combined optimallywith  demand con-  free from the World Bank,  1818l  Street
Pinto and  van  Wijnbergen.  servation.  The  roles  played  by "cleaner  NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-
*  Essential  to the good performance  of  cars" as compared  with "fewer trips"  are  tact  Carlina  Jones, room N 10-063, exten-
state  industries  is an end  to open-ended  determined  by  empirical  parameters:  sion 37754 (31 pages).Policy  Research  Working  Paper  Series  55
1310.  China's Economic Reforms:  presented  to  a  Bankwide  seminar  in  portive monetary  and  fiscal policy, exter-
Pointers for Other Economies  March 1994.  Copies ofthe paper are avail-  nal  budgetary  and  balance-of-payments
in Transition?  able free from  the  World Bank,  1818 H  support,  and  official  commitment  to  a
Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  credible  reform process.
Justin Yifu Lin, Fang Cai, and Zhou Li  Please contact  Cicely Spooner,  room NS-  *  In the face ofsignificant  adverse real
(June 1994)  039, extension  30464 (41 pages).  shockr  (internal  and  external),  built-in
monetary  and  fiscal  rules  in  fixed  ex-
China's approach to economic reform was  change  rate  regimes  with currency  con-
gradual  and incremental.  China's experi-  1311.  The Supply  Response  vertibility  (as  in the  CFA zone) may  be
ence  mayprovide  usefulpointersforother  to Exchange Rate Reform  inadequate  to bring  about  the  required
capital-scarce  economies  in  transition  in Sub-Saharan  Africa  short-term  adjustment.
from strategies geared to heavy  industry  (Empirical  Evidence)  *  Aselsewhereinthedevelopingworld,
to a more balancedprofile  ofdevelopment.  the effect of real devaluation  on output in
Mustapha Rouis,  Weshah Razzak,  Sub-Saharan  Africa is mixed in the short-
China's  two main economic problems  be-  and Carlos Mollinedo  run  (contractionary  when  demand  elas-
fore reform were  low incentives  to work-  (June 1994)  ticities  are  low) and  neutral  in the long-
ers  and  the  misallocation  of  resources  run.  Real  depreciations  have neutral  ef-
among sectors.  These problems  were the  Expansionary  mcnetary  policy  leads  to  fects on per capita  growth or real output
result  of a development strategy  oriented  appreciation  of the real exchange rate for  in the  transition  to steady state.
toward  heavy industry.  22  Sub-Saharan  African  countries.  De-  *  Farm  producers  in Sub-Saharan  Af-
By  improving  material  incentives,  valuations  can be an effective policy  tool  rica respond to price incentives for a single
China's reforms created  a flow of new re-  to correct  an overvalued currency, ifaccom-  agricultural  crop as farmers do elsewhere
sources and allowed them  to be allocated  panied  by restrictive monetary  and fiscal  in the  developing world: they behave  ra-
to sectors  suppressed  under  pre-refor-m  policies.  tionally.  And econometric  evidence con-
strategies.  firms that  growth in agricultural  exports
The onset  of reform  in China  was not  In the diversity  of exchange-rate  regimes  is not achieved at the expense of food pro-
allowed to disrupt  production  from exist-  in Sub-Saharan  Africa in the 1980s, there  duction.
ing resources.  Instead,  the newly created  was a trend toward  more flexible regimes  *  Applying the  Granger-causality  test
resources were permitted  to accrue and to  and  smaller  parallel  markets.  How par-  to this  data  set reveals  strong  causality,
flow into the more productive,  often light  ticular exchange rate arrangements  affect  running  in  both  directions,  between
industrial  sectors,  thus  stimulating  con-  such  factors  as  output  supply  cannot be  money growth  rates  and inflation.  It also
tinuous  growth  of the  national  economy  determined  for  Sub-Saharan  African  shows causality  running  from output  to
during  reform.  countries  on the  basis  of experience  in  inflation,  and  from  inflation  to nominal
Low incentives  and  the suppression  of  other developing countries,  because Sub-  devaluations.
nonpriority  sectors are  common features  Saharan  countries  differ in the composi-  This paper - a product ofthe Africa Re-
of the  legacy of economies in  transition  tion of their  exports  and imports,  in level  gional Office, Office  ofthe Chief Economist
from  central  planning  that  based  their  of industrialization,  and  in development  - is part of a larger  effort in the depart-
development on the rapid growth of heavy  of the  financial  sector.  ment region to Letter understand  the sup-
industry.  China's approach  may be of in-  Rouis, Razzak,  and  Mollinedo supple-  ply response  to exchange  rate  reform  in
terest  to  them.  Among  lessons  China  ment  a survey  of the literature  with em-  Sub-Saharan  Africa. Copies of the paper
learned  are that:  pirical  testing,  using  pooled  time-series  are  available  free from the  World Bank,
* Autonomy  must  be  granted  to  and cross-section  data for 22 countries in  1818  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC
micromanagement  units and preserved to  Sub-Saharan  Africa for 1971-91. Among  20433. Please contact  Jocelyn Schwartz,
improve  the incentive  structure  and cre-  their  findings:  room J5-255, extension  32250 (85 pages).
ate a new flow of resources.  *  When  macroeconomic  policies  are
* While  maintaining  essential  mini-  inconsistent  and  there  is a failure  to ad-
mum  levels of production  in the  pre-re-  just  to adverse shocks, fixed regimes lead  1312.  The New Wave  of Private
form priority sectors,  autonomous  enter-  to overvaluation  and the  development  of  Capital Inflows: Push or Pull?
prises must  be permitted  and encouraged  widespread  parallel  markets  for foreign
to allocate new incremental  resource flows  exchange.  Eduardo Fernandez-Arias
to the previously  suppressed  sectors.  *  Sub-Saharan  African countries have  (June 1994)
* In parallel,  the distorted  policy envi-  attempted  exchange-rate  unification
ronment  and  planned-allocation  system  through  occasional devaluations,  a crawl-  In most cases, push.  Lower international
must  be progressively  reformed  to bring  ing peg, official dual  markets,  foreign ex-  interest  rates are a key factor in the  new
them into line with the new system of in-  change  auctions,  and  a  market  pricing  wave ofcapital  inlZowstodevelopingcoun-
centives  and  modus operandi  of autono-  rule.  Most such  experiences  have  been  tries.  Whether  that  wave is sustainable
mous enterprises.  gradual,  and their  outcomes mixed. Suc-  depends  on the economic performance  of
This paper - a product of the  Agricul-  cess in exchange-rate  unification  (as ex-  industrial  countries. This maukes  develop-
tural  Policies  Division, Agriculture  and  perience  in  Ghana  and  Uganda  shows)  iagcountries  vulnerable - but a soft land-
Natural  Resources  Department  - was  depends  on three  crucial  elements:  sup-  ing is feasible.56  Policy Research Working  Paper  Series
Widespread  private  capital  inflows  to  mechanism  manifested  in  the  surge  of  *  The estimated  cross-country  produc-
middle-income countries have surged over  capital  inflows. In other  words,  the  evi-  tion function  shows  that  human  capital
the  past  three  years.  At the  same  time,  dence  so far suggests  that  a gradual  in-  accumulation  is  far  more  important  in
Brady-type debt reduction operations and  crease  in  international  interest  rates  explaining  growth  than  several  earlier
domestic  policy reform took place, indica-  would  result  in  less  capital  inflow,  or  studies  have  indicated.  This  conforms
tors ofcountry creditworthiness  improved  moderate  capital outflows in some coun-  with recent  studies  that  find raw labor's
dramatically,  and  international  interest  tries, ratherthan  massive capital outflows  share  in  income  to  be  much  less  than
rates plummeted. Which factors most fully  that  quickly bring  down the stock of for-  thought  previously.
explain  the wave of capital inflows? How  eign liabilities.  By and large  if there  are  '  Contrary to the  results of other stud-
sustainable  is it?  capital  outflows,  they  are  unlikely  to  ies, TFP growth  in high-income countries
Some see  this  new wave of voluntary  match  past inflows unless  the reversal  in  has been comparable to that in faster-grow-
capital inflows as being mostly "pulled" by  external  conditions coincides with a wors-  ing low- and  middle-income countries.
attractive  domestic  conditions,  which  ening  of domestic  conditions.  *  The  fastest  growing  developing
open  new and  profitable  investment  op-  This paper-a  product of the Debt and  economies have based their  growth  more
portunities  in the domestic economy and  International  Finance  Division, Interna-  on the rapidity  with which they have ac-
improve country creditworthiness.  Under  tional  Economics Department  - is part  cumulated  physical  and  human  capital
this  interpretation,  ifsuccessful  domestic  of a  larger  effort  in the  department  to  than  on high TFP  growlh.
policies  are  maintained,  capital  inflows  analyze  foreign investment  in emerging  - Cross-country  differences  in  TFP
will be sustained.  markets.  Copies ofthe paper are available  growth are largely due to differences in the
Others see these inflows as being mostly  free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  level of political stability  and initial  con-
"pushed"  by  conditions  (especially  low  NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  ditions (notably, initial  per capita  income
interest  rates)  in  industrial  countries.  tact  Ronald Tutt,  room S8-040, extension  and  the  initial  level of human  capital).
Under this interpretation,  capital inflows  31047 (40 pages).  *  Cross-country  differences  in  TFP
would diminish  and possibly turn  to out-  growth  (once corrected  for initial  condi-
flows if international  real  interest  rates  tions  and  political  stability)  cannot  be
retumed  to the higher levels ofthe  1980s.  1313.  New Estimates  of Total  explained  by structural  and  policy differ-
Fernandez-Arias  presents an analytical  Factor  Productivity  Growth  ences for which data are readily available
model  of international  portfolio  invest-  for  Developing  and  Industrial  (despite  an  exhaustive  search  for other
ment  in  developing  countries  based  on  Countries  explanations).
non-arbitrage  conditions between  exter-  *  Sub-Saharan  Africa is the only region
nal retu-ns and domestic  returns adjusted  Vikram  Nehru and Ashok Dhareshwar  for which  the actual TFP growth  is signifi-
by country risk.  He uses the model to ex-  (June 1994)  cantly  lower  than  the  TFP  growth  pre-
plain why the new wave of private capital  dicted on the strength  of initial  conditions
inflows is mostly  a middle-income  coun-  An error correction model, using new data  and  political  stability  (by about  1.1 per-
try phenomenon.  To analyze  the  issue of  on human  and physical  capital  stock, is  centage  points  a year).
private  capital  inflows,  he  applies  the  used to estimate  the growth of total factor  'rhe cross-country profile ofTFP growth
model to data  for a representative  panel  productivity  for 83 countries for 1960-87.  and  the role of initial  conditions point to-
of middle-income  countries.  The results show that human  capital  ac-  ward the dual role played by human  capi-
The main  empirical  result  is that  (ex-  cumulation  explains  more cross-country  tal  in the development  process: as a stan-
cept in Argentina,  the Republic of Korea,  variations  in  growth  than  previously  dard  factor  of production  to be accumu-
and notably, Mexico), the surge of capital  thought.  And cross-country differences in  lated  and as a source of learning  and en-
inflows appears  to be driven more by low  total  factor  productivity  growth  can  be  trepreneurship  and  hence  of interesting
returns  in industrial  countries  than  by  attributed  mostly to differences in initial  growth dynamics.  It may be necessary  to
domestic factors. So recent  levels of capi-  conditions and  political  stability.  rethink  the  concept  of "TFP  as  the  re-
tal inflows would be unsustainable  if glo-  sidual" in models with  human  capital.
bal interest  rates  returned  soon to higher  Nehru  and  Dhareshwar  present  new es-  And  the  relationship  between  policy
levels and cautious  policies should be fol-  timates  of long-term  total  factor  produc-  variables  and  TFP  growth  is likely to be
lowed.  tivity (TFP) growth for 83 industrial  and  sensitive  to the way human  capital  is in-
Two other  important  conclusions  are  developing countries  for 1960-87.  These  corporated  in  the  production  function.
obtained.  First,  depressed  returns  in in-  estimaTes  are based  on new data  devel-  These  substantive  issues,  along  with  a
dustrial  countries  caused  the  improved  oped for the research  project on total fac-  number  of econometric  refinements,  are
creditworthiness  in  indebted  countries  tor productivity  growth (and available on  fruitful  avenues  for further  research.
thxough  their  effect  on discount  rates.  diskette).  Although  based  on  the  "old"  Tnis paper - a product  of the Interna-
Country  creditworthiness  was an  impor-  growth theory, the estimates  are  derived  tional  Economics  Department  - is part
tanttransmission  mechanism for external  from a cross-country  production  function  of a departmental  research  project on to-
shocks  and  is the  key to reconciling  the  using  an error-correction  model. This  is  tal factor productivity  growth and  part of
push  and  pull interpretations  of market  more appropriate  than the usual first-dif-  a broader  Bank effort to understand  how
data.  ference  model  for capturing  long-term  sources of economic growth in developing
Second, a soft landing appears feasible.  relations.  countries  may be influenced  by national
Stock adjustment  does not appear  to be a  Nehru  and  Dhareshwar  conclude  the  policies and by global economic trends and
significant  component  of the  adjustment  following:  events.  The  study  was  funded  by  thePolicy Research Working Paper Series  57
Bank's  Research  Support  Budget  under  the  about 80 percent of CEE-5  exports to the  emissions at 1990  levels  by  the year 2000,
research project, S'he  International Eco-  EU, significantly  improve  those countries'  and some to reducing  emissions to 80-90
nomic  Environment  and  Productivity  access to EU markets. In 1992,  the first  percent of 1990 levels by the years 2005
Growth in  Industrial  and  Developing  year theywere in  force  in Hungary,  Poland,  or 2010.
Countries" (RPO 676-67).  Copies  of this  and the former  Czechoslovakia,  the Agree-  Most  non-OECD  countries are reluctant
paper are available free from the World  ments freed slightly less than 50 percent  to reduce emissions to combat global cli-
Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  Washington,  DC  of total exports to the EU from import du-  mate change.  They argue that such poli-
20433. Please contact Moira Coleridge-  ties and nontariffbarriers  (NTBs).  In terms  cies would forestall their  development,
Taylor,  room S8-049,  extension  33704  (36  ofthe 1992  composition  ofexports,  this"free  that the stock of greenhouse gases in the
pages).  trade" share in  total exports  increases  over  air is primarily from historical emissions
fiveyears to about80 percent forthe former  from OECD countries  and the former So-
Czechoslovakia, 60 percent  for Hungary,  viet  Union,  and  that  those  countries
1314.  The Significance  of the  and 70 percent  for Poland.  should be  made to bear  the  cost of such
"Europe Agreements" for Central  Although there  are significant differ-  abatement policies.
European  Industrial  Exports  ences in the  composition of exports  from  Larsen  and Shah  evaluate  alternative
CEE-5  economies affected  by EU  trade  permit  allocations  for a global tradeable
Bartlomiej  Kaminski  liberalizing measures, these are the result  pernit  regime  designed to minimize  the
(June 1994)  of varying shares  of sensitive  (especially  costsofstabilizingworld  carbon emissions
agricultural)  products  across  countries,  from fossil fuel combustion at 1987 levels
The importance of the European  Associa-  not dissimilar  ofconcessions from the EU.  by the  year 2000.
tion Agreements  signed in 1991 and  1992  The EU's negotiation  approach,  as re-  They find that  an important  cross-sec-
has been underscored by the rapidly shift-  vealed  in the  Agreements,  was to mini-  tion of countries would have little  incen-
ing trade patterns  between the formerly  mize  the  adverse  effects of opening  up  tive  to participate  in  a  treaty  based  on
socialist  countries  of Central and  South-  "sensitive" sectors: the time and the  pace  such  widely  discussed  forms  of  permit
ern Europe and OECD markets, and b  the  oftransition  tends to be longer and slower  allocations as permit allocations  by GDP,
emergence of the European  Union as their  for groups  of products  with higher  NTB-  by population,  or by some combination  of
major trading  partner.  coverage ratios and higher average tariffs.  the two.
Whether  by design or not, the variation in  To encourage  participation,  it is pro-
In  1991 and  1992, the  European  Union  products  identified  in various  provisions  posed  that  each  non-OECD  country  be
(EU) and  the  economies in transition  of  assures  a  more  equitable  treatment  of  allocated  permits  equivalent  to its  pro-
CentralandSouthernEurope-theCEE-  CEE-5  countries,  judging  from their  in-  jected  baseline  emissions  - and  that
5 (Bulgaria,  the  former Czechoslovakia,  dustrial  export patterns  in 1990-92.  OECD  countries  be  allocated  permits
Hungary, Poland, and Romania)-signed  This paper - a product of the  Interna-  equivalent  to the  world emissions  target
the  European  Association  Agreernents.  tional Trade  Division, International  Eco-  minus  the  permit  allocations  to the  non-
The Agreements  establish  a new frame-  nomics Department  - ie part of a larger  OECD  countries.  Such  a scheme  recog-
work for their  mutual  economic relation-  effort  in the  department  to analyze  the  nizes that  OECD countries have a higher
ship,  including  the  transition  to  a  free  new trading  relations  developing between  willingness  to pay  for increasing  reduc-
trade  regime for industrial  products.  Central  and Eastern  Europe  and the Eu-  tions and that  non-OECD countries  have
The importance  of the  'Europe  Agree-  ropean  Union.  Copies of  the  paper  are  a  smaller  historical  'global  emissions
ments" has been underscored  by the rap-  available  free from the World Bank, 1818  debt."
idly shifting  trade  patterns  between  the  H Street  NW,  Washington,  DC 20433.  Under  that  proposed  regime,  Larsen
CEE-5 countries  and OECD markets, and  Please  contact  Minerva R. Patenia, room  and  Shah  find thfat the  cost of emissions
by the emergence  of the  EU as their  ma-  R2-040, extension  37947 (37 pages).  reductions  for OECD countries  would be
jor trading  partner.  about  50 percent  lower  than  unilateral
Kaminski  examines  the  significance of  reductions  would be, and that  non-OECD
the trade  concessions granted  by the EU  1315. Global  Tradable  Carbon  countries  would also realize  substantial
to the  CEE-5  countries  (1) by analyzing  Permits,  Participation  Incentives,  net gains from participating  in such a glo-
the incidence of EU trade  barriers  on im-  and Transfers;  bal treaty.
ports  from  the  CEE-5  before and  after  Moreover, that  global treaty  would be
implementation  ofthe Agreements and (2)  Bjorn  Larsen and Anwar Shah  68  percent  less  costly  worldwide  than
by identifying  trade  flows of groups of in-  (June 1994)  wouid realizing  the same target  through
dustrial  products  subject to different con-  unilateral  reductions by the OECD coun-
cessions. He focuses on trade  liberalizing  Aglobal  tradable-permit  regime designed  tries.
measures forindustrial  products forwhich  to minimize  the costs of stabilizing  world  This paper  - a  product  of the  Public
a free trade  regime should be in place no  carbon emissionsfiromfossilfuel  combus-  Economics Division, Policy Research  De-
later than five years afterthe  Agreements  tion at 1987levels  by theyear2000-and  partment-ispartof  alargereffortin  the
are  in  force. (Excluded  are  textiles  and  to be acceptable  to both OECD and  non-  department  to examine  economic policy
clothing, discussed in the Uruguay Round  OECD countries.  instruments  for global environmental  pro-
of Trade  Negotiations.)  tection.  The  study  was  funded  by  the
Overall,  the  industrial  product  trade  Most OECD  countries  have  committed  Banks  Research  Support  Budget  under
provisions ofthe Agreements, which affect  themselves  to  stabilizing  their  carbon  the research  project  'World Energy  Sub-58  Policy Research Working Paper Series
sidies"  (RPO  677-28).  Copies  ofthis paper  foreign  borrowingshould  beconditional  on  track record  of economic  adjustment) has
are nvailable free from the World  Bank,  meeting the annually  agreed-upon tar-  been shown  to affect  development  .ignifi-
1818 H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC  gets.  cantly.
20433.  Please  contact  Carlina Jones, room  * The central banks' ability to impose  The pri nciple  benefit  ofelimi  nati  ng the
NIO-063,  extension 37754  (21 pages).  these sanctions should be strengthened,  debt overhang is to improve investment
possibly  by  channeling a portion  of  foreign  incentives for private investors - direct
credit going  to the zone through the cen-  liquidity relief is secondary.  So, evaluaL-
1316. Preserving the CFA Zone:  tral banks. Technical assistance may also  ing a debt and debt-service  reduction op-
Macroeconomic Coordination  help.  eration  should involve estimating  Clfi-
After  the Devaluation  *  Insulation can be effected by ensur-  ciency gains as well  as  direct financinl
ing that quasi fiscal  deficits are explicitly  savings.
Shantayanan  Devarajan  and Michael  Walton  financed  by  country  budgets,  reversing  the  Bulow, Rogoff, and  Zhu  present  a
(June 1994)  recent trend to internationalize them by  method (requiring only weak assump-
having the BCEAO finance part of the  tions) for establishing an upper bound  on
An examination  ofthefederalistaspects of  national banks' portfolio  problems.  the efficiency  impact of debt reductions.
macroeconomic  management  after  devalu-  * The current size of the quasi-fiscal  The key  reference  framework for  evaluat-
ation  in the CFA  Franc  Zone:  how to main-  deficit (and hence the  future earnings  ing much more complex  Brady-type  debt
tain macroeconomic  discipline in a mon-  position)  of the two  central banks should  deals is open-market debt buybacks.
etary union, how to prevent mismanage-  be assessed early and put on the budgets  Their  approach to  determining this
ment in one state from spilling over to  ofthe various national governments,  with  upper bound hinges on the assumption
another,  and how to use the zone's institu-  allocation based on the original source  of  that efficiency  gains on a straight open-
tions to make devaluation succeed.  the problem.  If necessary,  additional  mea-  market repurchase of debt never exceed
sures should be undertaken to secure a  the gains to creditors. If an open-market
On January 12, 1994,  the CF i franc-  the  strong capital base for the central banks.  buyback  indeed  reduces  the debt overhan  g
currency of  the thirteen African  states of  * Exitfromthezoneisbestdiscouraged  and moves a country toward more (and
the CFA Franc Zone - was devalued 50  by securing  the zone's  credibility.  It should  more efficient)  investment, creditors will
percent. The event had been expected for  also be clear that those that exit because  anticipate this in setting a price  for remit-
some time, but the magnitude and one-  of  macroeconomic  problems  will not have  ting their claims. So, at least part of the
shot nature ofthe devaluation posed  prob-  easier access to international sources of  efficiency gains are dissipated in addi-
lems for members of the zone's two mon-  finance.  tional capital gains to creditors.
etary unions.  This paper - a product of the Public  To give point estimates  to efficiency
Devarajan  and Walton  conclude  the fol-  Economics  Division,  Policy  Research De-  gains, they develop a simple two-period
lowing,  among other things, about what  partment - is part of a larger effort  in the  model of debt overhang and investment
has happened:  department to study  structural  adjust-  and discuss assumptions under which it
- Inflation  has been  substantially lower  ment in  Sub-Saharan Africa.  Copies  of  the  is possible  to  obtain a closed-form  solution
than in  most developing  countries,  butthe  paper are available free from the World  to the model. Their empirical estimates
mechanisms of macroeconomic  discipline  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  Washington,  DC  indicate that the general bounds derived
have been  inadequate, especially  for fiscal  20433.  Please  contact  Carlina Jones,  room  in  the first step tend to  overstate substan-
discipline.  The recent crisis has its roots  in  N10-063,  extension 37754 (19 pages).  tially  the efficiency  gains ofdebt reduction
failures of fiscal  discipline  as much as in  operations. In Mexico's  case, for  example,
the constraints on restoring competitive-  the  upper-bound estimate  of efficiency
ness because  of the fixed  parity.  1317. Estimating the  Efficiency  gains is US$15  billion,  but the point esti-
a The transmission of inflation across  Gains  of Debt Restructuring  mate is only about US$1 billion.
states has not been a problem  in the past,  What are the policy  implications  oftheir
but could  be more  ofone in the future with  Jeremy  Bulow,  Kenneth  Rogoff,  low point estimates? The debt-overhang
the common  nominal shock, the tempo-  and Ning  S. Zhu  disincentive may not be as important as
rary loss  of  the French franc as an anchor,  (July  1994)  the broader  problem  of  debtors' credit con-
and  the  rising  importance  of  supra-  straints in international capital markets.
national quasi-fiscal  deficits.  The  debt-overhangdisincentiue  may not  be  How  can new loan packages to  develop-
* For macroeconomic  coordination,  it is  as important as the broader problem of  ing countries be structured to maximize
appropriate to continue relying on a mix-  debtors'credit  constrraintsin  international  investment  incentives? By using  loans
ture of rules and discretion and not on the  capital  markets.  For  severely  indebted  low-  rather  than outright grants, donors can
market, at least in the medium term. The  income  countries,  the best  strategy  isprob-  give a country more funds for current in-
20-percent  rule has been  inadequate  in the  ably to replace  nonconcessional  debt with  vestment at lower present discounted  ex-
past and should be supplemented by an-  new concessional  loans.  pense. But grants, unlike loans, do not
nual targets for fiscal performance (in-  distort investment incentives.
cludingdeficit-to-GDP  ceilings,  a primary  One rationale for debt reduction opera-  In short. ifa credit-constrained  country
surplus requirement, and no borrowing  to  tions under the Brady Plan has been, by  starts  with  no debt overhang, the first
finance current spending).  alleviating the debt overhang,  to improve  tranche of aid should probably  be in hard
* Sanctions  on errant states should be  investment efficiency. Brady-type debt  loans. As total transfers increase, if the
imposed through reduced access to bor-  and  debt-service  reduction  (within  a  borrowing  country has not gained access
rowing. Central-bank and at least some  strong policy  framework,  where there is a  to  private  capital  markets,  marginalPolicy Research  Working  Paper  Series  59
transfers  should be grants.  The optimal  Butwhon inflation was reduced gradually,  maintain  an exchange  rate  rule (for cred-
strategy  for now flows can  involve  both  the process resulted in continuous  (some-  ibility)  with  the  need  to  keep  extemal
increasing  grants  and  decreasing  loans.  timessignificant)  real appreciation.  Even  balance.
When transfers  art expected to be heavy,  fixing the exchange rate  in Chile in 1979  This paper  - a product of the Offie  of
a  case can  be made for using  grants  ex-  did not reduce the  underlying  rate  of in-  the Vice President,  Development Econom-
clusively.  nlation.  ics - was prepared  for the  seminar  on
This paper  - a product of the lntema-  Argentina's  recent  convertibility  plan  central bankingorganized  by the Interna-
tional  Finance  Unit,  International  Eco-  has  been more successful in bringing  in-  tiunal Monetary  Fund  and the  Monetary
nomics Department  - is pt -t of a larger  flation  down significantly  than  previous  and  Exchange  Affairs  Department.  Cop-
effort in the department  to understand  the  money-based  programs  (from  monthly  iesofthepaperareavailable  free from the
costs and benefits to countries  of debt and  rates  of about  10 percent  to just  1.5 per-  World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washing-
debt service reduction arrangements.  Cop-  cent  in a  few months).  One could argue  ton,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Milagros
ies ofthe paper are available free from the  that  this is a special case, since Argentina  Divino, room S9-049, extension  33739(26
World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW, Washing-  was  coming  from  full-blown  hyper-  pages).
ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact  Rose Vo,  inflation,  so  Kiguel  and  Liviatan  com-
room S8-114, extension  33722 (30 pages).  pared  the  fixed-exchange-rate  periods in
Argentina and Chile, and came up with  1319.  The Financial System
useful insights.  and Public  Enterprise  Reform:
1318. Exchange-Rate-Based  Argentina's greater success cannot be  Concepts  and Cases
Stabilization in Argentina  explained  onlybyfiscal arguments.When
and Chile: A Fresh Look  Chile fixed its exchange rate in 1979,  it  Asli Demirgi4-Kunt  and  Ross  Levine
was  already  enjoying  a  budget  surplus.  (July 1994)
Miguel  A.  Kiguel and Nissan Liviatan  Argentina  in  1991 wvas  running  a small
(July 1994)  deficit - smaller  than  in previous  yearn,  Public enterprise reform is more success-
but  a deficit.  ful  in countries  whose financial  systems
Exchange-rate-based  stabilization  pro-  Perhaps  a  better  explanation  is  the  are  relatively  well  developed.  Countries
grams  supported  by  a  sustained  fiscal  government's  perceived  strong  commit-  seeking to implement  broad public enter-
adjustment  generally  reduced  long-term  ment  to the  fixed exchange rate  and  the  prise reforms achieve  greatersuccess ifthey
inflation.  Success was not easy, however,  potential  large costs ofreneging  on it. The  also implement  substantial  and  well-de-
because rigid  adherence to the exchange  convertibility  law  made devaluation  far  signed financial  reforns.
rate  rule  many  times  resulted  in strong  more  difficult  (requiring  congressional
overvaluatiwn ofthe currency and balance-  approvral) and reduced the chances of dis-  Public enterprise  reform is an important
of-paymentspro  blems before  stabilization  cretionary  devaluations.  And the govern-  part of policy strategies  to accelerate eco-
was finally  secursed.  ment  tied its own hands  further  by legal-  nomic  growth  in  many  countries.
izing  the  use of the  dollar  as  unit  of ac-  Demirgiuc-Kunt and  Levine identify two
Exchange-rate-based  stabilization  is de-  count  and  means of exchange.  The costs  distinct but complementary  approaches to
signed  to reduce  inflation  by using  the  of  abandoning  tl'-  fixed exchange  rate  public enterprise  reform: the private  sec-
exchange  rate  as  the  main  nominal  an-  were also perceived to be greaterin  Argen-  tor development  approach  and the corpo-
chor.  This  does  not  necessarily  mean  a  tina.  Devaluation  was (and is) perceived  ratization  approach.
fixed exchange  rate. A crawling peg with  as  opening  the  door  for  renewed  The  private  sector  development  ap-
a  low rate  of depreciation  or  a  pre an-  hyperinflation,  a dreadful  scenario. Chile  proach involves privatizing  pubLic  enter-
nounced gradual  reduction  in the  rate  of  did not face this threat  so it was more dif-  prises  and  encouraging  private  sector
devaluation  are  alternative  ways to use  ficult-and  took longer-  to convince the  development  to  improve  economic effi-
the  exchange rate  as a nominal anchor.  public  that  the  government  was  deter-  ciency and  shrink  the relative  size of the
Exchange-rate-based  stabilization  mined to maintain  the  parity.  public sector.
(ERBS) has been widely used in the high-  Governments  tend to stick to the fixed  The corporatization  approach  involves
inflation  economies  of  Latin  America.  exchange  rate  longer than  is prudent.  It  improving  managerial  incentives  and
Argentina,  Chile, and Uruguay  adopted a  is now apparent  that some flexibility at an  clarifying  budget  constraints  on  public
pre-announced  crawling  peg in  the  late  earlierstage  would have reduced the costs  enterprises,  so  their  performance  im-
1970s (the famous tablitas)  to bring down  ofthe  final failure of the tablitas.  Why do  proves  without  the  government  relin-
inflation,  with  mixed results.  Israel  and  governments  find it so difficult  to make  quishing  ownership.
Mexico used the exchange rate  as a nomi-  exchange-rate  policy more flexible? Why  Demirgiiq-Kunt  a  L,evine study  the
nal anchor, and  inflation came down sig-  do they  wait  for a  balance  of payments  relatiornshinbetween  e financial systemn
nificantly. More recently, Argentina  relied  crisis rather  than  anticipate  it? Perhaps  and  public enterprise  reform. Their  con-
on a fixed and  convertible exchange  rate  because  they fear  the  public will equate  ceptual  framework  describes  the  role of
(the convertibility  plan) to bring to an end  flexibility  with failure  and a loss of cred-  three  financial  services - mobilizing re-
four decades of inflation.  So far, the  out-  ibility.  sources, evaluatingfirms,  and monitoring
comes have been good.  Kiguel and Liviatan  found, however - managers-in  promoting both the private
Kiguel  and  Liviatan  find  that  ERBS  in the experiences  of Israel  and Mexico - sector  developmen.t  and  corporatization
have  generally  been more effective than  that  inflation  does not necessarly  go up  approaches  to reform.
money-based  programs in bringing  down  when the exchange rate is made moreflex-  Usng nine counmty  case studies (ofChile,
inflation  in the high inflation  economies.  ible. Countries  must  balance the  need to  Egypt,  Ghana.  India.  Mexico. the Philin-60  Policy Research  Working  Paper Series
pines, the Republic  of Korea,  Senegal,  and  largest publicly  traded firms in ten devel-  North (1984)  argues that it is not the cost
Turkey), they  study  the links between  oping countries - Brazil, India, Jordan,  of transport but the cost of transactions
public enterprise reform and both finan-  the Republic  of Korea, Malaysia, Mexico,  that  prevents economics from realizing
cial sector reform and the initial state of  Pakistan, Thailand, Turkey, and Zimba-  well-being  - and that institutions mat-
the financial system. They reach three  bwe - for 1980-91.  ter because they affect the costs of trans-
broad, tentative conclusions:  The firms in the sample are  smaller  actions.
* Publicenterpriserefor-mismoresuc-  than  comparable U.S. firms, and the fi-  Campos  and Lien  analyze  the role  ofthe
cessful in countries whose financial sys-  nancial systems and regulations in these  deliberation  council - an institution com-
tems are relatively  well  developed  and less  countries differ  significantly  from  those in  mon  to most of  Lhe  high-performing  Asian
successful  in countries  with relatively un-  the Unted States. Not every country has  economies  - in reducing  the crippling  ef-
derdeveloped financial systems.  well-functioning  liquid  financial markets  fect of rent-seeking.
* Countries will be more  successful in  in which  investors  can diversify  risks. Nor  A deliberation  council is a consultative
implementing large-scale public enter-  do all countries have efficient legal sys-  committee  whose members include high-
prise reform if they also implement sub-  tems in which a broad range of property  ranking government officials and repre-
stantial,  well-designed financial sector  rights can be enforced.  sentatives from the private sector  - usu-
reform.  Still,  variables  that  predict  capital  ally from industry (especially big busi-
* Successful  reform  ofthe financial  sec-  structure in the United States also  predict  ness) and academia, sometimes from  con-
tor generally  involves  implementing  three  choices of capital structure  in the coun-  sumer groups and labor. Councils  can be
components in the following  order; build-  tries sampled.  organized by industry or sector (as with
ing financial infrastructure, liberalizing  Variables suggested by agency theory  the Industrial Structure Council  in  Japan)
the sector, and expanding the number of  explain more of the variation than vari-  orbytheme orfunction  (aswithThailand's
private financial intermediaries (remov-  ables suggested  by  tax-based theories.  For  Joint Public  Sector-Private  Sector  Consul-
ing impediments to the expansion of pni-  both short-term and long-term equations  tative Committee).
vate intermediaries,  downsizing public  in most countries, the asset structure, li-  Generally the deliberation council  has
banks,  and  privatizing  some  public  quidity, and industry effects have more  a quasi-legislative  authority, and policies
banks). Failure to implement any of  these  explanatory power  than firm size, growth  cannot be introduced or changed without
components  severely  jeopardizes  the  opportunities, and tax effects.  its recommendation  and approval. Unlike
chance that financial  reform will support  In several countries,  total indebtedness  a legislative committee,  its private sector
public enterprise reform.  is negatively related to net fixed assets,  representatives are not elected but are
This paper - a product  of the Finance  suggesting that  mr rkets  for long-term  chosen  (by  industry or labor, for example,
and Private Sector  Development  Division,  debt do not function  effectively.  and not necessarily through voting)  and
Policy and Research Department - was  This paper - a product of the Finance  its government  officials  generally  become
presented at a Bank conference  on public  and Private Sector  Development  Division,  representatives by virtue of appointment
enterprise reform.  The study was funded  Policy  Research Department - is part of  to their present position.
by the Bank's Research Support Budget  a larger effort in the department to study  Campos  and Lien construct a two-stage
under the research project"The  Changing  emerging stock markets. The study was  incomplete  infornation game model  with
Role of the State: Strategies for Reform-  funded by the Bank's Research Support  two identical firms and various links to
ing Public Enterprises"  (RPO 678-69).  Budget  under the research project  "Stock  real-world  processes.  It is a highly  simpli-
Copies  ofthis paper are available  free  fiom  Market  Development  and Financial Inter-  fied model that  focuses  on the awarding
the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  mediary Growth"(RPO  678-37).  Copies  of  of government contracts.
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  the  paper  are available  free from the  They use the model  to gain insight into
Bill  Moore,  room  N9-055,  extension  35261  World  Bank,  1818  H Street NW,  Washing-  the problem  of rent-seeking in developing
(63 pages).  ton, DC 20433.  Please contact Bill  Moore,  countries and  to test their  hypothesis.
room N9-055,  extension  35261(38 pages).  Rent-seeking  occurs  partly because  people
are uncertain about the intentions and
1320. Capital  Structures  plans of potential competitors  -they  en  -
in Developing  Countries:  1321. Institutions  and the  gage in rent-seeking for fear that not do-
Evidence from Ten Countries  East  Asian Miracle: Asymmetric  ingsomightgivetheircompetitorsahuge
Information, Rent-Seeking, and  advantage. To the extent that the counicil
Asli Demirgiog-Kunt  and Vojislav  Maksimovic  the  Deliberation  Council  generates an exchange of information, this
(July 1994)  uncertainty  is reduced,  so one would ex-
Jose Edgardo  Campos  and  Donald  Lien  pect less rent-seeking. Such exchanges
Variables  thatpredict capital  structure  in  (July  1994)  reduce  information  (transaction)costs  and
the United States also predict choices of  thus improve  efficiency.
capital structure in a sample often deuel-  The  deliberation  council  may bepart  ofthe  The  model confirms that  firms are
oping  countries.  In several  countries,  total  reason  rent-seeking  is less  ofa problem in  better off if they can communicate  their
indebtedness is negatively related to net  thehigh-perfor7ingAsianeconomiesthan  true valuations to competitors  than when
fixed assets, suggesting that rnarkets  for  in other developing  economies.  A council  they cannot. The deliberation council  in-
long-term  debt do not function effectiuely.  reduces  information  (transaction)  costs  by  duces participants to reveal true informa-
limiting thepossibilities  for opportunistic  tion, and the model  shows  that the payoffh
Demirgiic-Kunt  and Makaimovic  investi-  behavior. Opportunism reduces invest-  are better with communication  than with-Policy Research Working Paper Series  61
This paper - a product  of the Finance  ment formulas  adequately  reflect  changes  depends on the costs of monitoring and
and Private  Sector Development  Division,  in costs, inflation,  and the exchange  rate.  enforcement  associated with more direct
Policy  Research Department  - is part ofa  *  If historical collection  rates do  not in-  instruments, such as emission taxes.
larger effort in the department to apply  dicate consumers' willingness to pay for
tools developed  in the New Institutional  services at tariffs that reflect the cost of  Sound public policy  addresses externali-
Economics  to problerns  ofinstitution  build-  service, allow an adequate period of time  ties directly, when possible.  Air pollution
ing in developing  countries. Copies  of the  to phase in higher tariffs - and give the  is best alleviated by policy instruments
paper are available free from the World  operator  adequate  protection  from  that internalizethesocial  costofpollution,
Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  Washington,  DC  nonpayers (either the right to cut off ser-  making it attractive to reduce emissions.
20433.  Please  contact  Bill  Moore,  room  N9-  vice or recourse to another source of pay-  One such instrument might be a tax
055,  extension 35261  (18 pages).  ment).  levied  on individual  emissions,  if they are
*  Reviewpublicworkslaw,contractlaw,  measurable and if there  is an accepted
and accounting  practices  and,  ifnecessary,  relationship between emissions and the
1322. Reducing Regulatory  amend  them in advance  to  ensure that they  damages to society. But such first-best
Barriers to Private-Sector  accommodate  and protect any long-term  solutions may not be feasible for many
Participation in Latin America's  investments foreseen under  build-own-  reasons, among them the cost of imple-
Water and Sanitation Services  transfer or concession-type  arrangements.  mentation. When first-best instruments
* Eliminate unnecessary and bureau-  are  unavailable,  indirect  instruments,
Barba.-.  Rirhard and Thelma  Triche  cratic  administrative  requirements  that  such  as presumptive  taxing  of polluting
(July  1994)  make bidding  expensive.  inputs, may be a powerful alternative.
* Make  a contract and expected  profits  Energy pricing is, for air pollution, one
The  regulatory  conditions  that private op-  big enough to warrant the high fixed  cost  such indirect instrument.
eratorsofwaterandsanitation  serviceslook  of  bidding.  Energy  pricing policies  affect  emissions
for in deciding  whether to  participate  in a  *  Provide the education and outreach  through fuel substitution and energy  con-
bid,  needed  to inform  consumers  and  secure  the  servation. Eskeland, Jimenez, and  Liu
support of  labor interests.  provide  an empirical  framework for mea-
The lack of an appropriate regulatory en-  In addition, the firms interviewed  said  suring the magnitude of this impact and
vironment is a principal factor  behind in-  that host countries would  be better able to  apply it to two cases: manufacturing in
adequate water and sanitation services  in  attract private-sector  providers  if they:  Chile and Indonesia.  They find that:
many parts of Latin America.  Many  gov-  * Used  reputable outside technical,  le-  * The  .sponsiveness  of  emissions
ernments recognize  the need to improve  gal, and financial  advisors.  makes energy prices a powerful  indirect
costrecovery  and accountability  in  services  * Allowed  local  and foreign  banks that  tool for reducing  emissions.
- and increasingly  see private sector par-  finance investments to review and com-  * There is room  for  substitution toward
ticipation  as a tool  for improving  efficiency  menton proposed  contracts  and participate  cleaner  input  combinations  -- both  toward
and attracting commercial  sources of in-  in negotiations.  cleaner fuels and away from energy, to-
vestment finance.  *  Reduced  the cost of bidding  for  small  ward labor, capital, and materials.
Consultants  interviewed  representa-  contracts.  *  Substitution  toward  cleaner  fuels  can
tives of private companies that recently  This paper-a  productofthe Water and  also  be induced  without  increasing energy
contended for contracts to provide  water  Sanitation  Division,  Transport,  Water,  and  prices  generally,  by increasing the price  of
and  sanitation  services  in  four  Latin Ameri-  Urban  Development  Department-is  part  the dirtier iuels,  thereby reducing  the rela-
can cities (Buenos  Aires,  Caracas, Mexico  of a iarger effort in the department to for-  tive  price  of  the  cleaner  ones.  But
City,  and Santiago).  These private opera-  mulate strategies for improving  the effi-  noncompensated  price increases for the
tors identified the regulatory conditions  ciency  of water supply and sanitation ser-  dirtier  fuels,  plus increases  for  all fuels,  will
they  look  for  in deciding  whether  to partici-  vices.  Copies  ofthe paper are available  free  be more  powerful  since  they  will  also  induce
pate in  a bid.  On  the basis ofthe  interviews,  from  the World  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  firms to reduce their overall  energy use.
Richard  and Triche identified nine condi-  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  In exploiting  interfuel substitution, it is
tions:  Mari Dhokai, room S4-001, extension  important to assess the relative damage
* Specify  key terms and conditions  of  33970  (19  pages).  caused  by different pollutants. In Indone-
regulation in the contract, haaving  little  sia, increases in coal prices could deliver
discretionary  power  to the regulating au-  reductions  in particulate emissions,  but in
thority. In particular, specify  the key as-  1323. Energy Pricing and Air  Chile they would  not, because of a small
pects  ofregulation  (such  as price,  quantity,  Pollution:  Econometric Evidence  own-price  elasticity and a positive cross-
and quality) in the contract.  from Manufacturing in Chile  price effect(though  small)  toelectricity, a
* Spell out credible procedures  for the  and Indonesia  heavily-used source of energy that  also
fairresolutionofdisagreementsaboutcon-  produces particulate emissions.
tractual or regulatory matters.  Gunnar  S. Eskeland,  Emmanuel  Jimenez,  Higher prices for pollution-laden  fuels
* Carefully specify credible technical  and  Lili  Liu  will generally  reduce demand,  as  ex-
objectives  which  the contractor  will be ex-  (July  1994)  pected,  butthe net effect  on emissions  will
pected  to achieve  under the contract  depend on:
* See that  government tariff policies  Energy  pricing is a powerful ndirect tool  * Whether other fuels laden with the
support the principle of cost recovery  for  for reducing emissions. Whether  it is at-  same pollutants are  spared  such price
watnr  aarvnrao  - anti  that  tarf  ntia  t-  trjth,o  no  nno  ;n-n,  nDn,,  nnnnrsn  fl.-.  nacoo62  Policy Research Working Paper Series
* Whether  theircross-priceelasticities  poorly performing or dishonest managers;  Certain  themes and findings emerge from
are  positive.  more  often,  because  qualified  replace-  Shah's  analysis  of key relationships  be-
*  Which fuel shares  are  high.  ments  are few, they encourage managers  tween research  and  development  (R&D)
This  paper  - a product  of the  Public  to improve performance.  and other  factors. Among them,
Economics Division, Policy Research  De-  There  have  been  complaints  about  R&D capital and the structure of pro-
partment  - is part ofa larger effort in the  funds'  performance.  Some  have  made  duction
department  to analyze  pollution  control  unrealistic  promises  to voucher  holders  *  R&D capital  facilitates  the mapping
policies in a welfare economic perspective.  and have appointed  poorly qualified mem-  of technological possibilities into economic
The study was funded  by the  Bank's Re-  bers to management  boards. There is con-  opportunities.
search Support Budget under the research  cern  about  conflicts of interest  in bank-  *  R&D takes  time  to accumulate  and
project "Pollution and the Choice of Policy  sponsored  funds  and excessive control of  uses up scarce resources. The adjustment
Instruments  in  Developing  Countries"  enterprises.  Funds  typically lack capital  process from project initiation  to product
(RPO 676-48).  Copies  of the  paper  are  orexpertise  to undertake  restructuring-  and  process development  typically  takes
available free from the  World Bank, 1818  but few other potential  owners are  likely  three  to five years.
H Street  NW, Washington,  DC  20433.  to be better  qualified.  *  The  marginal  adjustment  costs  for
Please contact Carlina  Jones,  room N 10-  Anderson examines 27 regulations  that  R&D are higher than  for plant and equip-
063, extension  37754 (33 pages).  have been proposed for funds. Regulations  ment.
in transitional  economies, unlike regula-  *  R&D  capital  is  a  complement  to
tions  in most  western  countries,  should  physical capital  but is a substitute  for la-
1324.  Voucher Funds in  encourage  funds  to play a strong  role in  bor in the  long run.
Transitional  Economies:  The  corporate governance, he contends, as few  *  Output  changes  exert a much stron-
Czech  and Slovak Experience  potential  owners  have this  ability  ger  influence  on R&D capital  than  vice
Most important,  regulations  should re-  versa.
Robert E. Anderson  quire  that  funds  disclose  information  R&D capital and market  structure
(July 1994)  about their operations so their owners can  The value of cost-reducing  R&D is de-
monitor and  control fund managers.  termined by its profitability. Since private
Voucher funds  - akin  to western mutual  The regulatory  regime, he says, should  returns  from R&D understate  true social
funds,  except that shares are bought with  discourage monopoliesand anticompetitive  returns  from such investments,  R&D will
vouchers not cash - appear to be influenc-  behavior; create incentives for fund man-  be underprovided.  And since R&D invest-
ing  the governance  of  enterprises.  This  agers  to improve  fund  performance; dis-  ments  often represent  large  fixed costs,
could be their most ualuable  contribution  courage self-serving or fraudulent  behav-  market structure  in R&D  intensive  indus-
to economic reform.  ior by fund managers,  and conflicts of in-  tries is going to be concentrated. This situ-
terest; and elimninatehigh-risk  investments  ation  is,  however,  not  unique  to  R&D.
Voucher funds  have arisen  in the  trarnsi-  unacceptable  to fund owners.  What is unique  about  R&D is the nature
tional economies of Eastern  and Central  Because  there  is  so  little  experience  of spillovers.  These spillovers  reduce  in-
Europe  that  have  used  voucher  with these  funds,  the  regulatory  regime  dustry  costs,  but  since  they  result  in
privatization.  These funds  collect vouch-  should not be unduly restrictive.  As prob-  inappropriability  of returns  for the  R&D
ers  from  citizens  and  use  them  to buy  lems arise,  regulations  to deal with them  performer,  incentives  to do R&D are  re-
shares  in enterprises.  can be added.  duced. Restoring appropriability  does not
In  the  Czech  and  Slovak  Republics,  This  paper  is a  product of tne  Europe  help matters  either because  it results  in
voucher funds are  typically organized  as  and  Central  Asia  and  Middle  East  and  industrial  concentration, incorrect pricing
corporations  owned by the  citizens  who  North  Africa Regions Technical  Depart-  of R&D, and  higher  social costs. Perfect
contributed theirvouchers.  Recently, they  ment, Private  Sector and  Finance Team.  appropriability  may also result  in exces-
have also been  organized  as  unit  trusts  Copies ofthe paper are available free from  sive R&D because too many firms may be
(either open-ended or closed). A manage-  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,  fishing for the  same information.
ment company manages  the  funds under  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  The information asymmetry between an
acontractthatspecifies  the management  Faten  Hatab,  room  H8-087,  extension  R&D performer  and  a  financier  distin-
fee.Themanagementcompanyistypically  35835 (47 pages).  guishesRorDinvestmentfromtraditional
owned by the  initial  sponsor  of the  fund  risky  investment.  It  is in the  interest  of
- for example,  a bank.  the  R&D performer  to keep vital  project
Voucher funds can give owners a diver-  1325.  The Economics  of Research  information  secret.  But in the absence of
sified and professionally  managed portfo-  and  Developmant:  How Research  detailed  information,  project  financing
lio. More important,  the funds select who  and Development  Capital  Affects  may not be forthcoming.  Asymmetric  in-
sits on an enterprise's  governance  boards  Production  and  Markets  and Is  formation  also limits the R&D  firm's abil-
(which oversee  management  and  profit-  Affected  by  Tax Incentives  ity to profit from its output.
ability).  Success breeds success. Since learning
Although  experience  is  limited,  the  AnwarShah  involves costs, successful firms possess an
fimds in these two countries have probably  (July 1994)  advantage  over  their  rivals  in enjoying
stopped  most  fraud  and  self-serving  by  greater  possibilities  for success.  So, mo-
enterprise  managers  and are beginning to  A survey  and synthesis  of the theoretical  nopoly persists  in the  R&D capital  mar-
encourage  the  restructuring  needed  for  and empirical  literature on the economics  ket.  Past  successes  from  R&D invest-Policy  Research  Working  Paper  Series  63
by  successful  firms.  These  firms  tend  tasks: gradual  reform or radical  reform?  est rates rise again.  Debt  reduction  and
thereby  to  produce  further  innovations  Liberalization  and privatization  are the  policy reform - including fiscal reform
and  thus  widen  the  gap  between  them-  most urgent tasks transitional  economies  and privatization - improved access  to
selves and  their  rivals.  face. BuL for market  reform  to succeed,  capital markets  in the  1990s for some de-
Much  R&D capital  is concentrated  in  reforms  of banking  and  capital  markets  veloping countries that had debt servicing
large firms, but it is more likely that they  must  keep  pace  with  enterprise  reform  problems  in the 1980s. Overall, however,
have become large because of their  R&D  and  privatization.  access to car ital  markets  depends mostly
successes  than  that  they  do  more  and  Central  and Eastern  Europe have pur-  on internatirnal  interest  rates.
more fruitful  R&D  because they are large.  sued  a gradual  approach  to financial  re-
Public policy  and R&D investment  form, splitting  the  former state  bank  (or  The outlook foreconomic development for
*  Most industrial  nations  see the need  "monobank") into a central  bank and sev-  an  important  group  of  middle-income
to intervene  through  Lhe  tax  code to en-  eral large state-owned  commercial banks,  countries  has again been buoyed by sub-
courage  R&D activities.  Empirical  evi-  eventually  to be  privatized.  Russia  has  stantial  private  capital  inflows  in  the
dence on the  effectiveness  of such  initia-  taken  a more radical  approach,  creating  1990s. As in the  1970s, this development
tives is limited.  many new private commercial banks that  has been met with cautious  optimism.
- An analysis  of parameter  estimates  have already taken  over most of the busi-  It is generally accepted that these coun-
for a cost function of the Canadian  indus-  ness  from state  banks.  tries need resourcetransfers  from the rest
tries suggests  that R&D tax credits  had a  The reform  of banks  and  capital  mar-  of the world to support  capital  formation
significant positive impact on R&D  invest-  kets in transitional  economies should not  and growth.  It is also generally  accepted
ment in Canada.  For every dollar  of rev-  be modeled too closely on patterns  in west-  that  these private  capital flows make the
enue foregone for the  national  treasury,  em  economies,  with  their  large  institu-  allocation ofresources  more efficient. But
$1.80 worth ofadditional  R&D investment  tions, complex financial instruments,  and  there  is concern that  a rapid  reversal  of
was undertaken.  This suggests that  prop-  extensive regulation.  A simpler  process is  market sentiment  could impose consider-
erly designed  tax  incentives  can further  required,  compressing  in a  short  period  able  adjustment  coats  on  these  same
public policy objectives cost-effectively.  the  historical  development  of financial  economies.
This  paper  - a product  of the  Public  systems-startingwith  smallbanksand  Dooley, Fernandez-Arias,  and Kletzer try
Economics Division, Policy Research De-  accepting imperfect regulation and super-  to quantify  what  many consider to be the
partment  - is part of a series  of papers  vision as a fact of life.  main reasons debtor countries have access
prepared  for  the  research  project  "An  Systemic risks remain manageable  iffi-  to capital  markets  again:
Evaluation ofTax Incentives for Industrial  nancial institutions  are small and numer-  * Domestic policy reform in the debtor
and  Technological  Development"  (RPO  ous enough. A system with many private  countries.
675-10). that  was funded  by the  Bank's  banks  is more likely to produce  a finan-  *  Debt and debtservice  reduction, usu-
Research Support  Budget. Copies of this  cial sector that  plays an active role in en-  ally associated  with  Brady  Plan restruc-
paper  are  available  fiee  from the  World  terprise  restructuring,  channels resources  turing.
Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington, DC  to the private sector, and thus accelerates  *  Changes  in the external  market, such
2043  3. Please contact Carlina Jones, room  restructuring  and  economic growth.  as changes in interest  rates  in industrial
NIO-063, extension 37754 (85 pages).  Historical comparisons confirm the ben-  countries.
efits  of such a  liberal,  weakly  regulated  They argue  that  a useful barometer  for
banking  system.  access to new loans is the marketvalue  of
1326.  Banks, Capital Markets, and  This paper - a  product of the  Private  existing sovereign  debt.  It follows that  a
Corporate  Govemance:  Lessons  Sector  and  Finance  Team,  Europe  and  quantitative  analysis  of the  factors that
from Russia for Eastem Europe  Central  Asia, and Middle East and North  caused  the  market  value  of  sovereign
Africa Technical Department  - is part of  debts to rise rapidly after  1989 would also
Gerhard Pohl and Stijn Claessens  a larger  effort in the department  to ana-  improve  understanding  of the  forces be-
(July 1994)  lyze developments  in  the  financial  sys-  hind the renewed  access to international
tems oftransition  economies. Copies ofthe  capital.
The need for financial sector reform in the  paper  are  available  free from the World  Empirical  historical  evidence suggests
formerly  socialist  economies  was  recog-  Bank, 1818 H StreetNW,  Washington, DC  that  fiscal reform, privatization,  and debt
nized from the start, but views about how  20433.  Please  contact  Luz  Hovsepian,  reduction are useful in explaining relative
and when  to proceed diverged.  Too often,  room 118-093,  extension 37297 (16 pages).  improvements  in the  standing  of debtor
complex  western  models  have  been pre-  countries in international  credit markets.
scribed prematurely.  Banking  reform has  Debtor countries  with strong reform pro-
progressed  further  in Russia  than  else-  1327.  Is the  Debt  Crisis History?  grams,inotherwords,arebetterprepared
where, which supports the view that mar-  Recent  Private  Capital  Inflows  to withstand  deterioration  in the external
ket factors should be allowed to do more  to Developing Countries  environment.
in the transition  than they have.  But  the  reduction  in  dollar  interest
Michael Dooley,  Eduardo  Ferandez-Arias,  rates  since  1989  appears  to  be  the  chief
The financial  sector  should be  active  in  and Kenneth  Kletzer  factor  in the  debtor  countries'  renewed
enterprise  restructuring  in  the  transi-  (July 1994)  acess  to international  loans. The authors
tional  economies,  and should help  chan-  estimate  the  effect of increases  in dollar
nel resources  to the  private  sector. What  The debt crisis may be sleeping rather than  interest  rates  and conclude that  the typi-
will best  help  the  sector  achieve  these  dead - and may well be aroused as inter-  cal debtor  country  remains  vulnerable  to64  Policy Research Working Paper Series
increase  in  interest  rates  that  are  well  proportions  of unhedged and hedged out-  ate regulation  and  supervision,  identify-
within  the  range  of recent  experience.  put to minimize  risk.  ing key issues, spelling out regulatory  and
This paper - a product of the Debt and  The  results  suggest  that  despite  the  supervisory  alternatives,  and  describing
International  Finance  Division, Interna-  existence ofrelatively high basis risk (that  both preferred  solutions and alternatives.
tional  Economics  Department  - is part  is,  a  relatively  low correlation  between  He  makes  reference  to  the  regulatory
of a  larger  effort  in  the  department  to  spot  and  future  prices), hedging  reduces  framework  adopted in the European  Eco-
analyze  foreign  investment  in emerging  cotton price volatility by 30 to 70 percent.  nomic Community.
markets.  Copies ofthe paper are available  Moreover, for all varieties  of cotton ex-  Among the  main tools available  to the
free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  amined,  the  hedge ratio  (the  percentage  authorities  are  prudential  regulations,
NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  of exports  hedged) was below one. Using  accounting  consolidation,  and  consoli-
tact  Sheilah  King-Watson,  room S8-125,  a  hedge  ratio  of one  (naive  hedge),  at  dated supervision. Prudential  regulations
extension  31047 (30 pages).  times,  increases  rather  than  decreases  for  financial  conglomerates  preferably
risk.  would be applied  on a uniform  and  fully
The  results  also  show  that  hedging,  consolidated basis. Alernatively,  existing
1328.  The Use of Ne.w York  while reducing risk, also reduces expected  regulations  applicable  to different  finan-
Cotton  Futures  Contracts  returns.  Attitudes  toward risk  - that  is,  cial sectors can be modified, in particular
to Hedge Cotton  Price  Risk  the degree  of risk  aversion  - determine  to mitigate  the potential  that  intragroup
in Developing  Countries  how much of this  risk-return  tradeoff  is  transactions  overstatecapital  orearnings.
acceptable.  For a  risk-averse  agent,  the  Accounting consolidation  of the financial
Panos Varangis, Elton Thigpen,  main benefit of hedging lies in risk reduc-  entities  in a  group  is a  prerequisite  for
and Sudhakar Satyanarayan  tion rather  than  in the  potential  for in-  consolidated  prudential  regulation  and
(July 1994)  creased returns.  improves the  transparency  of the group's
This paper  - a product of the Interna-  financial position. The authorities  should
New York cotton futures  and options con-  tional Trade  Division, International  Eco-  use  consolidated  supervision  to  ensure
tracts provide  an effective way to reduce  nomics Department  - is part  of a larger  that  the risks  from all group entities  are
cotton price  volatility,  despite  relatively  effort in the  department  to examine  the  identified  and  assessed.
high basis risk.  benefits of using market-based  risk man-  This paper - a product ofthe  Financial
agement instruments  in developing coun-  Sector  Development  Department  - is
Cotton  exports  account  for a  significant  tries  and economies in transition.  Copies  part  of a larger  effort in the department
share  of commodity exports  for some de-  of the  paper  are available  free  from the  to facilitate improvement  in financial sec-
veloping  countries,  especially  in  West  World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW, Washing-  tor  regulation  and  supervision  in  the
Africa and  Central  Asia. In  these  coun-  ton,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Dawn  Banlks client countries.  Copies of the pa-
tries, dependency on cotton forexport rev-  Gustafson,  room  R2-092, extension 33714  per  are  available  free  from  the  World
enues has  increased  in the past 20 years.  (28 pages).  Bank, 1818 H StreetNW,  Washington, DC
These  countries  therefore  have  a  high  20433. Please contact Karin Waelti, room
exposure  to cotton price volatility.  G8-010, extension  37655 (38 pages).
Cotton-producing  developing countries  1329.  The  Regulation  and
and economies in transition make little  Supervision  of Domestic
use ofhedging  mechanisms  to reduce  their  Financial Conglomerates  1330.  Revenue Uncertainty
risk from the volatility of cotton export  and the Choice of Tax
revenues. Countries  in Francophone West  David H. Scott  Instrument  during  the
Africa use  forward sales to  hedge but only  (August  1994)  Transition in Eastem Europe
for a small share  of the crop.
These countries could use cotton futures  if a conglomerate prouides such financial  Nelfin S. Go
and  options  contracts  to hedge  against  sernicesas banking, secunties,  inuestment  (August 1994)
short-  to medium-term  price  volatility,  management,  and insurance,  the various
making cotton export revenues more pre-  authorities  responsible for each financial  A temporary import surcharge may be the
dictable.  Cotton futures  and options con-  sector need an integrated approach to regu-  most effective way to mobilize resources Ln
tracts could also make cotton-related com-  latton  and superaision.  Eastern Europe.
mercial  transactions  more flexible.  (Fu-
tures  could  be  sold when  there  are  no  Financial  conglomerates  are groups of fi-  Go examines  the eroding  tax base facing
buyers  in  the  physical  market,  for  ex-  nancial institutions  related by owneTship  transitional  economies  by  employing  a
ample.)  In  West Africa, futures  and  op-  or control. Specific regulatory  and  super-  framework  that  allows risk factors in as-
tions  could complement  the existing  sys-  visory issues arise when financial services  sessing tax instruments.
tem  of forward sales.  - such as commercial and retail banking,  In  an uncertain  world, he  asks, which
Varangis,  Thigpen,  and Satyanarayan  securities  underwriting  and  trading,  in-  tax  instruments  should  be used? He ex-
examine the feasibility  of using New York  vestment management,  and insurance  un-  amines  Eastern  Europe's  revenue  prob-
cotton  futures  and  options  contracts  as  derwriting  - are provided by a financial  lem, including the implications  for public
hedging  instruments.  They  base  their  conglomerate  structure.  revenue  of  different  causes  of  uncer-
analysis  on a portfolio selection problem  Scott provides a handbook  for authori-  tainty-and  investigates  which taxes are
in which  the  hedger  selects the  optimal  ties  responsible  for financial  conglomer-  "bettert atgenerating  revenue. He definesPolicy Research Working Paper Series  65
a 'better"  tax as one that  has greater  sta-  1331.  The  Myth of Monopoly:  transitional  environment  that continue to
bility in a risky environment  (that  is, less  A New View of Industrial  undermine  the  efficient  distribution  of
variation  in generating  a target  revenue)  Structure in  Russia  goods.
and  has  the  least  adverse  impact  on the  Brown, Ickes, and  Ryterman  conclude
economy (for example,  on consumption).  Annette N. Brown,  Barry W. Ickes,  that  the traditional  policy  remedies appro-
Go employs the  framework  to explain  and Randi Ryterman  priate for problems ofconcentration  (such
much of the  output  and  revenue  fall  in  (August 1994)  as  antitrust  policy and  import  competi-
transitional  economies.  The  terms-of-  tion) may be ill-advised or inadequate  for
trade  shocks  from  the  collapse  of  the  Very large firms are more prevalent in the  addressing  problems of imperfect compe-
CMEA trade  as  well as the  rigid but un-  United  States  than  in Russia.  And  there  tition  in the  Russian  economy.
certain economic responses in transitional  is little  euidence in Russia  of industrial  They argue  instead  that  improuing the
economies are all important  factors.  concentration  in  national  markets.  In-  distribution  system and other market  in-
The results  of his  model indicate  that  stead,  barriers  to competition  in Russia  frastructure  that supports trade andfacili-
import tariffs are more effective than  other  arise as a result of highly segmented prod-  tating the entry of new firms should be the
traditional  tax instruments  in raising rev-  uct  markets.  Consequently,  traditional  most  critical  elements  of  competition
enue, especially if real revenue  is defined  policy remedies appropriate for problems  policy in Russia.
in dollar terms  (the price anchor). The con-  of concentration  (such as antitrust  policy  This paper-  a product of the Environ-
traction in domestic output and prices and  and  import  competition)  may  be ill-ad-  ment, Infrastructure,  and Agriculture  Di-
the devaluation  of the real exchange rate  vised or inadequate  for addressing prob-  vision, Policy Research Department  - is
needed  in the  transition  are  significant  lems of imperfect competition in the Rus-  part  of a larger  effort in the  departnent
reasons  that  favor imports as  a tax  base  sian  economy.  The  prescription  for  to see what  lessons can be learned  about
over other revenue sources. To emphasize  healthier  competition:  improve  Russia's  environmental  protection  from  the  U.S.
the transitory  nature  and reversibility  of  distribution  system and facilitate  the en-  experience. Copies of the paper  are avail-
the policy recommendation,  import tariffs  try of new firms.  able free  from the  World Bank,  1818 H
should be  implemented  in the  form of a  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.
temporary  uniform import surcharge.  Discussions  of economic  reform  in  the  Please contactAnna  Marafion, room N1O-
This conclusion seems to hold whether  Russian  Federation  are  colored  by the  033, extension  39074 (30 pages).
the government formulates tax policy  with  conventional  view of Russia's  industrial
correct or incorrect expectations.  But the  structure.  Both in Russia and in the West,
choice of revenue  target  matters.  All tax  Russian industry  is characterized  as very  1332.  Poverty and Household Size
instruments  will do almost equally well if  large enterprises  operating in highly con-
the commonly used tax-to-GDPratio  is the  centrated  industries.  Peter Lanjouw  and Martin Ravallion
target.  But  it  is a  misleading  measure  Brown, Ickes, and Ryterman  challenge  (August 1994)
since the  ratio  does  not  reflect  the  im-  the  conventional  view. They assess  Rus-
mense erosion ofdomestic tax bases in the  sian industrial  concentration  by compar-  Empirical  statements  about the relation-
economy  and how real revenue in absolute  ing the  Russian  industrial  structure  (as  ship  between pouerty and household  size
level may actually  be decreasing  rapidly  revealed in the  1989 Soviet Census of In-  should  be interpreted  with  caution.  The
as a result.  dustry) with that in the United States and  e npirical relationship  is  fragile and espe-
The  revenue  decline  and  uncertainty  other countries.  cially sensitive to differences in the welfare
can also be viewed as  a necessity toward  They find that very large firms are more  indicator  used in measuring poverty.
downsizing the  large  state  sector  and  in  prevalent  in  the  United  States  than  in
redirecting  trade  away  from  former  Russia. This empirical fact suggests that  The widely held view that  larger  families
nonmarket  partners.  The results  empha-  planners  economized  on the costs of cen-  tend to be poorer in developing  countries
size that  restoring  revenue  should  never  tral economic coordination  not by build-  has influenced  research  and policies. But
lead  to  maintaining  subsidies  toward  ing unusualy  large enterprises, but by not  thebasisforthis"stylizedfact"isquestion-
nonprofitable  state  enterprises  or other  building  very small enterprises.  able,  argue  Lanjouw  and  Ravallion.
public spending  no longer  relevant  in a  Their  most  important  finding:  That  Widely cited evidence ofa strong negative
market  system. Doing so will only lead to  there  is little  aggregate  or industry  con-  correlation between size and consumption
unreasonably  high taxation.  centration  at the national  level in Russia.  per  person  is  unconvincing,  given  that
No less important  is moving assets  out  Monopolies  and  oligopolies actually  ac-  even poor  households  face economies  of
of collapsing  sectors,  privatizing  them,  count  for only a small  share  of national  size in consumption.
and making  them  productive  again.  employment  and production.  Lanjouw  and  Ravallion  find  that  the
This paper  - a  product  of the  Public  Instead,  barriers to competition in Rus-  correlation  between  poverty  and  house-
Economics Division, Policy Research  De-  sia arise as a result of highly  segmented  hold size vanishes  in Pakistan  when the
partment  - is part of a larger effort in the  product  markets.  In  large  part,  this  size elasticity  of the cost of living is about
departmentto  develop tools for analyzing  segmentation  can be viewed as a legacy  0.6.  This  turns  out  to be  the  elasticity
tax policy. Copies of the paper  are avail-  of  central  planning.  Under  the  prior  implied by a modified version  of the food-
able free  from the  World Bank,  1818 H  regime, enterprises  were highly isolated,  share  method of setting  scales.
Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  divided  along  both  ministerial  and  By  contrast,  some  measures  of  child
Please contact  Carlina  Jones,  room N10-  geographic  lines.  Presently,  these  barri-  nutritional  status  indicate  an  elasticity
063, extension  37754 (37 pages).  ers are reinforced by some features  of the  closer to unity.66  Policy Research Working  Paper Series
Consideration  of the weight attached to  Finally,  he estimates the capital share  the presence of the informal  sector.
child versus adult welfare may help re-  in production  to be 0.347, which is very  This  paper-  aproductofthe Macroeco-
solve the nonrobustness of demographic  close  to the accepted  benchmark value.  nomics and Growth Division,  Policy  Re-
profiles  of  poverty.  The authors show that  This  paper-a  product  ofthe Macroeco-  search Department - is part of a larger
the incidence of severe child stunting is  nomics and Growth Division,  Policy Re-  effort in the department to study the ef-
more  elastic to household  size than their  search Department - is part of a larger  fects of regulation on inequality and eco-
Engel curve estimate suggests, although  effort  in the department  to understand the  nomic growth. Copies of the paper are
the latter is still a fair predictor of child  determinants of economic  growth. Copies  available free from the World  Bank, 1818
wasting.  of the paper are available free from the  H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
A consideration of the purpose of mea-  World  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  Washing-  PleasecontactRebecca  Martin,  room  NIl-
suring poverty - notably the extent to  ton, DC 20433. Please contact Rebecca  059, extension 39065  (39  pages).
which it is used to inform policies aimed  Martin, room NI 1-059,  extension 39065
atpromotingchildwelfare-maygosome  (30 pages).
way toward resolving  the issue.  1335. Labor Regulations
This paper - a product of the Poverty  and the Informal Economy
and Human Resources Division, Policy  1334. T axation, Public Services,
Research  Department-  is partof a larger  and the Informal Sector in a Model  Norman  V.  Loayza
effort in the department to assess the ro-  of Endogenous Growth  (August 1994)
bustness of  policy  conclusions  to measure-
ment assumptions.  Copies  ofthe paper are  Juan Braun  and Norman  V.  Loayza  Labor regulations that mandate a mini-
available  free from the World Bank, 1818  (August  1994)  mum wage  aboue  market levels  induce the
H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  formation of an informal sector  and thus
Please contact Patricia Cook, room N5-  The  informal sector  exists when ouerregu-  the dispersion of wages across homoge-
057,  extension 33902  (34 pages).  lation (high tax rates and a high cost  for  neous  workers.  Labor  regulations  also  slow
entering  the formal sector)  is coupled  with  c -.pital accumulation and retard the pro-
an inefficient  and corrupt system of com-  cess of rural-urban migration.
1333. A Test  of the Intemational  pliance control.  Informality aduersely  af-
Convergence  Hypothesis Using  fects economic  growth because  the contri-  The informal economy,  which evades la-
Panel  Data  bution of public services to productiuity  bor regulations, provides  employment  for
decreases  as the informal sector  expands.  much  ofthe laborforce  in developing  rnun-
Nornan  V.  Loayza  tries. Loayza explores how labor regula-
(August 1994)  Large informal sectors are an important  tions and imperfections  in informal capi-
characteristic  of developing countries.  tal markets affect income inequality and
This model for estimating an economy's  Braun and Loayza  build  a dynamic  model  the speed of industrialization.
rate  of convergence  to  its own steady state  in which the informal sector exists when  Empirical evidence shows that  labor
uses a neoclassical  Solow model and ac-  overregulation  (high tax rates and a high  costs  are higher in the formal sector,  and
counts  for the presence  ofcountry-specific  cost for entering  the  formal sector) is  that the cost of capital is higher in the in-
effects.  The estirmated  rate ofconvergence  coupled with an inefficient and corrupt  formal  sector (in part because  many infor-
is 0.0494,  implying  a half-life  of about 14  system of compliance  control.  mal activities are illegal,  so contracts are
years.  They  consider a production  technology  unenforceable).  Loayzadevelopsatheoreti-
in which  public  services are essential and  cal model  based on such factor-cost  asym-
Loayza,  using a neoclassical  Solow  model,  subject  to congestion.  The public  services  metry. He applies it to an urban economy
estimates an economy's  rate  of conver-  are financed  by taxes collected  from the  with and without ample supplies  of labor
gence  to its own  steady state. Using panel  formal sector. Informal producers evade  from the rural sector.  The dynamic  analy-
data for a sample of 98 countries, he ap-  taxes and, because of their illegal  status,  sis considers rural-urban migration and
plies  Chamberlain's (1984) estimation  can use only  some public  services,  cannot  optimal  capital  accumulation.  His  findings:
procedure to account for the presence of  use capital or insurance markets, and are  * Labor  regulations  that  mandate
country-specific  effects  resulting from id-  subject to stochastic penalties.  workers' compensation  above  its market-
iosyncratic  unobservable  factors.  This  pro-  Braun and Loayza  find that the relative  dictated level induce the formation of an
cedure also prevents the estimation bias  size of the informal sector is negatively  informal  sector and thus the dispersion of
due to measurement error in GDP.  related to the severity of  the penalties and  wages  across homogeneous  workers. And
Controlling,  additionally,  for  the  positively related  to tax  rates  and the  labor regulations slow  capital accumula-
country's level  of education,  he estimates  extent of informal use of public services.  tion and retard the process  ofrural-urban
the rate ofconvergencetobe0.0494,  which  They also find  that  economies with  migration.
implies a half-life  of about 14 years.  largerinformal sectors  have lower  capital  *  When capital allocation to informal
This estimated rate of convergence  is  return and growth rates because the con-  producers becomes  more  efficient,  the in-
about two and a half times higher than  tribution of public services to productiv-  formal sector expands relative to the for-
those obtained by Barro and Sala-i-Mar-  ity decreases with informality.  mal sector, the gap between formal and
tin (1992) and Makiw, Romer, and Weil  They  argue that self-interested  bureau-  informal  wages  narrows, and rural-urban
(1992).  Loayza  claims  that those estimates  cracies create an economic  environment  migration speeds up.
are biased toward zero because they fail  that makes informality attractive or sim-  *  Policies with an urban bias hasten
to account for country-specific  effects.  ply unavoidable  because they profit from  rural-urban  migration, inducing an ex-Policy  Research Working  Paper  Series  67
pansion  of the informal  labor force rela-  entire  solution  for an  effective  payment  *  Before-and-after  comparisons
tive to the  total labor force.  system rests in obtaining modern computer  *  Control group (simple and modified)
Post-World  War 11  experience  in infor-  hardware  and  believe the  World Bank's  studies
mal  economics  in  Latin  America  moti-  sole contribution  is to finance  hardware  *  Modeling.
vates and  in some respects  supports  the  costs. Hardware  procurement  alone  will  All three  approaches  have been used to
theoretical  findings, says  Loayza.  not solve problems of payment  systems.  carryout  macroeconomic analysisof policy
This paper-  a product ofthe Macroeco-  These  countries  need  organizational  reform. But before-and-after  and  simple
nomics and  Growth  Division, Policy Re-  plans and structures  for national  payment  control  group  approaches  are  not  valid
search  Department  - is part of a larger  systems before they spend money on com-  explanatory  techniques,  say  White  and
effort in the  department  to study  the  ef-  puter  equipment.  They often lack the ex-  Luttik, the results may be used to describe
fects of regulation  on inequality  and eco-  pertise to design and operate modem pay-  what happened,  but notwhy  it happened.
nomic growth.  Copies  of the  paper  are  ment  systems,  so they  may  need techni-  Theoretically,  the  modified  control
available  free fr  om the World Bank, 1818  cal assistance  from financial  experts  be-  group is the strongest  approach.  In prac-
H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.  fore they invest in systems  development.  tice, it has many shortcomings  - in par-
Please contact Rebecca Martin, room N1l-  The design  of a  new payment  system  ticular,  its failure  to allow for the effects
059, extension  39065 (46 pages).  should  be  kept  simple.  Many  emerging  of aid and  other  capital  flows as an  ex-
economies  lack  the  infrastructure  and  planatory  variable.
banking  sophistication  to leapfrog  from  The  macroeconomic  impact  of aid in-
1336.  Modernizing  Payment  basic tostate-of-the-art  paymentsystems.  flows is best  understood  within  the  con-
Systems  in Emerging Economies  The  first  task  is  to  fix the  most  serious  text  of  an  accounting  framework,  say
problems.  The second is to upgrade  the  White and  Luttik.  The literature  on the
Robert  Listfield  and Fernando  Montes-Negret  current  systems  incrementally,  to meet  macroeconomic  effects of  aid  funds  has
(August 1994)  basic  standards  of timeliness,  security,  relied  almost  entirely  on modeling.  But
and reliability. As these improvements  are  muchwork has used only single equations,
An overview of payment  systems in devel-  made, the  countries can turn  their  atten-  so that  many potentially  important  rela-
oping countries and transitional formerly  tion to long-term, advanced  solutions.  tionships  -notably  aid's effect on output
socialist  economies,  designed  to  raise  Each  country's  payment  system  is  and  income  - are  excluded  from  the
awareness  of the challenges faced by cen-  unique.  To  simply  import  another  analysis.  Even the  simultaneous  models
tral  and  commercial  banks  and  by  the  country's systemwithoutadjustingforthe  used are mostly partial,  not general, equi-
World Bank in developing or modernizing  target  country's  geography,  infrastruc-  librium  models - which  makes the find-
payment  systems.  ture,  banking  and  legal  structures,  cul-  ings doubtful. And much  of the empirical
ture,  and needs could lead to suboptimal  work suffers  from  methodological  short-
Listfield and  Montes-Negret  address  the  solutions.  Development  of  the  system  comings. Much research  is needed on how
following questions  in  this  overview  of  should follow a disciplined plan for defin-  aid  affects  the  private  sector  macro-
payment  systems: What is a payment  sys-  ing the needs of users and for organizing  economically; more is known about how to
tem?  How can efficient  systems  contrib-  the project team  and project goals.  analyze the public sector's response to aid
ute  to the  development  of modern,  mar-  This paper - a product ofthe Financial  inflows.
ket-based  financial institutions  and mar-  Sector  Development  Department  - is  The analysis  of aid money and aid-sup-
kets?  What  elements  are  necessary  for  part  of a larger  effort in the department  ported policy reform can bc incorporated
payment  systems  to operate  efficiently?  toexaminefactorsconstrainingthedevel-  into a single framework  - but  with the
What are  the operational  characteristics  opment of countries'  financial infrastruc-  effects of each  clearly  separable.  White
of a modem payment  system? What is the  ture. Copies ofthe paper are available free  and  Luttik  favor a country-specific  mod-
central  bank's  role? What  problems  do  from the World Bank  1818 H Street  NW,  elingapproach  because it allows the sepa-
countries  face when developing payment  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  rate analysis ofpolicies andmoneyasweii
systems?  What  is  the  World Bank  ap-  Tara  Mailei,  room  G8-155,  extension  as the separate  analysis  of different poli-
proach to selected payment  system initia-  87347 (43 pages).  cies. Country-specific analysis can capture
tives, design,  and development?  local  factors  that  may  be omitted  from
Effective,  efficient  payment  systems,  cross-country  analyses.
they  conclude, are vital  for the  economic  1337.  The  Countrywide  Effects  They argue that  counterfactual  analy-
development of emerging economies. Effi-  of  Aid  sis using econometric  or general  equilib-
cient  payment  systems help promote  the  rium  models may be the  most legitimate
development  of commerce, enhance  eco-  Howard  White and Joke Luttik  approach  to analyzing  the  relationship
nomic  policy oversight,  control  the  risk  (August 1994)  between  poverty  and  economic reform.
inherent  in moving large values,  and  re-  Modeling has yielded results  quite differ-
duce the financial, capital, and human  re-  How are  we to analyze  the  countrywide  ent  from the common view about  the  so-
sources  devoted  to  the  transfer  of pay-  effects of aid  - especially  its  macroeco-  cial impact ofrefbrm policies, they say, but
ments.  nomic impact and its effects on social and  existing models fail to incorporate  aid as
Many  emerging  economies lack the  fi-  environmental  uariables?  an important  macroeconomic variable.
nancial and technical resources to develop  Project  aid,  program  aid,  commodity
such systems. Many tun  to the World Bank  There are three  main approaches  to ana-  (mainly food)  aid, and technical assistance
and other international  agencies for assis-  lyzing  the  effects of aid  money  and  aid-  are the four main types  of aid. One prob-
tance. Unfortunately, some believe that the  supported  reform:  lem in much  of the  literature  is that  an68  Poliry  Research  Working  Paper Series
aggregate aid figure is used, even  though  dresses the following  issues: What policy  world may evolve over the coming two
the macroeconomic  repercussions  of  these  should  commodity-producing  countries  decades.
different types of aid will differ.  pursue? What advice  should multilateral  They discuss China's  growth potential,
Much  analysis is also  flawed by consid-  banks offer about trade and investment  r:r.awing  a parallel between China's rise
ering the effects of a "program" (despite  policy? And what lending policy  should  and the historical rise of Britain, Japan,
different  intensities and  compliance  rates)  multilateral banks pursue?  and the United States. Barring major  dis-
rather than the policies  implemented.  The  following principles guide  his  ruptions, they contend, China could be-
This paper - a product of the Macro-  analysis:  come  one  of  the world's  largest economies,
economics and Growth Division, Policy  * The fact that a country has power  on  if not the largest, by the year 2020.
Research  Department-  is partofa Bank-  the world market for a specific  commod-  Industrial countries, especially Japan
wide  effort investigating  aid effectiveness.  ity does not mean that it should not pro-  and the United States, are expected to
Copies  of  the paper are available free  f-om  ceed with general reforn. The theory of  benefit  because their  trade  structure
the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  the  second-best says  that  distortions  complements  China's. Developing  coun-
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  should be attacked at the source.  So  coun-  tries, especially  exporters of labor-inten-
Emily Khine, room N11-061, extension  tries should  proceed  with stabilization  and  sive manufactured products,  are likely to
37471  (130 pages).  trade and domestic  liberalization policies  be put under competitive  pressure.
and should apply optimal export taxes to  The authors argue that it would  be ad-
those commodities in which they have  vantageous for China to embark on the
1338.  Commodity  Exports  and  the  market power.  traditional strategy of a follower  country
Adding-Up  Problem  in Developing  *  In their advice  on trade and invest-  - that is, to run current account deficits
Countries:  Trade,  Investment,  and  ment policies,  and in their lending  policies,  and use foreign  resources to supplement
Lending  Policy  multilateral  development banks should  domestic  investment.
notuseacountry-by-countryappmachbut  Should foreign direct investment con-
Maurice  Schiff  should take spillover  effects  and strategic  tinue at its recent rate, China may have
(August  1994)  interactions into account.  to cope with ove financing of its current
This paper - a product of the Interna-  account deficits.  The authors argue for a
Free trade  in  commodities maximizes  tional Trade Division,  International Eco-  development  strategy that projects  a sus-
world welfare, but it does not maximize  nomics  Department - is part of a larger  tainable  growth rate  with  somewhat
income  or welfareforcountries  withpower  effort in the department to understand  higher current account  deficits  and, there-
on the world market (such as Brazil for  international trade problems  in the pres-  fore,  somewhat  higher levels  ofconsump-
coffee  and Cete  dIvoireforcocoa).  So what  ence of strategic interaction. The study  tion and lower domestic savings, and a
policyshouldcommodity-producingcoun-  was funded by the Bank's Research Sup-  toning down of a policy  bias that favors
tries pursue? What advice should multi-  port Budget under the research project  coastal  regions.  Such a strategy would  lift
lateral banks  offer  about  trade and invest-  "Commodity  Exports and Real Income  in  consumption  standards more rapidly. It
ment policy?  And what commodity lend-  Africa"  (RPO  676-70).  Copies  ofthis paper  would also defuse some of the social  ten-
ing policy  should they pursue?  are available free from the World Bank,  sions generated by the unequal develop-
1818  H  Street  NW, Washington, DC  ment of different regions.
Multilateral development banks, includ-  20433.  Please  contactAnna  Kim,  room  R2-  As for  the country's  vulnerability to the
ing the World Bank, have advocated  free  042, extension 33715  (33 pages).  external environment, the authors argue
trade  policies for developing countries,  that in the long run China is resilient in
including free trade in commodities.  But  the face  of  adverseexternal  developments,
although  free trade in commodities  maxi-  1339. China's  Emergence:  especiallythose  comingfrom  outside  Asia.
mizes  world  welfare,  it does not maximize  Prospects,  Opportunities,  In the short term, however,  adverse  exter-
income  orwelfareforcountrieswithpower  and Challenges  nal  shocks could threaten  the  macro-
on the world market (such as Brazil for  economic  stability important to reform.  A
coffee  and CMte  d'Ivoire for cocoa).  Andrea  Boltho,  Uri  Dadush,  Dong  He,  simulation  analysis of China's loss of
If the reference  group selected is devel-  and Shigeru  Otsubo  most-favored-nation  status in the United
oping countries as a whole,  or the coffee-  (August  1994)  States confirms this assertion.
or cocoa-producing  countnes, free trade is  The authors conclude  that preserving
not optimal for those commodities.  Multi-  Barring  major  disruptions,  China  is  openness is in China's best interest and
lateral development  banks that have sup-  bound to be the world's most dynamic  that  the  United  States  in  particular
ported thecoffeeand cocoa  agreementsin  growthpole-and  could become  one ofthe  stands to gain much in the longer run
the past recognize this. And the World  world's largest economies,  if not the larg-  if  it  maintains  open  trade  relations
Bankhasimposedlendingrestrictionson  est,  bytheyear2020. Preseruing  open  trade  with  China.  Adversarial  U.S. policies
coffee,  cocoa,  tea, and sugar for fear that  relations is in  the best interest of both  could encourage  China, Japan, and other
added investments would  result in lower  China and the United States.  Asian countries to prefer intraregional
terms of trade and lost income.  trade,  possibly excluding the  United
Given  that free trade is not optimal  and  Boltho,  Dadush, He,  and Otsubo  examine  States from full participation in what is
that some restrictions on output and in-  how the economic  interactions between  bound to be the  world's most dynamic
vestment might be desirable, Schiff ad-  rapidlyemergingChinaandtherestofthe  growth pole.Policy  Research  Working  Paper  Series  69
This paper - a product of the Interna-  the clearinghouse  to expel members who  e  More  competition  from  external
tional  Economic Analysis  and  Prospects  default,  further  reducing  the  risk of de-  trade.
Division,  International  Economics  De-  fault. Finally, they  show that  it may (but  *  A  policy of economic liberalization
partment  - is part of a larger effort in the  need not) be optimal for the clearinghouse  since 1978.
department  to examine changingexternal  to monitor  the  financial  condition  of its  Plakistan  was  able  to  sustain  high
links and the impact of external  shocks on  members.  If  monitoring  occurs,  it  will  growth  and avoid a financial crisis-  de-
low- and middle-income countries.  Copies  reduce  the  amount  of margin  required,  spite large  deficits  - because real inter-
of the  paper  are  available  free from the  but need not affect the  probability  of de-  estrates  on debts were substantially nega-
World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW, Washing-  fault.  tive in the  1970s, so debt-to-GDP ratios
ton, DC 20433. Please contact Jacquelyn  The empirical tests run by Baer, France,  continued  to  decline.  But  real  interest
Queen, room S8-035, extension  33740 (28  and  Moser indicate  that  the  opportunity  rates  turned  positive in the  1980s. If Pa-
pages).  cost of margin  plays an important  role in  kistan  continues  to have fiscal deficits  of
determining  margin.  The  relationship  the  same magnitude  as  in the  past, a  fi-
between  volatility and  margins  indicates  nancial  crisis  will quickly emerge.  Paki-
1340.  Opportunity  Cost  and  that  participants  face an upward-sloping  stan  cannot  avoid a debt crisis  by creat-
Prudentiality:  An Analysis  of  opportunity  cost  for margin,  which  ap-  ing money. Higher inflation  will hurt  re-
Futures  Clearinghouse  Behavior  pears to more than  offset the effects that  source allocation and income distribution.
monitoring  and  expulsion  would be  ex-  To guard against  reduced growth,weak-
lierbert L.  Baer, Virginia G. France,  pected to have on margin  setting.  ened export performance, and higher real
and James T. Moser  This paper - a product of the Finance  interest  rates,  Pakistan  should reduce its
(August  1994)  and Private Sector Development Division,  fiscal deficit to below 4.5-5 percentofGDP
Policy Research Department  - is part of  and  phase out quasi-fiscal  deficits.
A  futures  clearinghouse  sets  margins  to  a larger  effort in the  department  to ana-  Pakistan  needs  more balanced  use  of
minimize  its membership's  collective  costs  lyze the  role of financial  institutions  in  fiscal, monetary,  and  exchange rate  poli-
oftrading.  These costs have  two sources  - market  economies. Copies ofthe paper are  cies.  Putting  the  burden  of external  ad-
the  deadweight  costs  incurred  when  a  available  free from the World Bank,  1818  justment  fully on the real exchange rate,
member  defaults,  and  the  opportunity  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC 20433.  as Pakistan  tried  to do in the past,  is in-
costs incurred  when  irncbers  are required  Please contact  Paulina  Sintim-Aboagye,  consistent  with improvements  in external
to post  margin  to insure  against  default.  room N9-059, extension 37644 (45 pages).  balance.  Real exchange rate depreciation
This  simple  framework  yields  insights  imposes capital  losses on the  stock of ex-
about  the  impact  of netting,  monitoring,  ternal  debt. The real exchange rate should
expulsion,  the opportunity  cost of margin,  1341.  Explaining  Pakistan's High  be  set  at an  appropriate  level, and  mon-
and volatility on default risk and margin  Growth Performance Oter the  etary  and fiscal policies should be used to
levels.  F,mpirical  analysis  suggests  that  Past Two Decades: Can It Be  adjust  demand.
opportunity cost is an important  factor in  Sustained?  A substantial  adjustment  effort will be
margin setting.  needed to increase  domestic savings  and
Sadiq  Ahmed  investmentrates.  National savings should
Margin deposits, which serve as collateral  August 1994)  increase  from 14 percent  of GDP to 20-22
to protect the clearinghouse,  are typically  percent  of GDP. Raising public revenues
the most important  tool for risk manage-  Pakistan's  6 percent  annual  growth  rate  and  reducing  public  consumption  will
ment. Baer, France, and Moser develop a  sustained  for two decades has been a de-  achieve public  savings  of 3-4  percent  of
model  that explains  how  creating  a  fu-  velopment  puzzle.  What  factors  explain  GDP (savings  are  negative  now). Public
tures  clearinghouse  may allow traders  si-  Pakistan's  rapid growth?  And  can  it be  investment  should focus on areas (such as
multaneously to reduce both the risk ofde-  sustained  if  Pakistan  does  not  address  physical infrastructure  and human devel-
fault and the total amount  of margin  that  problems  of  high  fiscal  and  current  ac-  opment) that promote private investment,
members post. Optimal  margin levels are  count deficits,  relatively  low sauings and  economic growth,  and equity.
determined  by the  need  to  balance  the  investment  rates, andpoor  human  capital  To contain  the  fiscal cost of domestic
deadweight costs ofdefault against  the op-  formation?  borrowing,  Pakistan  has pursued a policy
portunity  cost of holding additional  mar-  of  financial  repression,  which  has  re-
gin. Both costs are a consequence of mar-  Using standard  statistical  growth  analy-  pressed the private credit and investment
ket participants'  imperfect  access to capi-  sis, Ahmed shows that  Pakistan's  growth  needed for long-term  growth. Also needed
tal markets.  is the result  of:  is more rapid progress  in human  capital
The simultaneous  reduction  in default  *  Rapid  capital  accumulation.  development,  especially  investments  in
risk  and  in the  opportunity  cost of mar-  Pakistan's  investment  rate was relatively  women's  health  and  education.  To com-
gin deposits  is possible  because  the  cre-  low but  its  fixed  investment  rate  grew  pete  internationally  in  manufacturing
ation ofthe clearinghouse  facilitates  mul-  steadily in the  1970s, stabilizing at about  requires  more skilled  production  and  a
tilateral  netting.  The authors  character-  17 percent of GDP in the mid-1980s.  better-educated  workforce than  Pakistan
ize the  conditions under  which multilat-  *  Growth of the labor force, which off-  has  had.
eral  netting  will dominate  bilateral  net-  set a tendency toward capital intensity  of  This paper  - a product, of the Office of
ting. They also show that  it is credible for  production.  the Director, South Asia Country Depart-70  Policy Research Working Paper Series
ment III - is part of a larger effort in the  future reallocation  of labor toward more  1343.  Strategic Interdependence
department  to analyze the nature  and  productive,  higher-paying  sectors.  in the East-West  Gas Trade:
extentofthe adjustment challenges faced  * Setting  minimum  wages,  fixing  A Hierarchical  Stackelberg Game
by Pakistan in the 1990s. Copies  of the  ranges of pay, and indexing  wages to in-  Approach
paper are available free from the World  flation did not prevent increases in wage
Bank, 1818  H StreetNW,  Washington,  DC  variation  from occurring. Wage mini-  Wafik  Grais  and Kangbin  Zheng
20433.  Please contact  Ann Bhalla,  room  mums  did not appear  to have  an  effect,  (August 1994)
D1O-071, extension  84440 (47 pages).  presumably because inflation reduced real
minimum  wages  so  quickly  that  most  This  Stackelberg  game  provides  a frame-
workers  were  paid  above  the  minimums.  work  for analyzing  the  strategic  moves  of
1342.  Winners  and Losers  in  In Slovenia, policy changes are reflected  threeplayers  in the East- West gas trade-
Transition:  Retums  to Education,  in labor market  outcomes.  Disabling the  a Western importer, a transiter, and a Rus-
Experience,  and Gender  in  tax-transfer  policy from relatively  profit-  sian  supplier  as  the  game  leader  -
Slovenia  able  to  relatively  unprofitable  firms  and  andgaining  insights  into theirpredictabil-
elimi nating worker referendums  on wage  ity.
Peter F. Orazem and Milan  Vodopivec  scales removed  mechanisms  that  tended
(August 1994)  to compress wage variation.  Greater  de-  The current  and  potential  benefits  of the
mand  for skilled workers  also  reflected  East-West  gas trade  are enormous  for all
Returns  to human  capital  - education  both the  economywide need to cope with  participants.  Realizing those benefits re-
and experience - rose dramatically  in the  uncertainty  and  such  industry-specific  quires  significant  upfront  investments.
transition.  Women gained relative to men  factors  as  reduced  labor  demnand, espe-  But the  new, more complex structure  of
in both wages and  employment.  cially in less skill-intensive  industries.  the gas transit  system  that  has emerged
The results in Slovenia contrast sharply  following changes in Eastern  Europe and
Orazem  and  Vodopivec identify  winners  with those in eastern  Germany.  Eastern  the former  Soviet Union has  created  un-
and losers  in Slovenia's economic transi-  German  workers  have  had  decreasing  certainties  that  bear on the expected ben-
tion by tracing  changes in returns  to edu-  returns  to education  and experience.  But  efits from investments.
cation,  experience,  and  gender  and  it is not clear  how relevant  the  eastern  Grais and Zheng argue  for the existence
changes  in wage inequality  from  1987 to  Germanexperienceistoothertransitional  of stable  contracts  that  would create  an
1991. They find that:  economies because ofwestern  Germany's  environment  more  conducive  to invest-
*  Relativewagesandemploymentrose  efforts  to alleviate  problems.  More simi-  ments  and  allow all participants  to ben-
for the most educated and fell for the least  lar  to Orazem  and  Vodopivec's findings  efit from expansion  of the gas trade.
educated,  in all industries.  are the results  of Flanagan  (1993) on the  As  a  guide  to  formulating  incentive-
*  Relativewagesandemploymentrose  Czech  Republic, which  show  increasing  compatible,  transparent,  flexible  con-
with years  of work experience  until  pen-  returns  to education  but  decreasing  re-  tracts, they propose a framework based on
sionable  age.  turns  to experience.  a Stackelberg  game, with three  players (a
- At pensionable  age,  relative  wages  In  some respects,  Slovenia  is atypical  supplier,  a  transiter,  and  an  importer)
increased  very rapidly  and  relative  em-  because it is richer  and  more western  in  under  Russia's  leadership.  They use this
ployment was greatly reduced. Using pen-  orientation  than other transitional  econo-  framework  to analyze  the contract  modi-
sion policies to encourage early retiremernt  mies.  But  those  economies  could  learn  fications  that  would ensue  from changes
drastically  reduced  the  supply  of very  from the  experience  in Slovenia because  affecting  the  gas  trade.  They  conclude
experienced  workers.  Either  the  policy  Slovenia  also  had  social ownership,  full  that:
caused firms to bid up wages for workers  employment coupled with substantial  hid-  * Increased  competitiveness  of  the
of pensionable  age to keep them from re-  den  unemployment,  and  an  egalitarian  transiter  and supplier  through cost reduc-
tiring,  or it caused  a selection process in  wage structure.  And Slovenia  has  intro-  tions would improve the payoffs  to all play-
which only the  highest-paid  workers  re-  duced  labor  market  reform  and  experi-  ers (the transiter's  and  supplier's  profits
mained  in the workforce. Regardless,  the  enced social dislocations  similar  to those  and  the  Western  importer's  welfare).
pension policy has proved to be costly, and  in other transitional  European economies.  Strategic  behavior on the part of the sup-
early  retirements  did not make room for  This  paper - a product  of the  Transi-  plier  and  transiter  would ultimately  re-
the  young,est workers  but  for those just  tion Economics Division, Policy Research  duce the  price to the importer,  enlarging
under  pensionable  age.  Department  - is part of a larger  effort in  gas  demand  and  reducing  costs.  If in-
* Women gained relative to men m both  the department  to investigate  labor mar-  creased competitiveness  is the outcome of
wages and employment primarily because  kets in transitional  economies. The study  more costly gas  from sources other  than
they  occupy  education  and  industry  was funded by the  Bank's Research  Sup-  Russia,  both  the  supplier's  and  the
groups less adversely affected by the t-an-  port  Budget  under  the  research  project  transiter's  payoffs would improve but the
sition, not because ofeconomywide reduc-  "Labor  Market  Dynamics  during  the  importer's  welfare would deteriorate.  The
tions  in discrimination  against  women.  Transition  of a Socialist  Economy" (RPO  supplierand  transiter  would have leeway
*  Increasing  returns  to education  and  677-20). Copies of the paper are available  to strategically  raise their  price and tran-
experience contributed to wage inequalitv,  free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  sit fee, respectively, while gaining market
but the vanance  in wages also increased  NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  share.  Butthe  importerwould  face rising
for individuals  with  identical  skills.  Big  tact  Jennifer  Walker, room N 11-023, ex-  costs for gas imports  and would lose wel-
changes  in relative  wages  should signal  tension  37466 (50 pages).  fare.Policy Research  Working  Paper  Series  71
- An increase  in the  scope for the  im-  and  on specific characteristics  of the  in-  period,  in  order  not  to  discriminate
porter  to substitute  between  alternative  vestment.  They show this  in terms of the  against  domestic investors.
sources  of  gas  improves  welfare  for all  effects on foreign-exchange  risks  and  on  This  paper  - a  product  of the  South
three  players.  The perception  by the sup-  the  amount  of foreign direct investment  Asia  Regional Office, Office of the Chief
plier and  transiter  of increased  threat  of  taking  place.  Economist  - is part of a larger  effort in
competition  leads to a preemptive  move  Theirmain  lessonsforforeign  investors:  the Banktoaddress  issues that  cut across
not  to lose  market  share.  The transiter  *  The  benefits  of  hedging  exchange  countries  in  the  region.  Copies  of  the
and  supplier  reduce  the  transit  fee and  risks through  forward markets  vary sub-  paper  are  available  free from the  World
supply  price,  respectively,  allowing  the  stantially,  depending on the investor, the  Bank,  1818 H Street  NW, Washington,
importer  to face a lower gas price. Import  type ofinvestment,  and, for foreign direct  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Antonio
demand  expands  and  welfare  improves.  investment  (FDI),  the  direction  of  the  Estache,  room Q7-123, extension  81442
The expanded  trade  more than  compen-  market  supplied.  (33 pages).
sates  for the  reduction  in the  transit  fee  *  For  short-lived  investment  or  FDI
and supply price and allows larger payoffs  targeted  to the  host country  market,  the
for transiter  and  supplier.  potential  for gain from forward contracts  1345.  The Decentralization
* The perception  of increased  reliabil-  is substantial  because  in the  short  run,  of Public  Services:  Lessons
ity of Russian  gas supplies  expands  de-  nominal  exchange  rate fluctuations  tend  from the  Theory of the  Firm
mand  for Russian  gas  and  leads  to the  to be larger  than  real exchange rate  fluc-
expansion  of  trade.  The  supplier  and  tuations.  Jacques Cremer, Antonio  Estache.
transiter  can  raise  their  respective  *  Forlong-livedinvestmentsorexport-  and Paul Seabright
charges  with  expanded  volume, improv-  oriented  FDI, the gains from forward con-  (August 1994)
ing their  payoffs. The importer's  welfare  tracts  will be much smaller. Firms invest-
deteriorates  as the  cost of importing  gas  ing  in  long-lived  assets  or  in  activities  Questions about decentralization  irn  gov-
rises.  targeted  to exports get natural  insurance  emnment  are questions about the allocation
The predictability  of the  players' reac-  from the correlation  between the nominal  of control rights. How much to decentral-
tions to changes in the environment would  exchange  rate  and  the firm's earnings  in  ize depends on which level of gouernment
build confidence in the  reliability  of gas  host-country  currency.  will hav  the most incentive to bring about
trade  and  allow its expansion,  benefiting  *  The evidence on exchange  rate  and  desired outcomes.
all participants.  price fluctuations  between 1975 and 1991
This paper  - a product  of Europe and  suggests  that  the demand for coverage is  The literature  on the theory of the firm is
Central  Asia,  Country  Department  IV,  likely to be stronger  in South Asia than  in  rich in theoretical  and  practical  insights.
Country  Operations  Division 2-is  part  Latin America. In East Asia, the evidence  The key messages in this overview are the
of a larger  effort  in the region to address  is mixed.  following-
the issues  in the  energy  sector raised  by  Their main lessonsfor host countrygov-  *  The modern theory  of the  firm  pro-
the  collapse  of the  former  Soviet Union  ernmnents:  vides many insights  into political organi-
and  the transition  to market  economies.  *  In  the  short  run,  if  there  are  no  zation,  for political jurisdictions  can  be
Copies ofthe paper are available free from  private  forward  markets,  the  optimal  viewed as pseudo-firms  that  provide scr-
the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,  policy for a risk-neutral  host country is to  vices  and  that  group  together  various
Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  provide the firm with forward contracts  at  kinds of decisionimaking activities.
Kangbin  Zheng, room H2-092, extension  the  expected  spot  exchange  rate.  This  * Questions  about  decentralization  in
36974 (22 pages).  government  insurance  has  the  same  ef-  government  are questions  about  the allo-
fects as allowing trading  in forward mar-  cation of control rights.  If contractual  re-
kets. But  these  contracts  can have  fiscal  lations were complete,  it would not mat-
1344.  Which  Foreign  Investors  consequences,  as  they  did  in  Latin  ter whether  power were decentralized,  as
Worry  About  Foreign Exchange  America.  contracts  would specify everything  to be
Risk in South Asia and Why?  *  Forward markets do not discriminate  done at each level of government.  There
against  host-country  firms.  Those  en-  would be no need for discretion.
Eric Bond  and Antonio  Estache  gaged  in  international  trade  can  also  *  How much to decentralize depends on
(August 1994)  benefit from the presence offorward  mar-  which level of government  will have  the
kets.  most incentive to bring about desired  out-
In  the long run,  competitive  forward  ex-  * In the medium run, as exchange con-  comes. Centralized  governments  may be
change  markets  are  better  than govern-  trols  are being liberalized,  forward  mar-  better  at coordinating  things  but tend  to
ment  guarantees  against  exchange risk.  kets  may  be slow to develop because  of  be  less  accountable  than  decentralized
They benefit both host-country andforeign  participants  uncertainty  about their abil-  governments (with important  exceptions).
firrns and increase investment  from  both  ity to get foreign currency to cover forward  *  Theorganizationaldesignofgovern-
sources.  commitments.  In this transitional  period,  ment affects not only incentives  to make
contracts  offered by the govermnent  are  decisions but also incentives  to gather  the
Bond and Estache  show that the potential  likely  to be the  most  efficient  means  of  information  on which those  decisions are
benefits to a host country of forward mar-  reassuring  foreign investors.  These  con-  based.
kets  or  of foreign  exchange  guarantees  tracts  should  also  be made  available  to  This paper-a  product  ofthe  Office of
depend on the investor's  country of origin  host-country firma during the transitional  the Vice President, Development Econom-72  Policy Research Working Paper Series
ics - is one  in  a  series  of background  parable  to that  of the  European  Union, it  markets.  Their proposal does not involve
papers  prepared  for World Development  seems safe to assume  that  if they enforce  harmonization  of competition  laws.
Report 1994 on infrastructure.  Copies of  their  competition  laws  vigorously,  EU-  All that  would change  from the status
the  paper  are  available  free  from  the  consistent  minimum  standards  will  he  quo  is thal  a  necessary  condition  for an
World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW, Washing-  respected.  antidumping  aclion  is that  competition
ton,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Antonio  Until  the  association  agreemenLt  are  authorities  find that the exporLing firm's
Estache,  room Q7-123, extension  81442  fully implemented,  it is important  to re-  home market  is not contestable,  and con-
(51 pages).  duce  to  a  minimum  the  risk  of  being  clude that  no remedial  action  is possible
treated  as an  'unfair  trader."  Safeguard  through  the  application  of  competition
actions  will  remain  possible  until  EU  law.
1346.  Linking Competition  membership  has been attained.  But safe-  Ideally,  agreement  along  these  lines
and Trade Policies in Central  guard  protection is more difficult  to seek  would  be  sought  in  the  multilateral
and Eastern European Countries  and obtain  if there  is only a weak case for  (GATT) context, but bilateral  or regional
arguing  that  Central  and  Eastern  Euro-  trade agreements could also be concluded.
Bernard M.  Hoekman  and Petros C. Mavroidis  pean firms are benefiting from trade bar-  For example, European Union cooperation
(August 1994)  riers,  state  aids, or various  government-  or  association  agreements  might  be ex-
maintained  entry  barriers.  tended  along the  lines proposed.
Enforcement  of competition  law  and lib-  This paper  - a product of the Europe  This paper  - a product  of the  Europe
eralization oftrade are important elements  and Central  Asia, Middle East and North  and Central  Asia, Middle East  and North
of the  transition  to a  market  economy.  Africa  Regions  Technical  Department,  Africa  Regions  Technical  Department,
Competition policy can be designed to  sup-  Private  Sector  and  Finance  Team  - is  Private  Sector  and  Finance  Team  - is
port a liberal trade policy stance.  part of a larger  effort to monitor and ana-  part of a larger  effort to monitor and ana-
lyze developments  in regional and  global  lyze developments  in global trade  policy
Hoekman and  Mavroidis explore options  trade policy ofrelevance to the Europe and  affecting the Europe and Central  Asia and
for Central  and Eastern  European  (CEE)  Central  Asia  and  the  Middle  East  and  the Middle East and North Africa regions.
governments to make competition law en-  North  Africa regions. Copies of the paper  Copies ofthe paper are available free from
forcement more sensitive  to trade and  in-  are  available  free from the World Bank,  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,
vestment  policy, thereby  supporting  lib-  1818  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact
eral trade  policy.  20433. Please contact Faten  Hatab,  room  Faten  Hatab,  room  H8-087,  extension
The competition laws ofthese  countries  H8-087, extension  35835 (43 pages).  35835 (29 pages).
tend  to resemble  European  Union  (EU)
competition disciplines  (Articles 85-86  of
the Treaty of Rome), but give competition  1347.  Antitrust-Based  Remedies  1348.  Quality Change  and Other
authorities  great  scope for discretion  in  and  Dumping  in Intemational  Influences on Measures of Export
interpreting  the relevant  statutes.  Muclh  Trade  Prices of Manufactured Goods
can be done through  appropriate  wording
of criteria  and implementation  guidelines  Bernard M.  Hoekman  and Petros  C. Mavroidis  Robert E. Lipsey
within the framewo.k  of existing  legisla-  (August 1994)  (August 1994)
tion to subject trade  policy to competition-
policy scrutiny.  A proposal  that governments  apply com-  The long-run rise in prices and in terms of
A liberal trade policy and active enforce-  petition-policy-based disciplines to unfair-  trade for exports of manufactured  goods
ment  of competition  laws will be crucial  trade allegations  before turning  to "stan-  has been overestimated  because measures
not only for national  welfare,  but also for  dard'  antidumping  remedies.  of export  prices forrmanufactured products,
eliminating  the threat  of contingent  pro-  including the U.N. export unit value index,
tection by EU firms. When CEE countries  Hoekman and Mavroidis explore the pos-  are biased upward. In particular,  they fail
face antidumping  threats  or actions  from  sibility  of governments'  seeking  to agree  to account adequatelyfor  improvements in
EU countries,  Hoekman  and  Mavroidis  to apply competition-policy-based  consid-  the  quality  of  exported  manufactured
suggest that they seek a link between com-  erations and disciplines in addressing  un-  goods.
petition law enforcement  and  antidump-  fair-trade  allegations  before  turning  to
ing investigations  in  the  context  of the  "standard"  antidumping  remedies.  Measures  of long-term  trends  in world
association  agreements  with  the  Euro-  The premise ofproponents ofantidump-  export prices for manufactured  goods, and
pean Union. That  is, the European  Com-  ing actions  is that  the  existence  of mar-  in the  terms  of trade  between  manufac-
mission could be asked to apply competi-  ket power in exporters'  home markets,  or  tured  goods  and  primary  products,  are
tion policy criteria  in antidumping  inves-  potential  mark-et dominance  in  the  im-  sensitive  to many choices in methods for
tigations  against  products  originating  in  porting  (host)  market,  is an  important  weighting  indexes,  base  periods,  and
CEE countries,  ensuring  that  there  is a  source of perceived "unfairness."  But an-  (most imnortant)  changeq  in nqulality  For
threat  to competition,  not just  a threat  to  tidumping  authorities  do not investigate  example:
a European  Union competitor. This treat-  the existence  of such situations.  *  Weighting  products  by their  impor-
ment  could be sought  informally  during  Hoekman  and  Mavroidis  propose that  tance  in exports  to developing countries,
the transitional  period.  allegations  of dumping  first  be  investi-  ratherthan  by their importance in exports
Generally,  since  the  CEE  countries  gated by competition authorities  to deter-  to all countries, reduces the estimated  rate
have adopted competition legislation com-  mine  the  contestability  of the  relevant  of increase  in  prices  for manufacturedPolicy Research  Working  Paper  Series  73
goods by about 0.1 or 0.2 percentagt  points  Roundextended  anddeepened  the netwui it  The hope that  regional  integration  ar-
a year.  of variables  covered  by multilateral  rules.  rangements  con  pave  the  way  for global
* A shift  in weights  from those  of an  For developing countries, a working (cuen  free trade  is unrealistic.  As regional inte-
early year,  1963) to those of a recent  year  imperfect)  multilateral  trade  system  re-  gration  arrangements  enlarge,  they may
(1986)  reduces  the  rate  or increase  in  mains  the best  hope against  excesses by  be  better  off  exerting  market  power
prices  by about  a  third  of a  percentage  those wrth market power.  against  outsiders  rather  than  following a
point a year.  globally cooperntive path. Inter-bloc trade
*  Exportpriceindexeswithweightsof  Drawing on game theory concepts, Hallett  relations  will ultimately  depend on how
Japanese  exports  gmw about  0.2  to 0.4  and  Primo  Braga  discuss  why countries  effective  special  interest  groups  are  at
percentage  points  a  year  less  than  one  form  themselves  into  trading  blocs and  distorting  bloc-wide  trade  policies  that
weighted  by the U.S. export composition,  what the relations between these blocs are  suit  their  interests.  A multilateral  trade
with  the  larger  difference  for  indexes  likely to be.  system inhibits  noncooperative  behavior
based on 1963 weights.  They  identify  three  types  of trade  re-  among trading  blocs. The successful  con-
* Adjustingthepriceindexforexports  gime:  clusion of the  Uruguay  Round extended
ofmachineryandtransportequipmentfor  *  Unilateraltradepolicies-whichare  and  deepened  the  network  of variables
quality  changes  not accounted  for in the  noncooperative.  covered by multilateral  rules.  For devel-
price indexes reduces the rate  of increase  v  Multilateral  agreements  (such as the  oping countries,  a working  (even  imper-
for those  products  by about one  percent-  GATT) --  which are cooperative.  fect) multilateral  trade  system  remains
age point a year, and that  adjustment  for  *  Coalitions  (regional  integration  ar-  the  beat  hope against  excesses  by those
only those products reduces the estimated  rangements  ormninilateral agreements) - with market  power.
rate  of increase  in prices for all manufac-  which  are  mixed (cooperative  internally  This paper  - a product of the Interna-
tures  by about  half a percentage  point a  and noncooperative  externally).  tional Trade  Division, International  Eco-
year.  They argue  that  regional  integration  nomics Department  - is part of a larger
Conservative  estimates  of the  bias  in  arrangements  can work better  than  glo-  effort  in the  department  to understand
the  most  commonly used  measure  of ex-  bal  rules  as  precommitment  devices  for  new regionalism  in trade  policy. Copies of
port  prices of manufactured  products  - internally  cooperative  policies  because  the  paper  are  available  free  from  the
the U.N. export unit value index for manu-  they  create  a  denser  network  or  inter-  World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washing-
factures  - suggest  that  this  measure  linked policy targets.  The losses for a par-  ton, DC 20433. Please contact Anna Kim,
overstates  the  long-run  rise in prices for  ticipant  ostracized (or disciplined)  by his  room R2-042, extension  33715 (36 pages).
manufactured  goods by more than  half a  bloc are immediate  and  tangible.
percentage  point  a  year,  probably  one  Crucial to the results  of analysis  is the
percentage  point or more. If so, there  has  external  policy stance  adopted  by  each  1350.  Economic Parameters
been no long-term trend toward the prices  bloc after it has formed. External relations  of Deforestation
of manufactured  goods rising faster  than  will determine  whether  regional blocs are
prices for pimary  products.  welfare-improving,  consistent  with  the  Joachim von Am.sberg
However,  no  conceivable  estimate  of  aims ofthe GATT, and a vehicle forsecur-  (August 1994)
bias  in measures  of prices  for manufac-  ing  commitments  to  the  regime;  or
tured  goods would reverse  the picture  of  whether  they  will become  a  vehicle  for  How do economic parameters  such as the
declining relative prices for primary prod-  spreading  'political economy biases."  price oftimber  and the size of the decision-
ucts in the  1980s.  Should higher  or lower external  barri-  maker's  discount.  -ate  influence land  use
This paper  - a product of the  Interna-  ers  be  expected  fnr nonmembers?  That  patterns  (particularly  deforestation rates)
tional Trade Division, International  Eco-  depends on how large the benefits orcosts,  over time?
nomics Department  - is part of a larger  in trade  and  investment  creation  (or di-
effort in  the  department  to analyze  the  ver.ion), would be to members if the move  Recent debate  about  how timber  prices
role of commodities  in the  develo;rment  to free trade within the bloc is not accom-  affect deforestation  has focused mainly on
process. Copies of the paper  are available  panied by any increase  in the bloc's exter-  how  log export  bans  (imposed  in many
free from the World Bank,  1818 H Street  nal  barriers  (an  'open"  bloc). Widening  developing  countries  to protect  domestic
NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  tends to be easier  the more open a bloc is,  timber  processing) affect deforestation.
tact Jennifer  Ngaine, room R2-052, exten-  since insiders  are less concemed with the  One side argues  that  the  lower domes-
sion 37947 (26 pages).  erosion of their  preferences.  tic timber  prices that  result  from banning
In the alternative  scenario, lower intra-  log exports increase deforestation by mak-
bloc trade  and  investment  barriers  are  ing forestry  less profitable  than  compet-
1349.  The New Regionalism  accompanied by an increase  in the exter-  ing  land  uses,  such  as  agriculture.  The
and the Threat  of Protectionism  nal barriers,  giving any specific set of po-  other argues  that  lower timber  prices re-
tential  participants  strong  incentives  to  duce profits  from  logging, so  they  slow
Andrew Hughes  Hallett and Carlos  t  join (a "closed" bloc). "Deepening"  by ex-  down deforestation  caused  by logging.
Primo Braga  panding theiisiofvariabiescwvered  by the  von Ambrg;  arues  that  he  g.fict-
(August 1994)  trade  agreement  also tends  to make the  ing views result  from simplistic  analysis
bloc more  cohesive.  In  both  cases  - a  that  ignores differences  between  types of
A multilateral  trade system inhibits  non-  closed bloc or deep integration  - greater  forest. The two positions are reconciled by
cooperative behauioramong trading  blocs.  cohesion is obtained at  bhecostofincreas-  distinguishing  between  unmanaged  for-
The successful conclusion of the Uruguay  ing the costs of entry  for ronmnembers.  ests  (for  example,  biologically  mature,74  Policy Research  Working  Paper  Series
previously  unlogged  primary  forests)  and  investment  for obtaining  future  benefits  such  as  textiles,  clothing,  and  ferrous
managed  forests  (such as  forest  planta-  of alternative  land  use. A lower discount  metals - where high U.S. trade barriers
tionscultivated  for periodic harvest). This  ratewould  stimulate  this investment  and  exist.  A larger  share  of Hong  Kong and
distinction  allows the derivation of unam-  increase  the  conversion  of  unmanaged  Macau trade would be diverted than trade
biguous comparative  static results  and is  forests.  Also, if  unmanaged  forests  are  in other  East  Asian  economies  because
useful because  many nontimber  benefits  converted to managed forests, a lower dis-  textiles  and  clothing  represent  a  larger
from forests (such as biodiversity conser-  count rate  can increase  conversion since  share  of their  exports. Economies special-
vation)  are  associated  n.ainly  with  profits from managed  forestry are higher  izing in such  products  as machinery  and
unmanaged  forests.  with a lower discount rate.  equipment  (Singapore)  would have rela-
The distinction  between  managed  and  This paper - a product of the  Environ-  tively little  trade  diverted.
unmanaged  forests  leads to both uncon-  ment,  Infrastructure,  and  Agiculture  East  Asia's  trade  losses  might  be re-
ventional  and  conventional  results:  Division, Policy Research  Department  - duced by roughly half once the  results  of
- All things  being  equal, a  lower tim-  is part ofa larger  effort in the department  the Uruguay  Round are implemented  be-
ber  price  results  in larger  areas  of un-  to analyze  the sources and impacts  of de-  cause that  will lower the preference  mar-
managed  forests  and  smaller  areas  of  forestation.  Copies of the paper  are avail-  gins NAFTA members can extend to each
managed  forests.  That  is, measures  that  able free from  the  World Bank,  1818 H  other.
reduce the  producer price for timber  (for  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  To put things  in perspective:  the trade
example,  import  restrictic  as in  timber-  Please  contact  Elizabeth  Schaper,  room  losses East  Asian economies might  incur
consuming  countries  and  export  restric-  N10-037, extension  33457 (59 pages).  because of NAFTA are roughly  1 percent
tions  in timber-producing  countries)  e-e  ofthe gains they will receive from success-
suitable  as a second-best  policy to reduce  ful implementation  of the Uruguay Round
the  pressure  on unmanaged  forest  fron-  1351.  NAFTA's  Implications  results.
tiers.  Most logging in tropical foresta oc-  for East  Asian  Exports  This paper  - a product of the Interna-
curs in unmanaged  forests,  no the  claim  tional Trade Division, International  Eco-
that  trade  restrictions  (such as log export  Carlos A. Primo Braga, Raed  Safadi,  nomics Department  - is part  of a larger
bans)  increase  deforestation  is inconsis-  and Alexander  Yeats  effort  in the  department  to understand
tent  with profit-maximizing  land  use.  (August 1994)  new regionalism in trade  policy. Copies of
A  A fee on land  used for logging is pref-  the  paper  are  available  free  from  the
erable  to a tax on timber output,  which is  NAFTA-induced  trade  diversion  losses  World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washing-
far more common but encourages  logging  could cost East Asian economies between  ton, DC 20433. Please contact Anna Kin,
waste.  $380  million  and  $700  miltion.  Losses  room R2-042, extension 33715 (52 pages).
* Technological  interventions  that  in-  would be concentrated in a few sectors -
crease the intensity  of forestry or alterna-  such as textiles, clothing, andferrous  met-
tive land  uses  are  an  ambiguous  instru-  als - where high U.S. trade barriers ex-  1352.  Trade  and  Growth  in
ment  for the  conservation  of unmanaged  ist. But the trade losses East Asian  econo-  Ecuador:  A Partial  Equilibrium
forests.  mies might  incw  because of NAFTA  are  View
*  If demand  elasticity  for  outputs  is  only 1/100th  ofthe gains they will receiue
high,  an  intervention  that  increases  the  fr,om  successful  implementation  of  the  Jesko Hentachel
-ntensity of agriculture,  logging, or other  Uruguay Round  results.  (August 19941
land uses increases incentives for conver-
sion of unmanaged  forests.  The building  Several studies have quantified  the influ-  A deterioration  of the  terms of trade or a
of roads  is particularly  harxnful  to  the  ence of the  North  American  Free Trade  decline in worlk demnand  hasa pronounced
conservation  of unmanaged  forests,  as it  Agreement  (NAFTA)  and  the  earlier  negative  impact  on Ecuadors  trade  bal-
increases  incentives  for logging and  sub-  Canada-United  States Free Trade Agree-  ance and thus threatensgrowth  if external
sequent  alternative  land  uses.  menton membercountries.  Less attention  financingcannot  be obtained- This uulnir-
*  Proper pricing  of forest lands would  has been paid to their  effects on nonmem-  ability stems inpartffrom  low substitution
increase  land  prices and lead  to market-  bers. Primo Braga,  Safadi, and Yeats try  elasticitiesfor  imported factors ofproduc-
driven intensification  accompanied by for-  to quantify NAFTA's third-party  effects  on  tion. Policies that lead to a diversification
est protection. Such pricing policies would  East  Asia  using  a  partial  equilibrium  ofexports  and higherprice responsiveness
be preferable  to a technological interven-  trade  model  and  a  gravity  flow model.  for both imports and exports would reduce
tion that increases land use intensity  with  They identify and focus on East Asian ex-  the vulnerability  of Ecuador's  economy to
ambiguous outcomes for forest protection.  port  sectors that  are  especialy  'at  risk"  external shocks.
* If unmanaged  forest is converted  to  of trade  diversion.
agriculture,  the  effect  of  lowering  the  Their results  suggest  thai. the NAFT1A-  When  the  outbreak  of the  debt  crisis in
decisionmaker's  discount rate depends or.  induced trade diversion losses could range  1982 halted  private  international  capital
the  size  of  timber  rents  from  logging  from  $380 million  to  $700 million.  The  flowstomostdevelopingcountries,  it was
unmanaged  forests.  If the  standing  tim-  larger  figure represents  less than  1 per-  not  easy  for Ecuador  to  cope with  the
ber has  high  commercial  value,  a lower  cent of East  Asia's nonoil exports  to the  changed international  circumstances.  In-
discount  rate  would  slow  conversion  of  United  States.  vestments  were  largely  in  imported  ma-
unmanaged  forests.  If the  standing  tim-  Their analysis also indicates that  losses  chinery as domestic capital goods produc-
ber has no commercial value, loggingis an  would be concentrated  in a few sectors-  tion was in its infancy. Exports were con-Policy Research  Working  Paper  Series  75
centrated  in petroleum  and  several  agri-  Lhe World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,  eftects  of removing  nontariff  measures.
culturil  products  and  could notbe  counted  Washington,  l)C  20433.  I'lease  contact  They  conclude  that  tle  greatest  rinks will
on  IA)  increase  foreign  exchange  in  the  Dorothy Jenkins,  room 15-057,  extension  probably conie  from safeguards  and anti-
HhorL  run.  The  trade  balance  was  im-  37890 (16 pages).  dumping.
proved  in the  first  half of the  1980s by  The new  s1rfguordsag,reenwotnperits
reducing  imports.  the  useofquantittvertestrict.ions  to stem
llentschel  exaineis4thebehaviorofthe  1353.  Nontariff Measures  Lhe low ofinjuriousimlport  lAqand  al lthough
Elcuadoran econonmy  in a period of scarce  and Developing Countries:  the  agreement  tighte-ns existing  (;Arlvr
foreign exchange.  Has the Uruguay Round  rules  in sNome  respects,  it loosens themi in
lie uses a small,  econometrically speci-  Leveled the Playing Field?  others.
fied  "trade  and  growth"  model  of  the  Theantidurnping  instrument  has been
Ecuadoran  economy to illustrate  the  im-  Patrick Low and Alexander  Yents  used wiLh increasing  frequency  hy an in-
portance of trade elasticities.  Fie  estimates  (August 1994)  creasing  numler  of countries  in the  past
trade  elasticities  for Ecuador  and  inte-  two decades or  more. The eflfrts  oif si'v-
griLtes them  intoa  small  simulation  model  Trade  liberalization  mensures  agreed  to in  cral governments  in the  llruguia'v lRound
of Ecuadorqs supply  side.  He uses  a nested  thLe Uruguay  Roundi  will  dramatically  re-  to  impose  additional  controls  on  anti-
constant-elasticity-or-substitution  pro-  duce  the  incidence  of nontariff  measures  dumping  met with  little  success,  and  an-
duction  function  to derive  facLor inpuL  limiting  developing  country  exports.  Safe-  tidumpingcontinues  tn oiferconsiderable
demands  for two types of imported  goods  guardsandantidumpinginstrumentsare  scope  for  imposing  protectionist  trade
important  in Ecuador:  imporLed  interme-  the  likeliest  source  of protectionist  mca-  measures.
diate  goods  and  imported  machinery.  sures  to counter  the new  liberalization.  This  paper  - a product  ofthe  I nterna-
Elasticity estimates  of iiz1 porteu factors  tional Trade  l)ivision, I nternational  Eco-
of production  are very low. They charac-  In the  policy environment  prevailing  be-  nomics Department-  is part of.:, larger
terize  both  types  of imports  as  comple-  fore  implementation  of  the  Uruguay  effort  in the  department  to analyze  and
ments  to domestic  factors.  Round  results,  exports  from developing  predict structural  changes in trade and to
H-enAichel uses  the  econometrically  countries  face significant  nontariffmea-  quantifyfactors  affectingdevelopingcoun-
specified model toexamine  theconnection  sures in industrial  countries.  tries'  exports.  Copies  of  the  paper  are
between  imported  factors  of production  Based on 1992 trade  flows, the  import  available  free from the World Bank, 1818
and  output  capacity.  He analyzes  trade  coverage  ratio  of nontariff  measures  on  H  Street  NW, Washington.  1C  204:33.
balance  responses  to  a  terms-of-trade  this trade was more than  18 percent, com-  Please contact,  lean Jacobson,  roonm  12-
shock, a devaluation,  and  an  increase  in  pared with  less than  11 percent  for trade  075, extension  33710 (25 pages).
world demand.  among industrial  countries.
L-ow  trade elasticities  on the import side  Trade liberalizationi measures  agreed to
make Lhe  economy vulnerable  to external  in the  Uruguay  Round will dramatically  1354.  The  Effects of Fiscal
shocks.  The  low elasticities  necessitate  reduce the incidence of noitariff  measures  Consolidation in the OECD
large relative price shifts (through devalu-  on developing country exports: the cover-
ations)  to improve  the  trade  balance  if  age ratio  will drop to less than  4 percent  Warwick  J. McKibbin
growth-reducing  policies are to be avoided  on nonoil exports.  (September 1994)
in times  of scarce foreign exchange.  This change  has  the  dual  effect of in-
A deterioration  in terms  of trade  has a  creasing  export market  opportunities  for  Is fiscal consolidation  in the OECD dur-
pronounced  negative  impact on the trade  developing countries  and of substantially  inga period of lowgrowth  a recipe forglo.
balance.  To the extent  that  trade  elastici-  reducing  - if not eradicating  - the  rela-  bal stagnationr?  Credible  deficit  reduction
ties remain  low in the  1990s, events such  tively  negative  bias  against  developing  may well stimulategrowth  in the lorugrun,
as  a commodity  price  decline,  a renewed  country  exports.  despite  the likelihood  of lower  G1)lP in the
credit squeeze, or increased protectionism  These impressive results  from the Uru-  OECD. Lower international  interest rates
against  Ecuadoran  exports  - like  the  guay  Round  are  attributable  to  and  bigger  capital  flows  to  developing
recent  European  Union quotas on banana  "tariffication" in agriculture,  the abolition  countries will sustain  the growth  of GDP
imports  - can  trans:ate  into  renewed  of  the  Multi-Fibre  Arrangement  (MFA),  there,  offsetting  lower  exports.
domestic supply dist:rbances.  andtheeliminationofvoluntaryexportre-
Policies that  lead to a diversification  of  straints  (VERs)  under  thb  safeguards  Despite  the  current  recession  in  many
exports  and  higher  price responsiveness  agreement.  But all these aspects  of liber-  parts  of the OECD, fiscal consolidation  is
for both imports and exports would reduce  alization  will not happen instantaneously  likely  in many  OECD economies  in the
the vulnerability  of Ecuador's economy to  when  the  Uruguay  Round  results  come  1990s. McKibbin asks: Is fiscal consolida-
external  shocks.  into force. Agricultural  tariffication  will  tion in the OECD in a period of low growth
This paper - a product ofthe  Country  occur immediately,  but  the  MFA will be  a recipe for global stagnation?  In particu-
Operations  1 Division, Latin America and  phased out over ten years  and  VERs will  lar, what  effects are  likely in develoning
the Caribbean, Country Department  III - be eliminated  over four years.  countries?
is part  of a  larger  'effort in the  region to  Consideringtheextentofthe  liberaliza-  McKibbin starts  with  an  overview  of
understand  the  linkages  between  trade  tionpresagedbythese  policychanges,  Low  cuts in the U.S. fiscal deficit proposed by
and growth  in Latin American  countries.  and  Yeats speculate  about  likely sources  the Clinton administration  and the extent
Copies of the paper are available  free from  of pressure  for measures  to mitigate  the  to which European  governments must  cut76  Policy Research Working Paper Series
lsical  (eficits  between  now and  1997 to  2043:3. '1easecontactdJackieQueen,room  This paper-  a product of South Asia,
satisfy  deficit  targets  in the  Maastricht,  S8-216, extension  33740 (30 pages).  Country Department  II, Resident Mismion
'I'reaity.  in India  - is part of a larger effort in the
I low changes  in fiscal policy arc trans-  department  to monitoreconomic develop-
miettd  within  an  economy  and  between  1355.  Export  Incentives: The  mentsin  Indiaandtoassesstheirsignifi-
that  e  conomy an(l the  renst of the  world  Impact  of Recent  Policy Changes  cance.  Copies of the  paper  are  available
depenfds on whether  those changes lead to  free from the World Bank,  1818 H Street
permanent  or temporary  changes  in gov-  Sanjny ICnthurin  NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-
ernment  saving; whether  they are imple-  (Septo mber 1994)  tact  Mona Haddad,  room G3-113, exten-
mente(d  through  government  spending oc-  sion 32160 (31 pages).
taxes; and whether the Laxes  fall on house-  Diespiteimproved export incentives, India's
holds  or  firms.  The  main  channels  of  export  profitability  declined  under  the
transmission  are  through  changes  in  dual exchange rate regime (March 1992-  1356.  Central  Bank  Independence:
*  Agents'  expectations  about  future  February  1993). The  situatain  reversed  A Critical  View from a Developing
taxes  with the unification of the exc  "ange rate  Country Perspective
*  Interest  rates  in March  1993. and an export surge since
*  Exchange  rates  then  has been led by the sectors in which  Ignacio  Mae
*  Economic activity.  export profitability  increased  nost.  (September 1994)
McKibbin uses the MSG2 multicountry
models  to quantify  the  ramifications  of  India's  trade  policy regime  has  changed  Merely establishing  an independent  cen-
those changes.  dramatically  since July  1991. The objec-  tralbank maynotbringaboutitsprofessed
He concludes, among other things, that  tive of reform has been to improve export  benefits, especiaUly  in developingcountries.
fiscal contraction  in the  OECD will prob-  performance  by improving export incen-  Institutional  arrangements  should  force
ably lead to slower growth  over the  next  tives  and  eliminating  discretionary  con-  discipline  on fiscal policy directly  rather
several  years.  But the current  and  likely  trols.  than indirectly  through  monetary policy.
paths  of fiscal policy are such that  deficit  Usinga  simple model, Kathuria  sets out
reduction programs may have a stimulat-  to examine whether  export incentives ac-  While the expansive literature  on central
ing effect in the  short  run,  as long as fu-  tually  improved  as  a  result  of  policy  bank  independence  contains  some  criti-
ture fiscal contraction is credible. And fis-  changes. One part  of the  two-part  model  cisms  to  the  independent  central  bank
cal deficit reduction will probably increase  compares  export  profitability  across  re-  quasi-paradigm, few critical analyses have
long-run output in the OECD through  its  gimes. TheothercomparesthegapI.etween  been  undertaken  in  the  years  between
effects on savings and  investment.  domestic  and  export  profitability  across  Friedman  (1962) and  Posen (1994). Mas
Finally, growth in the developingcoun-  regimes.  The export base is divided into  extends  Posen's  analysis  to  developing
tries  (at  least  total  growth)  may  not be  eight  subsectors,  and  several  simulation  countries, discussing more broadlyand sys-
impaired  at all by fiscal consolidation  in  exercises are applied  to each of them.  tematically  the reasons why merely insti-
the  OECD. The negative  effects of !i'cal  The main results:  tuting  an  independent  central  bank  may
contraction  will occur throuigh lower net  *  For most export sectors, export prof-  not bring  about its  professed benefits,  es-
exports  of non-OECD economies. Far de-  itability  was  lower  under  the  dual  ex-  pecially in developing countries.
veloping countries with ,pen  capital  mar-  change  rate  regime (March  1992-Febru-  Mas  argues  that  widely reported  em-
kets,  the  initial  reduction  in  demand  ary  1993) than  in the  period before July  piricalteststhatarepurportedtosupport
through  lower exports  can bh offset by the  1991.  the  central  bank  independence  proposi-
reduction  in interest  rates  fullowing an  *  Thegapbetweendomesticandexport  tion are plagued by potential  problems  of
inflow of capital  from the countries  with  profitability  increased in the period ofthe  simultaneity,  reverse  causality,  missing
contracting  fiscal policy.  dual exchange rate regime, meaning  that  variables,  and  measurement  errors.  Yet
A significant  decline  in real  global in-  domestic  sales,  already  more attractive  one  cannot  make  positive  recommenda-
terest rates  is likely to increase  growth in  than  export sales, became even more so.  tions aboutinstitutional  arrangements  for
developing  countries  that  are  debt-con-  *  This  adverse  movement  in  export  central banks ifeausality  relations  are not
strained,  either directly (through  private  incentives  was reversed  with unification  well  established,  says  Mas. Institutions
capital inflows) or indirectly  (by relaxing  of the  exchange rate in March  1993.  are shaped by a country's record of-  and
the balance ofpayments  constraint,  allow-  Overall, the regime has moved closer to  preferences for-inflation  and may have
ing  more  resources  to  be  channeled  to  its  eventual  goal of being  neutral  about  little  influence  on them.
domestic investment  needs).  import substitution  and exportpromotion,  Mas  also  argues  that  the  purported
This paper  is one  in a  series  of back-  which is reflected  in a significant  change  benefits  of an  independent  central  bank
ground  documents  commissioned  by the  in the attitude  of India's  corporate sector  may be eroded by conflicts between  fiscal
International  Economics Department  to  toward exports.  andmonetarypolicyandbyinherentprob-
support  analyses  and scenarios in Global  It is more than  a coincidence that  the  lems of central  bank  institutional  design
Economic  Prospects  1994. Copies of this  export  surge  in  fiscal  1993-94  was  led  (especiallymechanismsforboard  appoint-
paper  are  available  free firom the  World  mainly by the sectors that  witnessed  the  ments, public accountability,  and budget-
Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington, DC  greatest  increase  in export profitability.  ary control).  If these  institutional  prob-Policy Research  Working  Paper  Series  77
lIms are not solved, problems of dynamic  tended beneficiaries improves project per-  totheir  continued  survival, and theoppor-
inconsistency  traditionally  associated  formance.  But  is  there  cnnvincing  evi-  tunity  cost of the  resources needed to en-
with monetary  policy are  not eliminated,  dence  that  this  is  true?  Skeptics  have  hance  their  prospects  for survival.
but  merely transformed.  three  objections:  It is natural  to ask,  How are we doing?
Mas suggests that the benefits of central  *  'Participation"  is  not  objective:  Have biodiversity conservation  resources
bank independence are less likely obtained  project rankings  are subjective.  been  optimally  allocated?  What  deter-
in less developed countries  with  shallow  * This  subjectivity  leads  to  'halo  ef-  mines  government  decisions  about  the
finanicial markets.  Accordingly,  central  fects."  preservation  of  endangered  species?
bank independence should be granted  at a  *  Betterprojectperrormancemayhave  Metrick  and  Weitzman  submit  the  first
later  stage in a country's  financial  sector  increased beneficiary participation  rather  ieport  card, an empirical  analysis  of U.S.
development.  If a less developed country  than  the  other way around;  a statistical  species preservation  policy, the best-docu-
seeks to establish  a low-inflation  path, it  association  is not proofofcause  and effect.  mented  country  experience  currently
should concentrate on instituting financial  Isham,  Narayan,  and  Pritchett  show  available.
policy reforms (such as  liberalization  and  methodologically how to answer  each  of  Metrick and Weitzman discuss the most
privatization)  that  bolster  opposition  to  these  objections.  Subjectivity  does  not  common  nornative  justifications  for
inflation rather  than easily reversible and  preclude reliable  cardinal  measurement.  biodiversity  preservation  and  identify
practically  meaningless  changes  in legal  Halo  effects do  not  appear  to induce  a  measurable  proxies  for a  subset of those
and institutional  structures.  This will bet-  strong  upward  bias in estimating  the ef-  justifications.  Proxies include "swientific"
ter ensure  the sustainability-and  hence,  fect of participation.  Finally,  instrumen-  species characteristics,  such as"degree  of
the credibility - of the government's anti-  tal variables estimation can help establish  endangerment"  and  'taxonomic  unique-
inflation stance.  a structural  cause and effect relationship  ness,' as well as "visceral'  characteristics,
Fiscal  policy  is  often  at  the  root  of  between participation  and project perfor-  such as physical size and to what extent a
macroeconomic disturbances  in develop-  mance - at least  in the rural  water  sup-  species  is considered  a  'higher  form  of
ing countries. Fiscal policy is more deserv-  ply projects they studied.  life." They find that  both kinds of charac-
ing of special protection  from politics be-  This paper - a product of the Office of  teristics,  but especially "visceral" charac-
cause of fiscal dominance  over monetary  the Vice  President,  Development Econom-  teristics,  influence government  decisions
policy and its greater  vulnerability  to pri-  ics - is  one  in  a  series  of background  on whether  to protect  a species under the
vate interests.  Mas suggests  that  the  so-  papers  prepared  for World Development  Endangered  Species Act.
lution  might  be to make fiscal policy less  Report  1994 on infrastructure.  Copies of  Metrick  and  Weitzman  find that  "vis-
susceptibl2  to political  pressures  by cre-  the  paper  are  available  free  from  the  ceral"characteristics  - especially physi-
ating  an  independenm fiscal board.  World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washing-  cal size and  taxonomic  class  - are  also
Tying  the  fiscal hands  of government  ton,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Michael  important  in  explaining  how  much  is
may seem a far-fetched idea. But would it  Geller, room T7-079, extension  31393 (38  spent  on  endangered  species.  Perhaps
not make more sense to force discipline on  pages).  more surprising  is their  finding that  more
fiscal policy directly rather  than indirectly  is spent  on  animals  with  lower  risk  of
through  monetary  policy?  extinction  than  on animals  with  higher
This paper was written while the author  1358.  Patterns of Behavior  risk of extinction.
was a visiting professor  at the University  in Biodiversity Preservation  Metrick  and  Weitzman's  results  are
of Chicago, on leave of absence from the  sobering. Many millions have been spent
World Bank. Copies ofthe paper are avail-  Andrew Metrick  and Martin L. Weitzman  on  species  preservation,  but  neither
able  free from the  World Bank,  1818 H  (September  1994)  uniqueness  nor risk has weighed heavily
Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  in resource  allocation.  Instead  there  has
Please contact Terry Lucas, room G4-045,  In the United States, funds for the protec-  been  a  heavy  bias  toward  "charismatic
extension  30704 (42 pages).  tion of biodiuersity  are spent dispropor-  megafauna"  - large,  well-known  birds
tionately  on  such  "charismatic  mega-  and  mammals  (higher  forms of life," in
1357. Does Participation Improve  fauna' as bald eagles and grizzly bears,  the human  value system).  Other  classes
Project Performance? Establishing  which are less endangered than many spe-  of fauna  - including,  say, eels or  wild
Causality with Subjective Data  cieswith lesscharn. Biganimalsgetfund-  toads  - and  all  flora,  have  gotten  ex-
ing; other fauna, and all flora, get short  tremely short shrift.
Jonathan Ishamn,  Deepa  Narayan,  shrift.  Prominent  examples  of  species  with
and Lant Pritchett  high charisma,  high attention,  and  rela-
(September 1994)  Conservation  budgets  are limited,  so it is  tively  low  endangerment  are  the  bald
right  to  ask  of  biodiversity  programs,  eagle, the Florida scrub jay, and the griz-
Participation by the intended beneficiaries  What  should  be  preserved?  How  much  zly bear. Other species may have less cha-
caused  improved  project performance  in  should be preserved?  Where?  risma but could have more scientific value
the rural  water supply projects studied.  Recent papers  on optimal preservation  or species risk.
policy have tried to integrate  three consid-  This paper-  a product of the Environ-
Development  practitioners  are coming to  erations: the relative uniqueness  ofdiffer-  ment,  Infrastructure,  and  Agriculture
a consensus  that  participation  by the  in-  ent species or habitats,  the  degree of risk  Division, Policy Research  Department-78  Policy Research Working Paper Series
is part of a larger  effort in the division to  They propose  a  new series  that,  they  In other words, does a sort  of 'adding-
see  what  lessons  can  be  learned  about  hope, preserves  the best  features  of pre-  up" constraint  apply to these  flows - do
environmental  protection  from the  U.S.  vious  work  and  eliminates  the  others.  they function  as substitutes  - or not? Or
experience. Copies of the paper are avail-  They believe thattheirestimates  are more  could these flows be complementary?
able  free from  the  World Bank,  1818 H  consistentovertime  and space than  some  Gooptu analyzes  new quarterly  World
Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  others in the literature - consistent in the  Bank data  on gross portfolio investment
Please contact Anna Marainon. room N 10-  sense that two people with the same com-  flows  for eight  emerging  markets  (India,
033, extension  39074 (23 pages).  mand  over basic consumption  needs will  Indonesia,  the  Republic  of  Korea,  and
be treated  the same way by the  poverty  Thailand  in Asia, and  Argentina,  Brazil,
measures.  Chile, and  Mexico in Latin  America)  for
1359. When  Method  Matters:  This paper  -a  product of the  Poverty  the period from the first  quarter  of 1989
Toward  a Resolution  of the  Debate  and  Human Resources  Division,  Policy  to the second quarter  of 1993.
about  Bangladesh's  Poverty  Research Department- ispartof  a larger  Results indicate  an inverse relationship
Measures  effort in the  department  to improve data  between. total portfolio flows to em :rging
and methods for monitoring poverty. Cop-  Asian  stock markets  and  those  to Latin
Martin Ravallion  and Binayak Sen  ies of the paper are available free from the  America. This negative relationship  holds
(September 1994)  World Bank, 18181H  StreetNW,  Washing-  for  both  debt  portfolio  flows  (through
ton,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Patricia  bonds, certificates of deposit, and commer-
Poverty measurement  is often controver-  Cook, room N5-057, extension  33902 (47  cial  paper)  and  equity  portfolio  flows
sial. A case  studyforBangladesh  examines  pages).  (through closed-end country funds, deposi-
how much methodological choices matter  tory receipts, and direct equity purchases
in poverty  monitoring.  bv foreigners in the emerging  markets).
1360. Are Portfolio  Flows to  There has been a surgeofportfolioflows
Measurement problems  have confounded  Emerging Markets Complementary  to developing  countries in the 1990s,  but
recent  attempts  to  assess  Bangladesh's  or Competitive?  developing  countries  must  compete  for
progress  in reducing  poverty. The issues  those flows.
at  stake,  though  poorly understood,  are  Sudarshan Gooptu  In the long term,  portfolio flows to well-
common in poverty measurement.  (September 1994)  performing  countries  will  be  sustained
Ravallion  and  Sen  review  the  issues,  because ofimproved creditworthiness  and
recommend an operational approach to re-  Developing  countries  must  compete with  proportionately  greater  investor  interest
solving  them  with  available  data,  and  each otherfor  thepool ofprivate  voluntary  (however  marginal,  on  the  whole).  In-
present  new estimates  of various  poverty  capital allocated by portfolio managers  to  creasing  the  pace of reform  in an  emerg-
measures  on a consistent  basis for 1983-  emerging rarket  securities. To compete for  ing stock market  is essential  for sustain-
92.  such  investment,  developing  country  ing portfolio flows.
They then examine proximate causes of  policymakers  must send the right  signals  This paper  - a product of the  Interna-
the changes  in Bangladesh's  poverty mea-  abuut  domestic  economic  and  institu-  tional  Finance  Division,  International
sures and possible implications  for future  tional  reforms  to  international  capital  Economics  Department  - is  part  of  a
assessments  of the  country's  progress  in  markets.  larger  effort in the department  to analyze
reducing  poverty  under  alternative  the  behavior  of private  capital  flows to
growth  paths.  Increasing  portfolio investment  flows to  developing countries.  Copies of the paper
Ravallion  and  Sen  argue  that  poverty  emerging  markets  in the  past  few years  are available  free from the  World Bank,
measurement  requires  both  normative  have led to fears of a sudden  reversal  of  1818  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC
value judgments  and assumptions  about  these  flows and possible portfolio switch-  20433. Please  contact  Rose Vo, room S8-
behavior to interpret  available  - invari-  ing(fromone  emerging market  to another)  114, extension  31047 (32 pages).
ably  imperfect  - data.  Of interest  for  emong foreign investors.
policymakers  is how  much  bearing  the  To  assess  the  sustainability  of  such
analyst'schoiceshaveonkey  conclusions.  portfolio  flows, Gooptu examines  econo-  1361.  Extemal  Shocks
They use the case study of Bangladesh  metrically  whether  portfolio investment  and Performance  Responses
to illustrate  that  those choices sometimes  flows to one region in the developing world  during  Systemic  Transition:
- but  not  always  - affect  qualitative  are significantly  related to those going to  The Case of  Ukraine
conclusions  about  progress  in  reducing  another  region.
poverty and  about  the  sectoral  structure  This question  has important  policy im-  F. Desmond  McCarthy,  Chandrashekar Pant,
of poverty.  plications  for policymakers in developing  Kangbin  Zheng, and Giovanni Zanalda
There appeartobe  considerable discrep-  countries  who, in  corsidering  domestic  (September  1994)
uncies among recent  estimates  of poverty  policy reforms to attract  foreign portfolio
measures  for Bangladesh  - even when  investment,  want to ascertain  whether  fi-  Ukraine  has  been suffering  from  seuere
the same survey data and a similar speci-  nancial flows from abroad are coming from  external shocks that complicate its transi-
fication of food-energy requirements  are  an increasing  pool of investible resources  tion to a market  economy and  require a
used. Ravallion and  Sen contend that  all  in  the  industrial  world  or whether  they  judicious  choice of policy measures.
recent  estimates  are  questionable  from  represent  the  same fimds  (for example,
one viewDoint or another.  althoueh  some  'hot  money") chasina different  hiah-vield  Ukraine  PnenuntDrPA  many  ounnnm.,.Policy  Research  Working  Paper  Series  79
dence.  Most  serious  among  external  1362. Regulation, Institutions,  the research project  "Regulation,  Institu-
shocks  were the collapse  of trade with the  and Commitment: The Jamaican  tions, and Economic  Efficiency'(RPO  676-
former Soviel Union and sharp price in-  Telecommunications Sector  94).  Copies  ofthis paper are available free
creases  for  energy  imports.  External  from the World Bank, 1818  H Street NW,
shocks  resulted  in  an  income  loss  in  Pablo  T. Spiller and Cezley  I. Sampson  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact
the  current  accounts  equivalent  to  (October 1994)  Bill Moore, room N9-055, extension  38526
about  14 percent  of GDP a  year  in 1992  (78 pages).
and  1993.  The apparently inefficientpricing  schemes
Ukraine  did not  adopt  an  appropriate  and regulatory structure in Jamaican  teie-
strategy  for dealing  with  the  impact  of  communicationsareasecond-bestalterna-  1363.  Brazil's  Sugarcane  Sector:
these shocks. Its main policy response has  tive  that reflects a pragmatic  response to  A Case  of  Lost Opportunity
been to continue  borrowing, increase  ar-  the commitment  problem  Jamaica's  gov-
rears,  postpone adjustments,  and restore  ernment  institutions  have  with  public  Brent Borrell,  Jos4 R. Bianco,
administrative  interventions.  Not  only  utilities.  and Malcolm  D. Ba:e
has this  policy exacerbated  the economic  (October  1994)
crisis, it has led to massive  capital  flight  Jamaica's  telecommunications  sector to-
and  rapid expansion  of the underground  day  is much  more dynamic  than  it was  'rhe result ofinappropriatepolicyinterven-
economy.  before and  provides  much better  service.  tions  in Brazil's  sugarcane  and  ethanol
'With  the limited information  available,  There  is  widespread  skepticism  about  industry:  lost opportunities,  reduced  in-
McCarthy, Pant,  Zheng, and Zanalda  try  the current  regulatory  framework, which  dustry  profitability,  and  billions of  dol-
to identify the  major  sources  of external  is  criticized  for  encouraging  a  tight  lars  annually  in  forgone  income  to  the
shocks and to estimate  their impact on the  telecommunications  monopoly, little  ad-  state.
current  account.  They  also  evaluate  ministrative  discretion,  and  continuous
Ukraine's  policy responses.  price  adjustments  to  satisfy  what  The  Brazilian  sugar  and  ethanol  story
Based on examination  of the experience  many see as a high rate  of return  require-  goes like this:  Direct market  intervention
of other countries  in addressing  adverse  ment.  But  Spiller and  Sampson  suggest  overrides market forces. Markets  undergo
shocks,  the  authors  recommend  the  fol-  that  the  regulatory  framework  is  a  dramaticchange.Interventionestablishes
lowing policies:  "second-best"  alternative,  a  pragmatic  vested interests.  Rent-seeking  blocks ad-
- Full commitment  to systemic reform  response  to Jamaica's  institutional  reali-  justmentto  market change. Economic oh-
and macroeconomic stabilization.  ties.  jectives  become blurred  behind  political
= Privatization,  price  liberalization,  Spiller and  Sampson  analyze why the  objectives. Opportunities  go begging.  In-
development ofa competitive market  sys-  reforms  of the  late  1980s took the  form  dustry  profitability  suffers. And national
tem, and reform  of the  legal system.  they  did,  and  whether  they  could have  income is forgone.
For the particular  situation  of Ukraine,  been better.  They find that  the changing  Borrell, Bianco, and  Bale use a simple
they emphasize  the importance  of:  nature  of regulatory  institutions,  owner-  economic model of the  Brazilian  sugar-
- Growth-oriented  structural  adjust-  ship  arrangements,  and  sector  perfor-  cane  sector  and  policy interventions  to
ment that  reflects Ukraine's  comparative  mance in the past 50 years is traceable  to  measure  the costs of existing policies and
advantages,  including the development of  intense  contracting  problems  between  to develop better  policies.
nontraditional  industries  with high value-  firms  or interest  groups  and the  govern-  Brazil is an efficient producer of sugar,
added and low energy  intensity.  ment. Attempts  to resolve these contract-  but  policy intervention  has  caused:
* Greatereconomic(especiallyenergy)  ing  problems  have  continuously  con-  * Underproduction  of sugarcane.
efficiency.  strained  the  government's  (and  firms')  *  The wrong mix of sugar and  ethanol
* Integration  into  world  systems  of  ability  to  implement  efficient  pricing  from cane (too much ethanol, not enough
trade  and  finance.  schemes.  sugar).
* Prudent  borrowing and debt manage-  In  the  abst-act,  Jamaica's  regulatory  *  Missed opportunities to market etha-
ment strategies,  as well as policies to en-  structure  looks inefficient. In the cont2xt  nol in high-value  uses (as an  octane  en-
courage private  foreign direct investment  of Jamaica's  political system, politics, ju-  hancer  and  clean fuel).
and to make more efficient use of foreign  diciary, bureaucracy,  and interest  groups,  *  Missed  opportunities  to  make  the
debt.  the  regulatory  framework  developed  in  world sugar  market  more competitive.
This paper is ajoint  product of Country  the  late  1980s emerges  as  a fairly prag-  Adopting  more market-based  policies
Operations  Division  2, Europe and  Cen-  matic,  welfare-improving  set of policies.  could be worth  billions of additional  dol-
tral Asia, Country Department  WV  and the  Perhaps  it could have been better,  but  lars  annually  to Brazil.
Office  of the Vice President,  Development  its  current  design reflects  basic commit-  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Latin
Economics. The study was funded by the  ment  problems  Jamaica's  government  Amenca  and the Caribbean,  Country  De-
Bank's  Research  Support  Budget  under  institutions  have  with  public  utilities,  partment  I, Natural  Resources and Rural
the  research  project  "Economic Shocks  conclude SpiUler  and  Sampson.  Poverty  Division-  is part  of a larger  ef-
and the  Global Environment  (RPO 677-  This paper  - a product of the Finance  fort in the region to analyze econonic  and
75). Copies ofthis  paper are available  free  and Private Sector Development Division,  sectoral  policies in Brazil.  Copies of the
from the World Bank,  1818 H Street  NW,  Policy Research  Department  - is part  of  paper  are  available  fee  from the World
Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  a larger  regulatory  research  effort in the  Bank, 1818 HStreetNW,  Washington, DC
Mila  Divino,  room  S9-049,  extension  department.Thestudywasfiundedbythe  20433. PleasecontactMalcolm  Bale, room80  Policy Research Working Paper Series
1364. Why Do Some Economies  ernment and the private sector will have  gaps.  Per  capita consumption remains
Adjust More Successfully Than  to be transformed into a symbiotic and  stagnant, and private investment has not
Others? Lessons from Seven  constructive partnership  aimed at achiev-  yet revived. Unemployment  rates are still
African Countries  ing the long-term developmental goals.  high, particularly  in u;ban  areas, and
The effectiveness  of the present practices  poverty  is on the rise. When there is civil
Ishrat  Husain  of delivering  the technical assistance by  strife,  adjustment,  of course, has  not
(October  1994)  external  donors  has  been  sufficiently  worked.
questioned, and a new way of delivering  There is a general consensus that con-
A strong, commutted,  and visionary lead-  this assistance employing  capacity  build-  sistent and unfettered implementation  of
ership that places adjustment in the con-  ing and utilization as the overreaching  adjustment  policies and  attainment  of
text  ofthe country's  long-term  development  objective  needs  to be developed.  The trans-  macroeconornic  stability do improve the
can bond and cement diverse and diver-  ferability of institutions or polities from  outlook for growth in  Africa. But  the
gent viewpoints  and nurture a shared vi-  one setting to another has always  proved  record of implementation is mixed and
sion for the future.  difficult,  but adapting successful  practices  uneven. Adjustment is necessary even if
that  have worked elsewhere should be  it is bound to work slowly. But for it to
The sustained application of adjustment  encouraged.  work  at all depends on  the strong  commit-
policies  is explicable  in terms of two  vari-  This paper - a product of the Office  of  ment by leaders of these countries to sus-
ables-domestic  ownership  and capacity.  the Chief Economist,  Africa Regional  Of-  tain reform policies  in the face of adverse
These findings carry important implica-  fice - is based on a recent study on ad-  and  harsh  external  circumstances and
tions for  the future policies  ofAfrican  gov-  justment in Africa.  Copies  ofthe paper are  domestic political pressures.
ernments and their external partners.  available free from the World  Bank, 1818  What is less  clear, and thus invokes  con-
There is an urgent need for the African  H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  troversy, is the  speed, timing, and  se-
governments to go beyond their limited  Please  contactJoy Schwartz,  roomJ5-255,  quencing  ofadjustment programs.  As  each
and small groups  of  technocratic  advisers  extension 32250 (44 pages).  reform has a different impact on the vari-
and civil  servants to consult,  educate, and  ous segments of the population  - creat-
inform the  representatives  of the civil  ing  winners  and  losers  - mediating
society and opinion-makers  in the design  1365. The Macroeconomics  among these conflicting  claims is highly
and implementation of adjustment poli-  of Adjustment in Sub-Saharan  political. There are no technocratic solu-
cies and  institutional  restructuring.  A  African Countries: Results  tions or quick fixes  to provide  satisfactory
strong, committed,  and visionary leader-  and  Lessons  solutions. No amount of external assis-
ship that places  these policy  reforms  in  the  tance can help in this process.  Consensus-
context of the country's long-tenn devel-  Ishrat  HusaiD  building, open communication,  consulta-
opment can bond and cement diverse and  (October  1994)  tions, and debate - and reaching compro-
divergent  viewpoints  and  nurture  a  mises - will bring about the durable re-
shared  vision for the  future.  Adjustment  is necessary even if it is bound  sulta. But in practice, this path has proved
For the international financial institu-  to work slowly. But for it to work at all  difficult.
tions and external donors who are sup-  depends on  the strong commitment by  Itis equallyclearthat  adjustment poli-
porting  African  governments,  the narrow,  leaders of Sub-Saharan countries to sus-  cies, even when they are put in place af-
short-term, and conditionality-driven  en-  tain reform  policies in the face of adverse  ter reaching internal consensus, will not
forcement  and compliance  of agreements  and  harsh external circumstances and  lift Afiican countries out of poverty. The
needs to  be replaced  by a medium-  to long-  domestic  political  pressures.  agenda of  policy  reforms  should  be consid-
term framework  of  macro, sectoral policy,  ered as part of the broader long-term de-
and investment and institutional changes  Despite the satisfactory performance of  velopment strategy of each country. This
developed  and owned by government - several intensely adjusting Sub-Saharan  strategy should aim not only  at changes
keeping  short-term capacity  as given con-  African  countries  - and successful  results  in policies,  but also at improving  invest-
straints, but taking measures to develop  in agriculture and food  production  - the  ment in human resources and physical
this capacity  within the long-term frame-  overall  results of adjustment achieved  in  infrastructure, accelerating  opportunities
work. This framework  can then be trans-  Africa have so far been modest. Adjust-  for  private sector development,  enhancing
lated into time-bound,  specific  action pro-  ment has not yet succeeded  in raising the  the quality of governance, strengthening
grams on various agreed-on changes be-  rate of growth enough to make major in-  institutional capacity, and-mostimpor-
tween the donors and the African  govem-  roads in reducing poverty.  tant  - maintaining  national solidarity
ments.  Sub-Saharan Afirica's  economic  recov-  and social cohesion.
Both the African  governments  and their  ery is still fragile. Currency depreciation  This paper - a product of  the Office  of
external  partners  have  to rethink  the  and inflationary pressures have not yet  the Chief Economist,  Africa  Regional  Of-
measures that will build, save, use, and  been fully subdued in several countries  flce - is based on a recent study on ad-
enhance the capacity of African govern-  because of persistence of underlying ex-  justment in Africa.  Copies  of the paper are
ments, private sectors, nongovernmental  pansionary fiscal and monetary policies.  available free from  the World  Bank, 1818
organizations, professional groups, uni-  ManySub-Saharancountriesstillrelyex-  H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
versities,  and  research  institutes.  The  cluaively  on  external  grants  and  Please contactJoySchwartz,  room  J5-255,
adversarial relationship between  the gDv-  concessional  financing  to close  their fiscal  extension 32250 (22 pages).Policy Research  Working  Paper  Series  81
1366. Distributive  Concerns When  1367. The Economics of Cash  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.
Replacing a Pay-As-You-Go  Shortage  Please  contact Lenora  Suki, room H2-096,
System with a Fully Funded  extension 33974  (17 pages).
System  Patrick  Conway
(October  1994)
Salvador  Valdes-Prieto  1368. Sustained Inflation  in
(October  1994)  Cash shortages in the economies of the  Response to Price Liberalization
former Soviet Union  are manifestation  s of
How is income  distribution affected  ifyou  financial disintermediation:  the banking  Patrick  Conway
replace  a progressive social security  pro-  sector is unable to attract enough volun-  (October  1994)
gram that redistributes  income  toward  the  tary deposits. Printing more money will
poor (but is financed by a pay-as-you-go  only stimulate higher inflation. Raising  Sustained inflation is a predictable re-
method)  with a neutral  social  securitypro-  nominal interest  rates is a more  appropri-  sponse  to  price liberalization in the coun-
gram that is fully funded?  ate policy response.  tries of the former Soviet Union.
VaIdes-Prieto  uses a simulation  model  to  Many economies of the  former  Soviet  Conway demonstrates  that sustained
quantify the .mpact on income distribu-  Union have experienced cash shortages:  inflation is a predictable response  to price
tion ofhaving a  neutral social  security  pro-  people with demand  and savings deposits  liberalization  in  the  countries  of the
gram that  is fully funded replace a pro-  in the banking system are unable to con-  former  Soviet Union.
gressive social security program that re-  vert them into currency. Usually this is  He models the phenomenon in  a dy-
distributes income  toward the poor but is  attributed to the common  use of the ruble.  namic macroeconomic framework, and
financed by a pay-as-you-go  method.  Conway  argues otherwise.  According  to  demonstrates the immediate price jump
ie finds that ifthe original  pay-as-you-  him:  followed  by sustained inflation that has
go system is large enough to yield an in-  * Cash shortages are manifestations of  characterized the transitional economies
come  replacement rate of at least 40 per-  financial disintermediation: the banking  of the former Soviet Union.
cent for the middle class and 200  percent  sector is unable to attract enough volun-  He supports the theoretical derivation
for the  poor, then the proposed change  tary deposits.  with a simulation exercise that demon-
helps the poor in the long run, so long  as  s Cash shortages  allow  the government  strates the scope  of  sustained inflation for
public  debt does  not increase  by more  than  to hold inflationary pressures in check.  specific  parameters.
40 percent of GDP  during the transition.  * Solutions to the cash shortage prob-  This paper - a product of the Country
Such a reform  allows  an increase in the  lems that rely on printing new currency  Operations Division  2, Europe and Cen-
capital stock per worker, soin the long  run  will leading  to accelerating  inflation.  More  tral Asia, Country Department IV - is
the poor benefit  more through higher real  appropriate  solutions  (increasing  the  part ofa larger effort  in the region  to study
wages that they lose because  progressive  nominal interest  rate, for example) in-  financial sector and macroeconomic  poli-
redistribution has ended. Intheshort run,  volvereversingtheeconomicincentivesto  cies in transition  economies.  The study
however,  a  compensatory program  is  financial disintermediation.  was funded by the Bank's Research Sup-
needed because  the poorlose  their subsidy  Excess  demands for cash reflect condi-  port Budget unde-r  Lic  research project
before receiving  the long-term benefit.  tions in financial markets. The phenom-  'Ruble Shortage Phenomeonon  in Mem-
In most cases, the 40 percent of GDP  enon of cash shortage is related  to the  bers of the Ruble Currency Zone"  (RPO
available from the increase in public  debt  concept of shallow formal financial mar-  678-08).  Copies  ofthis paper are available
is enough to finance a transfer program  kets. This shallowness is recent in the  free from the World Bank. 1818  H Street
that compensates the poor in the "short"  former Soviet Union. The burst of infla-  NW,  Washington, DC 20433. Please con-
run (the first 50 years).  tionin early 1992  removed  the "ruble over-  tact Lenora Suki, room  H2-096,  extension
Vald6s-Prieto concludes that  concern  hang" and greatly reduced all indicators  33974(25 pages).
about the welfare of the poor is unwar-  of financial depth. Continuing shallow-
ranted, in both the short and long runs, if  ness is a direct consequence  of financial
the compensatory  program  is  inplemented.  disintermediation  because  ofnegative  real  1369. Economic Policy  Reform,
Thispaper-aproductoftheMacroeco-  interest rates.  Government Debt Guarantees,
nomics,  and Growth Division,  Policy Re-  This  paper  - a  product of Country  and Financial  Bailouts
search Department - is part of a larger  Operations Division  2, Europe and Cen-
effort in the  department to understand  tral Asia, Country Department IV - is  Philip  L.  Brook
reforms of old-age  security systems. The  part of a larger effort in the department  (October  1994)
study was funded by the Bankes  Research  to  study  financial  sector  and
Support  Budget  under  the  research  macroeconomic policies  in  transition  Afinancialbailoutmaybealaggingindi-
project 'Income  Security for  Old Age"  economies.  The study was funded by the  cator of a successful  policy to offer  finan-
(RPO 677-45). Copies of the paper are  Bankts Research Support Budget under  cial guarantees to po'ential losers from
available free from the World  Bank, 1818  the research project"Ruble  Shortage Phe-  reform  -to  gain their political support.
H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  nomenon in Members of the Ruble Cur-
Please contact Emily Khine, room N11-  rencyZone.fCopiesofthispaperareavail-  Economic  policy reform that  creates op-
061, extension 37471(36 pages).  able free from the World Bank, 1818 H  portunities for new productive activities82  Policy Research Working Paper Series
often shifis wealth  from one set of agents  To  shed  light  on  regional  integration  This paper - a product of the  I  nterna-
toward another,  creating  reason for politi-  schemes  in  North  America  and  Europe  tional Trade  Division, International  Eco-
cal pressure  against  the  reform.  (and  or  the  alleged  trading  bloc in East  nomics Department  - is part  of a study
Brock explores how government  finan-  Asia),  Dhar  and  Panagariya  explore the  funded  by the  Bank's  Research  Support
cinl guarantees  secure  the  political  sup-  nature  of bilateral  trade  relationships.  Budgetunderthe  research project "Under-
port of the  reform's  "losers."  Using the  gravity  model, they conduct  standing  Bilateral  Flows: An Application
Government  guarantees  have  two ef-  an  econometric  analysis  of trade  flows  to East  Asia"(RPO 677-86). Copies of this
fects:  between  major  trading  countries.  They  paper  are  available  free from  the  World
* They will probably lead to a bailout  estimate  bilateral  trade  flow equations  Bank, 1818 HStreetNW,  Washington, DC
of'some firms'obligations  to debtholders.  using a data  set for 45 countries  over 12  20433.  Please  contact  Jennifer  Ngaine,
This bailout must  be financed by taxes on  years  and  then  use  those  equations  to  room 112-054,  extension  37959 (39 pages).
the cash flows from old and  new projects,  study  the contribution  of trading  blocs to
and tax collection involves a resource cost.  intra-regional  trade.
* The existence  of the guarantees  dis-  Past  investigators  have estimated  the  1371. The Evolution  of Trade
torts  entrepreneurs'  investment  incen-  gravity equation usingdata  fortotal trade,  Treaties  and  Trade  Creation:
tives by creating  an incentive  to invest in  pooling data  across  countries.  Dhar  and  Lessons  for Latin  America
overly risky  projects and  not to invest  in  Panagariya  estimate  separale  equations
safe new projects.  for the exports and imports of 22 countries  Sarath RaEapatirana
Brock demonstrates  that  government  (nine in East Asia, six in Europe, three  in  (October  1994)
guarantees  on existing  debt,  combined  North America,twoin  South America, Pd
with  the  use of junior  secured  debt to fi-  one in Oceania).  Latin American countries can auoid trade
nance  new projects,  would mitigate  the  Using  27  countries  outside  of  North  diversion  in  their  regional  trade  agree-
problem  of  underinvestment  in  safe  America,  East  Asia,  and  the  founding  ments  through  GATT-plus  trade  liberal-
projects  and  overinvestment  in  risky  members of the European  Union (EEC) as  ization.
projects.  the  control  countries,  Dhar  and
The potentially  positive role of govern-  Panagariya  test foreachregion'sopenness  Rajapatirana  examines the main distinc-
mentfinancial  guarantees  aftereconomic  to trade  with outside  countries.  tions  between  trade  liberalization  under
reform  does  not  imply  that  prudential  They conclude that:  ;.he General  Agreement  on  Tariffs  and
banking standards  fail to apply during  a  *  Results  based on individual-country  Trade (GATT) and underregional  trading
period of economic reform.  If anything,  equations  differ  greatly  from  those  ob-  agreements.  Under  the  GATT, trade  lib-
prudential  standards  are more important  tained  from  pooled, cross-country  equa-  eralization  is based on the  most-favored-
during  such  a  period.  But  it does imply  tions.  In  some  cases,  this  difference  is  nation  principle.  Under  regional  trade
that  a financial  bailout  may be a lagging  qualitative.  Not surprisingly,  in virtually  agreements,  it  is based  on  preferential
indicator of a successful  policy to offer fi-  all cases the cross-country equation masks  trade.
nancial guarantees  to potential  losers, so  large  differences  among  countries.  The  Establishing  regional trade agreements
they will support  reform.  coefficient  associated  with  distance,  for  does  not necessarily  lead  to greater  re-
This paper  - a product  of the Finance  example,  varies  between  -4.4  and  -0.4  gional  integration.  The  European  Eco-
and Private Sector Development Division,  across the  authors'  equations.  In  almost  nomic Community has been an exception,
Policy Research  Department  - was pre-  every  case the  coefficient is statistically  and  with  greater  integration,  regional
pared for the  seminar  on 'The  Financial  signif-icant at a confidence level of 99 per-  trade has grown steadily. The Association
System:  An  International  Perspective,"  cent or more.  ofSouth  EastAsian  Nations (ASEAN)  has
held  in San Jos6,  Costa Rica, September  * If there  is an  intra-regional  bias  in  been a weak association, but trade  among
1993. Copies of the  paper  are  available  trade,  it is more  in North  America  and  ASEAN  members  has  increased  rapidly
free from the World Bank,  1818 H Street  among the  founding  members of the  Eu-  because  member  countries  have  under-
NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  ropean Union than  in East  Asia. Canada,  taken  multilateral  trade  liberalization.
tact  Paulina  Sintim-Aboagye,  room N9-  the United States,  and allcountriesofthe  The effortsof  LatinAmerican  countries
059, extension  37644 (28 pages).  EEC show an  intra-regional  bias  in both  to create regional trade  associations in the
exports and  imports.  In East Asia, on the  1960s, based on protectionist  policies, re-
other hand, exportsin  sixout of nine coun-  duced trade  not only regionally,  but with
1370.  Is East Asia  Less  Open  than  tries  have  a statistically  significant  bias  therestoftheworld.  In contrast,  the Latin
North  America  and the European  away from  intra-regional  markets.  American regional trading  agreements  of
Economic  Community?  No  *  Thereislittlesupportforthehypoth-  the  1980s and l990shave  liberalized trade
esis that  East  Asian  markets  are  closed  among the  groups.
Sumana Dhar and Arvind  Panagariya  to trade  with  outside countries.  Proper  regional  trading  agreements
'October 1994)  *  Contrary  to  conventional  wisdom,  must  conform  to  Article  XXIV  of  the
controilingforothervariables,manycoun-  GAIT, but nearly all the countries that
There is more bias toward  intra-regional  tries  exportlessto  NorthAmericathanto  havecreatedregionalintegration  schemes
trde  in North  America and  the founding  countries  outside the three regions. Simi-  have not followed it. These regional  trad-
members  of the  European  Union  (EEC)  larly,  countries  outside  the  EEC  export  ing agreements  have not increased protec-
than in EastAsia.  East Asian markets are  more to the EEC than  to countries  in the  tion, but  neither  has  there  been  across-
not closed to trade with outside countries.  control  group.  the-board  trade  liberalization.Policy Research Working Paper Series  83
Regioi.al trading agreements carry with  try  are  much  higher  than  other  compo-  *  State  firms  (often in bad shape and/
them the danger of trade diversion  (when  nents  of the  pension  package,  and much  or natural  monopolies).
imports that used to come from third coun-  higher than  publicly provided annuities  in  *  New or privatized  firms wiLh  signifi-
tries  at  lower prices  become costlier  be-  the United  States.  cant foreign direct  investment.
cause of preferential  access granted  to a  *  Comparing the coliection function in  *  Firms  privatized  by insiders.
higher-cost  regional source).  different  countries  is difficult.  In Chile,  *  Firms  privatized  by outside (but do-
How can Latin American  countries  re-  Malaysia,  and  Zambia,  the  pension sys-  mestic)  investors.
duce trade diversion in their  regional trad-  tem must collect contributions  on its own.  a  New small-scale  ("de novo") private
ing agreements?  In the  United States,  the Social Security  firms.
*  Keep protection low in the first place.  Administration  piggybacks of the collec-  The state  and de novo firms are increas-
*  Have  open  regional  trade  associa-  tion of federal  income tax.  A mandatory  ingly outside  the tax  system  - the state
tions (so that  it is easy for new partners  pension system could be used as a base for  firms  by de  facto tax  exemptions,  the  de
to join).  organizing other services, such as manda-  novo firms through  tax evasion. As the de
* Continue  liberalizing trade  with the  tory health  care contributions  and widely  novo sector  grows, the effective Lax  yicld
rest  of the world,  following the  most-fa-  based  income  taxes,  at  a  low marginal  will tend to fall, shifting the tax burden to
vored-nation  principle.  cost.  the  other three  types  of firms.
*  Establish  common  markets  rather  *  In the United States,  there is no reli-  Subsidizing  the  growth of the  private
than  free trade  areas  (because  rules  of  able information  on the cost of the active-  sector may have been desirable  initially.
origin create  new barriers,  including  bu-  life portion of social security.  but  it  is dynamically  undesirable.  It  is
reaucracies).  *  Chilean  AFPs  (Administradoras  de  important  to change the distribution of the
* Coordinate  regulatory  and  competi-  Fondos de Pensiones) charge slightly more  tax burden,  while  setting  tax  rates  that
tion  policies.  Eliminate  laws  that  limit  for the  active life portion of pension  ser-  enhance  the growth  of labor. The type of
competition  and  adopt  common external  vices than  the  international  average  for  growth  seen in the last four years  is prob-
tariffs.  similar  services, but  appear  to offer bet-  ably not sustainable.
*  Improve  roads,  ports, and  means of  ter quality  service.  With tax evasion high, average payroll
communications.  * Marketingcosts  for Chilean AFPs-  taxes in the taxable  sector have until  re-
This paper - a product ofthe  Advisory  which  arise because  of workers'  freedom  cently  risen  sharply.  Social  insurance
Group, Latin America and the Caribbean  to select providers  - werejust  26 percent  spending  and  other  labor  taxes  repre-
Technical  Department  - is  part  of  a  of lifetime  charges in  1991.  sented about 34 percent ofhourlycompen-
larger effort to disseminate  lessons about  This  paper  - a  product  of  the  sation costs in 1992-  significantly niore
policy and  institutional  reform  that  are  Macroeconomics  and  Growth  Division,  proportionately  than  in OECD and most
relevant  to the region.  Copies of the  pa-  Policy Research  Department  - is part of  transition  economies. And high contribu-
per  are  available  free  from  the  World  a larger  effort in the  departmnent to ana-  tion  rates  together  with  apparent  real
Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington, DC  lyze pension systems and refbrms. Copies  wage rigidity  have depressed  the  rate  of
20433. Please contact Joy Troncoso, room  of the  paper  are  available  free from  the  job creation  in the  taxed sectors.
18-314, extension  37826 (31 pages).  World Bank, 1818 H StreetNW,  Washing-  Wage levels are lower than in neighbor-
ton,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Emily  ing  countries  but  higher  than  in  other
Khine, roomN1-061,  extension 37471(56  transition  economies.  Despite  adverse
1372.  Administrative  Charges  pages).  shocks  to output  and  employment,  con-
in Pensions in Chile, Malaysia,  sumption wages have risen slightly and
Zambia,  and  the United  States  unit labor costs have clearly increased.
1373. Firm Behavior and the Labor  Commander, Kollo,  and Ugaz empha-
Salvador  Valdes-Prieto  Market  in the Hungarian Transition  size the continuing loss of employment
(October  1994)  and its  changing  distribution  in terms  of
Simon  Commander,  Janos Kollo,  ownership,  sector, and taxation  - as well
A framework for comparing  international  and Cecilia  Ugaz  as associated  changes  in unemployment
differences in costs, charges, and quality  (October  1994)  that  have  resulted  friom the  asymmetric
of service in mandatory  and private  pen-  paths  of the  state  and private  sectors.
sion systems,  and  in  state-run  and  pri-  Employment  losses in Hungary  have been  This paper  - a product ofthe National
vately managed systems.  large since the start  of the transition.  Yet  Economic  Management  Division,  Eco-
there is evidence of continuing  wage rigid-  nomic Development  Institute  - is part of
Valdes-Prieto  offers a framework  for an  ity and a weak, if not absent, playback  of  a larger  effort to analyze the behavior  of
international  comparison  of charges  in  unemployment  to wages.  labor markets  in the transition.  The study
mandatory  and  private pension  systems,  was funded by the Bank's  Research Sup-
and  in state-run  and  privately  managed  Commander, Kollo, and Ugaz describe the  port  Budget  under  the  research  project
systems.  Such comparisons  make it pos-  main  changes  in  the  Hungarian  labor  "Labor Markets  in Transitional  Socialist
sible to determine  which combinations  of  market  since 1989. They focus especially  Economies" (RPO 677-30). Copies of this
quality  and  cost make  the most  sense  in  on changes in behavior in state  and priva-  paper  are  available  free from the  World
pension services.  tizedfirms,sincethesheddingandrestruc-  Bank, 1818 H StreetNW,  Washington, DC
He finds that:  turing oflabor are at the heart  ofthe tran-  20433. Please contact Valerie Reid, room
* Charges inthe  private annuity  indus-  sition. They describ6 five types of firms:  M3-047, extension  35195 (43 pages).84  Policy Research Working Paper Series
1374. Infrastructure  Finance:  tise) of infrastructure  finance, to prevent  Starting  from a small, one-country, two-
Issues, Institutions,  and Policies  overborrowing.  sector, three-good (1-2-3)  model, the au-
*  Privatizationofinfrastructureshould  thors outl.ne  how the effects of a foreign
Anand Chandavarkar  be viewed as implicit earmarking,  but of-  capital  inflow and  terms-of-trade  shuck
(November 1994)  ficial  regulation  of public  utility  prices  can be analyzed.  They derive the assump-
should allow private  utilities  to generate  tions  underlying  the conventional  policy
Tle distinctive  features offormal  and  in-  retained  earnings  (to  encourage  self-fl-  recommendation  of  real  exchange  rate
formal financing  of infrastructure and the  nancing) and should allow adj ustments  for  depreciation  in  response  to  adverse
principal  issues  policymakers  must  ad-  inflation and exchange rate fluctuations.  shocks. The implications  ofsuch trade and
dress  in  dealing  with  infrastructure  fi-  *  Infrastructurepolicyshouldallowfor  fiscal policy instruments  as export subsi-
nance.  cost recovery through user charges as well  dies, import tariffs,  and domestic indirect
as  for tax  revenues,  especially  through  taxes  can also be  studied  in this  frame-
Chandavarkar  analyzes  the  distinctive  municipal  taxes, since even the viability  work.
features  of formal and informal financing  ofloan finance depends on anefficienttax  The  authors  show  that  the  standard
of infrastructure  and the principal  issues  effort.  adv,ce to depreciate  the real exchange rate
policymakers  must  address  in  dealing  *  While infrastructure  finance  is im-  in the  wake of an adverse  terms-of-trade
with infrastructure  finance: its adequacy  portant,  it is not always the decisive con-  shock rests  on the  condition  that  the  in-
in competitive financial  systems, its  bud-  straint, judging from the operating  losses  come effect of the  external  shock  domi-
getary vulnerability,  the rationale  for for-  of even adequately  funded infrastructure  nates its substitution  effect. But, depend-
eign finance,  the role ot user charges  and  projects.  ing on the  characteristics  of the economy
taxes,  the  pros  and  cons  of earmarking  This paper - a product of the Office of  (for example, the trade elasticities),  policy
taxes, the  institutional  fromework for in-  the Vice  President,  Development Econom-  results  may  run  counter  to received wis-
firastructure  finance, the role ofmunicipal  ics - is one in a series of background  pa-  dom. For example, when the substitution
finance,  different  approaches  to the  pri-  pers prepared  for World Development Re-  effect of an adverse  external  shock domi-
vate financing  of infrastructure  (such as  port 1994 on infrastructure.  Copies of the  nates, real depreciation  is inappropriate.
franchises, leases, managementcontracts,  paper  are  available  free from  the  World  An  infusion  of foreign  capital  does  not
and  consumer  cooperatives),  the  critical  Bank, 1818 H  Street NW, Washington,  DC  necessarily benefit the nontradable  sector,
role of contractor finance, and informal  fi-  20433.  Please  contact  Michael  Geller,  as the  results  of "Dutch disease" models
nancing  of infrastructure.  room T7-079, extension  3i393  (38 pages).  suggest (for example, in the extreme  case
Chandavarkar  concludes, among other  of nearly  infinite  substitution  elasticity
things,  that:  between  imports  and  domestic  goods).
- Notonlytheamountoffundsbutthe  1375.  Policy  Lessons  from  a  When  import  tariffs  are  significant
regularityoftheirflowiscentraltomain-  Simple  Open-Economy  Model  sources  of public  revenue,  potential  rev-
taining  infrastructure.  But infrastructure  enue losses from tariff cuts mustbe  offset
must  compete on a level playing field with  Shantayanan Devarajan,  Delfin  S. Go,  Jeffrey  by other revenue  sources to maintain  the
other sectors. Any essential (but not open-  D.  Lewis,  Shennan Robinson,  andPekkkaSinko  Pxternal  current  account  balance.  The
ended)  subsidies for maintaining  univer-  (November  1994)  paper shows a simple way to calculate the
sal minimum standards  ofservice are best  necessary  tax  adjustment.
carried on the government budget, subject  This paper describes how to specify, solve,  A major  advantage  of small models is
to periodic review.  and draw policy lessons from small,  two-  their  simplicity.  The example  in this  pa-
* Institutional  reform is needed  to ra-  sector,  general equilibrium  modelsofopen  per can  be solved  analytically  - either
*ionalize the division of resources  and re-  economies.  graphically or algebraically.  It also can be
sponsibilities  among all layers of govern-  solved  numerically,  using  such  widely
ment  and to provide mechanisms  for in-  Devarajan,  Go,  Lewis,  Robinson,  and  available PC-based spreadsheet programs
sulating  infrastructure  finance from bud-  Sinko show how two-sector models can be  as Excel.* The numerical implementation
getary  and other p.-"ssures. Such mecha-  used to derive policy lessons about adjust-  involves only modest data  requirements.
nisms include  earmarking,  privatization,  ment  in developing  economies.  The data that  governments  normally  re-
and  objective criteria  for sharing  value-  In the  past two decades, changes in the  lease on national  income, fiscal, and bal-
added tax and other national tax revenue.  external  environment  and  in  economic  ance of payments  accounts  are sufficient.
*  Most  developing  countries  do  not  policies have been the  key factors  in the  *A  companion  Excel-based  model  is
have  a national  infrastructure  agency  to  performance of developing economies. By  available. Bank staffcan  copy the spread-
fund  and coordinate  technical  assistance  and  large  the  shocks  have  involved  the  sheet  file  '123.xls"  from  the  Policy Re-
for infrastructure  projects. Chandavarkar  external  sector  terms-of-trade  shocks or  search  Department's  network  drive,
makes a case for an apex financial  entity  cutbacks in foreign capital. The policy re-  prd@prdsvrOl@worldbank,  under the  di-
in charge of municipal financial  interme-  sponses  most  commonly  proposed  have  rectory  'models."  The file can also be re-
diaries  for infrastructure,  pointing  to the  targeted  the external  sector: depreciating  quested from the  internet  electronic mail
instructive experience ofintermediaries  in  the real exchange rate or reducing distor-  address  prdpe@worldbank.org.  The  file
Colombia and Jordan.  One responsibility  tionary  taxes to make the  economy more  will be available  on the Banles Gopher in
of such  an agency would be to determine  competitive. The authors  provide a start-  the future.
the  necessary  import  content  (for equip-  ingpointforanalyzingtherelationbetween  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Public
ment,  technical,  and  managerial  exper-  external  shocks and policy responses.  Economics Division, Policy Research De-Policy  Research  Working  Paper  Series  85
partment-  is part of a larger effort in the  employed  in  the  textile,  garment,  light  ably by international  inuestors -seems  to
department  to develop tools for analyzing  electronics,  and  agricultural  processing  be the only way to protect the real exchange
tax policy. Copies of the  paper  are avail-  industries  in  Asia, Latin  America,  and  rate in the long run.
able free from  Lhe World Bank,  1818 H  North  Africa,  for  example,  and  their
Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  higher  income  has  helped  finance  the  In recent years, private  capital inflows to
Please contact  Carlina  Jones,  room N10-  migration  of men.)  some developingcountries  have increased
063, extension  37754 (38 pages).  Whatabout  the combined effectoftrade  sharply.  This increase  has  provided  Lhe
liberalization  and foreign aid, a frequent  financing  needed  to enhance  the  use of
combination associated with bilateral  and  existing capacity  and to raise investment
1376.  How Trade,  Aid, and  multilateral  aid? The lower the labor in-  levels.
Remittances  Affect  International  come and  the  higher the  costs  of migra-  But  capitnl  inflows produce  their  own
Migration  tion, the more likely trade  liberalization,  problems.r-.hey can increase inflation and
foreign aid, and remittances  are tocomple-  lead  to exchange  rate  appreciation,  for
Maurice  Schiff  ment  each  other  and  lead  to increased  example.
(November  1994)  migration.  (This is particularly  applicable  Corbo  and  Hernandez  review  the
for south-north  and east-west  migration,  macroeconomic  repercussions  of  an  in-
Trade liberalization  in either the sending  as  incomes  in the  sending  countries  are  crease in capital inflows. Generally, itwill
orthereceivingcountryislikelytoincrease  often low relative  to migration  costs.)  resultin  appreciation ofthe real exchange
migration in the long run. In the short run,  If trade  liberalization  in either country  rate, a larger nontradable  sector, a smaller
the effect is ambiguous.  is too weak to positively affect migration,  tradable  sector, and a larger  trade deficit.
adding  either  foreign aid  or remittances  Under  a fixed exchange  rate  regime,  it
Policymakers typically assume that  trade  is likely to increase  migration.  will also result  in faster  inflation  and  an
liberalization  and  foreign aid ultimately  If  trade  liberalization  is  significant  accumulation  of foreign reserves.
reduce international  migration  -that  is,  enough to increase  migration,  addingfor-  Can governmentintervention  minimize
that  trade  and aid are substitutes  for mi-  eign aid is likely to dampen that effect, and  the size and effects of real exchange  rate
gration.  In  the  Heckscher-Ohlin  frame-  remittances  will have no effect.  appreciation?  Corbo and  Herndndez  dis-
work, too, trade  liberalization  (by reduc-  Migration is also affected by geography,  cuss  different  mechanisms  that  can  be
ing  international  price  differentials  be-  by migration  laws  (in either  sending  or  used to limit that  appreciation  - and dis-
tween factors) leads to a decline in inter-  receiving  countries),  and  by  transport  cuss  the  difference,  in  this  respect,  be-
national  migration.  technology.  tween portfolio investment  and  external
Schiff's model shows that trade  liberal-  Future  work will deal with the welfare  debt.
ization in either  the sending or the receiv-  consequences  of  migration,  including  Finally,  they  review  and  compare  the
ing co'mtry  is likely to increase migration  losses in social capital.  recent experiences offour Latin American
in the  long run.  In  the short  run,  the  ef-  This paper-a  product of the Interna-  countries  (Argentina,  Chile,  Colombia,
fect is ambiguous.  tional Trade  Division, International  Eco-  and Mexico)  and five East Asian countries
Schiff maintains  the  Heckscher-Ohlin  nomics Department  - is part of a larger  (Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, the
framework but adds two features found in  effort  in the  department  to examine  the  Republic  of Korea,  and  Thailand),  and
developing  economies  of  the  south  and  determinants  and effects ofinternational  discuss  how  these  countries  have  dealt
east that  affect migration: migration costs  migration.  The study was funded by the  with  the  macroeconomic  side  effects of
and imperfect  capital  markets.  Bank's  Research  Support  Budget  under  capital  inflows. Among their  findings:
He assumes  that  migration  costs may  the research  project"International  Migra-  *  All  nine  countries  have  avoided  a
be a constraint  on migration,  especially  tion,  Trade  Policy,  and  Capital  Flows"  permanent,  significant  increase  in infla-
when  combined  with  imperfect  capital  {RPO 679-05).  Copies  of the  paper  are  tion,  it can be argued.  In Argentina  and
markets. Poor migrants  without collateral  available  free from the World Bank,  1818  Mexico inflation  has  been decreasing  for
may have trouble  getting loans at reason-  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC 20433.  three orfour  years, and in the other seven
able rates,  especially  if they  plan to emi-  Please contactJennifer  Ngaine, room R2-  countries  it has  remained  stable.
grate.  And for most migrants,  the cost of  052, extension  37947 (20 pages).  * The countries  that  received the larg-
migration is not negligible. They must pay  est  average  capital  inflows (as a propor-
for transportation  and for living expenses  tion ofGDP) in 1989-92 are not those that
until  they find a job in the  new country,  1377.  Macroeconomic Adjustnent  experienced  the  greatest  exchange  rate
and illegal immigrants must make pay-  to Capital Inflows: Latin American  appreciation. In fact, the countries with
ments to intermediaries for services and  Style versus East  Asian Style  tbhegreatestcapitalinflows  (Chile,  Malay-
information  (to reduce  the  chance of be-  sia,  and  Thailand)  have  experienced  ei-
ing caught).  Vittorio  Corbo and Leonardo  HernAndez  ther  depreciation  or low appreciation  of
'T'rade liberalization  in  a  labor-abun-  (November  1994)  the:-  currencies. (Appreciation  was lower
dant  economy,  foreign  aid,  and  remit-  in Thailand  than  in Korea  despite  much
tances will increase income from laborand  Tight fiscal policy seemns  to be the best way  greater  capital  inflows in Thailand.)
improve workers' ability to cover the costs  to maximize  benefits from capital inflows  *  Countries  with  decreasing  govern-
of migration.  As a result,  migration  will  while reducing their side effects (especiaUly  ment consumption as apercentageofGDP
increase.  (Following trade  liberalization,  appreciation  of the  real  exchange  rate).  (Chile, Indonesia,  and Malaysip'  -howed
female migrants  have  increasingly  been  Increasingpublic  saving - viewed favor-  less appreciation ofthe real ex.  - -ate.86  Policy  Research  Working  Paper  Series
Countries  with  increasing  govern-  mestic economy than the reduction ofdebt  ductivity  are  often depressed  for lack  of
ment consumption as a percentage  ofGDP  and  debt servicing per se.  that  same  infrastructure.  Eiehengreen
(Argentina,  Korea, Mexico, and the  Phil-  The  financing  of  the  expansion  that  looks to the nineteenth century  lo identify
ippines)showed  thegreatest  appreciation  ensued  in the  fourth  period differs dra-  ways to break out of this low-level equilib-
of the real exchange  rate,  despite  not re-  matically from what  was observed earlier  rium  trap.
ceiving the greateaL capital  inflows.  in  Mexico's  history.  Foreign  capital  in-
This paper - a product of the lnterna-  flows were  dominated  by foreign  direct  Arguments  for financing  infrastructure
tional  Finance  Division,  International  investment and especially portfolio invest-  development  through  government  subsi-
Economics  Department  - is  part  of a  ment  and,  unlike  in  the  second  period,  dies and  foreign borrowing meet with in-
larger effort in the department  to analyze  most  inflows  financed  the  domestic  pri-  creasing  skepticism .Numerous "white el-
the consequences for developingcountries  vate sector. Are the current  rate and  pat-  ephants'  subsidized by governments have
of the  new surge  in capital  inflows. Cop-  tern of borrowing  - at levels unforeseen  strengthened  doubts about the efficacy of
ies ofthe paper are available free from the  at the  time  of the  Brady  deal - a cause  public  finance,  and  the  debt-servicing
World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW, Washing-  for concern? Is growth  sustainable?  problems of the 1980s have weakened  ar-
ton,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Rose Vo,  Toanswer  these questions, Oks and van  guments  for foreign borrowing.
room S8-114, extension  31047(35  pages).  Wijnbergen  analyze  the  domestic  Recent  innovative  suggestions  for  fi-
macroeconomic  counterpart  of the  large  nancing  infrastructure  investments  in
capital  inflows and  high current  account  developing countries  have a back-to-the-
1378.  Mexico after  the  Debt Crisis:  deficits of the early  1990s.  fiuture quality.  At the  heart  of the  nine-
Is Growth Sustainable?  Whether growth is sustainable  depends  teenth-century  debate on financing infra-
on the level ofdomestic saving. But even if  structure  development  - especially  rail-
Dai.iel  Oks and Sweder  van Wijnbergen  domestic saving  increases,  the transition  ways  - lay  certain  cnncepts: relying  on
(November  1994)  to sustainable  growth  is  unlikely  to  be  private  finance,  encouraging  the  growth
smoothbecausetheslowdownmconsum  of domestic financial  markets,  and  choos-
The restructuring ofMexico's external debt  tion growth (associated with improved sav-  ing financial  instruments  that  minimize
under the Brady deal  'smoothens'  the ex-  ing) is likely to be contractionary.  the  risk of dependence  on foreign  funds.
ternal  transfer  to foreign  creditors.  The  The outcome  depends  on  how invest-  Eichengreen  reviews the historical record
"smoothening" of the external transfer had  ment  and  net  exports  respond.  Oks and  in an  attempt  to glean lessons  for devel-
far  more  impact  on  Mexico's  domestic  van  Wijnbergen  analyze  cyclical  and  oping countries  today.
economy than did the reduction of debt and  structural  factors  of investment  and the  In the  nineteenth  century,  much as  in
debt servicing per se. The financing of the  external  sector,  and  their  interactions  many oftoday's less developed and less lib-
expansion that ensued was dominated  by  with  Mexico's  exchange  rate  and  mon-  eralized  economies,  not all  the  informa-
private  capital flows. Are the large current  etary  policy, to interpret  the recession  in  tional  and  contractual  preconditions  for
account deficit and its financing causefor  the  second half of 1993.  efficient private  or commercial finance of
concern? Is growth  sustainable?  They emerge  from their  analysis  with  infrastructure  projects prevailed. In some
cautious  optimism  about  Mexico's  me-  regions, it was difficult to tap investors at
The story of Mexico's involvement  in in-  dium-term  prospects.  home  or abroad.  Many  countries  lacked
temational  capital markets  is one of riches  This paper - a product of the Country  the  private  institutions  (such as  univer-
to rags  and  back  to riches  again.  Four  Operations  Division 1, Latin America and  sal banks)  and public ones (such as regu-
periods can be distinguished:  the Caribbean,  Country Department  II - latory agencies) needed to facilitate  moni-
*  Stable, steady  international  borrow-  is  part  of a  larger  effort  to  assess  the  toring,  to discipline management,  and  to
ing through  the  1950s and  1960s.  sustainability  of the  recovery  in the  re-  ensure  an adequate  flow ofinformation  to
* Heavy relianceon  international  loans  gion. Copies ofthe paper are available free  investors.
through commercial bank syndicates from  from the World Bank,  1818 H Street  NW,  In places  as diverse  as Canada,  Ind,a,
the mid-1970s until  1982.  Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Spain,  and  the  United  States,  getting
*  Massive capital flight,  zero access to  Sahra  Harbi,  room  H1I-123,  extension  enough  finance  often required  that  the
private lenders,  and complete reliance on  37143(42  pages).  govemment  provide  collateral  (land
official sources from  1982 to 1990.  grants) and bond guarantees  -especially
- Massive  return  of flight  capital,  a  where  asymmetric  information  caused
continued  drought  in  syndicated  loans,  1379.  Financing Infrastructure  credit  rationing.
but heavy expansion  of foreign direct in  in Developing Countries:  The main  lesson: Exploiting  nontradi-
vestment, portfolio investment,  and bond  Lessons from  the  Railway  Age  tional approaches  to financing infrastruc-
placement.  ture  investment  requires  action  on two
Easing the  transition  from the third  to  Barry Eiehengreen  fronts: liberalizing and developing dames-
the fourth period was the restructuring  of  (November  1994)  tic financiai  markets,  and  reforming  ad-
Mexico's external  debt  under  the  Brady  ministrative  mechanisms  that  ensure  ac-
deal,  which  ultimately  reduced  - and  The countries that stand togain mostfirom  countability  from  enterprises  enjoying
"smoothened'  - the  net  transfer  to for-  investments  in infrastructure  (transporta-  government  subsidies or guarantees.
eign  creditors.  Oks  and  van  Wijnbergen  tion,  communication,  and power genera-  This paper  - a product of the Office of
argue  that  'smoothening'  the  external  tion) are often the countries  leas. able to  the Vice President, Development Econom-
transfer  had  far  more impact  on the  do-  ftinance them - yet their income and pro-  ics  - is  one  in  a  series  of backrroundPolicy Research  Working  Paper  Series  87
papers  prepared  for World Development  In  any  viahle  scenario,  transfers  are  Kanbur  applies  the disciplines  of both
Report 1994 on infrastructure.  Copies of  likely tobe important  forboth welfare and  welfare economics and  political economy
the  paper  are  available  free  from  the  poliLical  reasons. Some opLions  for provid-  in  this  evaluation  or  policy  reform  in
World Bank, 181.8  P.Street  NW, Washing-  ingLransfers  are more likely to be consis-  Ghana.  When  considerations  from both
ton, DC 20433.  Please contact  the World  tentwith  macroeconomic imperatives and  disciplines are aligned, heexplains,  policy
Development  Report office, room T7-101,  to have  relatively  lnw adverse-incentive  reform not only should be enacted  but is
extension  31393 (48 pages).  effects-froroxample,  flat-rate(or  flatter)  also likely to be enacted.  Oflen,  though,
pensions at quite  low replacement  rates,  thereisnosuchalignment,  soreforms that
and  local  rather  than  general  (income-  might improve  social welfare do not suc-
1380. Transfers and the Transition  tested)  social  assistance.  ceed.
from Socialism: Key Tradeoffs  Krumm, Milanovic, and Walton  recon-  Analysts, says Kanbur,should  consider
mend using intrinsically  temporary  mea-  past reforms from both perspectives. and
Kathie Krumm,  Branko Milanovic,  sures  - such  as temporary  employment  should  learn  from history,  in evaluating
and Michael  Walton  schemes-  in the transition.  This avoids  proposed reform-so  they can assess both
(November  1994)  a permanent  transfer burden while recog-  the  desirability  and  the  feasibility  of re-
nizing the  severity of the  interim  transi-  form.
Every society faces a choice between seeu-  tion period. In sum, the alternative  of less  Policymakers, on the other hand, should
rity  and  growth-  Here, the  tradeoffs  be-  reliance on comprehensive transfers  puts  work  toward  organizing  and  mobilizing
tween  the  two  in  the formerly  socialist  more pressure  on private  coping mecha-  the  gainers  from reform  that  would ad-
economies are spelled out.  nisms and will, in the short  run, increase  vance social welfare,  so that  resistance  to
risk.  But it  may be the  price of a  viable  such reform by the losers can  be overcome.
The old days in the now transition  societ-  transition  to the growvth  that  is essential  In an example from history, he explains
ies  were  characterized  by  stagnant  in-  to success.  that  Britain's  debate  over the Corn laws
comes, rationed goods, and few civil liber-  This paper  - a joint  product of the Of-  - basically a device for protecting domes-
ties, but a high degree of income security.  fice  of the Regional Vice President, Europe  tic production  of grain from cheap imports
The  early  days  of reform  have  brought  and Central  Asia Regional Office and  the  - dominated  for more than  a decade in
crashing  incomes, more goods, civil liber-  Transition  Economies  Division,  Policy  the nineteenth  century.  Iteventually  split
ties. and rising insecurity.  Most countries  Research Department-is  partofa  larger  the  Tory party.  Britain's  transformation
are  set on a course toward  some form of  effort in the  Bank to study social protec-  from an agrarian  nation to a manufactur-
capitalism,  which  by  definition  means  tion in the transition  economies. Copies of  ing one spelled  the decline of the power of
greater  risk-taking,  less security,  and al-  the  paper  are  available  free  fronm the  the landed aristocracy and the ascendance
most  certainly  greater  inequality  in in-  World Bank, 1818  H Street NW, Washing-  of manufacturing.  In  the  end,  the  Corn
come distribution.  ton,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Kathie  Laws were repealed  because of the grmw-
Should transfers  be used to compprisate  Krumm, room H 12-081, extension  34263  ing power of the urban  masses  and t?aeir
for increasinginsecuiity  and poverty? The  (49 pages).  employers,  and the debate soon turned  to
short-run  drop in incomes, the  heritage  of  protection  against  imports  from faFt-in-
cradle-to-grave  state  protection,  and  the  dustrializing  France and  Germany.
Western  European  vision of the  welfare  1381.  Welfare Economics, Political  Such episodes  from history help us un-
state  provide  compelling  motivafion  for  Economy, and Policy Reform in  dersta'nd  the  protection  of rice in Japan
using transfers.  Ghana  today, for example,  and --the  focus of  this
But,  argue  Krunmm, Milanovic,  and  paper  - the  past  decade  of  reform  in
Walton,  there  are  significant  tradeoffs  Ravi Kanbur  Ghana,  and the  decade that  awaits.
between  moving to a welfare  state  and  (November  1994)  Kanbur  argues  that  the  political
shifting  to dynamic, growing economies  economy  ofpolicy reform in Ghana is likely
The transition  economies don't have  the  Economic policy reform was not invented  toprovetougherinthe  sAconddecadethan
real levels of productivity or the tax bases  in  ifrica in the 1980s. It has always been  in the  first, for three  reasons: (1) the eco-
needed  to sustain  the  kind of tax  effort a  with  us, evervwhere. Economic policy  re-  nomic situation  in the second decade is no
large-scale  system of transfers  would re-  form is about gainers and losers, and ios-  longer one of absolute  disaster,  with only
quire. Short-run  gains in security could in  ers will fight, perhaps  viciously, to stop it.  one way to go; (2) in the  second decade,
thelongrun  mean insufficientprivate  and  The winners are not as likely to push for  policyreformwilihavetocoincidewiththe
public  capital  accumulation  and  lack of  reform with the same uigor,  but there comes  transition  from military  to constitutional
competitiveness.  The result  could  be  fi-  apointat  which their interests become  over-  rule;  and (3) the nature  of the  reforms to
nancia] collapse (aswitriessedin  Ukraine)  whelming and opposition crumbles.  be  undertaken  in  the  second  decade  is
or  an  extreme  form  of Eurosclerosis  (a  different  from that ofthose  undertaken  in
possibility for Hungary or Poland). tinder  Welfare  economics develops  the  logic of  the first.
either scenario, those whom the transfers  how the gains ofthe gainers and the losses  This  paper  - a product  of the Ghana
are  supposed  to protect  - the  old,  the  of the losers  should  be  weighed  against  Resident Mission, Western Africa Depart-
poor, the disabled, and the unemployed  - each other, in a specific  ethical framework.  ment  - is the  text  of the  First  Annual
are  most  likely to  suffer  disproportion-  Political economy develops the logicofhow  Social  Sciences  Lecture  of  the  Ghana
stely aver the  medium to long term,  and  they  will be weighed  against  each other,  Academy of Arts  and  Sciences, delivered
probably even in the short  term.  in the context ofsociopolitical institutions.  in Accra in May 1993. Copies of the paper88  Policy Research Working Paper Series
are available  free from the  World Bank,  prevent  inflationary  pressures  or balance  which  can  have  devastating  effects  on
1818  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  l)C  of  payments  disequilibria  or  both.  And  household  irncomes  and  consumption, es-
20433.  Please  contact  Michble Youssef.  encouraging  privato saving may be esRen-  pecially for the  poor. To protect conHump-
room J5-250, extensio  34614 (25 pages).  tial  to  expand  investment,  considering  Lion, rural  households  engage  in  many
capital market  imperfections  and  liquid-  different  risk  management  strategies  -
ity constraints  on firms and households in  some mainly risk-reducing  and some sim-
1382.  Saving,  Irvestment,  and  many developing  economies. Four policy  ply copingdevices  to protect consumption
Growth in Developing Countries:  conclusions  emerge:  once income  has  been  lost.  An important
An Overview  *  Public saving does not crowd out pri-  limitation  of these traditional  risk man-
vate saving one-to-one, so increasing  pub-  agement strategies  is their  inability to in-
Klaus Schmidt-Hebbel,  LUis  Serven.  lic saving is an effective direct way to raise  sure against  covariate risks. And they are
and Andrws  Solimano  national  saving.  costly. The absence  of formal credit  and
(November  1994)  *  Foreigr saving should be allowed and  insurance  institutions,  which offer an ef-
encouraged  to support  domestic  invest-  ficientalternativebyovercomingregional
The most effective way to promote  invest-  ment  - even if it also helps  finance  con-  covariance problems and reducing the cost
ment, innouation, andgrowth  is toprovide  sumption - as long as the macroeconomic  of risk  management,  amounts  to a mar-
a supportive policy environment  and insti-  and regulatory  framework is adequate.  ket failure. Past  research  has paid much
tulions. The essentials are maeroeconomic  e  Higher private  saving should not be  more attention  to the supply-side reasons
stability,  undistorted prices, well-defirned  expected in response to the liberalization  for this market failure than to the demand
and  well-enforced property  rights, an en-  of interest  rates.  Market-determined  in-  side question ofwhether  there exist finan-
vironment  that  keeps business costs low,  terest  rates  will improve financial  inter-  cial instruments  that  farmers  want  and
and politiccll institutions  thatfostersocial  mediation, the quality of portfolio choices,  would be willing to pay for.
consensus and political stability.  Govern-  and  the quality  of investment  - but  not  Gautam,  Hazell,  and  Alderman  use  a
ment should also provide adequate  infra-  necessarily the volume of savings. Pension  dynamic household model to examine the
structure  and  human  capital investment  reform  may be a  better  way to mobilize  efficiency ofdrought  management  strate-
- whether  as public projects or with  the  domestic  resources.  gies used by peasant  households.  An at-
help of the private  sector.  *  Potentially  large  externalities  asso-  tractive  feature  of the  method  is that  it
ciated  with  investment  would  seem  to  exploits actual  production  (input-output)
The 1990s have seen renewed interest  in  suggest  the  need for an "activist" invest-  data  and  does not deal  with the  usually
themes  of economic growth and  develop-  ment  policy. But a better  way to promote  unreliable data on household consumption
ment. This  is a welcome change  after  a  investment  and  growth  is a  supportive  and leisure activities. The model is applied
decade and a halfduring  which macroeco-  policy and institutional  environment,  en-  to a two-year panel of data on households
nomics was dominated  by a concern with  suring  macroeconomic  stability,  social  from five villages  in Tamil Nadu  (South
short-term  adjustment  and  stabilization  consensus,  and  a  low cost of doing busi-  India). The sample  is small, but the data
issues  - and  basic problems  of growth,  ness.  are special, as one of the two years was a
c-apital accumulation,  and the generation  This paper  - a product  of the  Macro-  severe drought  year.
of savings  were largely ignored.  economics and  Growth  Division,  Policy  The results  indicate  that  agricultural
Schmidt-Hebbel,  Serven, and Solimano  Research Department-was  presented  at  households exhibit significant  risk-avoid-
draw  three  general  lessons  from  recent  the  Economic  Growth  and  Long-Term  ance behavior,  and that even though they
literature  on  saving,  investment,  and  Development  conference,  held  in  El  may  use  a  range  of risk  management
growth:  Escorial, Spain, July 11-13,1994.  Copies  strategies,  there  still  remains  an  unmet
* Despiteempiricalevidenceaboutvir-  of the  paper  are  available  free from  the  demand  for insurance  against  drought
tuous circles of heavy saving  and  invest-  World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washing-  risks. The atudy did notestimate  the likely
ment  and  rapid growth, the  relationship  ton,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Emily  costs of supplying  drought  insurance,  but
between  the  three  is complex, with cau-  Khine, room N11-061, extension 37471(48  the  latent  demand  in the  study region is
sality  running  in several  directions.  pages).  strong  enough  to  more  than  cover  the
* Still,  saving  often  seems  to  follow,  breakeven  rate ofapproximatelythe  pure
rather  than  precede,  investment  and  risk cost (the probability  of drought)  plus
growth,  contrary  to  the  Mill-Marshall-  1383. Rural Demand  for Drought  5 percent  administration  costs.
Solow interpretation.  Insurance  The findings confirm the inadequacies
*  Investment  and  innovation  are  the  of traditional  strategies  of coping  with
centerpieces  of growth. In this  regard, the  Madhur Gautam, Peter Hazell,  droughts  in poor rural  areas.  Because  of
new  literature  on  growth  represents  a  and Harold Alderman  the catastrophic  and simultaneous  effects
decided (if unintended)  return  to the tra-  (November  1994)  of droughts  on all households  over large
dition initiated  by Marx, Schumpeter,  and  areas,  there is limited scope for spreading
Keynes.  There appears to be an unmet demandfor  risks  effecti-ely  at the local level. Either
Saving  may  not  be  the  chief driving  insurance  against  drought  risks  in poor  households  must  increase  their  savings
force behind  growth, but ensuring  an ad-  rural areas.  significantly (a problem with low average
equate  savings  level must  remain  a cen-  incomes and  an  absence of safe and con-
tral  policy concern  - to ensure  enough  Many agricultural  regions in the develop-  venient  savings  instruments),  or  more
financing  for capital accumulation  and to  ing world are subject to severe droughts,  effective  risk  management  aids  arePolicy Research Working Paper Series  89
needed that can overcome  the covariation  of these  facilities, they should  not be  1385.  Fiscal Federalism
problem. Improved  financial  markets  handed down without mechanisms to en-  Dimensions of Tax Reform
(with both credit and savings facilities)  sure uniform service standards.  in Developing Countries
could  be helpful,  particularly if  they inter-  Draft laws focus  on the transfer of as-
mediate  over a larger  and  more diverse  sets (schools and clinics) to local jurisdic-  Robin  Boadway. Sandra Roberts,
econonmic  base than the local  economy.  Al-  tions but are vague about responsibilities  and Anwar  Shah
ternatively,  formal drought  insurance  in  for recurrent  spending. And because local  (November  1994)
the  form of a drought  (or rainfall)  lottery  spending  responsibilities  are expanding.
might  be feasible, and the  results  suggest  local  governments  need  increased  rev-  This paper  presents  economic  principles
that  it could be sold on a full-cost basis.  enues  to finance  them.  Providing  an ad-  and  practical  guidelines  for  the  cessigig-
This  paper  - a  product  of the  Agri-  equate  social safety  net is vital  in Alba-  ment  of  reuenue raising  responsibilities
cultural Policies Division, Agriculture and  nia - the poorest of the economies in tran-  anwng  different  levels  of government  for
Natural  Resources  Department,  in  col-  sition  - and  the  government  has  taken  countries  with  more  than  one level of gov-
laboration  with the  Poverty  and  Human  steps  to ensure  that  parts  of il are  locally  ernment.  It  also outlines  tax  harmoniza-
Resources  Division,  Policy Research  De-  administered,  though  centrally  funded.  tion and  coordination  strategies  to avoid
partment  - is part  of a study  funded  by  The key to a well-designed  intergovern-  inefficiencies  and  inequities  arising  from
the Bank's Research  Support  Budget un-  me.ntal financial  system  is to clearly  de-  decentralization  of  revenue raising author-
der  research  project  "Management  of  fine spending  responsibilities  so that  a  ity.
Drought  Risks in Rural Areas"(RPO  677-  revenue system can be designed to accom-
51). Copies of this  paper are available  free  modate them. Such a system  would com-  Boadway. Roberts, and Shah  propose four
from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW,  bine  revenue-sharing,  own-source  rev-  economic principles  for use  in decidine
Washington,  DC,  20433.  Please  contact  enues,  and  intergovernmental  transfers.  taxing  responsibilities  for various  levels
Cicely Spooner, room N8-039, extension  Tax-sharing  ofcentral  government  rev-  of government.  These are:
30464 (44 pages).  enues  based  on districtoforigin  cannotbe  * Efficiency  of  the  internal  common
the only means of local finance in Albania,  market. For efficiency in internal  common
as most  revenues  are collected in only a  market,  taxes on mobile factors and trad-
1384.  Fiscal  Decentralization  and  few districts.  To meet financial  needs, lo-  able goodsshouldeitherbeassignedtothe
Intergovernmental Finances in the  cal  governments  need  some  authority over  national  government  or  coordinated
Republic  of Albania  significant  own-source revenues  (such as  among subnational  governments.
user  charges  and  property  and  vehicle  - NVational equity.  Progressive  redis-
David Sewell  and Christine 1.  Wallich  taxes).  Privatization  revenues  can  also  tributive  taxes ought to be assigned  to the
(November  1994)  help  local governments  but  only in the  level ofgovernment  having responsibility
short  nn,  as they  are nonrecurrent.  for redistribution,  usually  the  national
Central  budget  transfers  to local gouern-  Matching  grants  with  spillover effects  government.  Subnational  governments
ments  will  remain  the dominant  source  of  may be appropriate.  And for low-income  could levy supplementary  flat rates on the
flinancing for many  functions,  but Albania  regionsincapable  of meetingtheirspend-  federal tax base.
is on thepath  toward autonomous, respon-  ing needs alone, a transparent,  equalizing  * Administrative  costs. To minimize
sive local governance. Local gouernments  transfer  system  should  be  developed.  collection,  administration,  and compliance
can  already  deliver  some infrastructure  Albania's  draft  laws  allow for this  possi-  costs, a tax should be assigned  to the level
services, but for some - especially educa-  bility, havingestablished  constituent  and  likely to be best  informed about  its base.
ton  and health  - it is important  to ensure  independent  budgets  for the  local level.  This  suggests  assigning  real  property
national  service standards.  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Infra-  taxation  to local governments  and corpo-
structure  Team, Europe and Central Asia,  rate  income taxation  to the national  gov-
Economic decentralization  emerged as an  and Middle East and North Africa regions'  emment.
issue  in Albania  following the  first  elec-  Technical  Department,  and  the Office of  * Fiscal  need.  To ensure  accountabil-
tion of a noncommunist  government in Al-  the  Director,  Europe  and  Central  Asia,  ity, revenue  means should be matched  as
bania in 1992. It is one of many challenges  Country  Department  II  - is part.  of a  close.ly  as possible to revenue needs. Thus
in creating  a fiscal system that  supports  larger effort in the Bank to study the prob-  tax instruments  intended  to further  spe-
reform.  lems  of  the  development  of  local  and  cific policy objectives should  be assigned
Decentralization  has  begun  with  the  subnational  governrments and issues ofin-  to the level of goverrnment having  the re-
central  government's  transferring  spend-  tergovemmental  finance in the economies  sponsibility  for such a service. Thus pro-
ing  responsibilities  primarily  for  some  in transition.  Copies ofthe paper are avail-  gressive redistributive  taxes, stabilization
local infrastructure  services to local gov-  able free from the  World Bank,  1818 H  instruments,  and  resource  rent  taxes
ermments. But, given Albania's small size,  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  would be suitable  for assignment  to na-
it  is unclear  whether  'people"  services  Please  contact  Gemma  Langton,  room  tional  government;  while  tolls  on
such as education and health  care need to  H11-075, extension  38392 (57 pages).  intermunicipal  roads  are  suitably  as-
be  delegated  to local  governments.  Al-  signed  to  state  governments.  Some  re-
though the destruction  oflocal health  and  source  taxes,  such  as royalties  and  fees
education  facilities  accompanying  the  and severance  taxes on production  and/or
demise of the old regime argues for giving  output,  are  designed to cover costs of lo-
communities  a greater  sense ofownership  cal service provision and could be assigned9(  Policy  Research  Working  Paper  Series
losubnational  governments.  In addition,  Denmark,  Germany,  Ireland,  Luxem-  Prioranalyses  ofthe relationship  between
subnational  governments  could also im-  bourg, and  the  Netherlands)  granted  no  fiscal decentralization  and the size of gov-
pose taxes to discourage local environmren-  preferences and either had free trade poli-  ernment  treat  fiscal decentralization  as
tal degradation.  In countries  with a fed-  cies or imposed only low tariffs.  the  decentralization  of either  taxing  or
eral level VAT, it may be too cumbersome  The earlier  quota-based  national  poli-  spending  powers.  But  decisions  about
to have subnational  sales  taxes.  In such  cies  were  inefficient  because  the  main  taxation  and spending  are inseparable.
circumstances,  the  fiscal  need  criterion  benefits ofthe quotas and high prices were  Ehdaie corrects this deficiency and ana-
would suggest  allowing subnational  goa-  enjoyed  by importers,  wholesalers,  and  lyzestheeffectofsimultaneousdecentrali-
emments  access to taxes which are tradi-  retailers  in the quota-restricted  countries.  zation  of taxing  and  spending  powers  -
tionally regarded  as suitable  for national  Under Lhe  unified EU policy,  quotas, high  'fiscal  decentralization"  - on the overall
administration,  such as  personal  income  prices, and preferential  access provide aid  size of the  public sector using cross-coun-
taxes.  to preferred  suppliers,  but  cost  EU con-  try data.
The  authors  also  stress  the  impor-  sumers  dearly and  the quota restrictions  The  econometric  results  of his  study
tance of tax harmonization  and coordina-  hurt nonpreferred suppliers (mainly Latin  show that:
tion in preserving  internal  common mar-  American  countries).  But the main  prob-  a  Thesimultaneousdecentralizationof
ket,  reducing  collection  and  compliance  lem with the new policy is that it extends  the  national  government's  t-ixing  and
costs and helping  to achieve national  eq-  protection (and consequent ineffiencies) to  spending  powers tends  to reduce the size
uity  objectives  and  suggest  methods  of  countries  where it didn't  exist before . of the  public sector.
achieving  such  coordination  vertically  As the costs ofthe new EU policybecome  a  Revenue-sharing  arrangements  in
(between the federal and subnational  gov-  better  understood,  new forces are emerg-  which decisions about taxation  are made
emments)  and  horizontally  (among  ing that  will probably create pressure  for  by the national  government tend  to elimi-
subnational  governments).  ch  ange over the next decade. Banana  pro-  nate the constraining  effect of the decen-
This  paper  - a  product  oi  he  Public  ducers who now receive aid through  pref-  tralized  spending  power.
Economics Division, Policy Research  De-  erential  access to the EU banana  market  What do these  findings suggest?
partment  - is part of a larger  effort in the  are  likely to lose those  preferences.  This  Countries,  such as economies in transi-
department  to reform  fiscal  syitems  in  could deal a hefty  blow to several  small  tion,  that  want  to reduce the  size of the
developing countries.  Copies oft tie paper  Caribbean  island  economies  and  some  public sector should decentralize  both tax-
are  available  free from the  World Bank,  African countries. But much more efficient  ing and  spending  decisions.
1818  H  Street  NW.  Washington,  DC  alternative  mechanisms  exist  through  This  paper  -a  product  of the  Public
20433. Please contact Carlina  Jones, room  which the European Union could grant aid  Economics Division, Policy Research  De-
N10-063, extension  37754 (29 pages).  to these economies.  partment-ispartofalar-gereffortinthe
The European  Union  and  the  favored  department  to study the economic conse-
Caribbean  countries  could all gain  much  quences of fiscal decentralization.  Copies
1386.  EU Bananarama  IlIl  by shifting from banana  aid to formalized,  of the  paper  are  available  free from the
targeted  general  development  aid.  World Bank, 1818 H StreetNW,  Washing-
Brent Borrell  This paper  - the  third  "bananarama"  ton,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Carlina
(December  1994)  paper  and  a joint  product of the Interna-  Jones, room N10-063, extension 37699 (18
tional Trade  Division, International  Eco-  pages).
nomics Department,  and the Office of the
New European  Union  banana  policy  ex-  Chief Economist,  Latin  America and  the
tendsprotection, favors inefiTcientproduc-  Caribbean  Regional Office - is part of a  1388.  Does Voice  Matter?
ers, and is a costly way to provide aid. The  larger effort in the Bank to analyze inter-  For Public  Accountability,
Eauopean  Union  and  the favored  Carib-  national  commodity policies. Copies ofthe  Yes
bean  countries  could  all gain  much  by  paper  are  available  free from the  Worid
shifting  from  banana  aid  to formalized,  Bank, 1818IHStreetNW,  Washington, DC  Samuel Paul
targeted general development aid.  20433. Please contact Grace Ilogon, room  (December  1994)
R2-072, extension  33732 (33 pages).
On July 1, 1993,  the European Union (EU)  When users of essential but monopoly ser-
adopted  a  unified  banana  policy that  is  vices do not have the option ofchoosingan
even more distortionary  and  costly than  1387.  Fiscal  Decentralization  and  alternative  service, can they influence the
some of the disparate  national  policies it  the  Size  of  Government:  An  accountability ofserviceproviders  through
replaced. Before, some EU countries gave  Extension  with  Evidence  from  such voice mechanisms  as collective action
preferred  market  access and  high prices  Cross-Country  Data  by user groups? Apparently  so.
to banana  producers  from selected devel-
oping countries  in Africa, the  Caribbean,  Jaber Ehdaie  Recent theory  posits  that  accountability
and the  Pacific, and  from  EU territorial  (December  1994)  in public  service can be enhanced  by the
suppliers. This preferential  status  was re-  use of "exit" and 'voice'  mechanisms.
garded as a form of aid to countries  with  Countries, such as economies in transition,  With exit mechanisms,  users  of public
historical  ties  to  certain  EU  countries  that  want  to reduce the size of the public  services can choose alternative  sources of
(France,  Great  Britain,  Italy,  Portugal,  sector should decentralize both taxing and  supply. Exit mechanisms  are viable when
and Spain). Other EU countries (Belgium,  spending  decisions.  there  is competition.  They are  not viablePolicy Research  Working  Paper  Series  91
for essential  services  for which  govern-  Economists and  policymakers  in the  So-  1390. Regional Integration and the
ment is the sole provider.  viet Union before its dissolution were con-  Baltics:  Which  Way?
Voice mechanisms  are  the  more likely  cerned about the growth ofthe"ruble  over-
option whe,. the service  provider is a mo-  hang." The concern was that  the ration-  PiritLa  Sorma
nopoly. With voice mechanisms  - for cx-  ing of consumer  goods evident  in prior  (December  1994i
ample, public meetings, local represenLa-  years had  led to an  excess of purchasing
tion  on public committees,  or collective  power in households.  Price liberalization  Some say the Rallies shouldlook  logrerter
action by user groups - the  public seeks  was expected  to lead  to a jump  in con-  trade integration  with the East, but Sorms
better  performance  from  public  service  sumer prices as households  tried  to exer-  argues  that  opportunities  are  better for
providers  without  opting  for alternative  cise their  purchasing  power.  trade with the West.
sources of supply.  But after the Soviet Union dissolved, a
Considerable research has been done on  new concern emerged:  a  ruble shortage.  Some propose that the Baltics seek deeper
how  and  whether  exit  mechanisms  im-  l'hroughout  the ruble currency area, gov-  trade  integration  with the East  to main-
proi-  organizations'  performance  and  emments  and state  enterprises  could not  tain existing trade  flows and because the
accountability.  Little  research  has  been  get enough rubles  to pay wages and  pen-  Baltics have had little market access to the
done on whether voice mechanisms  make  sions. As a result, households were unable  West.
service providers  more accountable.  to make  thle purchases  they  wanted  to  Sorsa argues  against  such  integration,
Paul addresses that issue by investigat-  make.  Ruble  shortages  contributed  proposinginstead  thatthe  Baltics improve
ing whether  providers  of irrigation  ser-  greatly to the progressive deterioration  of  trade  relations  with  the  West,  where
vices in Indonesia were more accountable  the  ruble  area,  from  its  beginning  with  market  access is likely to be less and less
when the  public used voice mechanisms.  fifteen  members  to its  present  member-  of a problem.
He asked these questions:  Did the  use of  ship of two.  After assessing  factor endowmenLs, and
voice improve public accountability  in ir-  The names given to these two episodes  usiag a gravity model, Sorsa predicts that
rigation  services?  If accountability  im-  -aruble  overhang"  and 'ruble  shortage"  more than  90 percent  of Baltic trade  will
proved,  did  service  outcomes  also  im-  - are misleading,  because they  are both  be with  non-former  Soviet Union  coun-
prove? He focused on how voice  works and  manifestations  of the  same phenomenon.  tries. Initial exports  are likely to be labor-
the  mechanisms  through  which  it influ-  In both cases, forced saving led to a reduc-  and  resource-intensive  goods, because  it
ences accountability.  tion in purchasing  power and downward  is easier  to adjust  to Western  standards
He found that  water  user  associations  pressure  on inflation.  with those goods. But in the long run, the
did make providers of irrigation  services  The difference was in the  mechanism  Baltics will have a comparative advantage
more accountable and  that  crop intensity  that  induced forced saving.  in skill-intensive  manufactures,  as their
increased  as a result.  Forthe  ruble overhang, the government  years  of schooling are among the highest
This paper - a product of the  Finance  maintained  price  rigidity;  there  was  in the developingworld.  (Exports oflabor-
and Private Sector Development Division,  nonprice rationing  of output that  was in-  and  resource-intensive  products,  espe-
Policy Research Department  - is part of  sufficient to satisfy demand at those rigid  cially  from  Estonia,  have  already  in-
a larger effort in the department  to inves-  prices.  creased.  Estonia  is the most advanced  of
tigate  the  influence  of  institutions  on  For the ruble shortage,  the government  the  Balties  in its  transition  to a market
policy outcomes. The study was funded by  - through  the  government-controlled  economy.)
the Bank's Research Support  Budget un-  banking system -imposed  the holding of  Sorsa  predicts  the  Baltics will eventu-
der  the  research  project  "Strengtheninr  bank  deposits  on  households,  through  ally trade  mostly with  Europe.
Accountability  in Public Servicts"  LIPO  mandatory  wage  deposit  programs  and  She says the Baltics are unlikely to ben-
677-65). Copies of the paper are available  through  the  de  facto  inconvertibility  of  efitfrom deeper trade integration  with the
free from the World Bank,  1818 H Street  deposits to currency.  East  because:
NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  The  result  was  the  same:  a  rationed  *  The lower  adjustment  costs and  the
tact  Bill Moore, room N9-055, extension  household sectorunabletotrade  financial  benefits of maintaining  viable industries
35261 (51 pages).  assets  for commodities.  resulting  from sustained  trade flows with
This paper - a product of the  Country  the East are likely to be outweighed by the
Operations  2 Division, Europe  and  Cen-  cost of lost opportunities  in the West.
1389.  Ruble  Overhang  and  Ruble  tral  Asia, Country  Department  IV - is  *  Temporary  preferential  arrange-
Shortage:  Were  They the Same  part ofalargereffortir  the region to study  ments  entail  high  administrative  costs
Thing?  financial sector and macroeconomic poli-  and  are rarely  temporary.
cies in transition  economies.  The study  *  Preferentialtradecouldmeanslower
Patrick Conway  was funded by the  Bank's Research Sup-  adjustment  and  powerful lobbies against
(Decemuer  1994)  port  Budget  under  the  research  project  change.
Mhe Ruble  Shortage  Phenomenon  in  *  Numerous nontariffbarriers  with the
"Ruble overhang" and  ruble shortages in  Members  of the  Ruble  Currency  Zone"  East,  slow and  unreliable  payments,  un-
the Soviet  Union and  its successor states  (RPO 678-08). Copies  of the  paper  are  stable  currencies,  and  barter  arrange-
were manifestations  of the same economic  available free from the World Bank, 1818  ments  increase  transaction  costs and  im-
phenomenon  thehouseholdsector'sinabil-  H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC  20433.  pede the creation  of more trade.
ity to convertfinancial assets intopurchas-  Please contact Lenora Suki, room H2-096,  *  Preferential  trading  with Russia  or
ing power over commodities.  extension  33974 (20 pages).  Ukraine  entails  the risk of increasing  ex-92  Policy Research  Working  Paper  Series
ternol  protection  for  the  more  liberal  sense view that  rapid  population  growth  causes and consequences  of rapid popula-
Baltics. This risk iS  magnified by the rela-  greatly hurls  economic growth because of  tion growth. Copies of the paper are avail-
tively slow adjustmentof  Russia and other  scarcer natural  resources, reduced invest-  able free frorn the  World  Bank,  1818 H
former  Soviet  Union  republics  and  the  ments(perchild)inhealthandeducation,  Street  NW,  WashingLon,  DC  20433.
faster  reform  in the Baltics.  and  lower rates  of capital  accumulation  Please contact  Sheila  Fallon,  room  N5-
The recent free trade agreement  among  per worker.  033, extension  38009 (37 pages).
the  Baltics allows  countries  to maintain  The empirical  evidence  (usually  mar-
independent  external  trade policies, with-  shalled by economists) provides an equally
out  creating  the  many  administrative  convincing, and seemingly contradictory,  1392.  Some  Economic
problems  of a  union.  Free  trade  agree-  answer:  There  is no strong,  stable  rela-  Consequences  of the  Transition
ments will not only improve market access  tionship  between  countries'  population  from Civil War to Peace
but  may  help  lock  in reforms  at  home,  growth and their per capita output growth
which  may  help  attract  foreign  invest-  rates.  Jean-Paul Azaim,  David Bevan, Paul Collier,
ment. With liberalized  trade, competition  Kling and  Pritchett  propose an empiri-  Stefan Dercon, Jan  Gunning, and  Sanjay
from liberal Estonia  may help reduce pro-  cal reconciliation  between the  two views.  Pradhan
tection  levels in Latvia  and  Lithuania.  No one really believes that  the impact of  (December  1994)
After initial  adjustment,  trade  with the  a 10-percent increase in population would
West will promote  faster,  more sustain-  have the same impact in Bangladesh  as it  Evidence from Africa, especially Ethiopia
able growth. Allocation of resources based  would have in Canada,  or even the  same  and  Uganda, sheds light on why, when a
on world  prices,  and  transfer  of technol-  impact in crowded Malawi or Rwanda  as  ciuil war ends,  it takes  time  to claim  a
ogy,  will  increase  productivity  growth.  insparselypopulatedZaireorZambia.But  peace dividend  - and what governments
Trade  with  the  West will probably  also  if the impact of population growth on eco-  can do to foster the confidence of a fearfal
lower environmental  costs.  nomic growth  differs across  countries,  it  private  sector in war's aftermath.
OECD protectionism  is unlikely  to be-  might on average be small (even statisti-
come an insurmountable  obstacle to more  caDy indistinguishable  from  zero) in  the  Drawing on evidence from Africa - espe-
Baltic exports  to the West. Recent state-  usual empirical estimates, even though the  cialy Ethiopia and Uganda-the  authors
ments  about  Europe  turning  its  back on  negative  impact  in particular  countries  ofthis volume draw conclusions about eco-
the reforming  East seem exaggerated,  at  might  well be large.  nomic policy in the aftermath  of civil war.
least for the Baltics. Their position as the  The real answer  might  be, 'It  depends  A sample of conclusions  follows.
former  Soviet  Union  member  most  dis-  on country conditions." But this answer  is  Civil  wars  differ  from  international
criminated  against  by Europe is changing,  uninformative  unless one can show which  wars.  They are  informal,  often  have  no
as they rapidly climb the various pyramids  country  conditions 'it  depends"  on.  Is it  clear  beginning  and  end, weaken  rather
of access to European  trade.  most harmful  in poor countries?  In land-  than  strengthen  the authority ofthe state,
This paper  - a product of the  Interna-  scarce  countries?  In  countries  with  poor  and  leave two unreconciled  armies  to be
tional Trade  Division, International  Eco-  policies? Kling  and Pritchett try to discover  demobilized  within  one  territory.  Civil
nomicb Department  - is part  of a larger  the  conditions  under  which  population  wars erode the institutions  ofcivil society,
effort in the  department  to monitor  and  growth  hurts  economic performance  by  leading  to a decline in the  stock of social
advise on the trade  policies of transitional  allowing interactive terms for country con-  capital, which takes  some time to restore.
economies. Copies of the  paper are avail-  ditions.  Private  investment  and government  rev-
able free from  the  World Bank,  1818 H  The empirical  results  do not  give con-  enue  are  slow to  recover,  and  military
Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  firmation  to any of the  plausible  distinc-  expenditures  are not easily  reduced. As a
Please contact Jennifer  Ngaine, room R2-  tions  across  country  conditions  - the  result, there  is little  or no peace dividend
052, extension  37947 (48 pages).  impact  of population  growth is not worse  in the  short  run.
in poor countries and is notworse  in land-  The  period of transition  to peace is a
scarce  countries.  Their  measure  of  re-  particularly  suitable  time  for  radical
1391.  Where in the  World Is  sourcescarcity  maybe one reason forthis  policy reform, despite  the  high degree of
Population  Growth Bad?  failure to find an interaction,  but while it  polarization  typical in countries  engaged
failed to produce satisfying  results,  it is a  in civil war.  And speedy reform, far from
Jeff Kling and Lant Pritchett  major conceptual improvement  over even  increasing uncertainty,  is likely to reduce
(December  1994)  simpler  indicators,  such  as  population  it.  After a  civil war,  private  agents  are
density, or the empirical literatures  stud-  fearful both of each other  and of the gov-
Would economic growth  be better ifpopu-  ied: no interaction.  ernment.  This, perhaps  even more than
lation  growth  were  slower?  Everybody  Identifying  the conditions under  which  physical  damage  to infiastructure,  hin-
seems to agree the answer is 'it depends'  population  growth is a drag on economic  ders private-sector-led  recovery,  as irre-
- but who knows on what?  growth  should  be a priority  as  efforts to  versible  investment  is  delayed  despite
reduce population  growth should be con-  being financeable. The transition  to peace
Would economic growth be better if popu-  centrated  in  those  countries  where  the  is primarily  the transition  from fear and
lation growth  were slower?  efforts give the greatest  payoff.  the  defensive  responses  that  became in-
There  are  two apparently  opposite an-  This paper  - a product of the  Poverty  grained  in wartime.  The peace dividend
swers to this  question.  Advocates of poli-  and  Human  Resources  Division,  Policy  comes as a gradual  recovery ofconfidence
cies to reduce population growth rates are  Research Department-is  part of a larger  induces repatriation  of financial  and hu-
completely  convinced  by  the  common  effortin the departmnt  to  investigate  the  man  capital.Policy Research Working Paper Series  93
Such confidence can be boosted by the  tion,  but trade  policies alone cannot  cre-  per  are  available  free  from  the  World
early sequencing of investment-sensitive  ate a competitive economic environment.  Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington, DC
policy reforms and  by preserving  low in-  And trade  policy as an instrument  of com-  20433. Please contact Joy Troncoso, room
flation through  direct consumer  price in-  petition polity (limited as it has been) has  18-314, extension  37826 (29 pages).
dex targeting.  Lack of confidence can be  been  constrained  by  a  disproportionate
compensated for by temporary  undervalu-  amount  of nontraded  goods, vertical inte-
ation of the exchange  rate,  or by tempo-  gration,  and  distribution  monopolies - 1394.  Macroeconomic  Reform
rary tax incentives for investmentwhich,  and  sometimes  the  use of antidumping,  and Growth  in Africa: Adjustment
however, may prove more difficult to make  countervailing,  and safeguard  measures.  in Africa  Revisited
credibly time-bound. Finally, aid can per-  Competition  policies - such  as  anti-
mit accelerated rehabilitation  ofthe infra-  trust  laws,  merger  controls,  and  other  Lawrence Bouton,  Christine  Jones,
structure  (especially transport  networks)  regulatory  measures -can  prevent exclu-  and Miguel  Kiguel
needed to return  to a market  economy.  sionary  practices,  collusion among com-  (December  1994)
Contrary to the study's  hypothesis,  the  petitors,  and  the abuse of market  power.
authors  found  that  demobilization  - at  Allowing foreign  ownership  and  liberal-  Improved  macroeconomic policies in Sub-
least  in Uganda  - did not lead to a sig-  ized investment  regimes will further  en-  Sahararz African countries  are still asso-
nificantupsurgeininsecurity.  Inthe  short  hance  domestic  competition  by  adding  ciated  with  improved  perfor7m.ince, but
term, demobilization significantly reduced  market  presence.  countries fall  short of hauing sound poli-
crime, unless  the  demobilized  lacked ac-  Guasch and Rajapatirana  contend that  cies. Only steady and increased policy re-
cess to land. If the  demobilized  returned  trade  and  competition  policies  must  form will conuince investors ofthe credibil-
to their home areas and were given some  complement  each  other  and  that  when  ity of reform and thus ofa  more favorable
assistance,  with  identifiable  exceptions  they  do, welfare  improves.  Tensions  be-  investment  climate.
they  were  able  to  find  income-earning  tween the two policy areas arise because
opportunities.  of globalization,  regional policies, techni-  The 1994 World Bank study Adjustment
This paper  - a product  of the  Public  cal barriers,  certain  kinds  of industrial  in Africa: Reforms, Results, and the Road
Economics Division, Policy Research De-  policy, and  macroeconomic exigencies.  Ahead  assessed  the  extent  of, and  eco-
partment-  is part of a larger effort in the  Trade  policy itself can be used for pro-  nomic  payoffs from, policy reform  in 29
department  to  examine  components  of  tection even without high tariffs or quan-  countries  in  Sub-Saharan  Africa in  the
public spending (such as military expendi-  titative  restrictions.  Antidumping,  mid-1980s and 1990s. Here Bouton, Jones,
tures) and the interface between the pub-  countervailing,  and  safeguard  measures  and  Kiguel update  the results  of that  re-
lic and  private  sectors.  The  study  was  limit  rather  tlLan promote  competition.  port  with  1992 macroeconomic data  and
funded by the  Bank's  Research  Support  These  measures  - which  should  be  explore some issues in more detail.
Budget under  the research  project 'Some  GKAThcompatible  bylaw and competition-  The conclusions ofthe earlier report still
Economic Consequences of the Transition  promoting in spirit  - must he used judi-  hold: Improved policies are still associated
from Civil War to Peace" (RPOG677-31)  and  ciously.  Guasch  and  Rajapatirana  favor  with improved performance, but countries
by the Africa Regional Office.  Copies ofthis  the  use  of safeguards  rather  than  other  fal  short ofhaving sound policies. In fact,
paper  are  available  free from  the  World  measures  to provide temporary protection  the  1991-92  policy  stance  was  not  as
Bank,1818 H StreetNW,  Washington, DC  for firms facing import surges.  strong  as  the  1990-91  stance,  reflect-
20433. Please contact Carlina Jones, room  Latin American countries have recently  ing the  slow, fragile, and  often reversal-
N1O-063,  extension  37699 (139 pages).  made impressive  strides  in trade  reform,  prone nature  of macroeconomic reform in
but have made limited  use of competition  Africa.
policies. Guasch and  Rajapatirana  argue  Gettingtherealexchangeraterightand
1393.  The  Interface  of Trade,  for  more  use  of competition  policies  to  reducngthefiscaldeficitshouldbethetop
Investment,  and Competition  enhance  gains  from  trade  reform.  They  priority  for restoring  growth.  Countries
Polit:ies:  Issues  and Challenges  also argue  for harmonization  of competi-  that  significantly  reduced  their  budget
for  Latin America  tion  policies  as  these  countries  reduce  deficits  and  reduced  the  black  market
barriers  against  each  other  through  re-  premiium (by devaluing) enjoyed the great-
J. Luis  Guasch and Sarath Rajapatirana  gional agreements.  est  payoffs from  reform.  Devaluation  of
(December  1994)  More efforts  should be made to:  the CFAfrancinJanuary  1994 represents
* Create  favorable  competitive  envi-  a real opportunity  for the  CFA franc zone
Latin  American  countries  must  try  to  ronments.  countries  to restore  growth.
adopt  competition  policies  that  enhance  *  Harmonize  trade,  regulatory,  and  Many countries have made considerable
gains from trade reform and raise the re-  competition  policies  as  well  as  conflict  progress  in  moving toward  competitive
turns on investment.  resolution  mechanisms.  real  exchange  rates.  There  still  remains
* Strengthen  enforcement mechanisms  the  challenge  of reducing  budget  deficits
Latin  American  countries  have not  had  and  make them  binding.  in ways consistentwith  poverty-reducing
much experience with competition policy.  This paper - a product of the Advisory  growth. Hence the need to reorient  public
Restricted trade policies, together with no  Group, Latin America and the Caribbean,  spending to the essential  tasks of govern-
competition policy, have often resulted  in  Technical  Department  - is  part  of  a  ment, especially providing social services.
domestic monopolies.  larger eoffrt to disseminate  lessons about  Reform in two areas  will be important  to
Trade  liberalization  in the  1980s and  policy and  institutional  reform that  are  sustainingfiscal  reforrr  implicitsubsidies
1990s has  strengthened  import competi-  relevant  to the  region.  Copies of the  pa-  to public enterprises  must be cut, and the94  Policy  Research  Working  Paper Series
cost of restructuring  the  banking  sector  This paper  - a product  of the  Macro-  because  there  wa3 no reserve  price rule.
must  not be absorbed  by the  budget.  economics and  Growth  Division,  Policy  When bidders  learn such a rule, specula-
Policy reforms undertaken  so far  have  Research  Department  - is  part  of the  tive bidding diminishes.
paid  off in higher  growth  rates,  but  the  departmental  project 'Foreign  Exchange  *  The management  of a credible, sus-
level of growth  is still too low to sustain  Auction  Markets  and  Exchange  Rate  tainable  reserve  price  policy requires  an
rapid rates of poverty reduction. Increased  Unification in Sub-Saharan  Africa." Cop-  efficient secondary  market.
growtn  seems  to have  come more  from  iesofthis  paper are available free from the  A simple underly.ig  model, synthesized
efficient use ofexisting capacity than from  World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW, Washing-  from the theoretical  literature on auctions,
new  investment.  Only  steady  and  in-  ton, DC 20433. Please contact Raquel Luz,  specifies the  auction  rate as a function of
creased policy reform will convince inves-  room  N11-053,  extension  39059  (33  fundamental  variables  and  structural
tors  of the credibility  or reform  and  thus  pages).  shift dummies.  The repeated,  sequential
of a more favorable investment  climate.  nature  of these  multi-un-t  auctions  and
This  paper  - a product  of the  Macro-  the  nonstationary  nature  of most  of the
economics  and  Growth  Division,  Policy  1396.  Foreign  Exchange  Auction  auction variables are captured empirically
Research Department-is  partofa  larger  Markets  in Sub-Saharan  Africa:  by a cointegrated  (error correction) frame-
effort in the department to understand the  Dynamic Models for Auction  work.
links  between  policy reform, growth, and  Exchange  Rates  In  addition  to consistently  estimating
poverty reduction. Copies of the paper are  long-run  and  short-run  parameters  of
available  free from the World Bank, 1818  Janine Aron  and Ibrahim Elbadawi  auction  fundamentals,  the  error  correc-
H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC  20433.  (December  1994)  tion model allows asymptotically  efficient
Please contact Rebecca Martin, room N11-  testing  of three  policy hypotheses  deriv-
959, extension  39026 (68 pages).  A strong case is made for a gradual  ap-  ing from auction  theory: the competitive-
proach  to  exchange-rate  unification  in  ness  hypothesis,  the  effect  of uncertainty
Sub-Saharan  Africa  because  of  the  huge  on the  auction-determined  rate,  and  the
1395. A Typology of  Foreign  fiscal  and  other  macroeconomic  imbal-  revenue-equivalence  hypothesis.
Exchange Auction  Markets  ances that prevail  there - and  the rudi-  In other words, they used these models
in Sub-Saharan Africa  mentary nature ofthe bankirng system and  to test  the impact  on the level of the auc-
other  economic  institutions.  tion  rate  of increased  competition  among
Janine Aron  and Ibrahim  Elbadawi  bidders,  of  the  effect  of  uncertainty
(December  1994)  In this  analytical  sequel toA  Typology  of  (proxied  by  a  volatile  supply  of foreign
Foreign  Exchange  Auction  Markets  in  exchange),  and  ofdifferent  pricing  mecha-
Transparent  policy  rules  and  conduct  are  Sub-Saharan  Africa,  Aron  and  Elbadawi  nisms  (Dutch  and  marginal  pricing).
ofparamount  importance to the success of  compare the micromanagement  of differ-  This paper-a  productofthe  Macroeco-
foreign  exchange auctions.  ent foreign exchange auctions  in Sub-Sa-  nomics  and  Growth  Division, Policy Re-
haran  Africa.  search  Department  - is part  of the  de-
Aron and Elbadawi compare and contrast  Multi-unit  auctions  for  foreign  ex-  partmental  project  'Foreign  Exchange
the  design  and outcomes of different  for-  change  were  introduced  in a  number  of  Auction  Markets  and  Exchange  Rate
eign exchange  auctions  in four countries  countries  in  the  1980s and  1990s,  in  a  Unification  in Sub-Saharan  Africa. Cop-
in Sub-Saharan  Africa and  present  a ty-  transitional  step  toward  a credible,  sus-  ies ofthis paper are available free from the
pclogy of such auctions  tainable,  unified  regime,  such as an effi-  World Bank, 1818HStreetNW,  Washing-
They identify two distinct  sets of coun-  cient interbank  market.  But there is little  ton, DC 20433. Please contact Raquel Luz,
tries  in terms  of the  auctions'  features,  understanding  of how  auction  markets  room N1-053,extensioi'  39059(38 pages).
policy interventions,  and  outcomes.  function in Sub-Saharan  Africa, and there
In  Ghana  and  Uganda,  the  exchange  has  been  virtually  no  research  on  the
rate  auctions  are  judged  to  have  been  causes  of frequent  policy reversals  or  of  1397.  Are Private Capital  Flows
largely  on target  in exchange  rate  unifi-  auction  failure.  to Developing  Countries
cation,  exchange  rate  stabilization,  and  One possible cause  of failure  - apart  Sustainable?
efficient  allocation of foreign exchange.  from thin markets,  macroeconomic laxity,
The auctions in Nigeria and Zambia, on  and vulnerability  to terms-of-trade  shocks  Uri Dadush, Ashok  Dhareshwar,
the other  hand, were  subject to frequent  and  fluctuations  in the  disbursement  of  and Ron  Johannes
policy interventions,  resulting  in unsus-  foreign aid - is the inappropriate  design  (December  1994)
tainable  auctions, inefficient allocation  of  and  management  of auctions.
foreign exchange (through ad hoc disquali-  Aron and Elbadawi estimate  models for  Will the spectaularsurge  inprivate  capi-
fications), limited unification, and a rather  the microdeterminants  ofthe auctionrate,  tal  flows  to developing  countries  in  the
volatile  exchange rate.  using  weekly  data  on  foreign  exchange  1990s be followed,  as some worry, by an.
The  conclusions reached  by Aron and  auctions for Ghana, Nigeria, Uganda, and  equally spectacular reversal offlows, read-
Elbadawi  are broadly  corroborated  by  a  Zambia. Among the  policy lessons:  ing to  a financial  crisis  like  the one  that
statistical  analysis  of weekly  micro-auc-  *  Nigeria  and  Zarmbia  failed  to  unify  followed  the last  such  surge,  in the  1970s?
tion data for all four countries.  and  stabilize  the  exchange  rate  partly  A generalized  reuersal is unlikely. But in-Policy  Research  Working  Paper Series  95
dividual  countries may experien2ce  volatile  tivity, which will benefit developing coun-  Using data from the U.S. Census Bureau,
rinanrial  louws and  changing  terms  of  try  exports.  Commodity  prices  have  Hartman,  Wheeler, and Singh have devel-
access to capital  narkets.  surged  in the  past six months,  but mea-  opedcomprehensiveestimates  of pollution
sures of core inflation,  including  unit la-  abatementcostsby  industrysectorforsev-
The remarkable  suirge in private  capital  bor costs, are at  a historic  low. This sce-  eral  major  air  pollutants.  Their  results
flows to developing countries  since 1990  nario is very different  from the combina-  provideconservative  benchmarks  for ben-
has greatly  facilitated their rapid growth,  tion of high interest  rates  and economic  efit-cost analysis ofpollution control stxat-
ata time when OECD countries have been  recession the developing world faced in the  egies in developing  countries.  They also
in, or passed through,  recession. The im-  early  1980s, as high and  rising inflation  provide strikingevidence  ofinefficiency in
portance  of these  flows to the current  ac-  induced  sudden  tightening  of monetary  U.S. command-and-control  regulation.
countofseveral  large developingcountries  policies.  The cost estimates  reflect  the  experi-
has  caused  concern  about  their  Still,  significant  areas  of risk  deserve  ence of about 100,000 U.S. nanufacturing
sustainability,  especially if international  attention  from developingcountrygovern-  facilities  under  actual  operating  condi-
interest  rates  continue  rising.  ments,  international  financial  institu-  tions.  They are  based  on a complete ac-
The form ofthese flows,  and their source  tions,  and  industrial  country  investors.  counting of costs - including capital, la-
- investors  rather  than  commercial  Some major recipients  of private  capital  bor, energy. materials,  and  services. So,
banks-causes  concern abouttheirshort-  flows are vulnerable  to sudden changes in  they should be more useful forbenefit-cost
term  volatility.  To address  the  issue  of  both domestic or external  environments.  analysis  than  idealized engineering  esti-
sustainability,  Dadush, Dhereshwar,  and  And portfolio equity flows are likely to be  mates. But  they also  reflect strict  pollu-
Johannes  draw  on  analyses  of interna-  more volatile than  other forms of private  tion control  regulation  and  input  prices
tional financial  flows and ecor.amic pros-  capital flows.  which are probably somewhat  higher, on
pects carried  out by the Bank's  Interna-  The policy response to large capital  in-  average,  than  those  in developing coun-
tional  Economics Department.  They con-  flows should depend on whether  the  cur-  tries. They should be interpreted  as con-
clude that  private  capital  flows to devel-  rent account deficit is sustainable  and the  servative  estimates  for  environmental
oping countries are likely to be sustained  degree  to which  it is over- or  under-fl-  planning  in developing  countries.  Regu-
at, or near, current  total levels for the fol-  nanced. While the external  environment  latory options that arejudged  to have high
lowing reasons:  is favorable, vulnerable  countries  have a  net benefits using  these  numbers  would
- Much of the private flow comes from  window of opportunity  to undertake  ad-  probably look even better  if local abate-
direct investment.  Foreign direct invest-  justment.  ment cost data were  available.
ment has increased  as international  busi-  This paper - a product of the  Interna-  The estimates  in this paper can provide
nesses  pursue  globalization  strategies.  tional  Economic Analysis  and  Prospects  useful information  for pollution charges.
Firms are taking advantage  of liberaliza-  Division  and  the  International  Finance  They can also help make targeted  regula-
tion drives and rising incomes in develop-  Division,  International  Economics  De-  tion more cost-effective. With scarce  re-
ing countries, as well as dramatic changes  partment-is  part of a larger effort in the  sources for monitoring  and  enforcement,
in transport  and  telecommunications  - department  to understand  the  determi-  new regulatoryinstitutions  indeveloping
factors that  are structural  rather  than cy-  nants  of private capital  flows to develop-  countries  will want  to focus initially  on
clical, and  that  are likely to be reinforced  ing  countries.  Copies of  the  paper  are  industry sectors that are the main sources
by  implementation  of  Uruguay  Round  available  free from the World Bank, 1818  of  locally-dangerous  pollutants.  After
agreements.  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  those sectors areidentified,  targeted  regu-
* Sources of finance are  more diversi-  Please  contact  Jackie  Queen,  room S8-  lation should be informed by sectoral dif-
fied.  There  is  greater  risk-sharing  be-  216, extension  33740 (41 pages).  ferences in abatement  cost. The estimates
tween creditor and debtor. Funds are pre-  suggest,  for example,  that  cost-effective
dominantly going to the private sector(not  control of suspended particulate  emissions
sovereign  governments).  And developing  1398.  The  Cost of Air Pollution  will focus on wood pulping  rather  than
countries  still account for less than  1 per-  Abatement  steelmaking when both are major sources
cent ofthe investment  portfolios ofOECD  of suspended  particulates.  The  reason:
investors.  In the 1970s, commercial bank  Raymond  S. Hartman, David Wheeler,  average  particulate  abatement  costs are
loans  accounted for proportionately  more  and Manjula Singh  four times higher  in steelmaking.
flows. Now, increasingly  large  roles  are  (December  1994)  This paper - a product of the Environ-
played by bondholders, equity  investors,  ment, Infrastructure,  and Agriculture  Di-
and  money market  funds.  Econometric  estimates  of  air  pollution  vision, Policy Research  Department  - is
* A prolonged major increase in inter-  abatement costs for 100,000 U.S. factories  part  of a larger  effort in the department
national  interest  rates  would jeopardize  provide conservatiue benchmarks for ben-  to  support  more  cost-effective  environ-
continuation  of the  flows at current  lev-  efit-costanalysisofpollution  controlstrat-  mental regulation in developingcountries.
els, but the likelihood of such an increase  egies in deueloping countries.  They  also  The study was funded by the  Bank's Re-
in the next three to five years is slim. Any  suggest  that  U.S. command-and-control  search Support Budget under the research
rise  in interest  rates  in industrial  coun-  regulation  has  reduced  air pollutior.  at  project "EconometricAnalysis ofPollution
tries will largely reflect rising demand for  unnecessarily high cost.  Abatem-ent Costs"  (RPO 677-81). Copies
credit because  of increased economic ac-96  Policy  Research  Working  Paper Series
of this  paper  are  :ivailable  free  rrom the  This  paper  --  a  pro)duct of the  Porverty  pahility.  Demand  for  Collective  mecha-
World Hlank.  IS18181iStreet  NW, Washing-  and  Humani  Resources  Division.  P'olicy  nisms  tended  to be greater  when  techno-
tmn. I)'  2043:3. I'lease  contact  F.lizabeth  RisearchlDepartment-iis  partofa  larger  logical  requirements  of production  were
Schalper.  room  NIl-.'17,  extension  3:3457  effort  in  the, department  to better  under-  complex  or  when  the  endowments  of pri-
(30 pages).  stand  the  economywide  and  sectoral  de-  vale  technological  network.s  in  certain
terminanLs  of progress  in fightingpoverty.  countries  or  industries  were  weak.
Copiesofthe  paperareavailable  freefrom  Broad-based  collective  technical  sup-
1399.  How  Important  to  India's  the  World  Rank,  1818  H  Street  NW,  port  facilitates  the  emergence  ofan  infor-
Poor  is the  Urban-Rural  Washington,  1D. 20433.  Please  contact  mation-rich  environment  for  firms,  and
Composition  of  Growth?  Patricia  Cook,  room  N5-061,  extension  may  be worth  pursuing  in many  settings.
33902  (29  pages).  Examples  of such  support  include:
Martin  Ravallion and Gaurav  DlLt  *  Sponsoring  courses  on  specialized
(l)eceimber 1994)  topics.
1400.  Technical  and Marketing  - Facilitatingtheuscofexpertconsult-
Rfural econornic growth  in India  in  1951-  Support  Systems  for  Successful  ants  (eitherdirectly,  by making  aconsult-
91 brought  large benefits  to  both the rural  Small  and  Medium-Size  ant  available  to a broad  array  of firms,  or
and  urban  pnor.  By  contrast,  the  urban  Enterprises  in  Four  Countries  indirectly,  by providing  rinancial  support
economic growth  process  in this period lefl  for the  use  of consultants).
man vofthe  urban  poor behind  -and  had  Brian Levy with Albert Berry, Mlotoshige  ltoh,  *  Promoting  information-sharing
negligible  impact  on rural  poverty.  Linsu Kim, Jeffrey Nugent. and Shujiro Urata  among  firrms.
(December 1994)  Countries  that  already  have  strong
Views  differ  on  how  much  India's  poor  broad-based  collective  support  and  that
have shared  in the growth  and  contraction  A healthy  business  and  ir entive  en viron-  are  moving  into  technologically  more  ad-
in  the  country's  average  standard  of liv-  ment  is the  main  determinant  of whether  vanced  activities  might  consider  "high-
ing  since  independence.  Some  have  ar-  small  and  medium-size  enterprises  will  intensity"  support,  but  should  proceed
guedthat  the rural  growth  thataccompa-  succeed  But  a liberalized  prir'ate  market-  with  caution.
nied  the green  revolution  in the  1970s and  place will  not necessarily  ensure  industrial  This  paper  - a product  of the  Finance
1980s brought  few gains  to the poor in the  development.  For many  firms,  subsectors,  and  Private  Sector  Development  Division.
rural  sector,  while others  have viewed  ag-  and  countries,  well-functioning  collective  Policy Research  Department  - is part  of
ncultural  growth  as  the key to rural  pov-  support  systems  for  marketing  and  tech-  a largereffort  in the  department  to exam-
erty  reduction.  Views have also differed  on  nology  accelerate  industrial  success.  ine the impact  of proactive  intervention  on
bow much urban  growth  has benefited  the  SME  performance.  Copies ofthe  paper  are
poor.  Studies  of successful  small  and  medium-  available  free from the  World  Bank,  1818
Ravallion  and  Datt  used  33 household  size enterprises  (SMEs) and their  market-  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.
surveysspa.ining  1951-91  to examine  the  ing  and  technical  support  systems  were  Please  contact  Daniele  Evans,  room N9-
relative  importance  to India's  poor of both  uncdertaken  for Colombia,  Indonesia,  Ja-  055,  extension  38526  (43 pages).
urban  and  rural  consumption  growth.  pan,  and  the  Republic  of Korea.  Three  to
Among  other  things,  they  tested  for  four  subsectors  were  examined  in  each
spillover  effects  between  sectors:  Does  country.  The sample  worldwide  amounted
urban  growth  have  the same  effects on the  to 445  firms.
rural  distribution  of consumption  as  ru-  Mechanisms  to support  export  market-
ral  growth  has  on urban  distribution?  ing  varied  across  countries  and
Urban  growth  reduced  poverty,  but  subsectors.  How  they  varied  depended
adverse  distributional  effects  within  the  greatly  on whether  SMEs  operated  within
urban  sector  reduced  the  gains  to the  ur-  well-developed  private  networks.  When
ban  poor,  and  urban  growth  had  no  sig-  market  penetration  begins,  transaction
nificant  effect  on rural  distribution.  costs  are  high  and  collective  marketing
Rural  growth  was  distribution-neutral  support  can  be  important.  As  markets
within  the  rural  sector  and  so brought  'thicken,"  initiatives  by  foreign  buyers
sizable  absolute  gains  to the  rural  poor.  become  more  important.  Generally  the
Rural  growth  also  had  propoor  distribu-  most  effective  collective  marketing  sup-
tional  effects  on urban  poverty.  port  was  of the kind  that  can be provided
Identifying  the  nature  of these  intra-  more  effectively  by decentralized  organi-
and  inter-sectoral  effects  reinforces  the  zations  - such  as  industry  associations
importance  of rural  growth  to  national  or  local  governments  and  chambers  of
poverty  reduction.  commerce  (to support  firms'  participation
Future  progress  in  fighting  poverty  in  in  trade  fairs,  for  example)  - than  by
India  will  depend  on both  the  rate  of ru-  central  government  institutions.
ral  economic  growth  and  the  country's  Private  mechanisms  were  more  impor-
success  in  switching  to  a more  propoor  tant  than  collective  mechanisms  for help-
process  of urban  growth  ing  finns  improve  their  technological  ca-